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ABSTRACT 
One the greatest challenges facing leamers of Japanese as a second language 
(JSL) is mastery of the complex writing system. Functional proficiency in written 
Japanese requires the leamer to develop facility in the use of two basic syllabic scripts, 
hiragana and katakana, as well as in kanji, the ideographic characters that number in 
the thousands. For leamers from alphabetic languages and their teachers, kanji often 
presents an insurmountable obstacle to the attainment of even mdimentary levels of 
literacy in Japanese, and is a source of great concem for JSL pedagogy. 
This thesis examines the teaching of the JSL script at the tertiary level, with a 
specific focus on the use of furigana in classroom materials. Furigana are the small 
hiragana characters placed over kanji to provide the reading, and are typically used in 
Japanese newspapers and other texts with difficult or less common kanji. This thesis 
examines the use of furigana as a pedagogical device in JSL instruction, specifically as 
a solution to the dilemma of providing sufficient exposure to the number of kanji 
required for fluent reading. If furigana is presented as a matter of course with otherwise 
authentic materials, then even beginning leamers can be exposed to kanji at the earliest 
stages of instmction. The use of fixrigana has received little attention in the JSL 
research literature, and the present study represents one of the first attempts to 
systematically assess its role in JSL instmction. The overriding question I attempt to 
answer is whether teachers of JSL should be using furigana in texts in the classroom. 
Script familiarity is perhaps the most cmcial element for developing good reading skills 
and exposure to kanji over a long period of time is required if fluency is to be achieved. 
Widespread use of furigana may be the only practical way to provide this exposure. 
The thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapter One provides an introduction to 
the thesis and an overview of the studies and findings. In Chapter Two I provide a short 
historical survey of the development of the Japanese writing system, culminating in the 
description of the various script types that are used in modem Japanese. A typology of 
script presentation in JSL teaching materials in presented in Chapter Three with a 
discussion of the different script types used in the past and present. The chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the role of furigana in JSL texts. Chapter Four shifts 
focus from the script to the leamer. Key issues in the teaching and leaming of written 
Japanese are identified, with a particular emphasis on the importance of kanji and the 
role that furigana might play in the development of kanji knowledge. 
A set of four studies that investigate the role of furigana in incidental kanji 
leaming for beginning and advanced JSL leamers is reported in Chapters Five 
(Description and methodology) and Six (Results). Evidence was found that the 
presence of furigana did have a small facilitative effect for beginning leamers, who 
were able to recognise higher frequency kanji from the text in a post-test. In contrast, 
the more advanced leamers seemed to be slightly inhibited by the systemafic use of 
furigana, although there was an interaction between the presence of furigana and 
whether the leamer had prior knowledge of kanji meaning. A potentially important 
result that emerged is that Chinese JSL leamers may benefit more from the systematic 
use of furigana than those from alphabet-based languages. 
In addition to quantitative findings, qualitative evidence in the form of a survey 
of leamers' perceptions of furigana use is reported in Chapter Seven. Intermediate and 
advanced leamers differed greatly as to their preferences for furigana. There was no 
evidence that the leamers who indicated a preference for furigana were poorer 
performers. Furigana did not appear to be a "cmtch" for the leamers in the study. 
Finally, in Chapter Eight I summarise the findings and consider the implications for 
JSL material development and instmction. 
While it is clear that there is no simple answer to the question of the efficacy of 
furigana, due to widely varying leaming styles of students, an analogy can be made 
comparing furigana and the leaming wheels on a child's bicycle. In early stages of 
leaming, they are generally of assistance to the leamer, but become an impediment at 
more advanced stages. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE PROBLEM 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The reading of Japanese script has long been regarded as extremely difficult. 
Indeed, according to Seeley (1991, p. x), the Portuguese missionaries who visited Japan 
in the sixteenth century "came to the conclusion that the Japanese language was the 
invention of the Devil, having been devised so as to hinder the spread of the gospel." 
The writing system is perhaps the most complicated aspect of the language. Miller 
(1986, p. 1) states that not only is it "without quesfion, the most complicated and 
involved system of script employed today by any nation on earth; it is also one of the 
most complex orthographies ever employed by any culture anywhere at any time in 
human history." Indeed, Kindaichi (1978)' was moved to write the landmark book The 
Japanese Language after the Second World War in support of the Japanese language 
when a dispirited Japan even considered replacing its language with English or French. 
Even he admitted that although European children leam to read and write in two or 
three years, Japanese students completing junior high school cannot understand a 
newspaper sufficiently. 
Despite the language being perceived as very difficult even for native 
speakers, the post-war strength of Japan's economy has encouraged many foreigners to 
The original form was published soon after WWII. 
want to become proficient in Japanese (Reischauer and Craig, 1979; Vogel, 1980; 
Hoover, 1989). 
In recent years, there has been a large increase in the number of people 
studying Japanese throughout the world. Kakazu (2000) reports on the interim results 
of the Japan Foundafion's 1998 Japanese-language Educafion Organisafion Survey and 
refers to a "meteoric" rise in the number of Australian students of the language. 
Numbers climbed 70% from 179,241 students in 1993 to 305,518 students in 1998. 
This makes Australia second highest in the world in absolute numbers for Japanese 
study. It also has the highest number of Japanese-teaching institutions, though it is in 
third place in relation to teacher numbers. Only Korea, with 946,857 students, has more 
people studying Japanese. Given that Australia's population is only about 19 million 
people. White and Kakazu (2001) assert that the number of Australians studying 
Japanese is particularly surprising. 
However, it is not only in Australia that such rises in student numbers have 
occurred. As the following table shows, large percentage increases have also occurred 
in the five years to 1998 in Taiwan, United States, New Zealand, Thailand, Canada, 
England, Vietnam, Russia and Sri Lanka. 
Although some simplification has taken place since the Portuguese 
missionaries' time, it cannot be denied that written Japanese is unique in the world as it 
uses both ideographs and a syllabary (Altmann, 1997). The use of a syllabary is rare in 
itself. Sumerian is an example of an ancient example, and the only other modem 
languages that appear to employ one are Amharic in Ethiopia, the native American 
language Cherokee and an Eskimo language (Sheridan, 1982; Black, 1995). 
Newcomers to the leaming of Japanese writing are therefore confronted by a complex 
combination of Chinese characters, called kanji t ^ ^ , and two sets of phonetic 
Table 1 Top 20 countries with the largest numbers of Japanese language students 
(Kakazu, 2000) 
1998 Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1993 Rank 
(1) 
(3) 
(2) 
(5) 
(6) 
(4) 
(7) 
(8) 
(10) 
(9) 
(11) 
(14) 
(12) 
(13) 
(-) 
(17) 
(15) 
(160 
(19) 
(-) 
Country 
Korea 
Australia 
China 
Taiwan 
United States 
Indonesia 
New Zealand 
Thailand 
Canada 
Brazil 
Hong Kong 
England 
France 
Germany 
Vietnam 
Malaysia 
Singapore 
Philippines 
Russia 
Sri Lanka 
1998 Figures 
946.847 
305,108 
238,627 
161,872 
116,861 
54,126 
41,116 
39,624 
21,736 
17,383 
16,586 
13,736 
12,118 
10,693 
10,106 
8,542 
8,414 
7,805 
7,414 
4,289 
1993 Figures 
820,908 
179,241 
250,334 
58,284 
50,420 
73,248 
27,942 
22,152 
16, 594 
18,372 
16,074 
8,098 
10,670 
8,627 
3,055 
6,091 
7,785 
6,369 
3,174 
1,060 
characters that share the same sounds.^ Both were originally derived from the kanji. 
One is called hiragana W-iR^, and used primarily to write verb inflections and 
grammatical "particles," and the other, called katakana Jt-JH^, is used to write, among 
other things, foreign loan words. Hiragana and katakana are collectively referred to as 
kana i^^. The kana are described in detail in Section 2.3. 
Saint-Jacques (1987) goes fiirther than Altmann by stating that in addition to 
ideographs and a syllabary, yet a third type of writing system, the alphabetic script, has 
recently been employed in the Japanese language. It was previously restricted to use 
with foreign words. As if this were not enough, there is in addition a sprinkling of 
numbers, letters and symbols borrowed from westem languages. On average, Japanese 
texts consist of just over one-third kanji, about half hiragana with the remainder made 
^ Although the "Innovative Katakana" can be used to write additional sounds which come from other 
languages. This is explained further in Section 2.3.4. These sounds are only rarely written in hiragana. 
up of katakana, Arabic numbers, other symbols and romaji ti—^'^, which is 
romanised script (Sheridan, 1982). 
Even though authentic Japanese texts use a combination of these script types 
in the approximate fractions given, the language can in fact be written entirely in 
romaji, or entirely in hiragana. These formats have traditionally been used to present 
Japanese script in textbooks for second language leamers of Japanese. 
Sometimes, a number of the more simple kanji or the most frequently 
occurring kanji are also included in beginner texts. In these cases, some authors employ 
furigana J!g '9 ^ ^ , small hiragana, usually at half the normal font size, above or below 
or beside the kanji, to show their readings. These may be attached to all kanji in the 
text, or only to those where the author considers it to be helpful. 
Thus, there are many ways to present Japanese script in textbooks for 
foreigners, and a course writer has many permutations and combinations from which to 
choose. In the Typology presented in this thesis, I have identified ninety-two modes of 
script presentation. 
However, serious students of the language want to be able to read the Chinese 
characters which appear in almost all material not written specifically for foreign 
students. It is generally accepted that a range from 1,500 to 2,000 characters is required 
(Pye, 1984; Horodeck, 1987; Okutsu and Tanaka, 1989; Hatasa, 1989; Fujimori and 
Andreoni, 1994). One of the keys to kanji leaming is familiarity (LaBerge and 
Samuels, 1974), and familiarity can best be achieved through constant exposure to the 
characters (Harada, 1988). Many course writers see the appearance of many kanji in 
their texts as daunting for students, and therefore replace all but the most common or 
simple ones with the phonetic kana. If this method is followed, however, the leamer 
can never become sufficiently familiar with enough characters to be able to read real 
Japanese script. 
It has been suggested by Harada (1988), among others, that a method of 
enabling leamers to be exposed to sufficient kanji is to have fiirigana attached to the 
kanji to show their reading, thereby doing away with the need to replace the kanji with 
kana. Teachers and leamers of Japanese are, however, divided in their views of the 
efficacy of furigana. Some are of the opinion that kanji should not appear until they 
have been explicitly taught in the text, and that if they appear with fiirigana, students 
will simply ignore them and read the furigana alone (e.g. Ono, 1973). Others think the 
fiirigana are, at least subliminally, noticed and are a boon to kanji leaming as they allow 
leamers to become familiar with many kanji (e.g. Backhouse, 1993). 
To date there has been abundant research on general teaching methodologies, 
and authors are usually very clear about their selection of the approach to be used, e.g. 
communicative methodology (see Brown, 1994). However, they have not paid nearly 
as much attention to the presentation of script used in textbooks and other written 
teaching material, relying on past practice and personal preference to decide on a 
particular format. There is no source guiding text writers to use a particular script 
format in texts for a particular group of leamers. 
This thesis will attempt to provide guidance for text authors and teachers in 
terms of the presentation of script for second language leamers of Japanese. These will 
include how to make the first decision—whether to use romanised or authentic 
script—and following this decision, fiirther suggestions on which choices would be 
most pmdent. In the case of romanised scripts, for example, there are many different 
styles of romanisation from which to choose, and in the case of authentic text, in 
addition to decisions on font types and font size, there are many other choices to make. 
These include deciding on whether to teach hiragana or katakana first, and even more 
importantly when to introduce kanji, which kanji should be introduced first, and how to 
introduce them. 
The usefiilness of fiirigana in teaching kanji has not been subject to extended 
treatment before, so through this thesis it is hoped to remedy this lack, for the first time 
giving teachers and textbook authors evidence from research to show whether fiirigana 
is effective in kanji teaching and leaming, and at which stages of language leaming it is 
most effective. 
1.2 OVERVIEW OF THESIS 
The literature review outlines the history of the Japanese writing system and 
concentrates on the script types employed in the presentation of Japanese script for 
second language leamers. The role of hiragana, katakana and kanji are reviewed, 
contrasting their use with first language leamers to that of second language leamers. 
The value of fiirigana, as perceived by scholars, is also discussed. The usefiilness of 
romanised script presentation is also considered. 
Following the literature review, research into the role of fiirigana in Japanese 
language leaming is approached in three ways. First, there is a chronological study of 
more than 350 texts in Japanese for a foreign audience. This covers more than a century 
and a quarter of publications, although most are relatively recent, looking at how 
Japanese script has been presented in the past and present, and documenting changes. 
These include the change from romanisation to authentic script, and how authentic texts 
are presented. Particular emphasis is placed on textbook writers' use of fiirigana, trends 
in its use, and whether the fiirigana is placed above or below the kanji, etc. 
Second, there are four studies designed to test the effectiveness of fiirigana in 
the leaming of kanji. These are the first studies of their type. The first study targets 
beginner students. In a listening/speaking based course where kanji are not taught, the 
previously used kana-only text was replaced by one containing all the kanji used in 
normal adult Japanese with the addition of fiirigana attached to each kanji. At the end 
of the course, students who initially had no kanji knowledge were tested to see if any 
kanji leaming had occurred through the use of furigana. The second study followed the 
same cohort of students through a sequential subject while they were also receiving 
instmction in kanji. In the third study, intermediate students were given different 
versions of a reading comprehension test, with and without fiirigana, to discover 
whether fiirigana was an aid to kanji leaming. The fourth study, similar to the third, 
was directed at advanced students of Japanese. 
Five research questions were discussed in light of the studies: 
Research Question 1 Does the presentation of a text containing kanji with 
furigana readings facilitate the recognition of the most 
frequently occurring kanji after one semester? 
Research Question 2 Does the presentation of a text containing kanji with 
furigana readings facilitate the recognition of the most 
frequently occurring kanji after two semesters? 
Research Question 3 Does the presentation of furigana facilitate the learning of 
kanji for intermediate and advanced students of Japanese? 
Research Question 4 For intermediate and advanced students of Japanese, does 
the presentation of furigana facilitate the learning of kanji 
better when the concept behind the word is known? 
Research Question 5 How do students feel about the use of furigana? 
Third, surveys of the participants were also undertaken. These reflect the 
perceived value of furigana by leamers. Prior to the availability of any research on the 
effectiveness of fiirigana, as previously stated, the issue has been a contentious one 
among teachers of Japanese. Leaming styles also vary greatly among leamers, so 
surveys of leamers who use furigana, along with the chronological survey of texts, and 
the four studies, were used to provide a clearer overall picture of the role of furigana. 
1.3 OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS 
The Literature Review showed that earlier thinking was that Japanese script 
was too difficult for foreigners to leam, and that students of the Japanese language 
should restrict themselves to an artificial, romanised script. More recently, however, 
scholars advocate that a knowledge of authentic Japanese script is cmcial to a real study 
of the language, and that romanised courses and texts are useful only to travellers and 
business people who desire only a smattering of Japanese phrases, and who are not 
interested in developing real proficiency in the language. This is mirrored in the 
chronological survey of texts which shows that there has been a swing to the production 
of texts employing authentic Japanese script. 
The studies showed that furigana was somewhat effective in the leaming of 
kanji for beginner students. Even with no kanji instmction, students were able to 
recognise an average of 7% of kanji appearing in a text. They were generally the most 
frequently appearing kanji. With the addition of kanji leaming strategies, this 
percentage increased markedly. However, for intermediate and advanced leamers, it 
was discovered that fiirigana could be a hindrance to kanji leaming, as some students 
tended to depend on the furigana rather than take notice of the kanji. 
As expected from such a contentious issue, the student furigana surveys 
showed that leamers were evenly divided on a number of affective issues conceming 
furigana, but some points on their views conceming the presentation of furigana on a 
page were very clear. These were valuable in making clear the implications for 
teachers and textbook writers conceming the presentation of Japanese script. 
1.4 CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS THESIS 
As this thesis is written in the English language, Japanese names are written in 
the westem order. That is, family names appear after first names. 
Where Japanese and other foreign language terms are used, the first 
appearance of the term is usually given in italics in its romanised form. This is followed 
by the kanji where applicable, with the English equivalent, if any, given next in square 
brackets. Subsequent appearances of the term are usually given only in non-italicised 
romaji as suggested by Society of Writers, Editors and Translators, Tokyo, Japan 
(1998). An exception is when the term appears in a direct quote from another author 
when the original formatting is retained. 
In the titles of books, when the original title is only in Japanese this is given in 
italics with an English translation in square brackets. When the title is in both Japanese 
and English, then both are given in italics, and no square brackets are used. In all cases 
where citations are given the original formatting is preserved. 
In the List of References, if the title of the work is in kanji, then a romanised 
version is given with the kanji, and a translation of the title is given in square brackets. 
In cases where an English titie also appears on the work (sometimes not a direct 
translation of the title in kanji), this is given without the square brackets. 
In romanised words, long vowels are marked with a circumflex, e.g. "d" as in 
tabemasho -^^^ L <£ 9 [let's eat]. This makes the meaning of the word clearer, 
particularly in cases where the word would have a homophone if not for the long vowel 
marker (Society of Writers, Editors and Translators, Tokyo, Japan, 1998). The 
Hepbum system of romanisation is used, except when directly quoting from other 
works where a different form of romanisation is employed. In these cases, again, the 
original form of the source is retained. 
Australian English spelling is used throughout. Exceptions are when quoting 
directly from other sources, as above. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE JAPANESE WRITING SYSTEM 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will focus on the Japanese writing system. It will begin with an 
historical sketch of how the modem writing system has developed, and this will be 
followed by an in-depth look at its various facets. This survey will show how script 
presentation has changed, and continues to change, in Japan. 
The origins of the Japanese writing system will be discussed first, followed 
by a survey of the reforms of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These include the 
options explored of romanising the entire language, replacing all kanji by kana, and 
simplification of the Japanese script by severely limiting the number of kanji used. The 
most radical suggestion was to completely replace Japanese with another European 
language. Lastly, a detailed description of the elements of the modem Japanese writing 
system, and how they are used by first language users, will be given. 
2.2 ORIGINS OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE AND WRITING 
SYSTEM 
There are varying ideas on the origins of the spoken language of Japan. Miller 
(1971; 1977) suggests that it comes from either the Altaic group of languages (Turkic, 
Mongolian, and Manchu-Tungus), the Malayo-Polynesian family, or a mixture of both. 
The Publisher's Foreword of Ohno (1970) adds the diverse possibilities of Greek, 
Tibetan and the Himalayas, but the later work of Shibatani (1990) discredits these 
suggestions. Shibatani agrees to a large degree with Miller that the origins are Altaic 
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and Malayo-Polynesian. Conceming the written language, Seeley (1991) reports on 
scholars such as Hirata Atsutane (1775-1843) who suggested that a "God Age Script" 
existed in Japan before the beginning of recorded history, but he notes that this was 
disputed by Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801) and Ban Nobutomo (1773-1846).^ 
The characters from which modem Japanese kanji were ultimately derived 
originated in the Yellow River area of China between 2000 and 1500 B.C. By about A.D. 
200 these had become the square style characters similar to those in use today 
(Henshall, 1988). In fact, the word Kan-ji actually means Han dynasty [206 B.C. to A.D. 
220] letters. Most scholars believe that these characters were brought to Japan by 
Korean and Chinese scholars. The Sinification of Korea had been strong since the 
second century a.c. (Rimer, 1986). Seeley (1991) concludes that the date that Korean 
scholars such as Atiki and Wani crossed over to Japan was approximately A.D. 404. 
Until kanji were employed, the Japanese had a spoken language, but not a 
written one. Trying to write the Japanese language with kanji is something akin to 
putting a square peg in a round hole, the language being totally different from Chinese, 
both phonologically and grammatically (Crowley, 1965). The Chinese language is 
uninflected, with monosyllabic morphemes, whereas the Japanese language, in 
contrast, is highly inflected, with polysyllabic morphemes (Horodeck, 1987). Although 
nouns and the stems of verbs and adjectives could be written with ideographical kanji, 
the verb and adjective endings, and the particles or "postpositions"—similar to 
prepositions in English—could not. Instead, kanji which represented similar sounds to 
the Japanese particles were used purely for their phonetic value (Crowley, 1965). 
Seeley (1991, p. 4) concludes that the notion of an ancient script was a fabrication dreamed up by 
Shintoist scholars who were unwilling to acknowledge that writing was one of the many cultural 
borrowings for which Japan was at first dependent on China and Korea. 
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These characters, from the eighth century, are called manyo-gana Jj^i^^ as 
they were used to write the Manyo-shu TJMM, the first great collection of Japanese 
poems (Rimer, 1986). They were also used in what is believed to be the oldest Japanese 
book, the Kojiki •fi'^tS [Records of Ancient Matters] of 712 (Twine, 1991a; Miller, 
1967). 
From early in the ninth century, Buddhist priests studying classical Chinese 
literature began using white or red dots in particular positions around the kanji to 
indicate native Japanese particles and verb endings. This was to assist the reading of 
passages in a Japanese-like manner. For example, a dot placed in the top right-hand 
comer of a character indicated that particle o ^ should be attached to the character. A 
slightly lower dot asked the reader to append the nominaliser koto ^ t These marks 
were called okototen ^ Z 11^-. as they showed the requirement to append these sounds, 
among others, to words. They are sometimes referred to as kunten DlL"^ . These may 
have been standardised only in a particular geographical area (Habein, 1984). About 
the same time, the manyo-gana, which were quite complex and time-consuming to 
write, began developing into simplified forms similar to modem katakana (Habein, 
1984; Ema, Taniyama and Ino, 1977). The numbers of these kana were gradually 
reduced, and eventually became the modem kana. See Appendix 1 for a list of the 
current kana and the original kanji from which they were formed. The more cursive 
hiragana were simplifications of entire kanji, while the angular katakana were one 
simple component of a more complex character. For example, the hiragana letter / V ^ is 
derived from the whole of the kanji with the same reading ^ (however, the meaning of 
the kanji is entirely lost in the phonetic hiragana letter). In contrast, the katakana letter 
/ ^ is the left hand side only of the Chinese character / fF 
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As kana had now been invented, one may wonder why kanji were ever used 
again. Apart from the fact that most kanji are rendered by more than one kana and are 
therefore more space-efficient, Chinese had long been a language of scholarship, and 
continued to be so right into the Meiji Period. Instead, in what could be seen as a link 
between tme Chinese and modem Japanese, a system of kundoku fjll^ [Japanese 
readings] evolved. Here, Chinese writing, all in kanji, had small diacritics attached to 
show the different order of reading the characters in Japanese. There were also small 
kana attached to help the Japanese reader with both pronunciation of various characters, 
and of verb endings required to read the Chinese passage in a Japanese way. Later, the 
kana, usually katakana, became part of the script itself giving the Chinese literary 
writing a much stronger Japanese appearance (Twine, 1991a). There are many other 
reasons why kanji is still even today essential for writing Japanese. These will be 
discussed in a later section. 
It is important to realise that, prior to the 1868 Meiji Revolution, written forms 
of Japanese used by priests and other leamed men were quite different from colloquial 
forms used by others in speech. It would be difficult for a modem day reader of 
Japanese to interpret a govemment statute of a century and a half ago without special 
training, particularly with the cursive kanji forms then used. When the Tokugawa 
Period ended in 1868, a number of progressive thinkers were of the opinion that kanji 
were "inadequate for expressing and fostering modem ideas which new Japan 
desperately needed ... [and that kanji were] greatly hindering the process of 
modemizafion the country was ... aspiring to" (Suzuki, 1975, pp. 175-176). They 
realised that for Japan to enter the modem world, it would require a written language 
based on the spoken language (and to decide on one particular spoken language), and to 
reform the unwieldy written system which employed so many kanji. This is referred to 
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as the genbun 'itchi W;5C—©C [colloquial style] movement. The elite classes resisted 
these reforms, viewing written colloquial Japanese as "vulgar." They used kambun tH 
X [classical Chinese] writing to show off their intellectualism (Twine, 1991a; 1991b). 
The "standard" form of the language had also moved from that of the old 
capital, Kyoto, to that of the new capital, Tokyo, with the Meiji Restoration in 1868 
(Twine, 1991a). The Kokugo Chosalinkai S M f f ^ ^ M ^ [National Language 
Investigatory Committee], set up by the Mombusho X^^ [Ministiy of Education] in 
1902, had as one of its aims to report on the style of writing to be used. In addition to 
advocating the colloquial style, it stated that "'better class' Tokyo speech was to be 
regarded as standard" (Daniels, 1978, p. 53). Martin (1987) goes further to say that the 
standard form is that of "uptown" Tokyo, of Shibuya, for example, rather than the 
"downtown" language of Asakusa. The standard form is referred to in Japanese as 
hyojungo l ^^ fp [standard language]. According to Maher and Yashiro (1995), the 
push, begun by the Meiji administration, for 'cultural and linguistic homogeneity', 
continued strongly up until the end of the Second World War. More recently, many 
non-Tokyo Japanese do not like the idea that the Japanese of Tokyo is the standard 
language, and the term kyotsUgo ^ i l M [common language] has emerged to take 
account of the fact that there are still great dialectical differences in Japan, and that 
through modifying their dialect through hyojungo, Japanese people can have a common 
language. 
2.2.1 WRITING SYSTEM REFORM 
Because of the complexity of the Japanese script, there have been several 
attempts to reform the writing system. They can be summarised as (1) kana only, (2) 
romanisation only, (3) the complete replacement of the Japanese language with a 
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European language, (4) the introduction of puncttiation, and (5) the existing system, but 
with restrictions on the number of kanji used (Twine, 1983; Seeley, 1984). 
2.2.1.1 Kana Writing Society 
The first major attempt at reform involved the replacement of kanji by kana. 
In 1866, Maejima Hisoka (1835-1919), the founder the postal service in Japan, 
suggested to the Shogun that kana only should be used to save school students the years 
normally spent leaming the kanji. He even set up a kana-only newspaper in 1873, but it 
lasted less than a year. The initially strong influence had declined in importance by 
1889 according to Seeley (1991). In the early twentieth century, interest in the 
replacement of kanji by kana rose again. The Post Office decided to use katakana for 
telegrams instead of the unwieldy code used in China, and the invention of the 
typewriter championed the virtues of an all-kana presentation of Japanese script. The 
Kanamojikai iR^ X^"^ [Kana Writing Society], an amalgamation of three pro-kana 
groups, was set up in 1920 by Yoshitaro Yamashita (1871 - 1923), a diplomat who was 
later the director of the Sumitomo Bank. The Underwood Typewriter Company 
produced the first katakana typewriter in 1923 with a keyboard similar to the English 
"QWERTY" keyboard designed for fast typing. With it came the script reforms of 
yokogaki ^ # # , writing in a horizontal format, wakachigaki 5 J ' / 6 ^ " ^ # # , inserting 
spaces between words, and using katakana instead of hiragana. This was in order to 
simplify the unwieldy historical spelling associated with hiragana (Unger, 1996) where, 
for example, there were four different spellings for the sound kyo^ 
^ This same sound appeared in particular words a s # < t ' 5 . # - ^ 5 , ( t ' 9 , and i"t-S^ (for more detail, see 
Section 2.3.3). 
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2.2.1.2 Romaji clubs 
A similar reform movement also arose for the replacement of kanji by 
romanised Japanese script. There are three major romaji systems, the Nippon-shiki (or 
Nihon-shiki) 0 ^ 5 t [Japanese style] system inti-oduced in 1881, the Hebon-shiki ^^i^ 
y^ [Hepbum system], or later the Shtisei Hebon-shiki { l ^ I E ^ ^ V x t [Modified 
Hepbum system] from 1885. This system was later called the Hyojun-shiki W^^ 
[Standard system]. Finally, in 1936 came the Kunrei-shiki I J l l ^^ [Cabinet Ordinance 
System]. These systems are explained in more detail commencing from Section 
2.3.6.1. 
Plans for romanisation were put forward in 1869 by Yoshikazu Nambu 
(1840-1917). ARomajikai n — r ^ ^ [Romaji Club] was formed in 1885 using what 
came to be called the Hepbum system of romanisation. Interest decreased considerably 
in 1892 with growing nationalism (Seeley, 1991). A new Romaji Hiromekai n — r ^ 
/ S f e ^ [Association for the Diffusion of Romanisation] began in 1905 led by Prime 
Minister Saionji. This group employed Hepbum romanisation. To counteract this, 
supporters of the Nihon-shiki romanisation system in 1921 set up a competing Nippon 
Romajikai 0 ^ n — = ^ ^ ^ [Japanese Romanisation Society]. When this society 
switched over to Kunrei-shiki romanisation, those loyal to Nihon-shiki formed yet 
another group, the Romaji Kyoikukai n —-^^^"^^ [Romanisation Education 
Association]. Romanised magazines, newspapers and other publications were 
published, and chapters were set up all over Japan, particularly by the most active 
Nihon-shiki proponents (Unger, 1996). 
Plans to romanise the Japanese language were again discussed following the 
Second World War. An American educational delegation recommended a move to a 
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romanised script in March 1946 (Seeley, 1984), but this came to nothing. Although 
proponents of all-kana script were buoyed up again several decades later by the fact that 
the first Japanese word processors could manage only kana script, hopes were dashed 
in the early 1980s by the proliferation of word processors capable of effortlessly 
printing script including large numbers of kanji (Gottlieb, 1993). 
2.2.1.3 Replacement language 
The dilemma of reforming the Japanese language with its difficult script 
caused people to go so far as to plan to replace it completely with either English or 
French. In 1873, Arinori Mori (1847 -1889) advocated the acceptance of English as 
Japan's national language. Whether this could ever have been achieved or not is 
debatable, but ironically, it was the Yale University professor and intemationally 
respected linguist, William D. Whitney, who argued most forcefully against the idea, 
partly because, to his knowledge, such a mighty change had never been attempted 
before, and partly because the culture of Japan was inextricably tied to the existing 
language (Miller, 1977; Twine, 1991a). 
As unlikely as replacing the entire Japanese language seems in hindsight, it is 
interesting to note that in early 2000, Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi set up an advisory 
panel to define new goals for Japan in the twenty-first century. One of the most 
surprising proposals was to make English an official language of Japan. This would 
have included the publishing of all official documents in both Japanese and English and 
the requirement that all govemment Web sites be bilingual (Ching, 2000). Although 
this proposal was not adopted, there is no doubt that English still has a strong influence 
in Japan. 
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2.2.1.4 Introduction of punctuation 
Along with plans to simplify the actual script were punctuation reforms to 
make the reading of Japanese easier. In the latter half of the nineteenth century the 
genbun'itchi movement was gradually taking hold in the mind of some intellectuals, 
and along with this move to a more colloquial standard came the eventual adoption of 
punctuation in Japanese script. The old kambun style consisted of unending pages of 
script with no punctuation at all, except for the odd comma or full stop, apparently used 
to indicate breaks at the whim of the writer. Even then, there were considerable 
differences among texts, some using commas for the functions for which others 
employed full stops, and vice versa, along with variations in the sizes for both. 
Paragraphing was rare. The first evidence of punctuating sentences was in 1860 by 
Usaburo Shimizu (1829 - 1910), a scholar of various European languages who was part 
of the kana-only movement. He conceded that the lack of word boundaries to aid the 
eye in reading was a problem for all-kana texts, but remedied the situation by adding 
spaces between the words. With more and more Japanese studying European texts in 
the Meiji period, the influence of featiires such as punctiiation, paragraphing, 
parentheses, dashes and quotation marks became evident (Twine, 1984). Some went as 
far as suggesting the use of large kanji, like capital letters in English, to mark the 
beginnings of sentences or even the use of katakana to mark capital letters for personal 
and place names in otherwise hiragana script. In 1873 the Ministry of Education 
commenced using puncttiation in school textbooks, and in the mid 1880s novels first 
appeared in the colloquial style, gradually employing forms of puncttiation. 
By 1925, punctuation was well established in Japanese script. Paragraphing 
was employed, and maru %[ ^ ] for sentence ending, and ten ^.{ ^ ] for clauses, were 
used. Of course the inverted commas [" "] used in a number of European languages 
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were not suitable for Japanese script, as they could be easily confused with the 
nigori-ten M 0 f^s used to indicate voiced consonants (e.g. to contrast ka t^ andga i)'^). 
Half square brackets were employed instead [ Tj ]. As Japanese script has continued 
to be written with kanji interspersed with post-positions and verb endings in hiragana, 
spacing between words has not been necessary (Twine, 1984). 
2.2.1.5 Restrictions on the number of kanji 
A problem with the existing script based on kanji was the exttemely high 
number of characters to be remembered. In addition to the pro-kana and pro-romaji 
groups fighting for script reform were those keen to see a decrease in the number of 
kanji used. According to Miller (1986), large Chinese character dictionaries list up to 
48,902 characters which have been used over the centuries. Otake (1987) and Okutsu 
and Tanaka (1989) similarly give the number of kanji available for use as over 50,000. 
There were no distinctions up until the end of the Second World War as to those which 
could be used in China, and those available for use in Japan. Twine (1991a) sets the 
number of characters actually in use at the end of the Tokugawa Period (1868) at over 
10,000. Of course with the multiple readings available for these kanji when used to 
write Japanese, the problem is exacerbated. 
The reduction in the number of kanji in use occurred both on an official level, 
and through the practices of newspaper editors. In 1872, the first Minister of Education 
published a dictionary of 3,167 characters for day to day use (Seeley, 1991). A number 
of further lists followed, gradually decreasing the number of approved kanji. 
Meanwhile, other changes were happening in the popular press. As more and 
more of the population were undergoing education in the modem society emerging in 
Japan since the Meiji Restoration of 1868, newspapers were entering the domain of the 
average person. In 1888, an Osaka newspaper commenced using fiirigana, the small 
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kana written beside the kanji to indicate the reading, for all kanji. This gradually 
changed to use on only the more uncommon characters, and then in 1921, characters of 
lesser frequency were replaced with katakana (Seeley, 1981; 1984). 
In 1900, the Japanese Ministry of Education deleted from use several 
historical hiragana and katakana symbols which represented sounds for which there 
were other hiragana symbols available. As they were no longer taught in schools, they 
soon virtually disappeared, and only appear today "fossilised" in some shop names 
(Daniels, 1978). The popular Ebisu Beer (once romanised as Yebisu) is even today 
written Yebisu Biru ^ t'";^ t'—/l^ [Ebisu Beer] in Japanese. The katakana letter 
appearing first in the word is no longer normally used in Japanese. 
Immediately after World War II, pressure was being put on the govemment 
from various sources including the Kokugo Minshu Renmei S t p ^ S ^ i ^ ^ [League for 
the Democratisation of the Japanese Language] and even the editors of the Mainichi 
Shimbun %BW\Wi newspaper to issue the forthcoming constitution in colloquial form, 
rather than the classical Chinese style. This was so that it would be understandable by 
the ordinary people. When the new Japanese Constitution finally appeared on 3 
November 1946, the kanji appeared in a mixture with hiragana, rather than katakana, as 
hiragana was more popular. Pronouns, verbs, grammatical particles and the like were 
written in hiragana instead of kanji, punctuation had been used, and paragraphs had 
been indented. Perhaps such major changes were accepted relatively easily as the 
acttial contents of the Constitution, being so revolutionary, attracted most of the 
attention (Twine, 1991b). 
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2.2.1.6 Toyo Kanji list 
Momentum in script reform was strong, and the important Toyo Kanji ^ ffl t^ 
^ [Kanji for Present Use] list consisting of 1,850 characters also appeared in 
November 1946 (Seeley, 1991). Govemment departments, the press, and compilers of 
textbooks for the nine years of compulsory education were instmcted to use only the 
characters appearing in the new list, and only with the prescribed readings (Suzuki, 
1975). Daniels (1978) suggests that the use of the term toyo [use at the time], more 
commonly referred to as "Daily Use" kanji, may have been used because it was never 
intended for the list to be used in the long term. 
After the appearance of the Toyo Kanji in 1946, the thousands of characters 
not appearing in the list were no longer to be used by govemment organisations. 
Newspapers followed suit to a large extent, mostly out of circulation-related concems. 
The writing of personal names became a problem as the more unusual characters used 
for names were not included. To ease the situation, in May 1951, an extra ninety-two 
Jinmei A^S [Personal Name] characters were permitted for the writing of names. This 
list was increased in 1976 by a further twenty-eight characters (Seeley, 1991). Spahn 
and Hadamitzky (1996) list a current total of 284 Jinmei Kanji. 
In 1947 the Toyo Kanji was divided into two groups with the first group of 881 
characters, the Kyoiku Kanji ^ W t H ^ [Educational Kanji], to be taught in primary 
school (Sakade, 1961). The following four criteria were used by the Ministry of 
Education to select them (Taylor and Taylor, 1983): 
1. Common occurrence in printed materials 
2. Relevant to children's life 
3. Basic characters 
4. Easy to remember 
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The Kyoiku Kanji were revised in 1977, (Pye, 1984), and renamed Gakushu 
Kanji ^Wi%'¥ [Kanji for Leaming] (Hatasa, 1989), and revised again in April, 1992 
(Fujimori and Andreoni, 1994). The number of characters required to be taught in each 
grade, and the totals for the six years of primary education, are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Number of characters taught in each school grade for Kyoiku Kanji in 1947 
and 1977 and Gakushu Kanji inl992 
School Grade 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Total 
1947 
46 
105 
187 
205 
194 
144 
881 
1977 
76 
145 
195 
195 
195 
190 
996 
1992 
80 
160 
200 
200 
185 
181 
1006 
2.2.1.7 J6yd Kanji list 
Even after the Toyo Kanji list appeared in 1946, newspapers were still using 
approximately 3,200 kanji (Seeley, 1991). There was some dissatisfaction with the list 
as it was perceived that it contained characters which were seldom used, and did not 
contain characters which were still in common use. The Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo 
i-u-iaBD ts:iW2jp m [National Language Research Centre], after conducting research into 
the actual use of characters, came up with a new list of 1,995 kanji. This resulted in the 
deletion of 150 characters from the Toyo Kanji list, and the addition of others (Alfonso, 
1972). In 1977 the draft of a "New Character List" of 1,900 characters appeared which 
became the basis for the 1979 "Proposed List of Characters for General Use" which 
contained 1,926 characters. This list also described slight differences in the mincho ^ 
^ [Ming] style characters, the most commonly used printed form, compared to 
handwritten style (Seeley, 1991). The proposed list finally became the 1981 "List of 
Characters for General Use" oxJoyo Kanji Sf f l tH^ list, containing 1,945 characters. 
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The Joyo Kanji list did not include place or personal names, and, unlike the Toyo Kanji 
list, was issued as a guide rather than an edict. This allowed for extra characters to be 
employed at will in technical, scientific and cultural works. Scholars including 
Shimamura (1982) and Taylor and Taylor (1983) put the number of characters in 
contemporary use in newspapers and magazines at this time at about 3,000. 
2.2.1.8 Impact of Information Technology on the written language 
As previously mentioned, the first Japanese typewriter was produced in 1923 
(Unger, 1996), though it could print only katakana. Advancements eventually led to the 
production of machines which could cope with all script types including kanji. Because 
of the large number of kanji required to be reproduced, these machines were very large 
and cumbersome requiring much skill and time to prepare documents. The use of 
handwriting, therefore, continued to flourish in Japan long after automated writing took 
hold in the West (Gotfiieb, 1993). 
Soon after the above changes, another major event conceming script change 
occurred. It was possible, for the first time, for computers to deal with Japanese script. 
The change has been profound, as expressed by Ikeda (1988, p. 503): "It is not too 
much to say that... [Japanese word processors] ... have more or less changed our 
language." The same sentiments are echoed by Gottlieb (1993): 
The handwritten document has now largely given way to the printed document 
produced with a minimum of time and effort when compared with the Japanese 
typewriter, so that the use of the word processor really signals a significant 
change in the way the Japanese approach writing, (p. 116) 
Taylor and Taylor (1983) describe one of the first computers, a machine from 
the IBM Canadian Research Laboratory, as having: 
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a keyboard that looks as if it were designed by a crazed crossword puzzle 
fanatic ... with 254 keys and 12 shift keys that give access to 2,500 common 
characters including both Hiragana and Kanji. A further 9,000 characters 
are available with an altemate numeric call-up system, (pp. 57-58) 
Although the first English-language word processor was marketed by IBM in 
the United States in 1969, it was another ten years before Toshiba produced the 
TOSWORD JW 10 which could convert kana input through forty-six keys into kanji by 
a microprocessor. The initial cost of 6,000,000 yen reduced over the next two years to 
a manageable 1,000,000 yen, and millions were sold in the following few years 
(Gotfiieb, 1993). 
During the 1970s, when a number of companies were working on producing 
the first Japanese word processors, the Japan Association for Development of Data 
Processing compiled a JIS (Japan Industry Standard) computer code for symbols used 
in writing in Japan such as kanji, kana, Roman letters and Arabic numerals etc. Had 
this not occurred, companies may have used their own individual codes, making data 
exchange between machines extremely difficult or impossible. The first list was 
produced in 1978 and contained two sets. This consists of a main set of 2,965 characters 
which contain all the Toyo Kanji and all official name list characters approved before 
1978. These can be easily entered through the keyboard via kana or romaji readings. 
Additionally, there is a second set of 3,384 characters which can be accessed usually by 
entering special numerical codes. By law, the JIS standards must be revised or 
reaffirmed once every five years at least. This led to a revision in 1983, and again in 
1990, when a supplementary JIS character code of 5,801 kanji (JIS X0212-1990 Joho 
K6kan-ydKanjiFug6:Hojo Kanji \^U^^m\%'^n^ : ffi^tH^ [Kanji Codes for 
Information Exchange: Auxiliary Kanji]) was introduced by the Japanese Standards 
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Associafion (Lunde, 1993), but, as yet, those from the 1990 revision have not been 
introduced to computers and word processors in Japan (Seeley, 1994). As late as 2000, 
the 1990 revisions had sfill not been published. 
As printers and character display devices used in signs, advertisements and so 
on employ varying numbers of dots to display the characters, there have also been 
several standards set for these. With limited dots available it may not be possible to 
display the characters as set by the JIS standard, and if no industry standard was set 
there would once again be a proliferation of variant forms. The first was a standard for 
24 X 24 grid dot matrix originally appearing in 1983, but reconfirmed in 1989. All 
characters from Set 1 could be printed normally with this grid, but twenty-nine of the 
Set 2 characters required modification. Following this was a 1984 standard for 16 x 16 
grid dot matrix, reconfirmed in 1990. With so few dots available, forty-eight of the Set 
1 characters were modified by the abbreviation of strokes, and indeed, all of the Set 2 
characters were deleted. Some very simple printers—such as those employed printing 
cash register dockets—fall short of even the 16 x 16 standard and require even further 
simplification of kana and kanji. Most modem printers nowadays, however, use 48 or 
even 72 dot grids (Seeley, 1994). 
There is a documented increase in the use of horizontal writing opposed to 
vertical writing. Although modem word processors are quite capable of producing the 
more traditional vertical writing, the writing usually appears on the screen initially in a 
horizontal format, and writers must make an effort in order to convert it to a vertical 
format which, it appears, they often do not bother to do (Gottlieb, 1993). 
Gottlieb (1993) discusses the case of Ryota Tanaka who was told as a cadet 
joumalist to limit the number of kanji in a manuscript to about 30% of the total to assist 
in the ease of readability. Word processors, however, make it so easy to use large 
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numbers of kanji that it would be possible to have up to 70% of a document in kanji, 
which may lead to a lowering of its readability level. Other authors echo the fear that 
there will be a large increase in the number of kanji used, and that people will actually 
forget how to write kanji by hand, and make more use of ateji ^ "C^ , kanji used only 
for their phonetic value, without reference to their meaning (.Gottlieb, 1993; Pye, 1984). 
Fujisaki (1984), cited here by Gottlieb, agrees that writers "accept the characters 
thrown up by the machine when they would normally have used kana. This is why 
documents produced on word processors always contain more kanji than those that are 
handwritten." However, Gottlieb adds, when citing Ogino (1990), that more recent 
machines give the writer the option of either kanji or hiragana readings, so the upward 
trend of using more and more kanji may be steadied. Additionally, the use of okurigana 
^ '9 '(H^, the hiragana letters used to clarify a kun-reading, is expected to become 
more standardised (Gottlieb, 1993). 
To sum up, the introduction of the stand-alone word processor, and more 
recently computer-based word processing programs, have strongly influenced the way 
writing is presented in Japan. While handwritten documents are still more prevalent in 
Japan than in westem countries, greatly increasing use is being made of word 
processors in both business and the home. More difficult kanji are now available at the 
click of a mouse, causing increases in the density of kanji in documents and increasing 
the number of passively known kanji. At the same time, the number of kanji people are 
acfively able to handwrite is decreasing (Ikeda, 1988). 
2.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE SCRIPTS USED IN THE MODERN 
JAPANESE WRITING SYSTEM 
The historical development of written Japanese has resulted in an extremely 
complex system. Modem Japanese is usually written in logo-syllabic script consisting 
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of a combination of kanji, the Chinese characters, and kana, the Japanese syllables 
formed from them. There are two types of kana, the hiragana and the katakana. 
Additionally, romaji, the romanised version of Japanese script, and other symbols such 
as Arabic numerals, may be considered to be a form of Japanese writing in itself 
although they are not used by the Japanese themselves to write continuous text 
(Neustupny, 1984; Seeley, 1991). These five types of script and their uses will be 
described in the following sections. According to Kess and Miyamoto (1999), in an an 
analysis of almost 55,000,000 units of script in the 1993 corpus of the Asahi Shimbun 
newspaper, they appear in the following average proportions:^ 
Table 3 Proportion of different scripts in Japanese 
Scripts 
Kanji 
Hiragana 
Katal<ana 
Other symbols (punctuation 
marl<s, Roman alphabet, 
Arabic numerals) 
Percentage 
42.86% 
37.92% 
6.60% 
12.62% 
The following example of a single sentence using all five script types is given 
by Taylor and Taylor (1983, p. 67): Toriniku to beekon wa 1.5cm no kaku ni kiru. M^ 
t ^ ^ ^yiit.1 5 cm (DM {C^ -5 o [Cut the chicken and bacon into 1.5cm cubes.] 
In the following sections I will examine each of the different script types and 
their role in modem Japanese writing. 
2.3.1 KANJI 
Although the terms "kanji" and "Chinese character" are used interchangeably 
by some authors, others have used a multitude of terms to describe these characters. 
^ There are some differences in the percentages in newspapers in this study and those in general Japanese 
reported by Sheridan (1982) in 1.1 
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DeFrancis (1984) discusses no less than twenty-two names for the characters used in 
China, although even this number does not cover all terms for kanji used in the 
literature. The terms used can be grouped using several classifications. Pictograms 
and pictographs, although sometimes used by non-experts to refer to all of the 
characters, really only relate to the relatively few very early characters which are tme 
pictographs. These are simple pictures of concrete objects. Perhaps the most widely 
used terms are ideographs or ideograms. These terms assume that the characters 
represent ideas, be they abstract or concrete. There is some debate among scholars as to 
whether the kanji represent whole words,^ giving rise to such terms as logographs, 
(Garman, 1990; Taylor and Taylor, 1990), logograms (Mattingly, 1992) or lexigraphs, 
or whether they represent morphemes, the smallest units of meaning. They could then 
be referred to as morphographic or morphemic (Crowley, 1965). Kaiser (1993) has 
partly solved this problem by coining the term morphologographs. All of the preceding 
terms assume that characters are semantic elements with no regard to sound. This does 
not take into account the fact that 90% of the characters in use in China, and 80% of 
those in use in Japan,^ include both a semantic and a phonetic component (see keisei M-
^ type explained later in this section). Sometimes, the phonetic aspect has been seen 
to be the most important, and terms such as phonograms, phonic indicators, phonetic 
indicators, phonetic complexes, and phonetic compounds have been employed. At 
other times the dual semantic/phonetic nature of the characters has been recognised, in 
terms such as ideophonographs, phonoideograms, phonosemantic, word-syllabic, 
* As Harada (1988) and Paradis, Hagiwara and Hildebrandt (1985) point out, it is difficuU to think of a 
"word" in terms of the Japanese language. There are no spaces to define them, as in other languages, and 
the grammatical morphemes indicated by kana may be seen as words by some, but not by others. 
^ The lower percentage of keisei MP [semantic/phonetic] characters used in Japan is explained by the 
fact that virtually the same number of the more basic kanji are used in both China and Japan, but that 
China uses thousands more characters in total compared to Japan. 
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logo-syllabic, syllabograms, syllabo-phonograms, and syllabic phonograms. 
The kanji came originally from China, and as Chinese was spoken as a foreign 
language at that time in Japan, they were used with their Chinese sound. As the 
Japanese already had their native way of saying the words^ for which the characters 
were borrowed, they often found themselves with two ways to pronounce each 
character. The native Japanese pronunciation is referred to as the kun-yomi tJllS^^ 
[kun-reading], and the Chinese pronunciation as the on-yomi # B ^ ^ [on-reading] 
(Frost and Katz, 1992). Although there is some variation, the kun-reading is usually 
used when the character is isolated, usually in a native Japanese word, and the 
on-reading employed when the character is in a combination imported from Chinese 
with one or more other characters. For example, when used by themselves, the 
characters iK and jlj are read with their native Japanese kun-readings as hi [fire] and 
yama [mountain]. When combined, however, these characters form the word borrowed 
from China kazan 'X jlj [volcano] (a fire mountain), being read with their on-readings 
ka and zan respectively. Sometimes a simple native Japanese word such as tokoro fjf 
[place] is synonymous with a more complex borrowed Chinese word basho MWf 
[place]. 
This is not unlike, as Paradis, Hagiwara and Hildebrandt (1985) suggest, the 
English language having multiple words for the same thing based on both the original 
Anglo-Saxon and borrowed Romance or Greek origins of similar words. Examples 
given are freedom and liberty, and chest and thorax. As explained above, in Japanese, 
* However these sounds were mutated somewhat, and were adopted as heard through Japanese ears using 
the restrictive number of sounds available. They are in fact about as close to the original Chinese sounds 
as is, say, Japanese teburu X—yVU- to the original English table. 
' Although Miller (1977) demonstrates that some of the words accepted as native Japanese, for example 
ume tS [plum], were actually very early borrowings from Chinese. 
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the context of a word in a sentence dictates whether it be read with a kun-yomi (in 
isolation) or an on-yomi (in combinations). Although this is rarely the case in English, 
Paradis, Hagiwara and Hildebrandt (1985, pp. 5-6) give two English examples of this 
use. The first is the word mountain. In isolation, it is read mountain as in "We go to the 
mountain," but as Mount in combinations such as "Mount Everest." "Mountain 
Everest" is not possible in English. 
The second example given are the words wind, bow and sow. When presented 
in isolation, a native English speaker would not know whether to pronounce them as 
[^  n D • ] , [Z ^ U] and [_ H^ U], or [_ h^ fl • • ] , [t ° U] and [_ o U]. One could say 
that these words have noun readings and verb readings. Although these words can be 
confusing in English as they have two readings, it is worse in the Japanese language as 
a character may have more than one on-reading or kun-reading, in fact anything up to 
twenty-three different pronunciations. 
Suzuki (1975, p. 179) gives another example to show how kanji, the borrowed 
Chinese characters, work, embedded in a sea of Japanese kana. He asks readers of 
English to imagine Greek letters in their original form embedded in English script. An 
example sentence given is "In Java an English archaeologist recently discovered bone 
fragments presumably part of a pithecanthrope" which could be written as "In Java an 
English apxTlOYiax recently discovered bone fragments presumably part of a 
7ti0riKdv0p(D7ros." Although this example may assist non-Japanese speakers to 
understand, of course, a modem reader of Japanese faced with a kanji in the text feels 
nowhere near the amount of dislocation an English reader faced with words written in 
the Greek alphabet would, since kanji have been an everyday part of written Japanese 
for centuries, while the Greek alphabet is not an integral part of written English. 
Additionally, he reasons, if the Japanese custom of using native Japanese words as 
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altemative readings of the kanji was employed, the Greek element Anthrop- could be 
leamed to be read as manl Interestingly, Suzuki gives the examples of "e.g." being 
variously read in English as "exempli gratia^^" from the Latin or the borrowed reading 
"for example", and "i.e." which could be read "id est" from the Latin, but is often 
actually read as "that is." So even in English, multiple readings are available for some 
items. 
Not all kanji are borrowed from China. There are a small number of kanji 
which originated in Japan using basic Chinese mles for producing characters. They are 
called waseiji fP$^^ [Made in Japan characters] or kokuji S ^ [national characters] 
in Japan. In total, there are almost 250 of them, some having been borrowed back into 
the Chinese language (Martin, 1972). The most common ones include hatake 'M [a field 
other than a rice field], waku # [a frame] (Backhouse, 1993), hataraku W\ ^ [to work], 
toge ^  [mountain pass] (Neustupny, 1984), and kabu ^ [shares] (Brown 1985)." 
Henshall (1989) reports that 60.36% of the Joyo Kanji have both on and 
kun-readings, 37.89% have only on-readings and only 1.75% have only kun-readings. 
This is because so few characters are waseiji and reflects the importance of the original 
Chinese vocabulary from which words and characters were imported into Japan. 
Various scholars such as Okada (1975), Otake (1987) andNeusttipny (1984) 
list categories of kanji according to their composition and use: 
1. Shokei-moji ^ f f^^^ [pictographic characters]. These are the oldest characters 
that were simplified from concrete pictographs. Although kanji are well known as 
'° Although almost nobody would pronounce e.g. as exempli gratia today, it does have the dual 
"readings" of "e.g" and "for example" which serve to illustrate Suzuki's point. 
"Although the terms kanji and Chinese characters are used synonymously by some authors, Otake 
(1987) makes a distinction between the two. He claims that the addition of kokuji makes the two terms 
"not entirely synonymous" in the Japanese language. Pye (1984), however, suggests that it is of no 
practical help to the leamer of Japanese to know which characters are kokuji, and which are not. 
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pictographs, pictographs make up only a small percentage of the total. Examples 
are yama \h [mountain] and hitsuji ^ [sheep]. 
2. Shiji-moji ^ ^X^ [simple indicafive or diagrammatic characters] which 
illusfrate abstract ideas which can be shown indirectiy, e.g., ue ± [up] and d(ki) -k 
[large]. 
3. Kai-i-moji ^MX'^ [compound indicative or ideographic characters] which are a 
combination of each of the two groups mentioned above, e.g., su(ki) 0 [like] and 
mori Mi [forest]. 
4. Keisei-moji f^'PX'^ [phonetic-ideographic characters] which are the 
combination of a semantic part called the hen Wi which usually appears on the left, 
and a phonetic element called tiie tsukuri # which can normally be found on the 
right. For example, take the character ?# [pure, clear] which has a kun-yomi of 
kiyo(i) and an on-yomi of 5e/. On the left hand is the "water" radical, telling 
readers it has something to do with water. On the right hand is the phonetic 
element # which is read as sei. For example, all the following characters include 
this element and are read as sei: IH , Bff, ft and ^. The only character read as sei 
and including the water radical is the one meaning "pure" or "clear." About 80% to 
90% of kanji belong to this group.'^ This combination allows the Japanese to guess 
at both the broad meaning, and often the reading of even unfamiliar characters. 
Horodeck (1987) reports that in the case of Japanese keisei characters, 58% of the 
readings can be predicted by the phonetic component. It is relatively easy even to 
create new characters of this type. Indeed, the kokuji @ ^ National Characters 
'^  However, only 62% of the toyo kanji are included according to Horodeck (1987). 
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5. mentioned in the previous section are examples of this facility. 
6. Tenchu-moji ^^{^X"^ [derived characters] in which a kanji is used for a different 
meaning, often with a different pronunciation. An example is the character gaku 
^ [music] which has come to mean "pleasant" with the new readings of raku and 
tanoshi(i). 
1. Kasha-moji ^ {^X"^ [phonetic loan characters] in which only the phonetic aspect 
of a character is used to make another word, with no regard to its semantic aspect. 
For example, the three characters^ W^^M {A [Buddha], ran M [orchid] and sei M 
[west] when combined as {AMM have the rtadmg furansu, and mean "France." 
Hatasa (1989, pp. 9-10) divides kanji into the four major groups (one to four 
above), and gives percentages for the occurrences of each in both the Toyo Kanji and 
the Gakushu Kanji. These are shown in Table 4. 
11.7% 
0.5% 
22.3% 
17.1% 
0.8% 
26.6% 
Table 4 Percentages of types of kanji in Toyo and Gakushu Kanji 
Toyo Gakushu 
Types of kanji Kanji Kanji 
(1) Pictograph {shokei-moji ^^^X"^) 
(2) Ideograph {shiji-moji ^^X^) 
(3) Compound Ideograph {kai-l-moji JYMX^) 
(4) Semantic-phonetic compound {keisei-moji ]f^^X^) 65.5% 55.5% 
2.3.1.1 Why are kanji necessary? 
Although the presence of kanji is often seen as the reason that the Japanese 
language is considered one of the most difficult in the world to leam and read,'^ most 
'^  Japanese, along with Chinese, Korean and Arabic, is rated in the most difficult Category IV group by 
the US Foreign Service Institute and the Defense Language Institute. Languages are ranked according to 
the amount of time taken to reach certain levels. Whereas 480 contact hours are deemed necessary to 
reach Level Two (limited working proficiency) in French or Spanish which are Category I languages, 
1,320 hours are required for Japanese (Everson, 1994). 
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Japanese could not imagine the language without them. In this section, the important 
role kanji plays for Japanese people in the Japanese language will be discussed. 
It has previously been stated that Japanese can be written entirely in kana. If 
kanji are so tioublesome and difficult to leam, why then do the Japanese people persist 
with them? Surveys of Japanese people were undertaken by Brown (1985) to assess 
how Japanese people felt about their orthography. Although some respondents 
questioned the need for kanji, and mentioned the inconveniences of too many 
meanings, difficult stroke orders, and the requirement of using dictionaries to write, 
replies were overwhelmingly supportive of kanji. Over a third of respondents agreed 
with a reduction in the number of kanji in use, more than half were happy with the 
current number, and less than 3% thought the numbers should be increased. 
Opinions expressed conceming the value of kanji are summarised here: 
• makes reading and comprehension easier and more precise 
• reading and comprehension would be impossible, difficult or inconvenient without 
kanji 
• makes sentences easier or quicker to read or understand 
• provides semantic transparency 
• has the benefit of special expressivity of profound, subtle, deep or delicate 
meanings 
• distinguishes between homophones 
• punctuates sentences by indicating word boundaries 
• has an extricable and intrinsic link to culture, history and tradifion 
• has a presfige function indicafing superior education and cultivation 
These points are reiterated by other scholars. Jones and Aoki (1988, pp. 
302-3), in fact, assert that "most Japanese report that sentences written completely in 
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Kana verge on being totally unintelligible."'"* Gotfiieb (1993, p. 117) reports on a 
newspaper editor in Japan who bought one of the very early word processors which was 
capable of writing only hiragana. He asserts that "its output was difficult to read for one 
accustomed to seeing kanji in normal written Japanese, and that it could only be used 
for documents for his own private use that were not to be shown to anybody else." 
Harries (1989, p. 115), however, rejects the idea that kana-only is unnatural, stating that 
pure kana is a natural form of script. By natural, he means that script in this form can be 
found in Japan, being used both in children's books in Japan, and in many signs "when 
the writer does not wish to presume on the reader's knowledge of kanji." Presumably it 
is only children who would not have sufficient knowledge of kanji, so it seems clear, 
after all, that for adult readers, the use of kana alone is just not acceptable. 
Comprehension is more rapid with a passage with kanji than one without 
because of the very large number of homonyms in Japanese (Otake, 1987). Written 
Japanese is extremely homophonous. Pye (1984, p. 2) gives an example of twenty 
different words of two kanji each, all with the reading kiko # ^ 9 The homophonic 
character of the language is much stronger in written Japanese. In the spoken language, 
much use is made of native Japanese words, i.e. kun-readings of single kanji, whereas 
in written Japanese, more complex multi-kanji words are frequently used. In fact, 737 
of the Joyo Kanji have no kun-reading at all (Nomura, 1981). Otake (1987) estimates 
the use of the complex Sino-Japanese words, giving their appearance in conversation as 
only 13%, but increasing to 40% - 50% in written Japanese. 
Taylor and Taylor (1983) exemplify the usefiilness of kanji in such a 
homophonous language as Japanese by giving the famous example shikaishikaishikai 
'" Brown (1985), however, suggests that when Japanese readers describe all-kana documents as 
unreadable, they are probably referring to the reading of telegrams in katakana as this is the only medium 
commonly encountered in kana only. In any case, test participants have spent much time leaming to read 
katakana scripts, and there are no groups as well versed in reading hiragana-only with which to compare. 
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lfi"f4lSBiP^ o ] # [denfists' conference chairman] which may be difficult to 
comprehend when spoken out of context, but clear when the kanji can be read. 
Sakamoto and Makita (1973, p. 443) assert that mixed script "can be read 
more quickly and more accurately" than all-kana script. In eye-tracking tests they 
carried out, sentences in all hiragana took twice as long to read than those in mixed 
script. The all-kana sentences also produced "shorter perception spans, more frequent 
fixations, and longer fixation pauses." The superiority of the mixed kanji/hiragana 
script over an all-hiragana script is attributed to the following reasons (Sakamoto and 
Makita, 1973): 
1. Each Kanji has its own meaning so that nouns, roots of verbs, adjectives, 
and adverbs can be written in Kanji. In other words, key ideas or key 
words in each sentence are expressed in ideographs. 
2. In an average sentence, fi-om 25 to 35 per cent of the total number of 
characters are written in Kanji.... It must be emphasized here ... that the 
visual images of Kanji and Hiragana are quite different: Kanji are more 
complicated and squarer in shape than Hiragana. Kanji stand out, 
therefore, from the main background of Hiragana and can be recognized 
easily. 
3. It takes fewer characters to make up words using Kanji than it does using 
only Hiragana. (p. 443) 
As noted, reading kana-only text is difficult (Koda, 1992). This is because the 
content words, which usually appear in kanji, become confiased with the grammatical 
morphemes making the process of word segmentation very difficult. Koda (1992) 
tested beginning Japanese students on kanji and hiragana word recognition, and found 
that word recognition was easier with kanji than with hiragana. This is because kanji 
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are meaning-laden. With the all-hiragana text, students would have had to first decide 
where the boundaries between meaning words and grammatical particles were, and 
would virtually have to sound out the reading to discover its meaning as they would not 
have gained automaticity in reading words in hiragana. 
Japanese people also have subjective reasons for preferring text including 
kanji. Unger (1984, p. 250) asserts that "When Japanese say that writing Japanese 
without kanji is inconceivable, they are referring, I believe, to this stratum of extra 
meaning. It is non-linguistic, but it is not an illusion; one must not ignore its existence," 
and goes on fiirther to say that "[E]ducation, knowledge, and kanji are often one big 
blur in the Japanese mind." Okutsu and Tanaka (1989, p. 13) add that "[Kanji] can also 
be a boon. Once you have memorized a character, you know at first glance what the 
meaning of the word is, and it speeds comprehension. Then, even if you do not know 
the proper reading, you can understand what is meant." 
It is also easier to glean the meaning of a word written in kanji than one in 
kana. An often quoted example from Suzuki (1975) is the English word 
dolichocephalic (meaning with a long head) which the average native speaker of 
English would not understand. Its Japanese equivalent chozu ^ ^ is composed of the 
familiar kanji for 'long' and 'head' However, Brown (1985) argues against Suzuki's 
"semantic transparency", asserting that understanding the basic kanji which make up 
the word still does not provide Japanese readers with fiirther clues to the meaning of the 
word in the scientific sense.'^ 
So kanji are extremely important meaning carriers to which the Japanese have 
a very strong attachment. With the smaller number of sounds available in Japanese, 
'^  In a similar vein, Miller (1982, p. 190) argues that: 
Etymology tells where a word comes from, not what it means. To know what it means, 
you have to know the language, and moreover, you have to know the word. 
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compared to, say, English, there are a very large number of homophones.'^ It is only 
the kanji which make meaning clear. As this is the case, there is no material written in 
Japanese for adult Japanese that does not contain kanji. 
2.3.1.2 Types of kanji handwriting 
Writing by hand, considered a form of art, is relatively more important to the 
Japanese than for people from westem countries. Not only are there thousands of kanji 
to leam to read, but they can be printed using an unlimited number of fonts, and written 
by hand in three major styles. 
As previously noted, mincho §^  ^  [Ming] style is most commonly used for 
printed forms. Textbooks in Japan often use kyokasho i ^ f 4 # [textbook] style more 
similar to a handwritten style. Kaisho IW# [block script] is the basic handwriting style 
taught in Japanese schools, and is the basis for stroke counts under which kanji are 
usually grouped in dictionaries. Gyosho t T # [mnning writing] is a cursive style of 
handwriting often used in contemporary Japan. Sosho ^W [grass writing] is an 
extremely cursive form which is difficult to decipher even for the Japanese. It is 
common in styles of calligraphy which have become art forms (Neustiapny, 1984; 
Backhouse, 1993). Examples of these handwrifing styles are shown in Figure 1. 
2.3.1.3 Kanji learning in Japan 
Preschool children begin to leam kanji before entry to primary school at age 
six. Sakamoto (1981) and Taylor and Taylor (1983) mention the Japanese educator 
'^  Words borrowed from Chinese, which may not be homophonous in the original language, may be 
rendered homophonous in Japanese due to the lack of tones etc. in Japanese. 
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Figure 1 Handwriting styles (Neustupny, 1984) 
Ishii who has become famous for teaching as many as 1,000 characters to kindergarten 
children. Ishii believes that the optimum age to commence leaming kanji is three, and 
that an average child can leam 500 characters, while a bright child can leam 1,000. 
Sakamoto (1975) reported that even in preschools where no kanji was formally taught, 
of thirty-two kanji tested, the average child could read six of them, and that 17% of 
them could read at least a half of those tested. 
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In Japan, it is believed that kanji can be taught from age three, and that 500 to 
1,000 could be taught even before primary school commences (Sheridan, 1982). The 
experiments by Steinberg and Oka (1978) and Steinberg, Isozaki and Amano (1981) 
showed that the leaming of whole words by young Japanese children was more 
effective than the leaming of syllables. They concluded that the usual phase employed 
in Japanese teaching, where everything is at first taught using hiragana only, is not 
necessary: 
Such a phase is wasteful, since a majority of the words that are shown in 
hiragana will never again be seen in that form, once the transition phase is 
terminated. It would be much better for children to be exposed to words 
right from the start, regardless of whether they are written in hiragana, 
katakana, or kanji. No order is necessary. All that is necessary is that 
children be taught words that are meaningfiil to them. (p. 21) 
Although some state that Japanese students can read and write the 1,850 Toyo 
Kanji by the end of high school, Yamada (1992) challenges this. She claims that her 
tests have proved this to be incorrect. When dealing with Grade Three kanji, even 
Grade Six children scored only 61% on a reading test, and 68% on a writing test, so it is 
doubtful whether students finishing Senior High School could read the entire list of the 
Toyo Kanji. 
Harada (1988) reports that even the staid Ministry of Education has recognised 
a need for more exposure to kanji for Japanese children: 
Recentiy ... the committee for discussing the educational process (Kyoiku 
Katei Singi-Kai) in the Ministry of Education made a recommendation that 
the number of new Kanji formerly assigned at each grade of the elementary 
school should be reconsidered. (The Yomiuri. the front page, Moming 
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edition, October 31, 1987). The committee's recommendation was for the 
shift of more Kanji to the lower grades from the upper grades for the 
purpose of building recognition ability alone (writing ability to be leamed 
later) earlier than before, and it was recommended that Furigana be used 
for this purpose, (pp. 149-150) 
Sakamoto and Makita (1973, p. 448) cite complexity of the character, 
frequency of appearance and the idiomatic meaning of each character as three 
factors which influence the ability to leam and read a character. In another study 
they described, the most important factor in reading for the 396 third to seventh 
grade children tested was, however, familiarity of the character. 
In pattem-remembering experiments described by Sakamoto and Makita 
(1973), it was found that, except for groups of very simple pattems, the more complex 
pattems were, the easier they were to leam. When extending the tests to adults reading 
kanji, it was once again found that, when the frequency of usage was controlled, it was 
the more complex kanji which were read more easily. 
Yamada (1992) found that single-reading kanji were easier to read, but the 
visual complexity factor overrode the single-reading effect, making them more difficult 
to write. After conducting a number of tests, she concluded that: 
leaming to read kanji takes place more or less independently of leaming to 
write them ... [due to] psycholinguistic properties such as the 
multiple-reading principle, homophony, and graphic complexity which 
interact and differentially affect reading and writing performance, (pp. 
576-577) 
Flaherty and Noguchi (1998) explain that in Japanese primary schools, pupils 
leam kanji by the whole-kanji method, by writing them repeatedly, reading them in 
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controlled reading passages, and by writing them in the air, referred to as kusho ^ # -
Etymological explanations and the use of pictures as visual memory aids are sometimes 
used in the early stages, but these are generally abandoned as the number of kanji 
grows. 
In the case of native kanji users in Taiwan, Chinese children's leaming of 
characters was facilitated by the understanding of the six categories of characters 
described in Secfion 2.3.1 (Taylor and Taylor, 1983). In an experiment described by 
Hatasa (1989), Japanese kindergarten children were taught pictographic kanji both with 
the modem form, and a historical form which was much closer to a tme picture. The 
results were that the historical shapes were leamed better with the conclusion that 
"meaningfulness of shape affects ease of leaming." Horodeck (1987) draws attention 
to the fact that most of the words borrowed by Japanese from China consist of kanji 
compounds, and that the meanings of the individual characters which make up such 
words are seldom helpfiil in determining the meaning of the compound word. He 
therefore suggests that child leamers of Chinese or Japanese be taught some 
high-frequency kanji first, but with a focus on their sound, rather than their meaning. 
He fails to acknowledge, though, that virtually all the high-frequency kanji that might 
be taught in initial stages are more likely to stand alone in sentences of a relatively 
simple nature, and therefore be read with their native Japanese kun-reading. Few 
on-readings would be required unless the characters were to be taught completely out of 
context. Yamada (1995) found that kanji with single readings were far easier to leam 
than those with multiple readings for Japanese primary school children. 
In short, kanji can be, and in fact is, taught to very young children in Japan. 
Although not all students in Japan can write the Toyo Kanji by the end of high school, 
in contrast to expectations, more complex characters have been shown to have been 
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more easily read than simple ones. This may have implicafions for the teaching of 
Japanese script for second language readers. 
2.3.2 KANA 
Kana are a more limited set of letters used in Japan and are based on a 
syllabary. The term kana is a collective term covering both the hiragana and katakana 
syllabaries. Taylor and Taylor (1983) give translations of the word kana as "false 
name," "expedient name," or "borrowed name," it being understood that kanji is the 
"tme name." Suzuki (1977) also uses the similar term "expedient letters." Katakana is 
translated as "fragment, side kana" and hiragana as "cursive, smooth kana." 
The sound table of kana is traditionally known as the Goju On Zu 3 L + ^ 1 1 1 
[Fifty-Sound Table]. While this term is still in use, in modem Japanese some syllables 
are no longer in use, and a syllabic n has been added, bringing the total in use to 
forty-six. Diacritic marks for transcribing voiced and non-voiced consonants are also 
used (e.g. ka t^ with the tenten ^^^ diacritic marks added becomesga t^). With these 
diacritics, the entire 102 syllables of modem Japanese can be neatly accounted for by 
the kana (Suzuki, 1975). 
Each kana is a syllable in itself, unlike alphabetic scripts where the unit is 
more commonly a phoneme. Kana have a direct phonetic correlation with the sounds 
they represent, and are therefore a syllabic, "phonetic" script (Miller, 1986). 
Some suggest that the term "syllable" may be misleading. Horodeck (1987), 
for example, argues that the Japanese kana represent morae rather than syllables. A 
mora is a classical Greek and Latin unit of timing. He reports that: 
Syllables and morae are timing units for measuring the rhythm of speech 
(Sakamoto 1980:15). In a language whose rhythm is syllable-timed, an 
utterance often syllables takes approximately twice as long to utter as one 
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of five syllables.... The same is tme of a language whose rhythm is 
mora-timed: an utterance often morae takes twice as long to utter as one of 
five morae. Japanese is a mora-timed language (Martin 1975:17). 
Morae are smaller increments of time than syllables, a fact well-illustiated 
by Japanese orthography. Hiragana and katakana are based on the mora, 
while kanji are based on the syllable (Wang 1981:224). Thus, konban, 
'tonight', which contains two syllables but four morae, can altemately be 
written with two kanji (konban - ^Bj&) or four kana {konban - Z.h\'^/\^). 
Japanese hiragana and katakana, often cited as examples of 'syllabaries', 
actually represent morae. (pp. 28-29) 
Japanese is a language where there are contrasts in vowel length (along with 
other languages such as Korean, Danish Finnish and Arabic). Most morae in Japanese 
are a combination of a consonant and a vowel, {ka ti^, ki # ) , but can consist solely of a 
vowel, (a fo, / V )^ or solely of a consonant (n Ay) (Ladefoged, 1982). 
Japan is highly literate. Maher and Yashiro (1995) report a literacy rate close 
to 100%. This agrees with Taylor and Taylor (1983) who give the Japanese literacy 
rate as 99%. It seems that only the mentally retarded cannot read. The reasons given by 
Taylor and Taylor (1983) are: 
1. The Japanese people's respect for education 
2. Compulsory education from Grades 1 to 9, with 99.9% enrollment [sic] 
3. Ready availability of good but inexpensive reading material 
4. Movements to stimulate reading, such as Nafional Reading Week 
5. Inifiafion into reading with Kana (p. 60) 
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Although both hiragana and katakana have had different uses over the 
centuries, their use since World War II will be discussed in the next section. Scripts 
could be written entirely in hiragana or katakana, but this is not usually the case except 
in books for young children, and some texts for second language leamers of Japanese. 
2.3.3 HIRAGANA 
As previously stated, hiragana were developed in Japan from Chinese 
characters. Hiragana are used to represent grammatical morphemes (conjunctions, 
postpositions, case markers, verb infiections, and derivational suffixes) peculiar to the 
Japanese language and not represented by kanji. Neustupny (1984) points out that 
demonstratives and connectives are almost always written in hiragana. They are also 
recommended for writing personal pronouns, names of animals, other than 'dog' and 
'horse' which are written with very simple characters, and the words ii V^V ^ [good], 
oishi'io^ "^  LV"^  [tasty],muzukashi t^'Ti)^ LV"> [difficult] andyasashi - ^ ^ bV"> [easy] 
etc. // V '•V Ms a modem form of>^ o/ .^ V ^ meaning good, and the others are common 
words with more complicated kanji. Hiragana can also be used to replace difficult kanji 
a person may not remember how to write, although more and more Japanese are using 
computer word processing programs to avoid this problem. There are forty-six "basic 
hiragana" and these serve as a basis for a fiirther set of symbols. Diacritic marks can be 
added to create fiirther sounds: 
A dakuon-ten 'M^,^^ (sometimes called a dakuonpu W\^^^, a nigori-ten Wi 
•9 ^^, a nigori ^ "9 or more simply a chon chon ^ 3 >"^ 3 > ox a ten ten l^^^) 
makes a dakuon ^ M^, a voiced consonant, from a seion f^^, an unvoiced consonant, 
e.g. ha f i and ba f^ , ka i)^ and ga t^, ta fz. and da fc. 
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A handaku-ten ^^>'^^ (sometimes called a handakuonpu ^ ^ ^ ^ or 
simply a maru % [circle] because of its shape) makes syllables commencing with 'h' or 
' f into handakuon ^M"^, those commencing with 'p' , e.g., ha ( i and pa {1°, hi t> 
and pi XJ-,fu .^ and pu ^. 
A small tsu o before the symbol (sometimes called chisai /J^  ^ V ^ [small] tsu 
o ) creates a sokuon { £ ^ , a pause to replace a syllable when this makes a word easier 
to articulate. For example, gakko ^ ^ [school] is rendered as gakko fP'^iZ. 0 in 
hiragana, rather than the more awkward gakuko t^^ ^0 In vertical writing, sokuon 
are written to the right of the line, but in horizontal writing, they are written below the 
centre of the line (Sakamoto, 1980). Ksma\\ya^,yu v^  oxyo X. written in the bottom 
right hand comer following a symbol with an '/' vowel sound, makes a yoon t^'i^, a 
symbol for sounds encountered in borrowed Chinese words, e.g., kyoshu ^ ^ [a show 
of hands], is # i L i^  in hiragana. See Appendix 2 for a complete list of the basic 
hiragana and katakana, and Appendix 3 for a complete list of the hiragana symbols 
including dakuon, handakuon and yoon. 
Long vowel sounds are formed by adding an exfi-a vowel, e.g., kat^ + a^ = 
ka ii^'h. 
a' vowels are lengthened by adding "a' 
T vowels are lengthened by adding '/' 
'u' vowels are lengthened by adding "u' 
But 'e' vowels are lengthened by adding T , e.g. sensei 5fe^ [teacher], 
although it is pronounced sense. Exceptions are onesan :Jo:Jax. $ ^ [older sister], and 
the exclamafion nef^'X.. 
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'o' vowels are lengthened by adding '«' except for oki ioio # V "> [big], 6i io 
jy 1/ ^ [numerous], toi dr :}oV^  [far] and toru b^^ [topass]. Neustupny (1984) adds 
the less common examples of dw 'ioio o [to cover], okami ioidii^^ [wolf], oyake 'io 
io-^i t [public], korogi ^ :fc'5 ^ [cricket] and moyoshi t) ct :|o L [social gathering]'^ 
Ashworth and Hitosugi (1993) note that in comic books, however, a long line 
is commonly used to form long sounds similar to the method employed with katakana. 
For example, in the manga MM [comic] Kacho Baka Ichi-dai W^^^'^l^ —W [The 
Section Head's Foolish Life] (Nonaka, 1997), the character Yakami says "Yoshaa! 
IkeruH" T J; L ^ — ! 4^/^ ! ! J [All right! It looks good!]. The exclamation 
Yoshaal would be presented as J; L-^ fc if normal mles for writing hiragana were 
followed. 
The spelling of Japanese words in hiragana was reformed in 1946 (Neustupny, 
1984). Prior to this, the spelling for some words was based on pronunciafions from 
centuries before. Examples include the sound kyo which was sometimes written as # 
i 5 as in modem usage, but as # ^ 5 in Kyoto MfP [Kyoto], t t 9 in kyoiku WCn 
[education] and as (t-S^ in kyo ^ 0 [today] (Neustupny, 1984). There were also the 
hiragana letters wi ^and we ^ which were discarded with the modem spelling 
reforms. These old forms, however, are almost never seen today. 
2.3.3.1 Learning hiragana in Japan 
In contrast to the leaming of the alphabet in English, the leaming of kana 
usually guarantees the ability to pronounce a word correctly (Taylor and Taylor, 1983). 
'^  Although some scholars, e.g. Seeley (1991), refer to these as exceptions, strictly speaking they result 
from the historical kana spellings. In all these cases, the sound after the o i6 was ho (5. For example, the 
historical spelling for toru i: jo 5 was historically i: ( i 5 . 
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Specially written children's books avoid kanji so that children can read stories more 
fluently. Sheridan (1982, pp. 326-328) reports that "reading disabilities are extremely 
rare and ... dyslexics are impossible to find." This is supported by Lee, Uttal and Chen 
(1995). Sheridan suggests that because of the great differences in the Japanese 
language compared to, say, English, there are different perceptual processes involved in 
leaming to read, and this may explain her statement. Children are first taught to read 
hiragana, the syllables actually being the unit of pronunciation, unlike alphabet-based 
languages where cognitive confusion can occur in leaming the sound pattems. The 
pronunciation of isu V ^'^, for example, is always predictable as the sound of the vowels 
and consonants contained never change, in contrast to English though, thought and 
through where similar orthography (the ough in these cases) produces contrasting 
vowel sounds. An additional assistance for the child leamer is that anything can be 
written in hiragana alone, thus allowing Japanese children to write, at least in hiragana, 
long before children leaming alphabetic scripts have internalised the necessary 
combinafions (Sheridan, 1982). 
Another aspect may be the interest that parents (mothers in particular) show 
towards reading even in the preschool environment, coupled with the large number of 
reading books available for this age group. More than 90%) of even two year olds are 
regularly read to from their own books. Half of all children's books are directed at 
preschoolers in Japan (Sakamoto, 1981; Sheridan, 1982). 
While it was once the practice that hiragana was not taught until children 
reached primary school, this began to change over a quarter of a century ago. 
According to Yamada, Imai and Ikebe (1990) and Lee et al. (1995), most children in 
Japan leam some hiragana before entering school. Sakamoto and Makita (1973) cite a 
report by Shiga Prefecture's Educational Research Institute which shows that 
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kindergarten teachers do, in fact, correct hiragana writing, and write such things as the 
day, date and names of absentee children on the blackboard in hiragana. Sakamoto 
(1975) concludes that exposure to, and interest arousal of hiragana are used in 
preschools as the first steps to teach writing. 
It is clear that Japanese children can read substantial numbers of hiragana at an 
early age. According to Sakamoto (1981), all the hiragana can be read by 31% of 
Japanese children by age three, and 83% by age five. In another of his tests, 317 
kindergarten children tested on 32 kanji (1981), the average child could read six of 
them, and over 17% could read half of them. 
Japanese children are considered ready to leam to read when they can divide 
words into their component sounds. Sakamoto and Makita (1973) give the reading 
readiness age in Japan as about four and a half years of age. Sakamoto (1981, p. 17) 
concludes that "Japanese children start leaming Hiragana at about four years of age and 
that their reading abilities are considerably developed before entering elementary 
school." He attributes this early reading to the fact that "hiragana is a good writing 
system that fits Japanese spoken language very well." Sakamoto and Makita (1973) 
assert that Japanese children leam hiragana in the first year of primary school, but that 
the leaming period is short as hiragana is so easy to leam. 
Research from The National Language Research Institute (1972), cited in 
Sakamoto (1980), shows that, for Japanese children, it is easiest to leam hiragana in the 
order of seion ? # ^ [voiceless sounds] a'h,kai)^ etc., dakuon Wi^ [voiced sounds] ga 
ti^, za '^ etc., han-dakuon ^ ^ ^ [semi-voiced sounds] pa \^,pi XJ etc.,joshi ^M 
[postpositional words] o ^,e ^^ etc., sokuon iS:^ [double consonants] as in gakko ^ 
^ , choon M"^ [long vowel sounds] ka f)^h, ki ^^^ etc.,yoon l^'i^[contracted 
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sounds] kya ^ •^, kyu ^ t^. etc. andyochoon #;S:'§^ [long contracted sounds] kyU # 
'4>0,kyd^ X ^ etc. 
2.3.3.1.1 The "Whole-Word approach to reading Japanese 
Debate has long raged in westem countries about the "whole word" or "whole 
language" method of teaching reading, where the retention of the whole word is valued, 
compared with "phonics" methods where words are segmented into parts. 
Although the whole word method seems to be losing ground to phonics 
methods in the West, Steinberg (1995) advocates the teaching of whole words in 
hiragana, rather than individual kana. She insists that meaningfiilness is the most 
important consideration, and of course single kana carry no meaning. In addition to 
mnemonic methods, Sakamoto and Makita (1973) also mention the "word method" 
where whole words composed of hiragana are taught. Perhaps the fact that 
pronunciation is regular in Japanese makes the whole-word method work better for 
Japanese than languages such as English where more time is required in teaching 
children how to pronounce and read word segments. 
Hughes (1993, p. 1) describes reading as "comprehension of what is on the 
printed page." She argues that if this is the case, then "merely verbalizing print, i.e. 
reading out loud and not understanding, is not the whole story of reading." Steinberg 
and Oka (1978) experimented with teaching three and four year old Japanese children 
single hiragana, single katakana, single kanji, and verbs and adjectives written in a 
combination of kanji and hiragana. They found that, even in cases of quite complex 
kanji, it was at the word level, not the syllable level, that teaching was more effective. 
They concluded that: 
[T]he variable [of meaningfulness] is of such great importance that its 
effects overpower those of length and perceptual complexity.... Thus the 
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practice of teaching the hiragana and katakana systems by identifying 
isolated syllables is not recommended. Instead, such systems should be 
taught through a whole word approach.... We believe that the reason why 
in America there are so many students who fail to leam to read or leam 
poorly is due to the use of non-whole word methods, in particular, the 
so-called 'phonic' teaching methods. These methods essentially involve 
the teaching of meaningless sounds with letters. One of the main reasons 
why the Japanese do not suffer from reading deficiencies to such an extent 
is that most of their leaming involves the whole word leaming of kanji. (p. 
21) 
AUeton (1995), after discussing a number of studies, concludes that in the case 
of Chinese readers, the sound of the characters being read are not a requirement for the 
reader, but do play a facilitating effect when a reader is having difficulty in 
understanding a particular text. 
2.3.4 KATAKANA 
In Japan, the teaching of katakana begins in the second semester of Grade One, 
following the teaching of hiragana. It is completed by the end of Grade Two (Sakamoto 
and Makita, 1973). 
In modem Japanese, katakana is used chiefly to write loan words from other 
languages. Mitamura (1985) makes a distinction between gairaigo ^MM [foreign 
loan words] and gaikokugo ^ H f n [foreign words]. Gairaigo are words which have 
become assimilated into the language through having been used either over a long 
period of time, or with a high frequency. Words such as teburu ^ — y J'^ [table] and 
desuku X ^ ^ [desk] and even chea 'f'^T [chair] are gairaigo, having become part 
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of the Japanese language, though the group word "fiimiture" is not used in Japanese, 
and remains gaikokugo. Miyaji (1990) goes so far as to say that the Japanese may not 
be able to communicate safisfactorily if the 5% or more of all foreign loan words were 
removed from the language. 
It is, however, often difficult to tell at which point gaikokugo become gairaigo. 
Even some Chinese words, particularly those conceming food, are often written in 
katakana rather than kanji, (Mitamura, 1985), to indicate their foreign origin. Examples 
are ramen 7 ~ P^  > [Chinese noodles], and chdhan ^^—/^y [Chinese fried rice]. 
Katakana is also used to write foreign names (Otake, 1987), onomatopoeic words, and 
the names of some animals, plants, fish, etc. where only very rarely used kanji are 
available (Pye, 1984). Okada (1975) includes slang expressions such as kechi(nbo) ^ 
^ (i/;K ) [miser] and debu T y [fat person], and diseases where difficult kanji are 
often presented in katakana. Examples of the latter are igan ^ i^V [stomach cancer] 
and shinzomahi 'hlM'^ t [heart failure]. They are also used in the traditional Noh 
Drama. For example, the leading role is always shown as shite i^T", a supporting role 
as waki 7 ^ , and a companion role as tsure V V (Mitamura, 1985). Another use for 
katakana is to show emphasis, as italics are used in English. This commonly occurs in 
rendering exclamations, e.g.. Are, soka nichiyo dakkel T U\ ^^i)^ 0 Bl /£o 
i t ! [Is it? Sunday already?] in the Sazae-san comic-book where the exclamation 
"are" would normally be presented in hiragana (Hasegawa, 1997). 
Katakana were also used in domestic telegrams as it was technically 
impossible to transmit kanji. An example given in Mitamura (1985) is: Ashita iku 
mukaetanomu. Tiy^ 4^ J^-fi:r. ^ 7 i^ [Coming tomorrow. Please meet (me)]. 
Unlike Australia, for example, where telegrams no longer exist, they are still in use in 
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Japan. These days, however, both forms of kana in addition to kanji are accepted in 
telegrams. As the charge is on a per letter basis, it is cheaper to use as many kanji as 
possible, and so the numbers of telegrams transmitted using only katakana may be very 
few. 
In dictionaries, the convention is to show the borrowed Chinese on-yomi ^ 1 % 
^ in hiragana, and the native Japanese kun-yomi W\M^ in katakana (Mitamura, 
1985). The same author asserts that there is a trend for companies to use katakana to 
propagate their corporate brand names. Examples are the automobile company Toyota 
h 3 ^ , the watch company Seiko "^-^ ^ —, and the soy sauce company Kikkoman ^ 
y n — ^ .y 
Katakana was also an obvious script for early computer printers unable to be 
programmed to print all characters. Using all hiragana would look somewhat childish, 
as only infants write this way, but this is avoided by using all katakana. 
Computer-generated railway tickets, for example, used katakana to write the 
commencing and destination stations (Anderson and Kirwan, 1993). Since the early 
1980s, however, more sophisticated computers and printers have been generating 
tickets and a host of other documents in hiragana and kanji. 
Further sounds in words imported into the Japanese language, and not existing 
in native Japanese or borrowed Chinese words, can be written down in katakana. Both 
Jorden and Chaplin (1976) and Ashworth and Hitosugi (1993) use the term "Innovative 
Katakana" for these sounds, e.g. pati ^^—7^ -i — [party] where there is no // sound in 
either native Japanese or borrowed Chinese words, or varentain '^7 W ^ 4 V 
instead of the more usual barentain ^<]yy-^--(> [Valentine]. Ashworth and 
Hitosugi (1993) give the example of the English word "jelly" which was originally 
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accepted into the Japanese language as zeri if U ^ At the time of its acceptance, few 
Japanese could pronounce the ye sound. Although younger Japanese who have spent 
years studying English can now master the pronunciation of this word, it remains as zeri 
if y —. The word "Diesel," however, exists as either dizeru T ^ ^ i f / l ^ oxjizeru V' 
—•^/V. Mitamura (1985) and Batt (1994) refer to these same sounds as "The 
Expanded Syllabary." Mitamura notes a lack of agreement within the Kokugo 
Shingikai S M U ^ ^ [Japanese Language Council] as to whether foreign words 
should be written employing letters from the expanded syllabary, thus mimicking 
closer the language from which the words originally came, or by the traditional 
Japanese sounds. It is important to note that many Japanese, particularly those with 
little practice in leaming foreign languages, cannot actually pronounce many of the 
innovative sounds. They do not exist in ordinary Japanese words, and although they are 
often read in advertising, for example, they are rarely heard. Daniels (1978) reports that 
in 1962, newspapers ceased representing "v" sounds in foreign loan words with anu ^ 
with nigori (e.g. va "^ T). At that time they reverted to the previous practice of 
representing them with 'b' sounds. See Appendix 4 for a list of the "Expanded 
Syllabary." 
Just as hiragana wi ^, and we ^ were available prior to spelling reforms, so 
too were their katakana counterparts. These were written as wi ^, and we :^. but are 
very rarely seen nowadays. 
The English w/wh sound is represented in several ways. In ordinary words, 
except those transcribed by wa !7, a full size ui ^ 4 should be used for wi, and 
similarly, a full size ue"^^ for we, and uo^ir for wo {wu sounds are usually treated 
simply with u'O). However, in the case of a proper noun, the contracted syllables wi >> 
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y{ ,we •> Ol, and wo '^ :t should be used (Mitamura, 1985). For example, "whiskey" 
should be transcribed as uisuki ^4 ^^-', and "Wilson" should appear as Wiruson 
So, although katakana is used far less than hiragana, their use in transcribing 
imported words, and showing emphasis, is important. There are also many other minor 
uses for katakana as set out above. Hiragana or katakana can be written alongside kanji, 
usually at half the font size of the kanji to which they are appended, to assist with 
reading. These are caWed furigana W. '9 ^ ^ . 
2.3.5 FURIGANA 
These characters are written to the right of kanji in vertical writing format, and 
above kanji in horizontal writing format, to indicate the reading of a particular kanji or 
group of kanji. In newspapers, fiirigana is sometimes written with normal sized 
hiragana letters given in brackets after the kanji to which they refer (Neustupny, 1984). 
Furigana is sometimes called rubi /I^ tf" from the English ruby, a technical printing term 
for a form of small type. 
Furigana have been used widely through the history of the Japanese written 
language, first as manyo-gana attached to kanji in kambun (Chinese-style texts) to aid 
their reading in a Japanese style. Due to the extremely high number of kanji once used 
to write Japanese, their use increased with the blanket use of furigana begun in 
newspapers in 1888. According to Harada (1988), the Ministry of the Interior at one 
point actually forbade the use of furigana. It was claimed that it was furigana itself 
which complicated the Japanese language by allowing the proliferation of tens of 
thousands of kanji. Its use became rather unnecessary anyway after 1946 as characters 
were severely limited in govemment publications, and by newspapers who followed 
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suit, to those contained in the Toyo Kanji list. More infrequentiy used characters which 
formally had a furigana gloss were now written entirely in hiragana. When restrictions 
were placed on the number of kanji to be used in the days of the Toyo Kanji list, there 
was little need for fiirigana. However, the Joyo Kanji list which superseded it was 
accompanied by a relaxation on the limitations of writing kanji outside the new list. 
Therefore furigana are again used in textbooks in Japan. They are also used by 
commercial publishers, predominantly in young children's books (Harada, 1988). 
2.3.6 ROMAJI 
Japanese can also be rendered in Roman letters, principally for the benefit of 
foreigners who cannot read the kana or kanji. Its use in Japan itself is common enough 
for some, such as Saint-Jacques (1987) and Nakano (1989), to class it as yet another 
type of Japanese script. 
2.3.6.1 History of romaji 
When Europeans originally made contact with Japan, they attempted to 
transcribe, or "romanise", the Japanese language to make it readable in their own script 
forms. A number of forms of romanisation were used, varying for the most part in 
relation to the first language of their compilers. In 1881, Aikitsu Tanakadate (1856 -
1952) advocated a system of romaji which came to be known as the Nippon-shiki (or 
Nihon-shiki) 0 ^ ^ [Japanese style] system. In 1885, the Romaji Club, a group urging 
a change to writing the national language in romaji, advocated the style used by James 
Hepbum (1815-1911), from the United States. He had published a Japanese - English 
dicfionary, the third edition of which was published in 1886. This became known in 
Japan as the Hebon-shiki ^ / K ^ ^ ^ [Hepbum system], or later the Shusei Hebon-shiki 
i^lE^^y^y^ [Modified Hepbum system]. Major differences in the Hepbum system 
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were designed to come closer to the actual pronunciation of Japanese words, e.g., si L, 
ti ^, two ,hu ^ .zi U^ , di "^ ' and du <5 were written as shi, chi, tsu,fu,ji,ji andzu in 
the new Hepbum system. Similarly, sya L-^, syu L <4>. syo \^ X, tya'h-^- tyu 'h<4^, 
tyo'h X. and zya U- •^, zyu C i^, zyo C- i were transcribed as sha, shu, sho, cha, chu, 
cho andja,ju,jo. 
Just before World War II, it became politically correct to refer to the Hepbum 
system as the Hyojun-shiki ^ ^ ^ [Standard system]. Being a "Standard System" 
also gave the system more prestige. For years there was much argument over the 
superiority of each system with govemment offices, companies and individuals alike 
choosing one system or another for writing romanised versions of Japanese. The 
Ministry of the Navy's Hydrographic Department initially produced sea charts 
employing the Hepbum system, but then from the 1920s to 1934 converted them all to 
the Nippon-shiki system. 
The government decided to end the confusion by setting up a committee in 
1930 to resolve the issue. The committee decided in 1936 to make some alterations to 
the way of spelling of each system, thereby forming a new, single system. This became 
an official Cabinet kunrei IJll'^ [ordinance] the following year, and the new system was 
thence called the Kunrei-shiki f j l | ^^ [Cabinet Ordinance System]. This more closely 
resembled the Nihon-shiki system than the Hepbum system, but differences were that 
the di ^ and du ^ of the Nihon-shiki system {ji and zu in Hepbum) became zi and zu. 
Many adherents of the Hepbum and Nippon-shiki systems, however, continued to use 
their original styles, so rather than solving the problem, it was exacerbated by the 
addition of yet another major system (Backhouse, 1993; Seeley, 1991; Daniels, 1978). 
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See Appendix 5 for a table showing the differences between the three major romaji 
systems. 
More recently, Daniels (1978) reports on a new Cabinet Directive conceming 
romaji: 
It laid down that the writing in Roman letters of the Nafional language 
would "generally" be in accordance with the first of two appended tables; 
this was identical with the table in the 1937 cabinet ordinance, i.e., was the 
specification of kunreisiki. It was added, however, that where, in an 
intemational context or otherwise, an abmpt change in an existing practice 
would be difficult to make, but only in those circumstances, spellings might 
be used which accorded with table 2; and table 2 listed the variations from 
kunreisiki of BOTH the Hepbum system and nipponsiki without showing 
which set of variations pertained to which system. (The directive does not 
mention any of the systems by name.) This directive differs from the 1937 
kunrei in being not an instmction addressed specifically to govemment 
officials, but a flat statement of the situation which will obtain "generally" 
- though it seems most unlikely that it could be used to stop anyone in a 
nonofficial capacity from using the Hepbum or nippon system where it had 
not been use before, or from using a system other than one of the approved 
three or some blend of them. (p. 64) 
So, the various systems of romanisation have a rather complex history, with 
various parties vying for one system or another. While the Hepbum system is used 
widely among foreigners today, Japanese children are still taught to read the 
Nihon-shiki romanisation, and even more forms of romaji are in use in various 
textbooks, examples of which are described in the Typology in the next chapter. 
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2.3.6.2 Romaji systems today 
2.3.6.2.1 Hepburn system 
The Hepbum system is the most widely used system of romaji today. It is used 
in most of the Japanese English dictionaries published in Japan, and is now used by 
the Japanese Foreign Ministry to write the romanised version of Japanese names in 
passports. This form gets much closer to the actual Japanese pronunciation of the 
syllables (Neustupny, 1984). For example, the word isi/ishi ^  1/ ^ L [rock] can be 
rendered in two ways in romaji. The final syllable is an alveopalatal voiceless fricative. 
The correct sound is more likely to be attained, at least by native speakers of English, 
with the Hepbum shi form. With a Nippon-shiki si rendering, it may be incorrectly 
assumed to be an alveolar voiceless fricative (Fromkin, Blair and Collins, 1999). One 
of the major advantages of the Hepbum system, as noted by Unger (1996), is that words 
with foreign origins, and particularly slight differences in sound, are much better 
rendered in this system. He gives as examples the English -woxds yachting and tuba. As 
the foreign language skills of Japanese people become more sophisticated, young 
people, particularly, can more closely approach the English pronunciation. Therefore, 
'yachting', which was once pxonouncedyotchingu 3 ^ > ^'in Japanese, is now 
sometimes said, and written, as yottingu B yv" y( y^^ Similarly, 'tuba' can be tyiiba 
^ a. —/^ or chuba ^zi.^-/^ This is possible to write in the Hepbum system because 
it has <t>, <ts> and <ch>, unlike the Nihon-shiki or Kunrei systems which have only a 
<t> 
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2.3.6.2.2 Kunrei system 
Although it has the disadvantages already explained, The Ministry of 
Education dictates that the Kunrei-shiki is taught in Japan from Year Four in primary 
schools (Nakano, 1989). For this reason, Ogawa (1990) refers to it as the "Official 
System." It is employed by other govemment departments as well, but is rarely used 
outside Japan (Neustupny, 1984). Another disadvantage of the Kunrei system reported 
by Daniels (1978) is that some scholars felt that the Kunrei system was politically 
tainted as it was supported by the Japanese armed forces. In contrast, an often stated 
advantage is that verb changes are easier to track in this system compared to the 
Hepbum system. For example, when dealing with the verb matsu/matu # 0 [to wait] 
in its dictionary, polite present and plain negative forms, it may be easier to understand 
the Kunrei matu - matimasu - matanai transformations than the equivalent Hepbum 
matsu - machimasu - matanai. 
2.3.6.2.3 Beginning Japanese and JSL romanisation 
One of the most widely used textbooks of Japanese in the United States even 
today is Jorden's (1963) Beginning Japanese."^^ Jorden has adapted the 
"Shin-Kunrei-shiki" system, and called her system "BJ" romanisation after the titie of 
her book. She describes "inconsistencies and ambiguity" in the other systems, such as 
the spelling for the sounds 'ee' and eV Additionally, verb tiransformations are much 
easier to track, as for the examples previously given for the Kunrei system. Although 
she concedes that the Hepbum system is the most familiar in the West, and that it is 
more rapidly mastered than other systems, she gives three reasons why she has not 
" The significance of this work can be gauged by Harries' (1989, p. 113) comments. He describes the 
book as "a colossus bestriding the narrow world of Japanese language teaching, a monument to the 
endeavours of linguistic pedagogy." 
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employed it in her textbook (Jorden, 1963): 
BJ, Shin-kunrei-shiki, and Nippon-shiki bear a direct relation to Japanese 
stmcture, whereas Hepbum has no such connection. Thus, in describing 
Japanese inflection, many statements become uimecessarily complicated 
and parallelism is obscured if Hepbum romanization is used.... For the 
student who plans to leam the native Japanese writing system, the tiansition 
from Hepbum is more difficult than from the other systems. 
The Japanese themselves do not adhere consistently to any single system; 
in fact, they sometimes use a mixture of several within the same word! It 
therefore becomes necessary for the foreign student to familiarize himself 
with the symbols used in all the systems, (p. xlvi - xlvii) 
Though the system remains largely unchanged, the term "BJ" romanisation has 
now been superseded by the term "JSL Romanisation" (Jorden and Noda, 1987). 
2.3.6.3 Other uses of the Roman alphabet in the Japanese writing system. 
Saint-Jacques (1987) reports that, particularly since 1982, foreign words 
written in their original form in Roman letters, as distinct from their romanised form 
using only Japanese sounds, have been appearing in advertising. He cites Nozue (1985) 
who argues that this use is the "vanguard of the assimilation of the Roman alphabet into 
the Japanese writing system" and suggests that this may be nearly as important as the 
assimilation of kanji thousands of years ago. He concedes that the predominantly 
English and French words, which would have previously appeared in katakana, are 
used in advertising mainly for emphasis, and that in most cases the words are repeated 
in more traditional Japanese script, anyway. He nonetheless cites Ishino (1985) who 
asserts that "in present day Japan, a Japanese totally ignorant of the Roman alphabet is 
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at a serious disadvantage." Saint-Jacques asserts that "the Roman alphabet is perceived 
as a standard form of writing, not something alien to the Japanese writing system." 
Other common uses of the Roman alphabet are the 'F' used to denote floor numbers, as 
in 4F [4* Floor], interestingly read by most Japanese as kai ^ [floor], the traditional 
term for the word; and clothing and drink sizes "S", "M" and "L" from the English 
"small," "medium" and "large," pronounced in Japanese as esu^^, emu ^ A and eru 
^ / l ^ Since Saint-Jacques' article one could add ' JR' the replacement term for the 
Kokutetsu S i ^ (Japanese National Railways) which was broken into private 
companies in 1987. JR-sen J R ^ [JR line] is pronouncedye an/5en. Okada (1975) 
adds abbreviations of words from foreign languages, predominantly English, such as 
TEL [telephone], IQ [Intelligence Quotient] and GNP [Gross National Product]. He 
notes that scientific formulae are always expressed in Arabic figures in Japan, e.g. 3x + 
2y = z. It is further noted that Arabic numbers are used W\\h yokogaki ^ # - ^ 
[horizontal writing], though the convention is to use kanji for these numbers when 
tategaki i ^ # # [vertical writing] is employed. 
In summary, while there are valid uses for a romanised system of writing 
Japanese, it is unfortunate that there are so many systems from which to choose. While 
the very similar Nihon-shiki and Kunrei systems are reportedly easier for the stiidy of 
written forms, the Hepbum system gives the closest approximation to the correct 
Japanese pronunciation, at least for English speakers. 
2.3.7 THE USE OF ROMAJI IN MODERN JAPANESE 
Many second language leamers of Japanese would think that romaji is an 
invention to assist them in leaming the language, but it is interesting to see how 
Japanese themselves view romanisation. Most Japanese agree that romaji is a valid 
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script for writing Japanese. Nakano (1989) reports that a group of Japanese university 
students was asked whether romaji is used in daily life in Japan. 66.9% said no, but a 
surprisingly large remainder answered in the affirmative. They gave incidences of 
actually writing romaji as: 
• writing their name and address when writing letters to foreigners 
• writing their names on foreign language examinations and reports 
• accent marks 
• writing captions on cassette and video tapes, etc. 
Greater incidences of reading romaji in daily life were given as: 
• reading railway station and street signs written in romaji for foreigners 
• reading names of businesses and companies'^ 
Japanese children now leam romaji from the fourth year of primary school, 
though it is based on the spelling promulgated by cabinet in December 1954. 
Instmction commences with the Kunrei system, and when this has become sufficiently 
familiar, the "standard" or Hepbum system, and then Nihon-shiki, follow. The Japan 
Times, a major English daily newspaper published in Japan, however, uses almost all 
Hepbum style for Japanese names of places, companies and the like. However, 
according to Nakano (1989), many mistakes are made in transposing some of these 
names. In a study where groups of university students were asked to romanise various 
Japanese words, it was found that students transliterated L in the Kunrei manner {si) 
23.5% of the time, but by the Hepbum system {shi) an overwhelming 74.7% of the 
time. While focussing on other syllables, it was still found that the Hepbum style of 
romanisation was preferred by the majority of the students (Nakano, 1989). 
" Examples given are the TOTO and INAX companies whose names are officially written in roman 
letters. Further examples are the familiar NTT (Nihon Telephone and Telegraph) and JR (Japan 
Railways) always seen in a romanised form. 
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It can be said, then, that romanised Japanese is indeed a valid Japanese script. 
It is not solely for the use of foreigners grappling with the language, but is in fact used 
in some special applications by regular Japanese people in the normal course of their 
lives. 
It is to be noted that the use of English words in Japan gives a "cool and 
fashionable" image (Seaton, 2001, p. 233). Particularly in advertising, sometimes these 
words are not romanised, but exist with their normal English spelling, although often 
invoking laughter from native English speakers due to incorrect usage. An example is 
"shampoo for extra damage," intended to be understood by Japanese who have a 
knowledge of English vocabulary as meaning "shampoo for hair which has been extra 
damaged." This is termed "Japanised English" or even "Japlish" or "Engrish" (Seaton, 
2001). 
2.4 FOR]VlATTING 
The treatment of kanji, romaji, hiragana and katakana in the Japanese context 
has been examined. Two of the major contrasts with European languages, however, are 
the lack of spacing between words in Japanese, and the fact that Japanese script can be 
written either in a horizontal or vertical format. Both these differences will be explored 
in this and the next section. 
2.4.1 SPACES BETWEEN WORDS 
There are no spaces between words in a Japanese text employing kanji and 
kana, the only exception being textbooks for Years One and Two of primary school in 
Japan (Neustupny, 1984), and children's first readers such as fairy tales, and beginner 
level textbooks for foreigners (Twine 1984). However, Daniels (1978) reports that 
neither the Deliberative Council nor the Mombusho have officially advised on the 
pracfice of leaving spaces between words or "'mns' {bunsetsu XW)" 
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As described earlier, word spacing in Japanese was initially tried for Japanese 
script written in all kana or in romaji by the Kana and Romaji Clubs, respectively, as a 
requirement to mark the ends of words and phases. However, contemporary Japanese 
continues to be written with a mix of kanji and hiragana so the eye can readily discem 
the beginnings and ends of words, making spaces redundant (Twine 1984). Due to the 
non-use of spaces, word segmentation is one of the most difficult tasks facing leamers 
of Japanese, according to Koda (1992). She suggests that texts where kanji is limited 
are particularly difficult to segment. 
The reason why Japanese does not have the "supragraphological expedient" of 
spaces between words is that segmentation is difficult due to the extensive borrowing of 
lexical items from Chinese, a different language type to that of Japanese (Brown, 1985). 
He adds that: 
[Tjhere is a certain graphological inertia against spacing in written 
Japanese as well, due to tradition and the past prestige of the Chinese 
model. But while there are very sound reasons why words are not spaced in 
Chinese (the primary being that there is absolutely no need to space them; 
because each kanji represents a discrete word (roughly speaking ... 
segmentation is automatic), this is far from the case in Japanese. Yet, 
following the Chinese model, the Japanese have historically rejected all 
proposals to adopt word spacing along Westem lines (see Twine, 1984), 
and apparently infer from this that morphological analysis is not worth the 
trouble. In fact, the matter is typically hazy; most Japanese seem to be very 
uncertain as to the differences between words and morphemes, and in 
somes [sic] cases, phrases as well. Needless to say there are two separate 
problems here. One is that the average Japanese, like his foreign 
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counterpart, lacks any pressing need to perform such analyses. A second is 
that the vocabulary does not correspond (there is no neutral Japanese word 
for 'word', as Paradis et al. 1985 point out). A consequence is that while 
the Japanese seem to have an intuitive notion of what a word is (in so far as 
that question can even be intelligibly posed), it tends to vary across 
speakers, so that, for example, different people will segment sentences in 
different ways. (p. 120) 
2.4.2 HORIZONTAL VERSUS VERTICAL WRITING 
The Japanese writing system is fiirther complicated by the fact that it can be 
written in more than one direction. Traditional tategaki i t ^ # ^ [vertical writing] and 
the borrowed, -wQSiQxmsQd yokogaki m S - # [horizontal writing] are the two methods of 
arranging Japanese writing on a page. A vertical format is used for: 
• 
• 
Newspapers, most magazines, novels and most other books 
Textbooks for the teaching of Japanese language in Japanese schools, and Social 
Studies in primary school 
Student exercise books in Japanese language classes in Japan 
Private letters 
A horizontal format is employed in: 
Scientific publications so that romanised words and mathematical formulae can be 
easily inserted 
Textbooks for subjects other than the Japanese language 
Student exercise books for subjects other than Japanese language 
Govemment correspondence (Neustupny, 1984) 
20 Although some horizontal yokogaki is employed, even alongside vertical tategaki on the same page. 
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The Japanese Ministry of Education officially advises (Mombusho, 1990) that 
kanji are to be used for numerals when writing in the traditional vertical style, and 
arable numbers are to be used for horizontal writing. Exceptions to this general mle 
when kanji are to be used for horizontal writing are: 
• In cases where kanji numbers form parts of words, but where the sense of the 
number is not strong. For example, ippan ^ Wt [general], ichibu — ^ [a part]. 
• In cases where hitotsu —^,futatsu —O, mittsu E^O counting is used. For 
example, hitotsu zutsu —^"f^  [one of each], itsukame i 0 @ [the 5th day]. 
• In numbers over 10,000 where a kanji number appears at the end of a number both 
to save space and make the number clearer. For example, hyaku-oku 1 0 0 {B [a 
billion], sen-man 1 , 0 0 0 ^ [ten million]. 
• In cases where numbers are used in approximations. For example, sujunichi %i-{' 
0 [(a number of) weeks], go, roku-jUman 5 ^ 6-{-JD [five or six hundred 
thousand]. 
Until the end of World War II, all primary school textbooks, except for 
mathematics, were written in a vertical style. Since that time, all except for Japanese 
language and primary school social studies have been written with a horizontal format. 
Although technical books, scientific joumals and business and the govemment use 
horizontal writing, the traditional vertical writing is still employed in newspapers, 
books and magazines, as people educated before the war may react negatively to a 
change to a horizontal style. In time, however, it seems inevitable that westem-style 
horizontal writing will become the norm in Japan (Sakamoto and Makita, 1973). 
In a study by Sakamoto and Makita (1973), it was found that when reading 
meaningless pattems, smoother eye movements were found with horizontal writing, but 
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a vertical arrangement was better for real text. Another study of Japanese readers 
discussed by Taylor and Taylor (1983), showed that for discriminating single 
graphemes, a horizontal orientation was superior to a vertical one. 
Kanji are suitable for either horizontal or vertical writing as one or two 
character words fit easily into either a horizontal or vertical perceptual span for the eye. 
Although the horizontal visual field is wider than the vertical one, eye movements are 
influenced by habit. However the writing is oriented, research has shown that people 
read faster in the direction to which they are accustomed (Taylor and Taylor, 1983). 
2.5 SUIVIIVLARY 
Japanese has a complex writing system. It originally had no writing system of 
its own, and although it is a very different style of language than the then prestigious 
Chinese language, a written form was eventually derived from Chinese. The Japanese 
language consists of five script types: kanji (Chinese characters), the phonetic hiragana 
and katakana, romaji (romanised Japanese) and other symbols. The majority of the 
kanji originally came from China, though some have been made in Japan. Generally, 
they are read with their on-yomi, borrowed from China, when in combinations with 
other kanji, but with their nafive Japanese kun-yomi when appearing in isolation in a 
sentence. 
Kanji are usually used for the nouns and stems of verbs, adverbs and 
adjectives, but other parts of a Japanese sentence are written with the phonetic hiragana, 
themselves originally derived from kanji through the manyo-gana used to write the 
Manyo-shu poems. As Chinese was still highly valued as a language of scholarship, 
kanji were retained for nouns and verb stems alongside the Japanese kana which was 
'^ Thirty years later, though, there are fewer people educated pre-war, and with the changes to more 
horizontally-formatted materials which have been mentioned, perhaps this is no longer the case. 
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used for verb endings and grammatical particles not found in the Chinese language. 
The syllabic katakana are nowadays predominantly reserved for the writing of 
words borrowed from other languages. Furigana are small kana written alongside kanji 
to assist readers who may be unfamiliar with the reading of the character. 
After the Meiji Revolution in 1868, there was a move from the classical 
Chinese kambun style of writing towards a more colloquial style. The Japanese written 
language up until that time was considered too cumbersome to take Japan into the new 
era. As it was thought that there were too many kanji to leam if education was extended 
to the masses, consideration was given to writing the language entirely in kana, entirely 
in romaji, or as existing in the more colloquial style but with the number of kanji 
available being heavily restricted. At one time it was even proposed to replace the 
entire Japanese language with a European one. 
The final decision was to decrease the number of kanji, and to introduce 
punctuation to make reading easier. First, a list of 1,850 Toyo Kanji was promulgated 
in 1946, which restricted the number of kanji used to this number. More recentiy, in 
1981 the current Joyo Kanji list of 1,945 characters replaced it, this time being a guide 
to the characters which can be used rather than a restrictive edict. In the last twenty 
years, computers have played an increasing role in writing Japanese, and a JIS list of 
5,801 characters which can be printed on word-processing programs is in force. The 
modemisation of the written language culminated in the new 1946 Japanese 
Constitution being the first major document presented in the Japanese script we know 
today. 
Japanese can also be romanised. The Nippon-shiki system was originally 
advocated in 1881, but the now more infiuential Hepbum system dates from 1886. This 
is the form used mostly today. A third system, the Kunrei system was introduced in 
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1936. Many foreign words and symbols also appear naturally embedded in Japanese 
script, particularly in advertising, today. 
Although Japanese written in a romanised way requires spaces between words, 
authentic Japanese text does not. The boundaries between kanji, the meaning carriers, 
and hiragana, often the grammatical particles, serve to break sentences into manageable 
segments for the eye. There is no sign that there will be any change to this in the fiiture. 
On the question of horizontal versus vertical formatting, however, it seems that writing 
in Japanese is moving inexorably from the traditional vertical format towards an 
increasingly more common horizontal one. 
Having reviewed the elements of the Japanese writing system, and how they 
are used by native readers, in the next chapter, the types of Japanese script used in the 
teaching and leaming of the writing system as a second language will be examined. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SCRIPTS USED IN JSL TEACHING MATERIALS -
A TYPOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter has discussed the history of the script used in Japan, and 
a detailed description of its elements and their use. In this chapter the focus is on how 
scripts are used in textbooks and teaching materials for Japanese as a second language 
(JSL). 
This chapter presents a typology of Japanese script presentation formats, 
developed from a comprehensive survey of the various approaches to script presented 
in JSL textbooks and teaching materials. The Typology provides the context for the 
studies presented in Chapters 5-7 The chapter includes an in-depth review of a large 
range of textbooks, grouped under various types, according to the manner of script 
presentation used. Criteria for this grouping are the density of kanji, ranging from 
authentic text, with the same number of kanji adult native Japanese readers would 
expect, to all-kana texts; the application of fiirigana to the kanji—whether they are 
applied to all kanji or just some, whether they appear repeatedly for the same kanji, and 
whether they are placed above or below the kanji, and whether spaces are provided or 
not. Romanised texts are treated separately. 
Texts and books intended for JSL leamers have been systematically examined, 
and classed into various types. A total of 355 books has been surveyed, with 
publication dates ranging from the earliest sample of 1873 to books published in 2000. 
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A complete annotated list appears as Appendix 6. The survey will, in general, take an 
historical approach. 
In the first section, texts employing romaji alone are considered. An R prefix 
is used for romanised script types. Where helpful, samples of the script type have been 
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included. These consist of a short paragraph from Kirwan (1993) which has been 
transposed using the guidelines for that type. The guidelines for the particular type 
appear below the sample. Examples of texts or materials which employ each type have 
then been given in chronological order by date of publication. In cases where some 
parts of the book differ from the main type (for example, sometimes the vocabulary lists 
or exercise sections are treated differently from the main texts), footnotes are provided 
as explanations. Where authors describe the category of students for whom the book is 
written, and where this is not obvious from the title, this information is provided in 
braces. For example, {Junior Secondary}. 
In the second section, texts employing Japanese scripts are considered. These 
are identified by a J prefix. The texts range from kanji-laden adult-like autiientic 
Japanese script with no spaces separating words (Type Jl Authentic Japanese Script), 
to the final type which uses only kana and includes spaces to separate words (Type JIO 
Kana Only). Many of these types also include sub-types where small variations occur. 
Small letters in parentheses are appended to define these sub-types, e.g.. Type J3(b) 
Hiragana Only. 
A number of texts employ both the authentic Japanese scripts (hiragana. 
^^  The English translation of this passage is as follows: 
In Japan, up until the end of the Second World War, only a small percentage of the people were 
able to receive education. However, after the war all people were able to receive education. In 
1985, the matriculation rate to high school was 94%, and to university, 38%. This is the highest in 
the world, after the United States. 
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katakana and kanji) and romanised scripts. These types are included in the third 
section, and have a J/R prefix. 
3.2 TEXTS WITH ROIMAJI 
The earliest books written for foreigners wanting to leam Japanese were 
presented in romanised script as it was believed that the Japanese script was just too 
difficult. Although more recently many authors have denigrated the use of romaji as a 
medium for teaching (e.g. Pye, 1984; Harries, 1989; Kawai, 1991, Backhouse, 1993; 
Everson, 1994), it has by no means disappeared. It is still popular for those who do not 
wish to study the language to a high level, but who need to leam to speak and 
understand a little Japanese in a short time. For this reason, there are still a number of 
romanised books for travellers and for business people dealing with the Japanese, and 
those working with Japanese guests in the hospitality industry. 
The major parameters of the romanised script types are the variety of 
romanisations used, Hepbum, Nihon-shiki, Kunrei etc., and the method for showing 
whether vowels are long or short. Many authors use a range of other items such as a 
variety of ways to show whether an n is the syllabic « Ay or not, apostrophes to break up 
groups of vowels, accents to show stress and pronunciation, and even upper case and 
lower case letters to denote the use of kanji and hiragana respectively in authentic 
script. All romanised script types are listed in Table 5. 
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Table 5 The 21 types of romanised script 
Kunrei or Long Long 
Hepburn Nihon-shi Other Vowels Vowels 
Script Type Romaji ki Romaji "^ "oo" 
R1 Hepburn romaji witli long vowels X X 
shown with a macron or circumflex. 
No hyphens connecting particles. 
R1(a) Hepburn romaji with long X X 
vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Hyphens connect 
particles. 
R1(b) Hepburn romaji with long X X X 
vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Long / shown as //. 
Acutes used to show accents. 
R1(c) Hepburn romaji with long X X X 
vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Long / shown as //. 
Slashes through vowels which are not 
pronounced. 
R1(d) Hepburn romaji with long X X 
vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Apostrophes in place of 
vowels which are not pronounced. 
R1(e) Hepburn romaji with long X X 
vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. No hyphens connecting 
particles. Particle o is transcribed as 
wo. 
R2 Hepburn romaji with long vowels X X 
shown with double letters. No 
hyphens connecting particles. 
R2(a) Hepburn romaji with long X 
vowels shown with double letters, 
except that long o vowels are shown 
with oh. No hyphens connecting 
particles. 
R2(b) Hepburn romaji with long X X 
vowels shown with double letters. 
Hyphens connect particles. Syllabic n 
shown as m before m.por b sounds. 
R2(c) Hepburn romaji with long X X 
vowels shown with double letters. No 
hyphens connecting particles. 
Syllabic n always shown as n, but 
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there is an apostrophe between it and 
a following vowel. A slash is shown 
through unsounded vowels. 
R3 Hepburn romaji; long vowels not 
marked. 
R4 Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; 
long vowels shown with a circumflex. 
R4(a) Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; 
long vowels shown with double 
letters; hyphens connect particles. 
R4(b) Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; 
long vowels shown with double 
letters. Hyphens connect particles. 
R4(c) Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; 
long vowels shown with double 
letters. Macrons are placed over 
syllabic n. 
R5 Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; 
long vowels shown with double 
letters. Upper case for kanji words; 
lower case for hiragana and 
underlining for katakana. Acutes 
mark accents. 
X 
X 
X 
R6 Jorden System romanisation. 
(See 2.3.6.2.3) 
R7 Mix of Hepburn and 
Nihon-shiki/Kunrei romaji. 
R8 Hepburn romaji with long vowels 
shown with double letters; ei shown 
as ee; fu shown as hu. Apostrophes 
between syllabic n and following 
vowels and also between three or 
more vowels. 
X X 
X 
X X 
R9 Hepburn romaji with a circumflex 
for long vowels; particle o shown as 
wo; hi shown as shi. Acutes mark 
accents. 
X 
R10 Hepburn romaji with a tilde for 
long vowels. 
X 
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TypeRl: Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with a macron or circumflex. 
No hyphens connecting particles. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainiji sekai taisen no mae made wa kyoiku wa, ichibu no hito 
shika ukeraremasen deshita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyoiku ga ukerarem yo ni 
narimashita. Sen kyuhyaku hachijugo nen niwa, koko e no shingakuritsu wa kyujuyon 
pasento, daigaku e wa sanjuuhachi pasento de, sekai demo amerika no tsugi ni takaku 
natte imasu. 
Hepbum style romanisation is used with spaces between words. As 
fraditionally used in the Hepbum system, long vowels are shown with a macron, or 
sometimes with a circumflex (as in the example above). There are spaces between 
words, but no hyphens connecting particles, e.g. watashi wa [I] is used instead of 
watashi-wa. 
Examples: 
• Tatewaki 's Short Cut to Japanese Conversation for Beginners (Tatewaki, 1938) 
{For teaching foreign students conversation and not to read Japanese literature}. 
• Japanese for Beginners (Lane, 1941). 
• Naganuma's Practical Japanese (Naganuma, 1959) {For a general audience}. 
^^ Unsounded vowels are not shown at all. For example, desu "TJi" [is] is shown as des, and arimasu fc 
•9 ^ "t" [exists] is shown as arimas. The syllabic n before m,boxp is shown with m, e.g. dempo W,^ 
[telegram]. 
^'* Although romanised script is used, the author would have preferred more authentic Japanese script. 
The following statement is made in the preface to this book published in Brisbane during World War 2: 
Although one may leam to speak Japanese by the use of the Roman script alone, one cannot claim 
to know Japanese unless capable of reading Japanese script. Unfortunately, it has been necessary 
to use Roman script throughout this book, since type for Japanese script is not available here. (p. 
ii) 
Uses an apostrophe after a non-final syllabic n, e.g. pan ya "^^  ^ M [bakery]. 
" The syllabic n before m, b orp is shown with m, e.g. komban wa ^ B ^ ( i [Good Evening]. 
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Fundamental Spoken Japanese, Revised Ed. (Rose-Innes, 1961). 
Naganuma's Practical Japanese, Basic Course (Naganuma and Mori, 1962). 
Basic Japanese Grammar^^ (Bleiler, 1963). 
A Dictionary of Japanese and English Idiomatic Equivalents^^ (Corwin, 1968). 
All-Romanized English-Japanese Dictionary^^ (Hyqjun Romaji Kai, 1974). 
Visitors' Japanese Conversation (Hooser, 1975) {Phrase book for fravellers to 
Japan}. 
Words in Contex^^ (Suzuki, 1978). 
'in 
Japanese Made Easy (Monane, 1979). 
Let's Learn Japanese, Yoluxne 1 (NHK, 1986). 
Let's Learn Japanese: From the Series on ^5C-rF(Nagasaki, 1986). 
Let's Learn Japanese, Volume 2 (NHK, 1987). 
An Introduction to Japanese Phonology (Vance, 1987). 
Mastering Japanese (Guest, 1989). 
Japanese for Fun (Kamiya, 1989) {For travellers to Japan}. 
^^ Although a macron is used with other long vowels, long / sounds are shown with double letters. For 
example. So iu hanashi o kiita koto ga arimasu -^ O^^ot^^Wi^'^fcZ.bt^^K)'^'^ \l have heard 
that story]. 
^^ Long / sounds are shown as ii. 
*^ This dictionary is published by the Hyqjun Romaji Kai ^ 2 p P — ^ ^ ^ [Standard Romaji Club]. 
Long vowels are shown with macrons, except for / which is doubled, e.g. ^ — t — [coffee] is shown as 
kohii. 
^' The text of this translated work is in English, but the many Japanese language examples are in this 
script type. 
•"* Long / sound is shown as ii, e.g. biifu kare \f—y i3 V— [beef curry]. 
"" In the foreword, the author gives thanks to the Tokyo Nihongo Gakko MM 0 ^ f § ^ S [Tokyo 
Japanese Language School] where he was a student in the 1960s. Romaji was very much in vogue at that 
time, and this might explain why this text is still using romanisation in 1989. Guest (1989) does say, 
though, in defense of authentic script that romaji is "an entirely artificial invention to make the initial 
approach to the language an easy one ... [m]any of the difficulties encountered in the language as written 
in romaji melt away when you have mastered the written Japanese language" (p. 227). 
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Shin Nihongo no Kiso 1, Romanized Ed. (Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu Kyokai, 
1990b) {Secondary}. 
Shin Nihongo no Kiso 2, Romanized Edition (Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu Kyokai, 
1993b) {Secondary}. 
Takahashi 's Pocket Romanized Japanese-English Dictionary (Takahashi and 
Takahashi, 1993). 
Hotel Japanese: Practical Japanese for the Hotel Industry^^ (Nishiyama, 1993) 
{For the hotel industry}. 
Japanese for the Business Traveler (Akiyama and Akiyama, 1994). 
Handy Japanese: The Basics in 50 Easy Lessons (Gaily, 1995) {For travellers, 
business people and language students}. 
Communicative Japanese,^^ Yoluxne 1 (Takamizawa, 1995a) {For non-native 
speakers who need to know how Japanese language is used in Japanese Society; 
Junior Secondary}. 
Communicative Japanese, Volume 2 (Takamizawa, 1995b) {As above; Senior 
Secondary}. 
Hospitality Japanese^'^ (Ash-Rose, 1997). 
Learn Japanese the Fast and Fun Way^^ (Akiyama and Akiyama, 1999). 
Japanese Business Management Dictionary (Takamizawa, 1999). 
•'^  Syllabic n before m,p, b is shown as n, e.g. konban wa ^ Ifefi [Good Evening] and not komban wa. 
•'•' An apostrophe is used to divide long groups of vowels, e.g. kei 'ei konsarutanto M # ^ ^'i^/W ^  "y V 
[management consultant]. Although most long vowels are shown with macrons, there is not always 
consistency, as in the examples: Aa, so desu ka^h^ -t 0 'Ts'^'A^ [Is that so?] and isogashiishigoto i t 
LV'>tt^ [busy job]. 
^^ This book has each page covered in durable plastic so that it can be taken into restaurants and other 
hospitality situations and used as an on-site reference where ordinary books are likely to become soiled. 
^^  Although employing Hepbum romanisation, to assist readers fiirther with pronunciation, small letters 
in brackets are placed above the words in a similar way to fiirigana. For example, sugu "t" C [straight 
away] has (soo-goo) written above it, and wakarimasu 53")^ ^ "9 S"f" [I understand] has 
(wah-kah-ree-mahs) attached. 
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Type Rl(a): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Hyphens connect particles. 
Sample: 
Nihon-dewa dainiji sekai taisen-no mae-made-wa kyoiku-wa, ichibu-no hito 
shika ukeraremasen deshita-ga, sengo subete-no hito-ga kyoiku-ga ukerarem yo-ni 
narimashita. Senkyuhyaku hachijugo nen-niwa, koko-e-no shingakuritsu-wa 
kyujuyon pasento, daigaku-e-wa sanjuuhachi pasento-de, sekai-demo amerika-no 
tsugi-ni takaku natte imasu. 
In this style, which is similar to Type Rl, Hepbum style romanisation is used. 
The main difference is that hyphens are used to link grammatical particles with words 
to which they refer. 
• Let's Study Japanese'^ (Maeda, 1965) {For travellers to Japan}. 
Type Rl(b): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Long / shown as ii. Acutes used to show accents. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainiji sekai taisen no mae made wa kyoiku wa, ichibu no hito 
shika ukeraremasen deshita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyooiku ga ukerarem yo ni 
narimashita. Sen kyuhyaku hachiijugo nen niwa, koko e no shingakuritsu wa 
kyujuyon pasento, daigaku e wa sanjuhachi pasento de, sekai demo amerika no tsugi 
ni takaku natte imasu. 
•'* Perhaps the author's reason for choosing romaji over more authentic scripts may be explained by the 
introduction for potential travellers to Japan in 1965: "In this jet age one can reach any part of the world 
in a day or two. It is wise to have some knowledge of the language of the country" (p. 7). It was 
obviously written for travellers with no prior knowledge of the Japanese language. The forty-fourth 
printing of this book occurred in 1996, more than thirty years after the first publication date, still with the 
same romanisation. 
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Hepbum style romanisation is used with spaces between words. Long vowels 
are shown with macrons with the exception of a long / which is shown as ii. Accent 
marks in the form of an acute are employed as in the sample above. 
Example: 
• Essential Japanese^'' (Martin, 1962b) {For the American living in Japan who 
wishes to acquire a good knowledge of spoken Japanese in a short time} 
Type Rl(c): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Long i shown as «. Slashes through vowels which are not 
pronounced. 
Hepbum romanisation is used, as in Type Rl(b), however slashes are put 
through vowels which are not pronounced, e.g., yasukute ii desu ^ < T V "^V ^'C't" 
[good and cheap]. 
Example: 
• Japanese for Business^^ (Dillon, 1995) {To equip business travellers with a basic 
grasp of Japanese}. 
Type Rl(d): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. Apostrophes in place of vowels which are not pronounced. 
Hepbum romanisation is used, as in Type Rl(b), but apostrophes are put in the 
place of vowels which are not pronounced, e.g. waf'ku iz>^ < f P^S [Japanese clothes], 
akemas' fe i t ^ i " I i t t ^ "t" [open] and gak sei ;6^  < ii" V ^ ^ ^ [student]. 
" Despite having formerly employed the Kunrei style in Gardner and Martin (1952), this book uses 
Hepbum romaji. 
•** In this book, long / sounds are shown as ii. 
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Example: 
• Easy Japanese {Maxtin, 1962a). 
Type Rl(e): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with a macron or 
circumflex. No hyphens connecting particles. Particle o is transcribed as wo. 
This style is similar to Type Rl, except that the particle o ^ is transcribed as 
wo. An example of this is Ni-en no Havana maki-ha wo ippon kudasai — R (T)^^^^':^ 
^ H ^ — ^ T ^ </ "* [A two yen Havana, please]. 
Example: 
• Hand Book of Japanese Conversation (Takahashi, 1937) {For practical needs of 
foreigners in Japan}. 
Type R2; Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with double letters. No 
hyphens connecting particles. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainiji sekai taisen no mae made wa kyooiku wa, ichibu no hito 
shika ukeraremasen deshita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyooiku ga ukerarem yoo ni 
narimashita. Sen kyuuhyaku hachijuugo nen niwa, kookoo e no shingakuritsu wa 
kyuujuuyon paasento, daigaku e wa sanjuuhachi paasento de, sekai demo amerika no 
tsugi ni takaku natte imasu. 
Hepbum style romanisation is used in this style, with spaces between words. 
Unlike Type Rl, as in the tme Hepbum system, long vowels are shown with double 
letters. There are spaces between words. Hyphens are usually used only for the 
"honorific" o and go, e.g. o-kyakusan :fe^ ^ Ay [guest/customer]. 
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Examples: 
• Learn Japanese: Pattern Approach^^ Volume 1 (Young and Nakajima, 1964) 
{For students of University of Maryland's Far East Division}. 
• Respect Language in Modern Japanese (O'Neill, 1966) {For students who already 
know College Japanese and require a knowledge of keigo f5[I§^  [respect 
language]}. 
• Colloquial Japanese {Inaxnoto, 1972). 
• Japanese: A Basic Course, 4* Revised Edition (Alfonso and Niimi, 1976). 
• Getting By in Japanese (Hamna, 1983) {For those planning a visit to Japan}. 
• Learn Japanese: New College Text,^'^ Volume 1 (Young and Nakajima-Okana, 
1984). 
• Japanese for International Businessmen^^ (Butler, 1987) {For intemational 
businessmen wanting to acquire competency in Japanese effectively and quickly}. 
• Japanese for Busy Australians (Chamberlain, 1992) {Conversational Japanese for 
Business and Travel}. 
• Japanese for Beginners Part 1 (Fox, TuUock and McGrath, 1992). 
Kodansha s Romanized Japanese-English Dictionary (Vance, 1993). 
Japanese for Young English Speakers Volume l"^ ^ (Young and Rollins, 1994). 
• 
^' This author uses apostrophes after non-final syllabic n, e.g. gen 'in WM [cause] and kon 'ban ^Bfe [this 
evening]. 
*° This text, with its origins in 1964, was reprinted as late as 1998, still using the same style. 
•*' Although romaji is employed in this book which is accompanied by audio tapes, the author views 
authentic script as important. He states that romaji is used "in order not to complicate the process of 
acquiring a basic competency in spoken Japanese rather than the normal written form of Chinese 
characters mixed with the Japanese kana syllabary. An introduction to Reading and Writing will be 
included in future Volumes of this series" (p. vii). 
"^  Hiragana, katakana and kanji are introduced in Review Lessons as "enrichment" elements preparing 
students for Volume 2 where kanji/kana orthography is planned. In these review lessons, the kanji is 
taught prior to the lesson, so furigana is not necessary. 
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• Japanese Now! For Tourism and Hospitality,'^^ 2"^ Edition (Pinkerton, Macaulay 
andHiraga, 1995). 
• Developmental Stages in Japanese Second Language Acquisition (Huter, 1997) 
{Research on language acquisition studies, for an audience who do not necessarily 
know Japanese}. 
• Japanese Communication: Language and Thought in Context'^'* (Maynard, 1997). 
• Matadoozo ^/t c^"j?-f'[Please come again]: Essential Japanese Language and 
Cultural Pointers for Hospitality Situations'*^ (Kongo, 1998) {For those training for 
or employed in the service industry} 
• Japanese @ once^^ (Yoshimura, 1998). 
• Konnichiwa^^ (Rowell and Hall, 1999) {Late Primary/Early Secondary}. 
Type R2(a): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with double letters, except 
that long o vowels are shown with oh. No hyphens connecting particles. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainiji sekai taisen no mae made wa kyohiku wa, ichibu no hito 
shika ukeraremasen deshita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyohiku ga ukerarem yoh ni 
narimashita. Sen kyuuhyaku hachijuugo nen niwa, kohkoh e no shingakuritsu wa 
kyuujuuyon paasento, daigaku e wa sanjuuhachi paasento de, sekai demo amerika no 
tsugi ni takaku natte imasu. 
*•' The authors state that "The prime objective of this book is the acquisition of basic listening and 
speaking skills in Japanese in the quickest, most efficient way, so Japanese appears in romanized letters" 
(p. vii). 
'^ This book is written in English, with many Japanese language examples in Type Rl script. Long e 
vowels are given as ee, e.g. sensee ^fe^ [teacher]. 
"*' There is some use of hyphens, but this is not consistent. 
"^  There is some use of hyphens to break up words, e.g., do-yoobi wa isogashii desu ihBS S (i ' l t L V '^ 'C 
i " [Saturday is busy]. 
^"^ Apostrophes are used after the syllabic n, e.g. ten 'in J^m. [shop assistant]. 
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This is similar to Type R2, however long o vowels are shown with oh. 
Examples of this are: otohto 1^ [younger brother]; gakkoh e ikimasu ^ l i^^^^T^ ^"t" 
[going to school]. 
Examples: 
• 
_48 Action Japanese {Kuxatani, 1987) {Beginning Japanese}. 
• Minimum Essential Politeness (Niyekawa, 1991) {Advanced Level}. 
Type R2(b): Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with double letters. 
Hyphens connect particles. Syllabic n shown as m before m,por b sounds. 
Sample: 
Nihon-de-wa dainiji sekai taisen-no mae-made-wa kyooiku-wa, ichibu-no 
hito-shika ukeraremasen deshita-ga, sengo subete-no hito-ga kyooiku-ga ukerarem 
yoo-ni narimashita. Sen kyuuhyaku hachijuugo nen-ni-wa, kookoo-e-no 
shingakuritsu-wa kyuujuuyon paasento, daigaku-e-wa sanjuuhachi paasento-de, 
sekai-demo amerika-no tsugi-ni takaku natte-imasu. 
This is similar to Type R2, and uses Hepbum romanisation and spaces 
between words. Long vowels are shown with double letters. An "m" is used for the 
syllabic n in final position as this more closely approaches the Japanese sound, e.g. 
shimbun and not shinbun for ^M [newspaper]. The major distinguishing feature is, 
however, hyphens between the joshi ^W\ [particles] and the words they follow. 
"* The following justification for using non-authentic Japanese script is provided by the author: 
Since different Japanese may use different kana and/or kanji in different situations (and there are 
more than 2000 different letters and characters!) it is almost impossible to show all the valid 
combinations for any given word or phrase. It is far from the author's intention to involve novices 
in this chaos, so English notations are used in this book. (p. 5) 
"' Hyphens are used, not between particles, but to separate words into meaningfiil sections, e.g. giri no 
o-nee-san ^ M^Oiotl^^A/ [sister-in-law]. 
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Example: 
• Japanese for Beginners^^ (Yoshida, Yokunishi and Kuratani, 1976) {For use in the 
classroom or for self-study}. 
Type R2(c); Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with double letters. No 
hyphens connecting particles. Syllabic n always shown as n, but there is an 
apostrophe between it and a following vowel. A slash is shown through 
unsounded vowels. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainiji sekai taisen no mae made wa kyooiku-wa, ichibu no hito 
shika ukeraremasen deshita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyooiku ga ukerarem yoo ni 
narimashita. Sen kyuuhyaku hachijuugo nen niwa, kookoo e no shingakuritsu-wa 
kyuujuuyon paasento, daigaku e wa sanjuuhachi paasento de, sekai demo amerika no 
tsugi ni takaku natte imasu. 
This type uses Hepbum romanisation and spaces between words. Long 
vowels are shown with double letters. Apostrophes are provided between the syllabic n 
and a following vowel. No hyphens are used before particles, but hyphens are 
employed between an honorific o and the word following, e.g. o-negai shimasu for 
onegai shimasu :fellV "^  L ^ "t" [please]. The syllabic n is always shown as "n" A 
slash is shown through vowels which are not sounded, such as the "u" in desu [is]. 
Accent marks are used above vowels to show high pitch. 
50 Double / sounds are shown as i•/ as in/•/desu ne V">V'»'C"t"ta [That's good, isn't it?]. 
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Examples: 
• First Course in Japanese, Part 1 (Niwa, 1971a). 
• First Course in Japanese, Part 2 (Niwa, 1971c). 
Type R3; Hepburn romaji; long vowels not marked. 
Unusually, long sounds are not marked at all in this type which is used by only 
one author. For example, dozo if 0 -^ [please] is shown simply as dozo, and ohayo 
gozaimasu :fc{i J: 0 ^ ' ^ V '^^ 'f" [Good Moming] is shown as ohayo gozaimasu. A 
rather misleading phonetic system is shown along with most words in an attempt at 
making their pronunciation easier, e.g. Tie - hey - e -yoe for Taiheiyo 'X.^W [Pacific 
Ocean], and koe - koe - kah - rah for koko kara Z.Z.ti^h [from here]. The resultant 
sound is not very Japanese-like. 
Examples: 
• Japanese in Plain English (De Mente, 1987) {For travellers to Japan}. 
• Japanese for the Travel Industry^^ (De Mente, 1995). 
Type R4: Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with a circumflex. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainizi sekai taisen no mae made wa kyoiku wa, itibu no hito sika 
ukeraremasen desita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyoiku ga ukerarem yo ni narimasita. 
Sen kyuhyaku hatijugo nen niwa, koko e no singakuritu wa kyuzyuyon pasento, 
daigaku e wa sanzyuhati pasento de, sekai demo amerika no tugi ni takaku natte imasu. 
" The author neatly states that "the reading problem in Japanese was solved in the 1860s by Hepbum" (p. 
1). Many would not agree that it was that simple. 
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In this type, Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romanisation is used with spaces 
between words. Long vowels are shown with a circumflex, as dictated by the Kunrei 
style. 
Example: 
• Conjugation of Japanese Verbs (Suski, 1942). 
Type R4(a): Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with double 
letters; hyphens connect particles. 
Sample: 
Nihon dewa dainizi sekai taisen no mae made wa kyooiku wa, itibu no hito 
sika ukeraremasen desita ga, sengo subete no hito ga kyooiku ga ukerarem yoo ni 
narimasita. Sen kyuuhyaku hatijuugo nen niwa, kookoo e no singakuritu wa 
kyuuzyuuyon paasento, daigaku e wa sanzyuhati paasento de, sekai demo amerika no 
tugi ni takaku natte imasu. 
Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romanisation is used with spaces between words. 
Long vowels are shown with double letters. 
Example: 
• Teach Yourself Japanese (Dunn and Yanada, 1958). 
" Nihon-shiki romanisation was chosen specifically for this book to clearly indicate verb changes. The 
author explains that: 
The Romaji used to write Japanese words in this pamphlet is not the ordinary Romaji of Hepbum 
type, but it is the so-called Japanese system. The reason for this adoption is that the Japanese 
words written with this system can be readily converted into kana writing, while with the Hepbum 
system this can not be done properly at times. Kana written alphabetically is called Romanized 
kana, which is the same as those in the Japanese system, (p. 2) 
'^  Kunrei style romanisation is used in this book. 
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Type R4(b): Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with double 
letters. Hyphens connect particles. 
Sample: 
Nihon-dewa dainizi sekai taisen-no mae-made-wa kyooiku-wa, itibu-no hito 
sika ukeraremasen desita-ga, sengo subete-no hito-ga kyooiku-ga ukerarem yoo- ni 
narimasita. Sen kyuuhyaku hatijuugo nen-niwa, kookoo-e no-singakuritu-wa 
kyuuzyuuyon paasento, daigaku-e-wa sanzyuhati paasento de, sekai demo amerika-no 
tugi-ni takaku natte imasu. 
In this type, Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romanisation is used with spaces 
between words. Long vowels are shown with double letters, and hyphens link particles 
to nouns. 
Example: 
• Japanese Phrase Structure Grammar^^ (Gunji, 1987). 
Type R4(c); Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with double 
letters. Macrons are placed over syllabic n. 
Sample: 
Nihoii dewa dainizi sekai taiseil no mae made wa kyooiku wa, itibu no hito 
sika ukeraremasen desita ga, seiigo subete no hito ga kyooiku ga ukerarem yoo ni 
narimasita. Sen kyuhyaku hatijuugo nen niwa, kookoo e no shifigakuritu wa 
kyuuzyuuyoil paasetito, daigaku e wa sanzyuuhati paaseilto de, sekai demo amerika no 
tiigi ni takaku natte imasu. 
^^  wo is used for particle ^ . Many more hyphens than usual are used to make grammatical changes more 
obvious, e.g. Ken-wa Naomi-ni atarasii kutu-wo kaw-ase-ta 'JT' >'(i^<e:Jo^(>l^ LV ^ K t ^ ^ :bi±-fc 
[Ken had Naomi buy some new shoes]. 
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Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romanisation is used with spaces between words in 
this type. Long vowels are shown with double letters. Additionally, syllabic « /v is 
shown with a macron over the n (shown with a tilde in the sample above). 
Example: 
• Honorific and Familiar Speech in Japanese (Gardner and Martin, 1952) 
{Presupposes a knowledge of colloquial Japanese}. 
Type R5; Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with double 
letters. Upper case for kanji words; lower case for hiragana and underlining for 
katakana. Acutes mark accents. 
Sample: 
NIHON dewa DAINIZI SEKAI TAISEN no mae made wa KYOIKU wa, 
ITIBU no HITO sika Ukeraremasen desita ga, SENGO SUBEte no HITO ga KYOIKU 
ga Ukerarem yo ni narimasita. SEN KYUHYAKU HATIJUGO NEN niwa, KOKO e 
no SHINGAKURITU wa KYUZYUYON pasento. DAIGAKU e wa SANZYUHATI 
pasento de, SEKAI demo amerika no TUgi ni TAKAku natte imasu. 
Kunrei romanisation is used with the following modifications. What would 
normally be written in kanji is shown with upper case letters, and the parts normally 
appearing in hiragana have lower case letters. What would normally be seen in 
katakana is lower case, but underlined. Accents are marked with an acute above the last 
syllable of a high-pitch span (or the last syllable of a low-pitch span). 
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Example: 
A Manual of Japanese Writing, Book 1^ ^ (Romanized Version) (Chaplin and Martin, 
1967a). 
Type R6: Jorden System romanisation. 
Based on the Kunrei system, but known as the "Jorden System"or BJ/JSL 
romanisation, this system has an inti-icate set of accents and quite a number of 
variations in spelling. Long vowels are shown with double letters. For the complete 
BJ/JSL romanisation system, see Appendix 5. 
Examples: 
• Japanese: The Spoken Language, Part 1 (Jorden and Noda, 1987). 
• Japanese: The Spoken Language, Part 2 (Jorden and Noda, 1988). 
• Japanese: The Spoken Language, Part 3 (Jorden and Noda, 1990). 
Type R7: Mix of Hepburn and Nihon-shiki/Kunrei romaji. 
This type employs a mixture of Hepbum and Nihon-shiki/Kunrei romaji. 
Elisseeff et al. (1967) attempt to justify this with the following remarks: 
Few Japanese hold consistently to any one system in romanized Japanese, and 
one must always be ready for a mixture of systems. There are no generally 
accepted principles for the division of words or capitalization in romanized texts, 
and the authors do not claim to have been entirely consistent in these matters in 
the transcription of the following texts, (p. 1) 
" Book 2 of the course is presented in Type Jl authentic script, which leamers could presumably attempt 
after successful completion of the romanised version. This book was republished (Chaplin and Martin, 
1987), twenty years later, still with the same system of romanisation. 
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Example: 
• Elementary Japanese for College Students, Romaji Text Part III (Elisseeff, 
Reischauer and Yoshihashi, 1967). 
Type R8: Hepburn romaji with long vowels shown with double letters; ei shown 
as ee;fu shown as hu. Apostrophes between syllabic n and following vowels and 
also between three or more vowels. 
This type uses the Hepbum system as a basis, but with the following 
modifications. Long vowels are shown with double letters. The ei ;^ V ^ sound is 
shown as ee, e.g. keezai (tV "^  ^ \ ^ | ^ ^ [economics]. Fu ^ is transcribed as hu, as in 
huri ^ ^ ^^Ij [disadvantage]. Apostrophes are used after a non-final syllabic n, e.g. 
kin 'en ^ k/TLh W^ [no smoking] to distinguish it from kinen ^f^h ffi.'s"^  
[commemorative]. Apostrophes are also employed in the case of three or more vowels 
"to indicate word formation" (p. 9). Examples are kee'ee ttV ^x.!/ '^  W^ 
[management] and koo 'on Z. b^h'^Xm. [high temperature]. 
Examples: 
• Executive Japanese: Beginner s Guide to Corporate Communications 
(Takamizawa, 1986a) {For the foreign businessman who needs to know Japanese 
and how it is used in the marketplace}. 
• Executive Japanese: Beginner s Guide to Corporate Communications, Volume II 
(Takamizawa, 1986b) {For the foreign businessman who needs to know Japanese 
and how it is used in the marketplace}. 
• Executive Japanese: Beginner s Guide to Corporate Communications, Volume III 
(Takamizawa, 1987). 
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Type R9: Hepburn romaji with a circumflex for long vowels; particle o shown as 
WO', hi shown as shu Acutes mark accents. 
This is a very old form, written in 1867 and 1868 by Emest Satow,^ ^ the 
Japanese Secretary to H.M. Legation in Japan. Although very close to the Hepbum 
system, Satow attributes it a Mr Aston, author of Short Grammar of the Japanese 
Spoken Language, presumably written around this time. Exceptions made by Satow 
include: 
the use of a circumflex instead of a long accent to mark the contracted vowels, 
and the absence of the short mark over the short vowels, the latter types not 
existing in the fount (sic) which has been used. The principle, generally stated, 
consists in taking the consonants at the English value, and the vowels at their 
value in Italian, and in spelling by ear. 
e is like ay in pay. 
e " " e in pen. 
The dots which sometimes occur over e simply indicate that it must be 
pronounced separately from the preceding vowel, (p. v) 
Particle o ^ is shown as wo, and hi t> as shi, e.g. Are wa Seifu de ichiban 
kuchi wo kiku shito da fctl.fliE^i^'C—# P ^ ^ < Ktl [He is the most influential 
man in the Govemment]. Furthermore, He V V^ '^  x. [no] is shown as iye, e.g. lye, sonna 
tokoro de wa watakushi nazo no yd na mono nakanaka kuchi wo kiku koto wa 
dekimasen V^V ^XL. ^hjf^ t r 6T:1lfi./^^'(D J: o fii^f^t^f^ii^U^Wi <^t 
fitU^fe^'tir/L/ [No; a man of my subordinate position can't open his mouth in such a 
place (or, before persons of such rank)]. Zu <5 is shown as dzu, as in ni-dzukuri # i t 
*^ The spelling of the author's name itself presents an unusual case. More conventional contemporary 
spellings for the name ^ t 0 iiE.M are Sato, Sato or Satoh. 
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•9 [packing, baggage making]. Old kana spellings in use at the time are described, e.g. 
"Kio. To-day is written as ke-fu." (Satow, 1873b, p. 6). 
Examples: 
• Kuaiwa Hen, Twenty-jive Exercises in the Yedo Colloquial, For the Use of 
Students, With Notes, Part I (Satow, 1873a). 
• Kuaiwa Hen, Twenty-five Exercises in the Yedo Colloquial, For the Use of 
Students, With Notes, Part II (Satow, 1873b). 
Type RIO: Hepburn romaji with a tilde for long vowels. 
This type uses the Hepbum system as a basis, but long vowels are shown with 
a tilde following the vowel. Therefore, He V ""V ^x. [no] is shown as / ~ e. 
Example: 
• Communication in Japanese (Heshiki, 1990) {For people who have mastered the 
basics of the Japanese language and want an in-depth review for practical or 
academic interests}. 
TypeRll; 
This type uses the Hepbum system as a basis, but with the following 
modifications. Long vowels are shown with a circumflex following the vowel. 
Therefore, He V V^ ^ XL [no] is shown as i ^ e. 
Example: 
• New Romanized English-Japanese Dictionary (Fujikake, 1995). 
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3.3 TEXTS WITH JAPANESE SCRIPT 
Up until the 1960s, the majority of works written for JSL leamers used 
romanised script. Although there is still a market for romanised books, particularly for 
travellers and business people, most material currently written for serious students of 
the Japanese language uses Japanese script. Some use authentic Japanese script, with 
the same density of kanji which could be expected in material for adult Japanese, and 
no fiarigana, except where it is considered that even adult native speakers may be 
sufficiently unfamiliar with a word as to warrant its use. Some use kana only, and many 
have come up with a script format which lies somewhere between the two. Major 
parameters are the number and perceived difficulty of the kanji used, whether furigana 
is used, whether it is above or below the kanji, and whether there are spaces between 
words. 
Table 6 lists all the types of authentic Japanese script. Unless otherwise stated, 
all texts are presented in the horizontal yokogaki format. 
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Table 6 Brief description of the 33 types of non-romanised Japanese script 
Kanji & Superscript Subscript Kana 
Script Type Kana Furigana Furigana Only Spaces 
J1 Authentic Japanese script. X 
J1(a) Authentic Japanese script; IVIost X 
difficult kanji replaced with hiragana. 
J 1(b) Kanji lists with on-yomi in X X 
katakana and kun-yomi in hiragana. 
J1(c) Authentic Japanese script with X 
vocabulary sections including kana and 
English equivalents. 
J2 Authentic Japanese script with X X 
furigana over all kanji. 
J2(a) Authentic Japanese script with X X 
furigana under the kanji. 
J2(b) Blanket furigana above the kanji; X X X 
Spaces between words. 
J2(c) Furigana above the most difficult X X 
kanji; No spaces between words. 
J2(d) Furigana above the most difficult X X X 
Kanji; Spaces between words. 
J2(e) Furigana under most difficult X X 
kanji; No spaces between words. 
J2(f) Furigana above the most difficult X X X 
kanji; Spaces between words. 
J3 Furigana above kanji on first X X 
appearance; No spaces between 
words. 
J3(a) Furigana below kanji on first X X 
appearance; No spaces between 
words. 
J3(b) Furigana above kanji on first X X X 
appearance; Spaces between words. 
J3(c) Furigana above more difficult X X 
kanji on first appearance; No spaces 
between words. 
J3(d) Furigana below more difficult X X 
kanji on first appearance; No spaces 
between words. 
J3(e) Furigana above more difficult X X X 
kanji on first appearance; Spaces 
between words. 
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J4 Blanket furigana, then furigana X X 
above untaught kanji only; No spaces 
between words. 
J4(a) Blanket furigana, then furigana X X X 
above untaught kanji only; Spaces 
between words. 
J4(b) All kana, then furigana above X X 
untaught kanji only; No spaces between 
words. 
J5 The most difficult kanji replaced by X X 
hiragana; Blanket furigana above 
remainder; No spaces between words. 
J5(a) The most difficult kanji replaced X X X 
by hiragana; Blanket furigana above 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
J6 The most difficult single kanji X X 
replaced by hiragana; Furigana above 
most of remainder; Spaces between 
words. 
J6(a) The most difficult single kanji X X X 
replaced by hiragana; Furigana below 
most of remainder; Spaces between 
words. 
J7 Many difficult kanji replaced by X X 
hiragana; Blanket furigana above 
remainder; No spaces between words. 
J7(a) Many difficult kanji replaced by X X X 
hiragana; Blanket furigana above 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
J8 Many difficult kanji replaced by X X X 
hiragana; Some furigana above 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
J8(a) Many difficult kanji replaced by X X X 
hiragana; Some furigana below 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
J9 Few basic kanji which have been X X X 
taught for mastery; No furigana; Spaces 
between words. 
J9(a) Very few basic kanji; No furigana; X X 
No spaces between words. 
J10 Kana only; Spaces between words. X X 
J 10(a) Kana only; No spaces between X 
words. 
J10(b) Hiragana only (katakana words X X 
in romaji); Spaces between words. 
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Type Jl: Authentic Japanese script. 
Sample: 
This is identical to authentic Japanese text. There are no spaces, there is fiill 
use of kanji, and fiirigana is limited to the very rare readings that adult Japanese would 
not be expected to know. Sometimes fiirigana is also used with place names, the kanji 
for which students would not be expected to know. 
Examples: 
• Aide to English-Japanese Translation (Nagazawa and Iwawaki, 1926) {Complex 
list of phrases shown in English and Japanese}. 
• A Japanese Reader: Graded Lessons in the Modern Language, Book 2 (Miller, 
1962b). 
• 
• 
A Manual of Japanese Writing,^^ Book 2 (Chaplin and Martin, 1967b). 
Intensive Course in Japanese: Elementary Glossary (Japanese Language 
Promotion Center, 1971) {Tertiary}. 
JL.P Nihongoban 4 (Alfonso, 1972) {Tertiary}. 
Kyo no Nihon •^S (^ S^ Japan Today: Reading Textbook for Intermediate 
Course,^^ Book 1 (Nishide, 1972) {Middle Tertiary}. 
" A small amount of fiirigana is used in this book. 
*^ Book 1 of this course is presented in Type R4 romanised script. 
^' Although the main text is in Type Jl, the vocabulary sections on each page are as Type J2. However, 
unlike the usual convention of providing the furigana in hiragana as used in almost all texts for second 
language leamers, the dictionary convention of kun-yomi in hiragana and on-yomi in katakana is 
observed for the furigana. 
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• 
Modern Japanese: An Advanced Reader,^° Volume 1 Text (Itasaka, Makino and 
Yamashita, 1974a) {Tertiary}. 
Basic Situational Japanese /^' (Inter-University Center for Japanese Language 
Studies, 1975) {For students commencing Japanese studies in Japan}. 
Reading Japanese: A self-instructional manual for beginners leading to 
independent translating ability (Jelinek and Heron, 1975). 
An Introduction to Newspaper Japanese^^ (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1981a). 
Shizen na Nihongo ^MK^ S:^ga{?>ak\xxa\, 1984) {To provide conversational 
practice for motivated students}. 
Japanese: An Intermediate Written Course, Volume 4 (Yoshida and Evans, 1989). 
Advanced Japanese: Social and Economic Issues in Japan and the U.S. Kanji 
Practice Book (Higurashi, 1990) {Tertiary}. 
Kanji no Michi fM^OM A Road To Kanji (Toyoda, 1990). 
Nihon Wo Yomu ff ^•irMtl'Reading Practices in Japanese (\Jjie, 1990). 
Tasuku ni-yoru Tanoshi Nihongo-no Yomi :^^ ^ i^J:^^ L l ^ B^M<^^^ 
Task Reading: Reading Japanese With Fun (Yamada, 1990). 
Nihon Seikatsu Jijo ff^^/^0fff Living in Japan: A Handbook. (Nihongo 
Joumal Henshubu, 1991). 
*" The companion Volume 2, Vocabulary and Notes, includes fiirigana over all kanji. 
'^ Although the main text is in Type Jl, the vocabulary sections on each page are as Type J2(a). In the 
furigana, however, small tsu <:),ya^,yu f/^ and yo X are shown the same size as the other hiragana 
letters. 
*^  This book is written for an eight-week intensive course at the University of Sheffield for students with 
no previous knowledge of Japanese. They are taught to translate Japanese scientific and technical 
articles into English. 
*^  This style is used in main text passages only. Vocabulary lists have hiragana readings written beside 
the kanji; Furigana under the kanji in the exercises. 
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• Nihongo Chukyu Dokkai Nyumon^ S^^'f'M^0AF^[Introduction to 
Japanese Reading Skills] (Nihongo Kyoiku, Kyoshi Kyokai, 1991). 
• An Introduction to Modem Japanese, Book 2 (Bowring and Laurie, 1992b). 
• Komyunikeshon Gemu :^ ^s^..^^—iy3> ^—J>> [CommunicationGames] 
(Kaneda and Hosaka, 1992) {Upper Secondary/Lower Tertiary}. 
• Nihongo Chukyu Dokkai S^M^M00Intermediate Japanese Reading Skill 
Builder (Nihongo Kyoiku, Kyoshi Kyokai, 1992). 
• Bunka Chukyu Nihongo 1^^ Jt/t^Mff^Ml [Bunka Intermediate Japanese 1] 
(Bunka Gaikokugo Senmon Gakko, 1994). 
• Japanese: The Written Language, Part 2 (Jorden and Noda, 1995). 
• Nihon de Kurasu ff^X^'^B'f~ [Living in Japan] (Nihongo Joumal Henshubu, 
1995). 
• Reading Yoshio Sugimoto s 6000 Days in Australia^^ Revised 2"** ed. (Aoki and 
Yoneyama, 1996) {Tertiary}. 
• Shimbun de Manabu Nihongo 0r^X:'^^ S^MNihongo through Newspaper 
Articles (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1996) {Tertiary}. 
• Gakushusha no Haso niyoru Nihongo Hydgen Bunkei Reibunshu: Shokyu kohan 
kara Chukyu nikakete ^W^^^M^^J: 6 S^m0mXM0IJ^M: iUM^^ 
/^^ 6 'f'Mi^/i^l'f f [Japanese Expressions - A Collection of Sample Sentences: 
From Mid-Beginner Level to Intermediate Level] (Sakamoto, 1996). 
^ Furigana appears over the kanji in the vocabulary lists. 
*^  Furigana appears over the kanji in the vocabulary lists. 
^ There is some very limited use of furigana. 
^^ The author's views on furigana are expressed: 
The reading passages are provided without fiirigana in the text. Those who have good knowledge 
of kanji should try to read the passage using a J^a/yi-English dictionary or a Kanwa dictionary. 
The reading passages withfurigana are also provided as a supplementary booklet, (p. i) 
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• Bunka ChUkyu Nihongo if^ Jt{b^M ff^BlI [Bunka Intermediate Japanese II] 
(Bunka Gaikokugo Senmon Gakko, 1997). 
• Japanese Through Media l^^ (Kato, 2000). 
Type Jl(a); Authentic Japanese script; Most difficult kanji replaced with 
hiragana. 
This style is similar to Type Jl, but the most difficult kanji are replaced with 
hiragana. There is no fiirigana. 
Examples: 
• Making Japanese Easy: A Guide to Nihongo Shoho^^ (Ogi, 1987) {For beginners}. 
• An Introduction to Modern Japanese, Book 1 (Bowring and Laurie, 1992a). 
Type Jl(b); Kanji lists with on-yomi in katakana and kun-yomi in hiragana. 
In this type, there are lists of kanji with on-yomi given in katakana, and 
kun-yomi given in hiragana. 
Examples: 
• Remembering the Kanji, Book 1 (Heisig, 1986). 
• Remembering the Kanji, Book 2 (Heisig, 1987). 
• The Complete Guide to Everyday Kanji (Habein and Mathias, 1991). 
• 250 Essential Kanji for Everyday Use (Kanji Text Research Group, University of 
Tokyo, 1993). 
** There is some limited use of fiirigana. 
*' This style in main text passages only. Vocabulary lists have hiragana readings written beside the kanji. 
°^ This book is to assist leamers using Nihongo Shoho (Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo Kokusai Senta. H 
I ^ ^ S I E S ^ 0 :$: |Slll^ir V ^ — [The Japan Foundation Japanese Language Institute], 1981). 
Furigana is used in the 1981 primary text, but is not used in the 1987 guide. 
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• Let's Learn Kanjf^ (Mitamura and Mitamura, 1997). 
Type Jl(c): Authentic Japanese script with vocabulary sections including kana 
and English equivalents. 
All sections are shown with Type Jl script, however on the page before, a 
vocabulary section in three columns shows the kanji, with kana and English equivalents 
for each new word. These lists replace the need for fiirigana. 
Example: 
• A Guide to Essential Business Japanese (Merino, 1993). 
Type J2; Authentic Japanese script with furigana over all kanji. 
Sample: 
This style is the same as Type Jl, but with fiirigana attached above all kanji. 
Examples: 
• Modern Japanese: An Advanced Reader, Volume 2: Vocabulary and Notes 
(Itasaka, Makino and Yamashita, 1974b) {Tertiary}. 
• Nihonjin no Issho ff^A ^ ^ ^ (Nihongo Kyoiku Gakkai, 1981). 
'^ Some romaji is used at first. This is explained by the authors as follows: 
In Part I the Kun reading is in romanized lower case letters and the On reading is in romanized 
upper case letters so that the students' attention is not drawn by reading Kana. However, in Part II 
the Kun reading is shown in Hiragana and the On reading in Katakana. (p. ix) 
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Rorupurei de Manabu Kaiwa I n —/uy^l^^ V^^^sS 1 [Leaming 
Conversation by Roleplay 1] (Okazaki, Konishi, Fujino, Matsui and Matsunaga, 
1987) {Middle Tertiary}. 
Japanese for You: The Art of Communication (Ohso and Koyama, 1988). 
Practical Interpreting''^ (Ohno and Harwood, 1989) {Basic Interpreting Training 
for fourth year Tertiary students}. 
Sample Conversations in the Classroom and Classroom Instructions (Takano, 
1989). 
Reading Japanese Financial Newspapers^^ (Association for Japanese-Language 
Teaching, 1991) {For people who have attained competence in basic Japanese with 
a general understanding of economic and financial matters} 
Writing Letters in Japanese'^ (Inter-University Center for Japanese Language 
Studies, 1992). 
Kanji Power (}Aillen, 1993). 
Informative Japanese Dictionary (Sakata, 1995). 
Nihongo Kyoiku Tsushin No. 19 S^M&cWMi^ 19-^ [Japanese Language 
Education News No. 19] (Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo Kokusai Senta, 1994). 
Kodansha's Furigana Japanese-English Dictionary^^ (Kodansha, 1995). 
Dictionary of Intermediate Japanese Grammar (Makino and Tsutsui, 1995). 
Nihongo I 2 '3 i^iS:A^^' 1 2 3, Part A (Terauchi, Shirai and Kusakari, 
1996a). 
^^  The authors explain that the reason for using blanket fiirigana is "to make the book useful to visitors 
who are just starting to leam the language." (p. 5) 
•^' In the vocabulary section, instead of using furigana, regular sized hiragana is shown beside the kanji. 
'"' In the vocabulary section, instead of using fiirigana, regular sized hiragana is shown beside the kanji. 
^^  Only two years before, in 1993, Kodansha published their Romanized Japanese-English Dictionary 
(Vance, 1993). 
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• Nihongo 1 -2 -3 (<m/uZ' 1 2 3, Part B (Terauchi, Shirai and Kusakari, 
1996b). 
• Japanese for Busy People III, Kana Version (Association for Japanese-Language 
Teaching, 1997). 
• Bits and Pieces: 51 Activities for Teaching Japanese K-12^ (Japan Council of 
Intemational Schools, 1997). 
• Japanese in Modules 3 •? i^^ ^/l^V^SJ: <. ^/^^-5 ^^M1 (Coveney, 
Takahashi and Honma, 1998). 
• Jokyu Nihongo Kaiwashu: Dai Ikkan Kogo Hydgen to Shuyoku JiM ff^M^SS 
M : M1 ^ PM^^ <tM^^ Advanced Japanese Conversation: An 
Introduction to Colloquial Expressions, Part One (Kato, 1999a). 
• Jokyu Nihongo Kaiwashu: Dai Ikkan Kogo Hydgen to Shuyoku JbM S^eB^gS 
M : M 2^ nM0^(tMM'^ Advanced Japanese Conversation: An 
Introduction to Colloquial Expressions, Part Two (Kato, 1999b). 
• Jokyu Nihongo Kaiwashu: Dai Ikkan Kogo Hydgen to ShUyoku JiM S^PS'^PS 
M '• M 3^ ni§^M<tMM'W Advanced Japanese Conversation: An 
Introduction to Colloquial Expressions, Part Three (Kato, 1999c). 
• Nihongo Kyoiku Tsushin No. 34 B^M&cWMit 3 4-§• [Japanese Language 
Education News No. 34] (Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo Kokusai Senta, 1999). 
Type J2(a); Authentic Japanese script with furigana under the kanji. 
Same as for Type J2, but with the fiirigana placed under the kanji. 
'* This book is for teachers. The first half of the book is in English for non-native teachers, and there is 
fiirigana above all kanji in sentences in Japanese in this section. The second half, in Japanese for native 
speakers, has no fiirigana at all. 
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Examples: 
• Jitsuyo Kanji Renshucho -Seikatsu hen 0M/M^MW0 ^^MJitsuyo Kanji 
Learning Aid (Shinjuku Japanese Language School, 1985). 
• Nihongo de Bujinesu Kaiwa Chukyuhen S^PB'V t^ i^^^^PS ^Mm 
[Business Conversations in Japanese. Intermediate Level] (Nichibei Kaiwa 
Gakuin Nihongo Kenshujo0 7R^sg^|5^ B^mMi\^Pjf, 1987). 
• Nihongo ff^g§-[Japanese Language] (Nihongo Institute, 1986). 
• 24 Tasks for Basic Modern Japanese, Volume 1 (Motohashi, 1989) {Upper 
Secondary/Lower Tertiary}. 
• 24 Tasks for Basic Modern Japanese, Volume 2 (Motohashi, 1990) {Upper 
Secondary/Lower Tertiary}. 
• Office Japanese (Takamizawa, 1991). 
• Situational Functional Japanese, Volume 1 (Tsukuba Language Group, 1991). 
• Situational Functional Japanese, Volume 2 (Tsukuba Language Group, 1992a). 
• Situational Functional Japanese, Volume 3 (Tsukuba Language Group, 1992b). 
• RyUgakusei no 12 kagetsu ^^^CO 1 2 ^M [Twelve Months as an Exchange 
Student] (Murano, Tanimichi and Murano, 1993). 
• Nihongo Chukyu J301 - Kiso kara Chukyu e B^M'f'B J 3 0 1 - M^/^^ h ^ 
M^ [Intermediate Japanese J301 - From Basic Level to Intermediate Level] 
(Toki, Seki, Hirataka, Shin'uchi and Tsumo, 1995). 
• Japanese for College Students: Basic, Volume 2 (Intemational Christian 
University, 1996). 
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Type J2(b); Blanket furigana above the kanji; Spaces between words. 
This style is similar to Type J2, with the addition of spaces between words. 
Furigana is still placed above the kanji. 
Examples: 
• Shin Nihongo no Kiso 1 L A/ (CI (5 Ay wCD # -^ 1, Kanji and Kana edition. (Kaigai 
Gijutsusha Kenshu Kyokai, 1990a). 
• Shin Nihongo no Kiso 2 LAyl^l^A^^CO"^^ 2 , Kanji and Kana edition. (Kaigai 
Gijutsusha Kenshu Kyokai, 1993a). 
Type J2(c); Furigana above the most difficult kanji; No spaces between words. 
Sample: 
0:^vi '±m2 '^nnxm(Dm^vit mWf^. -^(DXL-^^§:np^tL^•^^ 
Although nearly all kanji appear, fiirigana is attached only to the most difficult 
characters,'^ and sometimes to place names where the kanji has not been taught. There 
are no spaces between words. 
Examples: 
• Modern Japanese for University Students Part II Exercises (Intemational Christian 
University Japanese Department, 1966). 
^^  There is usually no indication as to how the most difficult characters have been selected by the author. 
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Modern Japanese: A Basic Reader^^ Volume 2, 2"^ * edition (Hibbett and Itasaka, 
1967b). 
Current Japanese: Intercultural Communication (Higurashi, 1987). 
First Steps in Japanese Academic Reading (Yamamoto, Tayama and Sakamoto, 
1987) {Academic readings for foreign students who plan to study at Japanese 
universities}. 
IkiikiNihongo I 1/ ^^^^^B^Ml [Living Japanese 1] (Horii, 1989). 
How to Read a Japanese Newspaper (KIT Kyozai Kaihatsu Gurupu, 1989) {For 
students approaching Level 2 of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test}. 
Basic Kanji Book, Volume l'^ (Kano, Shimizu, Takenaka and Ishii, 1990). 
Nihon no Kurashi 12 kagetsu ff^(D <. (b L I 2 :i; ^  Moons, Months and 
Seasons (Kokusai Nihongo Kenkyujo, 1992). 
Japanese for Senior Secondary Students, Volume 2 (Wood and Howie, 1994). 
Senior Japanese Workbook {Kexnp-Davies, 1996). 
Japanese for Senior Secondary Students, Yoluxne 1 (Wood and Howie, 1996). 
Japanese for Professionals^^ (Association for Japanese-Language Teaching, 1998) 
{For students at Japanese Language Proficiency Test Level 2}. 
Ikita Sozai de Manabu Chukyu kara Jokyu e no Nihongo :^i^ fc:0$j"V^^^M 
/^^ i> JiM^(^ S ^§a Authentic Japanese: Progressing from Intermediate to 
Advanced (Kamada, Sugimoto, Tamiya, Miyatani and Yamamoto, 2000). 
*^ The authentic text is written by hand. 
79 Used mainly on headings. Sometimes furigana is shown under the kanj 
.^1. 
'" It is specifically stated that fiirigana is attached to all kanji outside the 1,006 characters of the Gakushu 
Kanji. 
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Type J2(d): Furigana above the most difficult kanji; Spaces between words. 
This style is similar to Type J2(c), but spaces appear between words. Script is 
in the vertical tategaki style. 
Examples: 
• Nihongo Dokuhon 2^' 0^M^^~ [Japanese Reader 2] (Kokusai 
Gakuyukai Nihongo Gakko 1 1 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 ; ^ M ^ ^ , 1955a). 
• Nihongo Dokuhon 3 ff ^MBn^^ [Japanese Reader 3] (Kokusai Gakuyukai 
Nihongo Gakko 1 1 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ M ^ ^ , 1955b). 
Type J2(e): Furigana under the most difficult kanji; No spaces between words. 
This is similar to Type J2(c), except that the fiirigana is placed under the kanji. 
Example: 
• Nyusu de Manabu Nihongo •= ^  — ^ T # ^ ' ^ ^ 0 - [ J a p a n e s e by Studying the 
News] (Hori, Mitsui and Morimatsu, 1986) {Tertiary}. 
Type J2(f): Furigana above the most difficult kanji; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
0;^-e{im2<^ m ^ ^ i c o tfj^-cfi m^i-i. -U(D AU/5^ ^\lihfi~^ 
9 8 5^{^fi M^^(D m^mi-t 9 4%. ±^^\-t 3 8%-C\ ^WXh T 
^^jti(D m^ S<=^^oxv^:^-ro 
Blanket fiirigana is attached to the vocabulary section in both Books 2 and 3. 
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This is similar to Type J2(e), however, spaces are included. These appear after 
all joshi Itlf^ [grammatical particles]. Sometimes spaces serve to separate all-kanji 
words. For example, there is a space between sengo ^ t ^ [after the war] and subete ^ 
"C [all]. Although the addition of spaces may make this type appear less daunting to the 
potential reader, the contrast between kanji and the particles written in kana already 
serves to break up the words, so the addition of spaces may be of little assistance to the 
reader. 
Examples: 
• Jitsuyo Nihongo ^yWy^^#o^ [Practical Japanese], Issue No. 1023, 31 March, 
1989 (Jitsuyo Nihongo, 1989) {For Koreans leaming Japanese}. 
• Nakama l^^ (Makino, Hatasa and Hatasa, 1998). 
• Nihongo Kyujunichi Dai Ikkan (Z IS: A/ ^90 S M1 ^ 90 Days of Japanese 
Language 1 (Human Academy, 2000). 
Type J3: Furigana above kanji on first appearance; No spaces between words. 
Sample: 
0:^ x\^ m2ikwwi< (^Dm'^ x\t m Wf^s -ti^oALt^^nhn^^A^ 
•SA/ r • r -
*a^ 
n^^^(Dm^mn9 4%. x^^its 8%x\ w^xhT>^ v^(D7X\^k< 
This is similar to Type J2, but with an important difference. Furigana are 
attached to kanji only on first appearance. That is, the first time the kanji or group of 
*^  Furigana is deleted when the word has been introduced in previous chapters. 
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kanji appears in the article, furigana will be attached, but are not attached to subsequent 
appearances in the same paragraph, or in some cases, the same page. In this type, 
fiirigana are placed above the kanji. 
While a positive aspect is that this forces the reader to try harder to remember 
the kanji, as he is aware that the fiirigana aid will not be given again, it may have a 
negative effect as well. As readers continue through the text, if they forget a kanji they 
are forced to continually scan back through the text searching for earlier appearances of 
that kanji showing readings. This could make the otherwise smooth progress through a 
passage quite disjointed and inhibit reading comprehension. 
Examples: 
• Talking Business in Japanese^^ (Doi, Kabasawa, Mamyama, Nonaka, Onuma, 
Yamamoto and Yasu, 1991) {This book is written for foreigners living in Japan 
who require Business Japanese}. 
• Formal Expressions for Japanese Interaction (Inter-University Center for 
Japanese Language Studies, 1991). 
• Studying Japanese Through Interviews: A Practical Approach (Taniguchi, Hori 
and Nomura, 1992) {Upper secondary; early tertiary}. 
• Intensive Japanese: Year 12 Level (Machida and Pinda, 1993). 
• Gakusei Seikatsu ^^^/0^ Student Life (Machida and Pinda, 1994) {Upper 
secondary}. 
• Developing Topics in Japanese (Kato, 1995) {Upper secondary; early tertiary}. 
Type J3(a); Furigana below kanji on first appearance; No spaces between words. 
This is similar to Type J3, but the fiirigana appears below the kanji. 
*•' Furigana is attached only to the first appearance of a kanji on a particular page. 
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Examples: 
• Nihon de Bijinesu S^'C fS^^^ [Business in Japan] (Bunka Gaikokugo 
Senmon Gakko Bijinesu Nihongoka Xit^U^^f^^^ \fi/^^y^ 0 ^ 1 ^ 4 , 
1989) {For those needing to deal with Japan in Business}. 
• Nihongo Jdnaru S^ga>^-f ^ /v^The Nihongo Joumal, March 2000 issue (The 
Nihongo Joumal, 2000). 
Type J3(b); Furigana above kanji on first appearance; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
i^•^ -eL/•c;a^ . mk ^X(D xt^ m^^t^ ^nhfi^x.o\^ /.eo^L/to i 
9 8 5<^{C{t m^^(D m^mit 9 4 % . X^^\% 3 8 % T \ t i : # - C ^ T 
This is similar to Type J3, with the addition of spaces between words. 
Example: 
• TeritoMai: Mina no Nihongo 'T}J ^ t ^l^ : ^/w^^ CO ^ ^ ^ ( O y a m a , 
1993). 
Type J3(c): Furigana above more difficult kanji on first appearance; No spaces 
between words. 
Sample: 
0 i^'Q\X% 2 7j^ti:^A^(Dtij^X\t m W « . -^(DX L^^^n hth^'^Ay 
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LA/;4!< Oo * A'l-' o j ' 
fii^fe^^oii^'^{i9 4%. A^^«3 8%-c\ m^-e^T^ y ;&(7)7i:t^ i^ < 
A slight variation to Type J3 in that characters considered relatively easy by 
the author do not have furigana attached on even their first appearance. Furigana is still 
placed above the kanji. 
Examples: 
• Nihongo no Kiso 1 {•^lS/uZ''C0^-^ 1 [Basics of Japanese] Kanji and Kana 
Edition (Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu Kyokai, 1974). 
• Basic Structures in Japanese^'^ (Aoki, Hirose, Keller and Sakuma, 1984). 
• Nihongo Iroiro 0^01/ ^3l/^S [Reading Practices in Japanese] (Sugita, 
Sugiura, Kido, Pirotta Mamyama and Tanabe, 1990). 
• Zoku Yomi-e-no Chdsen M ^MS^J ^^^OM^. [The Challenge of Fluent 
Reading] (Ito, Mimaki, Yamasita and Yamada, 1992). 
• Nihongo Kaiwa Chukyu S^Sn^M^M Intermediate Japanese (Takayanagai, 
1993) {Tertiary}. 
Interacting with the Japanese: A Comprehensive Communication Course, Book 4 
(Neustupny, Kabe and Muraoka, 1994) {Tertiary}. 
Chukyu kara Manabu Nihongo ^M^^ £> ^ ^ ' y ^ - ^ ^ [Studying Japanese from 
Intermediate Level] (Aral, 1996). 
Interacting with the Japanese: A Comprehensive Communication Course, Book 3 
(Neustupny, Kabe and Muraoka, 1996) {Tertiary}. 
• 
^ Although fiirigana is placed above kanji for most of the book, they appear below in the Kanji Section. 
The first two chapters have Kunrei system romaji. 
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• Interacting with the Japanese: A Comprehensive Communication Course, Book 2 
(Hashimoto, Muraoka and Neustupny, 1997b) {Tertiary}. 
• Readers Guide to Intermediate Japanese^^ (Watt and Rubinger, 1998) {Lower 
Tertiary}. 
Type J3(d): Furigana below more difficult kanji on first appearance; No spaces 
between words. 
This style is similar to Type J3(c). The fiirigana appears below the kanji, but 
there are no spaces. 
Example: 
• Nihon o Hanasd -15 no Tema de Manabu Nihon Jijd Dai 2 Han S^^sS-^ ^ 
- 1 5(^7^—^V^J^'ff^^fff M2M[Lefs Speak about Japan - Stiidying 
about Japan in 15 Themes: Volume 2 (Nippon Steel Human Resources 
Development Co. Ltd. and Japan College of Foreign Languages, 1997). 
Type J3(e): Furigana above more difficult kanji on first appearance; Spaces 
between words. 
This style, too, is similar to Type J3(c). However, the fiirigana appears below 
the kanji, and spaces are included. 
Example: 
• Kanji-wa Muzukashikunai tM^ittS'T/^'^ L< ^1/'' [Kanji Isn't That Hard!] 
(Takebe, 1993). 
8S Some Type Rl romaji used for headings etc. 
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Type J4: Blanket furigana, then furigana above untaught kanji only; No spaces 
between words. 
Sample of later chapters of book: 
0 ^ xnm 2 dz'it^xmom-^xnm^iit. - ^ ( D A L:^>^i-f hn^^/vx 
* A / 
Lfz-^'^^ mm±X(DX^m'^t'^^i-fhti^Xoi,cfj:^~^LtCo l 9 8 5^(::tt 
M^^(Dm^mn9 4%. x^^ns 8%x\ n^xtr?^ v:ti<D7:k{cm<^^ 
In this type, fiirigana are applied to all kanji in the first unit or chapter. A 
restricted number of kanji are introduced in each unit, and after a kanji has been 
officially introduced, it does not appear with fiirigana again, in that unit or any 
following unit. There is, therefore, a gradual decrease in the number of fiirigana 
required as the units progress. 
Examples: 
Basic Written Japanese (Anderson and Kirwan, 1991) {Tertiary}. 
Intermediate Written Japanese 1 (Anderson and Kirwan, 1993) {Tertiary}. 
Intermediate Japanese 2 (Kirwan, 1993) {Tertiary}. 
Kantard 200 (Takita, 1993). 
Kombanwa (Larsen and Rowell, 1997) {Junior Secondary}. 
Yookoso!^^ J: P^-e f (Tohsaku, 1995). 
Type J4(a); Blanket furigana, then furigana above untaught kanji only; Spaces 
between words. 
This style is the same as Type J4, except that there are spaces between words. 
** Furigana deleted after first appearance in oral practice sections. Furigana ceases to be applied a few 
chapters after the introduction of a new kanji. 
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Example: 
• Isshoni Book 3 (Lee, Hartley, Ikei, Kirwan and Seo, 1994a) {Upper Secondary}. 
Type J4(b): All kana, then furigana above untaught kanji only; No spaces 
between words. 
In this type, the book starts with all kana. A restricted number of kanji are 
introduced in each unit, some for active leaming - mastery, and some for passive 
leaming. After a kanji has been officially introduced for active leaming, fiirigana does 
not appear on it again, in that unit or any following unit. Furigana continues to appear, 
however, on kanji for passive leaming. 
Examples: 
• Nihongo 1 S^in 1^^ [Japanese 1] (Kokusai Gakuyukai Nihongo Gakko @ l ^ ^ 
ti^^if-m^^, 1979a) {Tertiary}. 
• Nihongo 1 ff^Ml [Japanese 1] (Tokyo Gaikokugo Fuzoku Nihongo Gakko M. 
M ^ l l M # m 0 *f^^^, 1979) {Tertiary}. 
Type J5: The most difficult kanji compounds replaced by hiragana; Blanket 
furigana above remainder; No spaces between words. 
87 Blanket fiirigana are provided on the kanji in the vocabulary lists. 
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Sample: 
htll^^A^XLtzt'^ ^i•^rS-C(DAJ6S t J; 9 V ^< pi^ift ^ t L 6 J: 9 (- .^^  19 * 
L/Co 1 9 8 5 ¥ ^ C « i ^ ^ - ^ ( Z ) L ^ ; 6 K 19 o f t 9 4 % , A ^ ^ f i 3 8%-C\ W 
In this style, all except for the most difficult kanji appear, and blanket fiirigana 
is applied above the kanji. There are no spaces between words. 
Examples: 
• Japanese in Modules f^ -? >^^ —/I^V^^J: < t>^^6 ff^i§ 1 (Coveney, 
Takahashi and Honma, 1993a). 
• Japanese in Modules 2 •?C^J. ^-/l^V'^.^J: K t>^^'5 S^M2 (Coveney, 
Takahashi and Honma, 1993b). 
Type J5(a); The most difficult kanji compounds replaced by hiragana; Blanket 
furigana above remainder; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
nhti^^A^XLfz:^'^- i i : ^ r ±X(D A^^ # J; 5v^<;55 ^nhfi^Xol^ 
ftA/ Z0Z6 t'l.>*'-< 
f^'O^LfCo 19 8 5 m^it M^^(D LAy;6K I? Oft 9 4%. X^^lt 3 
** The material in this book is based on a refresher course for high school teachers offered by Murdoch 
University, Perth. 
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In this style, all except for the most difficult kanji appear, and blanket fiirigana 
is applied above the kanji. There are spaces between words. 
Examples: 
• Japanese for Busy People II, Kana Version (Association for Japanese-Language 
Teaching, 1995). 
• Talk Japanese Gambatte! ff^M ^^X/i'"o T .' (Nagatomo, 1995). 
Type J6: The most difficult single kanji replaced by hiragana; Furigana above 
most of remainder; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
i'fhti^'^A^Xl^tz-ijK •y:^# ±X(D A:^ ^ # J: 5vK;65 onhti^Xolz 
/^f9^LfCo 1 9 8 5^ (C{ t M^^<D LAy;6K "9 o f t 9 4 % . A ^ - - t t 3 
More difficult kanji are replaced by hiragana, even within the same kanji 
phrase, e.g., Narita Kiikd f^ B3 ^ ^ [Narita Airport] which looks natural in all-kanji has 
the second word replaced by hiragana, and is shown as j ^ ffl < 5 ^ 9 Furigana are 
shown above most kanji. 
Examples: 
• Kookoo Seikatsu [High School Life], Volume 2 (Aitchison, 1996) {For senior 
secondary students}. 
• A First Course in Japanese: Accelerated Level (Reekie, 1995) {Senior 
Secondary}. 
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• Elementary Functional Japanese: Intercultural Communication (Higurashi, 
1998). 
• Senior High School Japanese (Reekie, 2000). 
Type J6(a); The most difficult single kanji replaced by hiragana; Furigana below 
most of remainder; Spaces between words. 
This style is similar to Type J6, with the exception that the fiirigana appears 
under the kanji. 
Examples: 
• First-up Japanese {Muxano, 1998) {Forbeginners}. 
• Sounding Natural in Japanese (Tanahashi and Oshima, 1998) {Tertiary}. 
Type J7; Many difficult kanji replaced by hiragana; Blanket furigana above 
remainder; No spaces between words. 
Sample: 
D ^ L / i o 1 9 8 5 ¥ i - { i : i 9C: 9 ^ ( 7 ) b ^ ; 6 K 1 9 0 ^ 9 4 % . A ^ - - H 3 
In this type, many of the more difficult kanji are replaced by hiragana. 
Furigana are attached above all remaining kanji. There are no spaces between words. 
*' This book was published in 2000 to suit the new syllabus in New South Wales, Victoria, South 
Australia, Westem Australia, Tasmania and the Northem Territory. 
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Examples: 
• Speak Japanese: A Textbook for Young Students Book 2 (Yoshiki and Saka, 1990) 
{Primary}. 
• Yoroshiku Moshi Moshf^ (National Japanese Curriculum Project, 1993c) {Lower 
to middle secondary}. 
• Yoroshiku Pera Pera^^ (National Japanese Curriculum Project, 1994a) {Lower to 
middle secondary}. 
• Hi! Ge«fa".^  (Insearch Language Centre, 1996) {Lower secondary}. 
• Primary School Japanese Early Stage 1/Stage 1 Teacher Resource Book (Reekie 
andMogi, 1997a) {Lower Primary}. 
Type J7(a): Many difficult kanji replaced by hiragana; Blanket furigana above 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
t^ 9^t?)i^^ii:^-ebfc;iv ^i:^r\ -f^xo^Xt^^ ^o^^<t^ 5itbti> 
5 c t 9 } - /c^'9^Lyc:o 1 9 8 5 ^ { : : « r 5 r 5 ^(7) L ^ ; 6 K "0 ^\-t 9 4 % . 
This style is similar to Type J7, except that there are spaces between words. 
Examples: 
• Intensive Course in Japanese: Elementary, Dialogue and Drills Part 2 (Japanese 
Language Promotion Center, 1970b). 
'" The only instance of fiirigana is in an article borrowed from Hiragana Times in Type J2 script. 
" Extensive use of articles borrowed from Hiragana Times in Type J2 script. 
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• Nihongo Shoho S^^Sa'iU^ [Japanese From the Beginning] (Kokusai Koryu 
Kikin Nihongo Kokusai Senta S U ^ U ^ - ^ 0 * M I 1 ^ i r > ^ — [The Japan 
Foundation Japanese Language Institute], 1981). 
• Japanese Resource Materials for the Senior Secondary Levef^ (Japanese 
Language Teachers Association, 1993). 
• Kookoo Seikatsu [High School Life], Volume 1 (Aitchison, 1995) {For secondary 
students} 
• My Day at School (Kato, Weeks and Viney, 1995). 
• Nihongo ff^ia ^^ [Japanese] Term 1, 2000 issue (New South Wales Department 
of Education and Training. Curriculum Support Directorate, 2000). 
Type J8; Many difficult kanji replaced by hiragana; Some furigana above 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
4%, A¥- - f t 3 S%X\ ^t^\^Xh T:^ ^)1o(D^^^\Z S < ^c^orv^^-r., 
Compared to Type J7. there is more limited use of furigana. There are spaces 
between words. 
'^  This is a book for teachers. Furigana is attached to kanji in reading materials to be photocopied for 
students. 
93 This style is used in reading passages. 
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Examples: 
• Kimono 3 (Bumham, Saegusa and Sedunary, 1992) {Middle Secondary} 
• Getting There in Japanese: Family Life (Corder, Roughan, Short and Wells, 
1993). 
• Mirai, Stage 6 (Evans, Kawakami, Masano and Taniguchi, 1996b) {Senior 
Secondary}. 
Type J8(a): Many difficult kanji replaced by hiragana; Some furigana below 
remainder; Spaces between words. 
This style is similar to Type J8, but furigana is placed under the kanji. 
Example: 
• Mirai, Stage 5 (Evans, Kawakami, Masano and Taniguchi, 1995). 
Type J9: Few basic kanji which have been taught for mastery; No furigana; 
Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
L/i^ ^nhtl~^^A^XLtc^'K -t-A>r i--<X(D Xt^^ #=fc5VK^^ ^nh 
tl^X^l^ ^J:'Ot. Ltc. 1 9 8 5 ^ \z.lt Z^ :LO ^(D L^;^^ < «9 o { l 9 
4 % . fc\^^-AH^n 3 8%-I:\ ^-fy^^^^Xh T?^ V ti(D o f 'C l fc/6^^ /^o 
This type has spaces between the words, and uses very few basic kanji which 
the author expects has been taught to the audience to which the material is aimed. 
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Because it is expected that these few kanji are already known to potential readers, or are 
presented in the kanji lessons of the textbook, there is no need for fiirigana. 
Examples: 
• Standard Japanese Readers (Naganuma, 1964a). 
• 
• 
Japanese Language for Beginners^'^ (Shichida, 1990) {New Zealand High School 
and Intermediate School}. 
Yoroshiku Niko MA:o^ (^National Japanese Curriculum Project, 1993a). 
Mirai, Stage 2 (Evans, Kawakami, Masano and Taniguchi, 1999b) {Lower 
Secondary}. 
Obentoo 2 (Fisher, Fukunaga, Kusumoto and Swinyard, 1999). 
Type J9(a); Very few basic kanji; No furigana; No spaces between words. 
Sample: 
B^X\'i.ft\^^2 \l^t^\^fz.\^^A,(Dt.x.t.X\-t^ i. ^VKft . —^(DAL^^ 
/^'9^L/c:o 1 9 8 ^m^\-t:Lo ^o-^(D\^/^Jt^< i9o{i9 4%. fz.\^t^<-^ 
{^ 3 8%-C\ ^t^\^^Xh'r?^ ^)io(D-D^^z.fcii^<fi^x\^t.-f-. 
This type has very limited kanji, usually without fiirigana. There may be some 
fiirigana in the form of regular-sized hiragana in brackets after the word, particularly for 
place names. There are no spaces between words. 
Examples: 
• Activity Based Learning (Evans, 1990). 
'"* There is no requirement for fiirigana as the kanji are taught in the accompanying Workbook (Shichida, 
1991). 
95 There is isolated use of fiirigana. 
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• Mirai Stage 5, Language Activity Book^^ (Evans, Kawakami, Masano and 
Taniguchi, 1996a). 
Type JIO: Kana only; Spaces between words. 
Sample: 
(D L ^ ; 5 K l 9 o { i 9 4 % . / cV^;5K^f i 3 8%X\ 't:^^\^^Xh T/V 
1:j(D '0^\Z. fc/^K fl^X^^t.'to 
Kana only is used for Type JIO, thereby obviating the requirement for 
fiirigana. Spaces are placed between words. Sometimes, spaces may be added between 
words and particles to differentiate them. For example, in the passage above, Nihon 
dewa \Z.\^/\JX\'X [in Japan] may be broken to foxxnNihon l^l^A^ [Japan] and dewa 
Xl'i [in]; maemadewa ip.X.^Xl't. [up until before] could be broken into mae ^ X. 
[before] and madewa ^ "Cfi [up until], or even mae '^ X. made ^ "C and wa {"i. 
Occasionally, numbers are presented in kanji. 
Examples: 
• Japanese: A Basic Course, Reader 1 (Alfonso and Takeda, 1974) Tertiary}. 
• Nihongo 1 Renshuchd I S :$^M 1 tlAy Lf^ ^hj: ^ 1 [Japanese 1 Practice 
Book 1] (Kokusai Gakuyukai Nihongo Gakko WM^'U.^ 0 ^ ^ M ^ f t , 
1979b) {Tertiary}. 
96 Kanji has previously been taught in the main text, so there is no requirement for fiirigana. 
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' Nihongo 1 Renshuchd2 S^Ml tlAy Li^ ^ '^J: ^ 2 [Japanese 1 Practice 
Book 2] (Kokusai Gakuyukai Nihongo Gakko mU^K^ 0 ^ M ^ K , 1979c) 
{Tertiary}. 
Japanese Made Possible,^^ Yoluxne 1 (Takeuchi, 1982) {Beginner Japanese}. 
Nihongo Kaiwa ShokyH S^M/^^l' ^t:> WM [Japanese Conversation Elementary 
Level] (Tokyo Gaikokugo Fuzoku Nihongo Gakko %'P^^'^%{^% 0 if.^^^, 
1990). 
Kimono 2 (Bumham, 1991) {Middle Secondary}. 
Ooki na Sora (Carey, 1991) {Primary} 
Nihongo, Part 1 (Kakutani, 1992). 
Nihongo-o Manabd B^M^ ^^/ i f ' :? [Let's Study Japanese] (Japanese 
Ministry of Education, 1992) {Junior Secondary}. 
Hello Japanese: For Boys and Girls (Higashinakagawa and Machida, 1993) 
{Primary}. 
Ichigo Ichigo —#^^^[Word by Word] (Spring Edition) (Kenobi Cybemetics, 
1994). 
Yatte Miydyol - ^ o X^J: ^ J: Let's Try (Department of Education and 
Children's Services, South Australia, 1995). 
Saa, Nihongo de! Japanese Step by Step (Makino, 1997) {Primary}. 
Japanese Grammar: A Guide for Students^^ (Corder, Short, Wells and Roughan, 
1998). 
'^ The main lessons are repeated in the back of the book in Type Jl script. It seems that there has been a 
change of view regarding script at the ICU, once known for its own type of romaji. 
'* Kana is used in this reference book which is intended for students at differing levels, as authors state 
that students leam kanji at different levels. The only kanji included are Nihon 0 ^ [Japan], Nihonjin 0 
: ^ A [Japanese person], and Nihongo 0 ;?^M [Japanese language]. 
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Type JlO(a): Kana only; No spaces between words. 
This style is similar to Type JIO, but no spaces are provided. 
Example: 
• Contact Japanese (Nesbitt, Nesbitt and Uchimam, 1993). 
Type JlO(b): Hiragana only (katakana words in romaji); Spaces between words. 
As for Type JIO, but katakana words are presented in romaji, or even English. 
For example: 
Boku-wa Min-san desu. Yoroshiku. \£ < \'t Min-san "Ci~o J; -5 b < o [I'm Min. 
How do you do?] 
Boku-wa Kent desu. Yoroshiku. \t < ft Kent X^o <t 6 L < o [I'm Kent. 
How do you do?] 
Examples: 
• Speak Japanese: A Textbook for Young Students Book 1 (Saka and Yoshiki, 1988). 
• Kimono 1 (McBride, 1990) {Junior Secondary}. 
• 
99 Ohayoo (Rowell and Larsen, 1993) {Junior Secondary}. 
3.4 TEXTS USING BOTH ROMANISED AND JAPANESE TEXT 
In addition to authors who use Japanese text and those who use romanised text, 
there are many who use a combination of the two. In some cases one type is not judged 
superior to the other, and everything is presented in one of the Japanese script types and 
then rewritten in one of the romanised types, or vice versa. Mostly, however, one type 
is seen to be more important than the other. Commonly, chapters of a textbook are 
based on an opening passage which is presented in both Japanese script and romaji, but 
'^ Some very simple kanji are included, but as these are all previously taught in the text, fiirigana is not 
necessary. 
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then any following grammatical explanations and exercises may be given only in a 
romanised form. The implication is that authentic script is nice to look at, but that it is 
too difficult to actually work with. There are many permutations and combinations of 
scripts, and these are presented in Table 7: 
Table 7 The 21 types using both Japanese and romanised script 
Script Type Description 
J/R1 Authentic Japanese Script (Type J1) with l-lepburn romaji. Macrons for long vowels. 
J/R1(a) Authentic Japanese Script (Type J1) with Hepburn romaji. Double letters for long 
vowels. 
J/R1 (b) Authentic Japanese Script (Type J1) with Hepburn romaji. Double letters for long 
vowels. Slash through unsounded vowels. Acutes used to show accents. 
J/R1(c) Japanese Script with only basic kanji (no furigana); Hepburn romaji. Macrons for long 
vowels. 
J/R2 Japanese Script with blanket furigana (Type J2). Hepburn romaji with double letters for 
long vowels. 
J/R2(a) Japanese Script with blanket furigana (Type J2). Hepburn romaji with macrons for 
long vowels. 
J/R2(b) Japanese Script with blanket furigana below. Hepburn romaji with macrons for long 
vowels. Additional sections romanised. 
J/R2(c) Japanese Script with blanket furigana below. Hepburn romaji with macrons for long 
vowels. Additional sections in Japanese Script. 
J/R2(d) Japanese Script with blanket furigana in full size hiragana. Hepburn romaji with 
double letters for long vowels. 
J/R2(e) Authentic script with blanket Furigana, then Furigana above untaught kanji only; No 
spaces between words. Notes in Hepburn romaji with double letters for long vowels, and 
apostrophes after the syllabic n. 
J/R3 Main dialogues in Japanese script (very few kanji; all with furigana) and in Hepburn 
romaji with double letters for long vowels. Additional material in romaji only. 
J/R4 Main dialogues in Japanese script (very few kanji; all with furigana) and in Hepburn 
romaji with macrons for long vowels. 
J/R5 Kana only with Hepburn romaji. 
J/R6 Kana only with Hepburn romaji. Double letters for long vowels. 
J/R6(a) Kana only with Hepburn romaji. Macrons for long vowels. 
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J/R7 Hepburn romaji with macrons. Some kana with simple kanji. 
J/R8 Mix of many Japanese and romanised types. 
J/R9 Kana-only with Nihon-shiki romaji below. Double letters for long vowels. 
J/R10 Katakana only; Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. 
J/R11 ICU Romaji followed by Authentic Type J1 script. 
J/R12 Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with double letters. Upper case for 
kanji words; lower case for hiragana and underlining for katakana. Acutes mark accents. 
Vocabulary sections in Authentic Type J1 script. 
J/R13 Kana with some kanji; Furigana provided with Type R1 Romaji. 
J/R14 Matched lines of idiomatic English, Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. Type 
J1 script, and then direct English translations. 
J/R15 Example sentencesfor kanji given in authentic Type J1 script. Readings in Type R3(b) 
romaji. (On-yomi in upper case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
J/R15(a) Kanji with readings in Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. (On-yomi in 
parenthesised lower case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
J/R16 Authentic Japanese script with extensive furigana; Hepburn romaji with macrons for 
long vowels and a tilde marking the syllabic n. 
J/R17 Dictionary with kanji and Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. (On-yomi in 
upper case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
J/R17(a) Dictionary with handwritten kanji and Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. 
(On-yomi and kun-yomi in lower case). 
J/R17(b) Dictionary with handwritten kanji and Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. 
(On-yomi in upper case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
J/R18 Authentic Japanese script with some kanji; furigana below. Grammar explanations in 
Hepburn romaji with circumflexes for long vowels. 
J/R19 Handwritten, vertical Type J1 script; Kunrei romaji. 
J/R20 Type R1 romaji gradually replaced by authentic script until Type J2 script achieved. 
J/R21 Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels plus kana plus kanji. 
J/R22 "Sei Romanisation" plus kana. 
J/R23 Type J1 script with examples in Hepburn romaji; long vowels not marked. 
J/R24 All kana plus Hepburn romaji with double letters for long vowels. 
J/R25 Type R2(b) romaji with special section introducing Japanese script. 
J/R25(a) Type J4 script with extra materials in Type R2(b) romaji. 
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Type J/Rl: Authentic Japanese Script (Type Jl) with Hepburn romaji. Macrons 
for long vowels. 
In this type, authentic Japanese Script (Type Jl) is employed. Together with 
the authentic script, Hepbum romanisation is used. Long vowels are marked with 
macrons or circumflexes. 
Examples: 
• Nouveau Dictionnaire Japonais-Frangais (Mamyama, 1927). 
• Vocabulary, Exercises, and Conversational Drills Based on the Naganuma 
Readers, ^ °° Book III (University of California Press, 1944). 
• Word Book, Volume 1 (Naganuma, 1964b). 
• Modern Japanese: A Basic Reader, Volume 1, 2"^ " Edition (Hibbett and Itasaka, 
1967a). 
• New Intensive Japanese^ ' (Ogawa, 1970). 
• Kenkyusha 's New Japanese-English Dictionary, ^ '^^ 4* Edition (Masuda, 1974). 
• Japanese Illustrated: Meeting Japan Through Her Language (Schwarz and 
Ezawa, 1974) {An illustrated dictionary of Japanese terms, and phrase book for 
travellers}. 
• Comprehending Technical Japanese^^^ (Daub, Bird and Inoue, 1975). 
• Affective Expressions in Japanese^^'^ (Suleski and Masada, 1982). 
• A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Grammar^^^ (Makino and Tsutsui, 1986). 
""' The authentic script sections of this 1944 book are written by hand. 
"" A very limited amount of furigana is employed over the kanji in the authentic script section. 
'"^  Accent marks are shown. Hyphenation is used to a large extent to show word boundaries, e.g. 
gaikoku-go ^ S l n [foreign language]. 
'"^  A somewhat similar book by the same authors fifteen years later uses Type Jl script with romaji 
confined to the very beginning of the book. 
'°^ The Japanese script has spaces, as does the romaji, so that the line of Japanese script is placed exactly 
over the romaji written below. 
'"^  Nine years later, the following Dictionary of Intermediate Japanese Grammar (Makino and Tsutsui, 
1995) used blanket fiirigana instead of romanisation. 
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Japanese Naturally (Sasaki, 1989). 
Basic Technical Japanese^^^ (Daub, Bird and Inoue, 1990). 
Japanese Business Vocabulary^^^ (KIT Kyozai Kaihatsu Gurupu, 1990). 
Random House Japanese-English English-Japanese Dictionary (Nakao, 1995). 
2001 Japanese and English Idioms (Akiyama and Akiyama, 1996). 
Instant Business Japanese (Murray, 1997). 
Speaking Japanese Naturally (Sasaki, 1997). 
Japanese Particle Workbook (Yjaxniya, 1998). 
Beginner's Japanese Script (Gilhooley, 1999). 
A Dictionary of Basic Japanese Sentence Pattems (Chino, 2000). 
Type J/Rl(a): Authentic Japanese Script (Type Jl) with Hepburn romaji. 
Double letters for long vowels. 
As in Type J/Rl, authentic Japanese script (Type Jl) is employed together 
with Hepbum romanisation (Type R2). Double letters are used for long vowel sounds. 
Examples: 
• Cours Pratique de Japonais^^^ [Practical Course in Japanese] (Guezennec, 1907) 
{For French students of Japanese}. 
• A Japanese Reader: Graded Lessons in the Modern Language, Book 1 (Miller, 
1962a). 
'"* Romaji is confined to the beginning pages of this book. 
'°^ This vocabulary book has four columns on each page. The first column has English items, then kanji, 
kana and romaji columns. Hyphens are used after the syllabic n, e.g. min-eika Si^-ft [privatisation]. 
'"^  In this dictionary, the use of the apostrophe after a non-final n "is extended to certain double letters 
such as "rtrt" and "MM," where an apostrophe is inserted between the letters (n 'n and u 'u) to indicate that 
there is a break between them and they are not pronounced as a single letter" (p. x). 
'"' This old book uses old forms of kana spelling, and the authentic script is in kanji with katakana, rather 
than the modem format of kanji with hiragana. 
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• Manualfor Reading Japanese^^^ {Cxowley, 1912). 
• Business Japanese,'"2"'^ Edition (Nissan Motor Co., 1987). 
• Japanese for the Tourist Industry - Language^ '^  (Davidson, Uchiyama and 
Bulmer, 1988). 
• A Students Guide to Japanese Grammar (McGloin, 1989) {For students with 
basic knowledge of Japanese}. 
• Business Japanese: A Complete Course for Beginners^ '^  (Jenkins and Strugnell, 
1992) {For students dealing with business}. 
• Gone Fishin': New Angles on Perennial Problems^ ''^  (Rubin, 1992) {Explanations 
of very difficult Japanese language concepts}. 
• Shock-Proof Japanese (Matsumoto and Wood, 1998) {For leamers of modem 
Japanese used by young people}. 
"" The author explains his negative feelings toward romaji: 
Following the basic section of the manual, which demonstrates the use of Japanese orthography, 
is a section that presents the Romanized version of all the phrases and sentences on the pages of 
the basic section. The Romanized versions are thus separated from the main body of the manual 
to minimize the "crutch effect" of Romanization. The student is advised to use these pages 
sparingly, (p. xxiii) 
' " in this book, although the main text is shown in both authentic Japanese script and romaji, all 
explanation sections are in romaji only. In Business Japanese II which was published in the following 
year, much more use is made of furigana, even in the explanation sections. Whether this is because it was 
thought that more advanced students could cope with more authentic script, or whether the authors were 
influenced by other texts beginning to use fiirigana at the time is not known. Changes made to Hepbum 
romaji, in addition to long vowels shown with double letters, are that the vowel cluster e/ XlV "* is shown 
as ee; when the consonant n is pronounced as an independent syllable preceding a_v or a vowel within a 
word it is indicated as n' for additional clarity, e.g. hon 'ya ^ M [bookshop]. Also, an apostrophe is used 
to indicate word formation in the case of three or more vowels following each other, e.g. kee'eegaku ^ 
' ^ ^ [business administration]. 
' '^  Although most long vowels are shown with a circumflex, the authors do not always adhere to this 
convention, as in the example Mo o-sumi deshoo ka? t) 0 J o ' ^^ 'C \^ X. Ot^ [Have you finished yet?]. 
"•' Dialogues are first presented in authentic Japanese script, then in romaji. However, all exercises and 
explanations are in romaji only. Despite the fact that this may lead students to believe that romaji is the 
most important script, the author states that: 
You may wonder if it is worth the trouble of leaming the Japanese writing system. Perhaps one 
reason for trying is that the only place you will ever find Japanese written in roman letters is in a 
textbook for foreigners, so if that is all you know, then the world of the Japanese language will be 
very narrow for you. (p. 6) 
'"' Although most long vowels are shown with double letters, sometimes macrons are used. For 
example, o^nZ>a« wa oishii mono ga takusan arimasu ^ S^fiJoV" L\/^<^t^tZ\ $ A/fc 19 "^f" [there 
are many delicious things tonight], is shown along with zo wa hana ga nagai ^ ( 1 A^^:S:I/ ^ [elephants 
have long trunks]. 
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• Basic Business Japanese (Young, 1998) {For the businessperson, lawyer or 
accountant with some knowledge of Japanese}. 
Type J/Rl(b): Authentic Japanese Script (Type Jl) with Hepburn romaji. 
Double letters for long vowels. Slash through unsounded vowels. Acutes used to 
show accents. 
Authentic Japanese script (Type Jl) is used. This is accompanied by Hepbum 
romanisation with spaces between words. A slash is shown through vowels which are 
not sounded, such as the "u" in desu [is], e.g., desu. Accent marks are used above 
vowels to show high pitch. 
Examples: 
• Colloquial Japanese (Clarke and Hamamura, 1981). 
• An Introduction to Japanese Grammar and Communicative Strategies^ '^  
(Maynard, 1990). 
Type J/Rl(c): Japanese Script with only basic kanji (no furigana); Hepburn 
romaji. Macrons for long vowels. 
This style is similar to Type J/Rl, but only basic kanji are used without 
fiirigana. 
Examples: 
• Primary School Japanese, Stage 3, Book 1 (Reekie and Mogi, 1997c). 
• Primary School Japanese, Stage 3, Book 2 (Reekie and Mogi, 1997d). 
' '^  Apostrophes are used after the syllabic n. It is also stated in the preface that "some hyphens are used 
to separate morphological units" (p. 4). 
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Type J/R2: Japanese Script with blanket furigana (Type J2). Hepburn romaji 
with double letters for long vowels. 
The major passage in each chapter is in Japanese script with fiirigana (Type 
J2), and then repeated in Hepbum romaji with double letters for long vowels. 
Sometimes there are fiirther sections which are presented only in romaji. All grammar 
explanations and exercises are in romanised script only. 
Examples: 
• Leam Japanese: Pattern Approach^ '^  Volume 2 (Young and Nakajima, 1967) 
{For students of University of Maryland's Far East Division}. 
• Japanese for Today^ '^(Osaka University of Foreign Studies, 1973). 
I 1 Q 
• Fundamentals of Japanese (Uehara and Kiyose, 1974). 
• A Course in Modern Japanese, Volume 1 (University of Nagoya, Center for 
Linguistic and Cultural Research, 1983). 
• Japanese Language and Culture for Business and Travel (Hijirida and 
Yoshikawa, 1987) {For students and travel industry managers}. 
Type J/R2(a): Japanese Script with blanket furigana (Type J2). Hepburn romaji 
with macrons for long vowels. 
The major passage in each chapter is in Japanese script with fiirigana (Type 
J2). It is then repeated in Hepbum romaji with macrons for long vowels. Any fiirther 
sections use both script types. 
"* Uses TypeRl romaji. 
"^ Uses Type R3 romaji. 
''* Pitch is also marked by lines above the script in this text. For this reason, the author explains that"... 
long vowels are romanized "o6" instead of "d" in order to make it possible to mark the change of pitch 
between the first and second elements" (p. vii). 
' " i n this text, an apostrophe is added to the non-final syllabic n, e.g. kon 'nichiwa Z.hj\Cio\'t [hello] 
and shin 'bun 1^% [newspaper]. 
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Example: 
• Business Japanese II, Second Edition (Nissan Motor Co., 1988). 
Type J/R2(b): Japanese Script with blanket furigana below. Hepburn romaji 
with macrons for long vowels. Additional sections romanised. 
This type is similar to J/R2(a), but fiirigana is placed below the kanji as in 
Type J2(a). Grammar explanations and exercises are all romanised. 
Example: 
• Basic Functional Japanese (Pegasus Language Services, 1987). 
Type J/R2(c); Japanese Script with blanket furigana below. Hepburn romaji 
with macrons for long vowels. Additional sections in Japanese Script. 
This type is similar to J/R2(b), but fiirigana is placed below the kanji as in 
Type J2(a). Grammar explanations and exercises are also in Type J2(a) script. 
Example: 
• Nihongo Survival Strategies: The Bank and the Post Office^^^ (Konishi, Okazaki 
andSawai, 1985). 
Type J/R2(d): Japanese Script with blanket furigana in full size hiragana. 
Hepburn romaji with double letters for long vowels. 
This type is similar to the previous Type J/R2, but, furigana, in fiiU sized 
hiragana, is attached to all but the simplest characters in the authentic script sections. 
'^ ° ei sounds are shown as ee, e.g. seedo U\]^ [system]. Apostrophes are used after a non-final syllabic n 
e.g. sen 'en ^ R [one thousand yen]. 
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Example: 
• First Course in Japanese, Part 1, Character Workbook (Niwa, 1971b). 
Type J/R2(e): Authentic script with blanket Furigana, then Furigana above 
untaught kanji only; No spaces between words. Notes in Hepburn romaji with 
double letters for long vowels, and apostrophes after the syllabic n. 
In this type, text is presented first in Type J4 authentic text with furigana used 
for as yet untaught kanji, and those for passive leaming only. All notes are in Hepbum 
romaji with double letters for long vowels, and apostrophes after the syllabic n. 
Vocabulary and kanji lists have both Type J4 and romaji as above, and some exercises 
are in romaji, but most in Type J4 script. 
Examples: 
• Learn Japanese: College Text, Volume 2 (Young and Nakajima, 1968a) {Middle 
Tertiary}. 
• Learn Japanese: College Text, Volume 3 (Young and Nakajima, 1968b) {Middle 
Tertiary}. 
• Leam Japanese: College Text}^^ Volume 4 (Young and Nakajima, 1968c) 
{Middle Tertiary}. 
Type J/R3: Main dialogues in Japanese script (very few kanji; all with furigana) 
and in Hepburn romaji with double letters for long vowels. Additional material 
in romaji only. 
'^' Young and Nakajima (1968c) give their reasons for including furigana: 
In addition to the kanji for "active" leaming, we have introduced kanji for "passive" leaming. We 
have attached/Mngana - reading of the ^a/i/7 in small hiragana - to these "passive" kanji. The 
student is required to identify and possibly reproduce the "active" kanji, but the "passive" kanji 
need not be memorized until they are introduced as the kanji for active leaming. (p. vii) 
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Japanese script is used only for the main dialogues. There are very few kanji 
with fiirigana above them all, and spaces are provided. The dialogues are repeated in 
Hepbum romaji with double letters for long vowels and hyphens connecting particles. 
Exercises and grammar explanations are similarly treated with romaji. 
Example: 
• Japanese for Business Communication {Nakagawa, 1990). 
Type J/R4; Main dialogues in Japanese script (very few kanji; all with furigana) 
and in Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. 
All material is presented first in Type J7 script, and then repeated in Type Rl 
romaji. 
Example: 
• Japanese for Tourism (Reekie, 1992) {For high school study}. 
Type J/R5: Kana only with Hepburn romaji. 
Almost everything is presented both in kana only and romaji. Long vowels are 
not consistently presented. Sometimes macrons are used, and sometimes letters are 
doubled. A unique concept is employed. Readers can make the romaji invisible if they 
wish to pursue reading only the kana. For this purpose, the book is supplied with a 
semi-transparent red plastic sheet. The kana is printed in black ink, however all romaji 
is printed in red, so that if the red plastic sheet is placed over the page, the kana can still 
be read, but the romanised script becomes invisible. 
Example: 
• Mirai Stage 1 (Evans, Kawakami, Masano and Taniguchi, 1999a). 
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Type J/R6: Kana only with Hepburn romaji. Double letters for long vowels. 
Almost everything is presented both in kana only with spaces, and Hepbum 
romaji. Long vowels are shown with double letters, and no hyphens are used. 
Sometimes the kanji for numbers, dates and well-known places are used. 
Examples: 
Active Japanese, Book 1 (Williams, 1990a). 
Active Japanese, Book 2 (Williams, 1990b). 
Active Japanese, Book 3 (Williams, 1991a). 
Active Japanese, Book 4 (Williams, 1991b). 
Japanese Stage A, Activity Book Units 1-8 (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1992a) {Primary}. 
Japanese Stage A, Activity Book Units 9-16 (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1992b) {Primary}. 
Active Japanese, Book 5 (Williams, 1992a). 
Active Japanese, Book 6 (Williams, 1992b). 
In Japan (Hinder, 1992) {Primary schools}. 
Yasashi Nihongo NyHmon -^c^ Ll/ ^ l^ZIS/uZ' AF^Introductory Japanese^^^ 
(The California Association of Japanese Language Teachers, 1992). 
Japanese Stage 5,'^'' Activity Book Units 1-8 (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1993a) {Primary}. 
'^ ^ Although furigana does not appear inside the book, the name label on the front cover provides spaces 
for the students to write their names, year level and class. These headings are given in kanji with furigana 
below. 
'^ •' This book is presented in all-kana, with a hiragana no yomikata Ihht^^i <^ X.^t'^fz [how to read 
the hiragana] section in the back of the book. 
'^ '' There are some instances of furigana appearing on top of kanji. 
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Japanese Stage B, Activity Book Units 9-16 (Department of Education, 
Queensland, 1993b) {Primary}. 
Interactive Japanese: An Introductory Course, Book 1 (Tomoda and May, 1994) 
{For Australian students who have, or intend to have, interaction with Japanese 
people either as visitors to Japan, as hosts to Japanese visitors in Australia, or as 
part of the Hospitality and Tourism Industry; Lower Secondary}. 
• 
125 Primary School Japanese, Stage 2, Book 1 (Reekie and Mogi, 1997b). 
Type J/R6(a); Kana only with Hepburn romaji. Macrons for long vowels. 
Almost everything is presented both in kana only with spaces, and romaji. 
Long vowels are shown with macrons, and hyphens are sometimes used. Vocabulary 
and explanation sections use only romaji. 
Examples: 
• Intensive Course in Japanese: Elementary,^^^ Notes (Japanese Language 
Promotion Center, 1970c) {Tertiary}. 
• Ekusupuresu Nihongo^^^ ^ ; ^ ^ : 7 V ^ S^M[Express Japanese] (Tokyo 
YMCA Japanese Department, 1987). 
• Remembering the Katakana (Morsbach, Kurebayashi and Heisig, 1990). 
• How to Use Good Japanese^^^ Tadashii Nihongo JELl/^ B^M [Correct 
Japanese] (The Japanese Language School of the Intemational Students Institute 
Japan, 1992) {Primary school}. 
' " In addition to hiragana and katakana, the kanji for the numbers 1-10 are included. Apostrophes are 
used after the syllabic n, e.g. kon 'nichi wa CI A/fC^ fi [hello]. 
'^ ^ As this book progresses, less and less romaji is used until there is only kana with spaces, and a few 
kanji. 
'^ ^ Hyphens are employed in this text. 
'^ * No hyphens are used. 
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• Japanese for Busy People 7,'^ ^ Revised Edition (Association for 
Japanese-Language Teaching, 1994). 
Type J/R7: Hepburn romaji with macrons. Some kana with simple kanji. 
All example sentences are in Hepbum romaji with some spaces. Crucial 
sentences are presented in kana as well, with some simple kanji included. 
Examples: 
Nihongo Notes 2: Expressing Oneself in Japanese (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1979). 
Nihongo Notes 3: Understanding Japanese Usage (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1980). 
Nihongo Notes 4: Understanding Communication in Japanese (Mizutani and 
Mizutani, 1981b). 
Nihongo Notes 5: Studying Japanese in Context (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1983). 
Nihongo Notes 6: Situational Japanese 1 (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1984a). 
Travelers' Japanese I (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1984b). 
Communicative Cues I (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1991). 
Communicative Cues 2 (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1992). 
Communicative Cues 3 (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1993). 
Communicative Cues 4 (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1994). 
Type J/R8: Mix of many Japanese and romanised types. 
This style consists of an eclectic mix of many script types. Most is in kana 
only with spaces, although there are some basic kanji and some furigana. Romaji is 
used in explanation sections. 
'^' The first edition of this book was published in 1984. The script in the subsequent Japanese for Busy 
People IIhas the main text in authentic script with some kanji, all with furigana below the kanji. 
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Example: 
• Konnichiwafrom Australia^^^ (Gavin and Matsumoto, 1998). 
Type J/R9: Kana-only with Nihon-shiki romaji below. Double letters for long 
vowels. 
In this type, all sentences are in kana with spaces. Nihon-shiki romaji is placed 
directly undemeath the kana as a kind of romanised fiirigana. Unlike most cases of 
using Nihon-shiki romaji, long vowels are shown with double letters, e.g. 
•^ J; o (^  ^ o T [please wait] XJ-b^ " ^ o [one person at a time] 
Tyotto matte hitori-zutu 
Example: 
• Intensive Course in Japanese: Elementary, Dialogues and Drills, Part 1 (Japanese 
Language Promotion Center, 1970a). 
Type J/RIO: Katakana only; Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels. 
No hiragana is used. There is katakana only with Type Rl romaji. 
Example: 
• Dekiru Kana Teacher Guide (Evrat-Jones, 1990). 
Type J/Rl 1; ICU Romaji followed by Authentic Type Jl script. 
The "ICU" romaji used with this type has been developed by the Intemational Christian 
University in Mitaka City, Tokyo. This resembles Nihon-shiki more than Hepbum 
romaji, and long vowels are shown with double letters. However, there are differences 
such as chi/ti 'h being presented as ci. Although this system is usefiil in representing 
'""* Long vowels are shown with double letters with the unusual difference that long o sounds are shown 
with ou, as in hiragana writing, e.g. kenkou na ^ M^£ [healthy]. 
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grammatical changes, it is not as close to actual Japanese pronunciation as the Hepbum 
system. Surprisingly then, e/ X-V ^ sounds are shown as ee which more closely 
represent the actual pronunciation, e.g., eego, and not eigo, for X. V ^ ^' ^ | § - [English 
language]. The most unusual change is the syllabic n k> shown as an upper case N. 
Examples are SiNzyuku 0f?S [Shinjuku], seNsee 9xi^ [teacher], oNnanoko '^(D^ 
[girl], and lie, are wa giNkoo zya arimaseN V ^ V ^ x. s fe t i fiiStT C- -^ $) "9 ^ "ti: A/ 
[No, that is not a bank]. 
The final section of the book is written in the vertical tategaki writing style, in 
Type Jl script, though with some fiirigana on the right of the kanji. It is worth noting 
that Part II of this book, the exercises (Japanese Department Intemational Christian 
University, 1966), uses no romaji, but authentic Japanese script with some fiirigana. It 
seems that the author's belief is that beginning students need a romaji cmtch, but can 
cope with authentic script at later stages of leaming. 
Examples: 
• Modem Japanese for University Students (Japanese Department Intemational 
Christian University, 1965). 
• The Japanese Language: An Introduction (Backhouse, 1993) {A description and 
history of the Japanese language with many language examples}. 
Type J/Rl2: Nihon-shiki/Kunrei style romaji; long vowels shown with double 
letters. Upper case for kanji words; lower case for hiragana and underlining for 
katakana. Acutes mark accents. Vocabulary sections in Authentic Type Jl script. 
The majority of the text is in Type R5 romaji, but the vocabulary sections are 
presented in Type Jl authentic script and Type R5 romanisation. 
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Example: 
• Elementary Japanese for College Students Vocabularies, Grammar and Notes Part 
II (Elisseeff, Reischauer and Yoshihashi, 1963). 
Type J/R13: Kana with some kanji; Furigana provided with Type Rl Romaji. 
This type uses kana with some kanji, but instead of fiirigana in kana, it is 
provided in romaji, lined up along the top of the kanji. 
Example: 
• Systematic Japanese^^^ (Nishi, 2000). 
Type J/R14; Matched lines of idiomatic English, Hepburn romaji with macrons 
for long vowels, Type Jl script, and then direct English translations. 
All sentences are written first in idiomatic English. On the next line is 
Hepbum romaji with macrons for long vowels, and accent marks. Directly undemeath 
is Type Jl authentic script, but with spaces so as to mirror the romaji exactly, and on the 
fourth line are word-by-word translations of the Japanese into English, sometimes 
rather unintelligible in English, e.g., 
DIt will be long before we meet again. 
Kondo o-me ni kakaru no wa zutto saki no koto 
Next time your eye in to hang the occurrence long time ahead thing 
Desho ne. 
-e L J: 9 f^ 
will be, will it not? (Vaccari and Vaccari, 1964, p. 58) 
'^' The author states that in her childhood days newspapers used rubi, but that for foreigners, romaji lined 
up with the kanji is easier to read. 
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Examples: 
• Brush up your Japanese (Vaccari and Vaccari, 1964) {For foreigners living in 
Japan}. 
• Japanese Conversation-Grammar^^^ (Vaccari and Vaccari, 1973). 
Type J/Rl5: Example sentences for kanji given in authentic Type Jl script. 
Readings in Type R3(b) romaji. (On-yomi in upper case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
Kanji, including stroke order are taught one by one, each with example 
sentences. These sentences are in Type Jl script, but the readings for each kanji are 
given in Type R3(b) romaji, lower case for kun-yomi and upper case for on-yomi. 
Further examples of the kanji in other character combinations are then given, again with 
Type R3(b) readings. 
Example: 
• Reading Japanese (Jorden and Chaplin, 1976) {To introduce adult 
English-speakers to written Japanese}. 
Type J/Rl5(a): Kanji with readings in Hepburn romaji with macrons for long 
vowels. (On-yomi in parenthesised lower case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
Kanji are in Type Jl script, but the readings for each kanji are given in 
Hepbum romaji with macrons for long vowels, lower case for kun-yomi and lower case 
in parentheses for on-yomi. 
Example: 
• Bushu ^ ^ [Kanji Radicals] (Anderson, 1981). 
'•'^  The first edition of this book was published as early as 1937. 
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Type J/R16: Authentic Japanese script with extensive furigana; Hepburn romaji 
with macrons for long vowels and a tilde marking the syllabic n. 
This type consists of authentic script using most kanji, extensive, but not 
blanket, use of furigana. Spaces are included. Romaji is Hepbum with macrons for 
long vowels, and a tilde over the syllabic n, e.g. denwa bafigd fl;iS#"^ [telephone 
number]. 
Example: 
• Nihongo Kanji Nyumon Eigo-han ff^MfM^AF^ ^MM- Nihongo: First 
Lessons in Kanji English Version (Kokusai Koryu Kikin l l l ^ . ^ - ^ S ^ , 1982). 
Type J/Rl7; Dictionary with kanji and Hepburn romaji with macrons for long 
vowels. (On-yomi in upper case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
Kanji are presented accompanied by Hepbum romanisation with macrons for 
long vowels. On-yomi are given in upper case letters, and kun-yomi in italicised lower 
case. 
Example: 
• The Modern Reader's Japanese-English Character Dictionary, Second Revised 
Edition (Nelson, 1974). 
Type J/Rl7(a); Dictionary with handwritten kanji and Hepburn romaji with 
macrons for long vowels. (On-yomi and kun-yomi in lower case). 
Handwritten kanji are presented accompanied by Hepbum romanisation with 
macrons. On-yomi are given in large font upper case letters, and kun-yomi in smaller 
font but still upper case. 
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Examples: 
• The Kanji ABC (Dykstra, 1977). 
• Kanji 1-2-3 (Dykstra, 1987). 
Type J/Rl7(b): Dictionary with handwritten kanji and Hepburn romaji with 
macrons for long vowels. (On-yomi in upper case; kun-yomi in lower case). 
Handwritten kanji are presented accompanied by Hepbum romanisation with 
macrons. On-yomi are given in upper case letters, and kun-yomi in lower case 
Examples: 
• A Guide to Remembering Japanese Characters (Henshall, 1988). 
• Japanese Character Dictionary (Spahn and Hadamitzky, 1989). 
• A Guide to Writing Kanji and Kana Book 2 (Hadamitzky and Spahn, 1991). 
• The Kanji Dictionary (Spahn and Hadamitzky, 1996). 
Type J/Rl8: Authentic Japanese script with some kanji; furigana below. 
Grammar explanations in Hepburn romaji with circumflexes for long vowels. 
The main text is in authentic Japanese script with some kanji. All kanji have 
fiirigana provided undemeath. The main text is not repeated in romaji. Grammar 
explanations are, however, in romaji, in the Hepbum system with circumflexes for long 
vowels. Exercises are in hiragana only. 
Example: 
• Japanese for Busy People II (Association for Japanese-Language Teaching, 1990). 
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Type J/R19; Handwritten, vertical Type Jl script; Kunrei romaji. 
Main texts are handwritten in vertical tategaki Wt^t style. Translations of 
the main text and grammar explanations are in Kunrei style romaji. 
Example: 
• An Introduction to Written Japanese (O'Neill and Yanada, 1963) {Tertiary}. 
Type J/R20: Type Rl romaji gradually replaced by authentic script until Type J2 
script achieved. 
With this type, the book commences with Type Rl romaji with acutes for 
accents. Authentic script is gradually introduced until eventually dialogues appear in 
authentic script, with kanji. All kanji have fiirigana appearing above. 
Examples: 
• Ultimate Japanese: Basic - Intermediate (Storm, 1996) {General}. 
• Interacting with the Japanese: A Comprehensive Communication Course^^'^ Book 
1 (Hashimoto, Muraoka and Neustupny, 1997a) {Tertiary}. 
' " Surprisingly, for as late as 1963, some of the main texts use katakana instead of hiragana for 
okurigana and particles along with the kanji. Ja U--^  is transcribed as cf>a. For example, A'oozoo no 
sigoto wa nakanaka raku d'ya arimasen ^M(D\i:'^\t.f£i)>f£ti''^ <. D-^ fc "9 ^"tir/u [Farm work is 
not very easy]. Although Kunrei romanisation is used in the main, the authors use Hepbum romaji for 
Japanese words in the English translation. They state their reasons for this as follows: 
There are two main systems for romanizing Japanese, known as the kunreisiki and Hepbum 
systems, and it is as well for students to be familiar with both. The former has been officially 
preferred in Japan, but is comparatively little used. It is, however, not without its advantages for 
teaching purposes, and it has been used in this book in the romanized transcriptions, notes and 
glossary, and under the signs in the kana tables. Where different, the Hepbum spellings for the 
sounds represented by the kana signs have also been given in the tables, in brackets; and since the 
Hepbum system has for long been familiar as the one in general use, it seemed appropriate to use 
it in the English translations, (p. 8) 
"* Advantages of furigana are described by the authors as follows: 
Once hiragana has been introduced for recognition, romanized versions are no longer included. 
The reading of unknown kanji (Chinese characters) are given above them in smaller hiragana 
symbols called in Japanese/Mnga«a. This method of presentation has the advantage of allowing 
you to read the sentences easily, while at the same time exposing you to new kanji which you may 
start to recognise by the time you actually come to study them. The use of kanji also makes it 
much easier to distinguish the boundaries between words, which are not separated by spaces in 
Japanese, (p. 7) 
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Ultimate Japanese: Advanced^^^ {Akutsu, 1998) {General}. 
Type J/R21; Hepburn romaji with macrons for long vowels plus kana plus kanji. 
Words are given in Hepbum romaji with macrons for long sounds, then in 
kana and finally in kanji. 
Example: 
• Japanese Word Book {Gxeen, 1989) {Beginners}. 
Type J/R22: "Sei Romanisation" plus kana. 
This type, which will be termed "Sei Romanisation" also uses the Hepbum 
system as a basis, and long vowels are shown with double letters. However, the 
following major modifications are made. Ra, ri, ru, re and ro h, ^ , ^,tl and-5are 
shown as la, Ii, lu, le and lo. Fu ^ is written as hu. Although initial g sounds are 
unaffected, the g sound within a word has a tilde placed over it to indicate the different 
pronunciation. There are four ways of writing the n sound. This can be m before m,p 
or b sounds, n before other consonants, A^  when in final position, or the intemational 
phonetic symbol for ng before k or g. The intemational phonetic symbol for sh I with 
an additional / is also employed for shi L and preceded by a ^ and followed by an / for 
chi %, e.g., shichi -b [seven] is shown as I i 11 i. 
Dialogues are presented in kana in addition to this special romanised form, 
although all explanations and exercises are in romaji only. 
Example: 
• Crash Japanese for Businessmen (Sei, 1990) {For classroom or self study}. 
'""^  The dialogues are reproduced in the back of the book in Type J2 script. 
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TvpeJ/R23; Type Jl script with examples in Hepburn romaji; long vowels not 
marked. 
One side of the page is written in Japanese in Type Jl script. On the facing 
page is a translation into English, but the many language examples included are written 
in Hepbum romaji. Long sounds are not marked at all in this section. 
Example: 
• Za Nihongo if .= ^  ^^ ::^'Japanese Language Know-how (Ishikawaj ima-Harima 
Heavy Industries, 1985) {From a column in IHI News magazine about Japanese 
language for those interested in doing business with the Japanese}. 
Type J/R24; All kana plus Hepburn romaji with double letters for long vowels. 
The main texts are in all kana. This is followed by vocabulary lists in kanji and 
Hepbum romaji with double letters for long vowels. The texts and vocabulary are then 
repeated entirely in Hepbum romaji with double letters for long vowels. 
Example: 
• Communicative Japanese for Time Pressed People (Chino, Sanada and Noguchi, 
1992). 
Type J/R25; Type R2(b) romaji with special section introducing Japanese script. 
In this type, employed by the popular Alfonso Japanese series in Australia, the 
main section of the book uses Type R2(b) romaji, but a reading secfion starts from the 
"back" of the book (the Japanese "front"), with vertical tategaki writing. Although 
related to the material in the main section, the writing sections are not translations of the 
material previously taught as in many texts. 
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Examples: 
• Alfonso Japanese, Book 1 (Alfonso, Gotoo and Hoaas, 1976). 
• Alfonso Japanese, Book 2 (Alfonso, Gotoo and Hoaas, 1978). 
Type J/R25(a); Type J4 script with extra materials in Type R2(b) romaji. 
Similar to Type J/R25, but traditional script has taken over from romaji for the 
main text, and its use is restricted to some explanations and exercises. 
Examples: 
• Alfonso Japanese, Book 3 (Alfonso, Noguchi and Wells, 1982). 
• Alfonso Japanese Book 4*^ ^ (Alfonso, Noguchi and Wells, 1984). 
3.5 DISCUSSION OF THE SCRIPT TYPES 
The most salient feature of the foregoing survey is the great number of types of 
Japanese script employed in reading material for JSL leamers. A total of twenty-one 
types of romanised script and thirty-three types of Japanese script have been identified. 
In addition to this, there are no less than thirty-eight types combining both Japanese 
script and romaji. Some of these contain extra types of Japanese or romanised script 
not included in the initial two sets of types. Despite this total of ninety-two different 
types, it has been necessary to append more than one hundred footnotes to the example 
book titles, mostly to describe subtle differences between the script type as described 
and the manner in which script is presented in the particular book. In the authentic 
script section, furigana might sometimes appear above the kanji, and sometimes below. 
In romanised books, a certain author might use apostrophes to divide a long group of 
vowels, or to distinguish a non-final consonant n, for example. In the end, it could be 
136 Some examples of furigana can be found in Book 4. 
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said that almost every author has their own method of presenting script, including cases 
where there is a substantial difference between script types used in different sections of 
the book. For example, in Kokusai Gakuyukai Nihongo Gakkd B ^ ^ ^ ^ S^M^ 
^ ( 1979a), Type J4(b) script is used in the main text, while Type J2 is employed for the 
vocabulary lists. Kano et al. (1990) use fiirigana above kanji on many of the headings, 
but then change to furigana below kanji for the vocabulary sections. In the first 
example, it is possible to understand the reasoning behind the change. Perhaps the 
authors consider it important that the readings for all kanji are available in reference 
sections. In the second example, however, the justification for the change is not 
apparent. 
Issue Number 19 of Nihongo Kydiku Tsushin (Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo 
Kokusai Senta, 1994) is another unusual case where a number of types are presented in 
the one issue. The articles on pages 2-5, 16-18, and 23 follow Type Jl (no fiirigana 
applied); those on pages 1,6-10,12,13, and 22 follow Type J2 (fiirigana are attached to 
all kanji); those on pages 14 and 15 follow Type J2(b), and articles in English appear on 
pages 14 and 15. Again, it is difficult to detect a rationale for script selection. It does 
not appear to be chosen for a particular audience, as the article on pages 12 and 13 is 
Jugyd no Hinto t^ll<7) \i> V [Lesson Hints] aimed at teachers, but is presented in 
Type J2, with furigana on all kanji. It might be expected that Type Jl would be better 
suited for teachers, with the sections for students requiring the extra assistance fiirigana 
provides. This joumal is an edited composition of the submissions of various writers, 
and illustrates the ad hoc nature of script selection by authors, particularly in Japan, 
writing for second language readers of Japanese. However, by 1999, in Issue Number 
34, the number of types has been reduced to two. The majority of articles were 
presented in Type J2, with several short secfions in Type Jl. 
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Another example of a compilation using a large variety of types in the one 
issue is the Febmary 1986 issue of Nihongo Magazine published by the Nihongo 
Institute (Nihongo Institute, 1986). In a number of articles in this magazine, the 
Japanese script appears on the left hand side of the page, with a romanised version 
appearing on the right hand side of the page. However, the most interesting point is the 
use of fiirigana under the kanji (in a horizontal format) rather than the usual method 
decreed by the Japanese Ministry of Education of attaching it above the kanji. 
With readers at an intermediate level, the availability of furigana certainly 
promotes speedier reading. Readers are freed from constantly stopping to refer to 
character dictionaries. It is fmstrating, though, that the eyes tend to go directly to the 
fiirigana even in cases when the reader would have been quite capable of reading the 
kanji alone. It may be, however, that if the fiirigana is placed below the kanji, such a 
reader may continue along the main line of the writing, and only be tempted to look 
down for the reading in furigana if it is genuinely required. The advantage of being 
freed from possible distraction by the fiirigana may be lost, however, if the reader 
becomes familiar with this style and comes to expect the fiirigana below. This is an 
area for further research. 
There are also a number of authors who have radically changed their script 
presentation between one publication and the next. It is tme to say that there has been a 
gradual shift from a preponderance of romanised texts to a majority of those employing 
more authentic Japanese text. There has also been an increasing use of furigana to 
provide readings for kanji. These issues will be discussed in more detail in the 
following section where script use will be analysed in quantitative terms. 
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3.5.1 ROMANISED TEXTS 
A total of 185 books (51.8% of the total analysed) used romanisafion to some 
extent. Of these, an overwhelming 169 (91.4%) were classified as using Hepbum 
romaji. Only 14 (7.5%) used other romanised forms, predominantly 
Nippon-shiki/Kunrei romaji, while there were two (1.1%) which used a mixture of both 
Hepbum and other forms. 
The sheer number of works employing the Hepbum system ensure that it 
cannot be ignored when authors make their choice of available types. Gardner and 
Martin (1952), who actually prefer a type of romaji based on the Kunrei system, 
nevertheless feel compelled to use the Hepbum system, as explained below: 
Essential Japanese uses the Hepbum Romanization, which is the sort you will 
find in most Japanese-English dictionaries and other study aids. The author 
himself prefers a stmctural orthography of the type used in Spoken Japanese - a 
modification of the Kunrei-shiki system which has been adopted by the Japanese 
Government. But since the Hepbum - Hebon-shiki - system is in such wide use 
among the people for whom this work is intended, that is the system employed 
here. (p. xv) 
Of the sixteen books using non-Hepburn romaji, half were published by 1970. 
Its use is now rather rare. 
3.5.1.1 Tourist Japanese books 
Sixteen of the books analysed were marketed towards people leaming 
Japanese as tourists. It is notable that all sixteen of them employ Hepbum romaji. 
While one quarter of them use authentic script in addition to the romanisation, there are 
none which use Japanese script without any romaji. Although earlier books were 
written for foreigners living in Japan, the first one specifically for tourists to Japan was 
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published by Maeda (1965) as the world entered the "jet age" as he justified the 
exercise. Still, as many as nine of them (56.3%) were published during the 1990s. 
Despite all the advice from educators that romanised books are no longer considered 
beneficial, at least to more serious students of the Japanese language, it seems there is 
still a place for romaji in the tourist book market. 
3.5.2 AUTHENTIC JAPANESE TEXTS 
As has already been noted, 78.7% of all texts studied included authentic text. 
The following quotes provide two additional reasons for the selection of authentic 
script over romanised script. These are the extra time taken to releam script if a 
transition is required, and the relatively small amount of material available to readers of 
romaji only. 
Noah S. Brannen, Professor of Linguistics, Language and Literature at 
Tokyo's Intemational Christian University, in Takeuchi (1982), speaking of the new 
(authentic script) age, asserts that: 
Romanization, the "false friend" to one who really wants to leam Japanese, is 
used only to help explain the sounds; the native Japanese orthography {kana) is 
used throughout the text. With this start, there will be no necessity for a 
time-consuming boring restart which those who began with a romaji text had to 
stmggle through, (p. iii) 
Jenkins and Stmgnell (1992), who do use romaji as well, champion authentic script in 
their book Business Japanese: A Complete Course for Beginners as follows: 
You may wonder if it is worth the trouble of leaming the Japanese writing system. 
Perhaps one reason for trying is that the only place you will ever find Japanese 
written in Roman letters is in a textbook for foreigners, so if that is all you know, 
then the world of the Japanese language will be very narrow for you. (p. 6) 
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3.5.2.1 Business Japanese texts 
Many authors of other books written for students of Business Japanese agree 
on the importance of authentic script. In this Typology, twenty-one books were 
identified as Business Japanese texts. Unlike the tourist market, there is an equal 
proportion of Japanese script to romaji. Exactly one-quarter use authentic script only (7 
books), one-quarter use romanisation only (7 books), while one half (14 books) employ 
both authentic script and Hepbum romaji. 
3.5.2.2 Kana-only texts 
The production of kana-only texts seems to be a relatively recent phenomenon, 
the first one appearing as late as 1970. Thirty-eight (10.7%) of the works surveyed 
contained kana-only Japanese script. However, twenty-four of these (63.0%) also 
included romanised script, leaving only fourteen (37.0%) employing kana-only script 
alone. Notably, since 1995 there were only five examples of kana-only based texts. If 
we look at the total of 317 books since 1970, when the first kana-only work appeared, 
the 38 kana-only texts form 12.0% of them. By 1995, the rate had dropped to only 
5.4%. 
Perhaps the large drop can be attributed to the increase in books employing 
furigana, which essentially serve the same function, that is, providing the reading of a 
word if only kana is known. Providing kanji with furigana, though, caters to a larger 
audience as those requiring kanji are also satisfied. The use of furigana will be 
discussed in Section 3.5.4. 
3.5.3 THE SHIFT TO AUTHENTIC TEXT 
Findings from the Typology conceming romanised script are that romaji is 
more likely to be found in earlier texts, and that romaji is more likely to be found in 
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specialist texts for travellers to Japan, those working in the hospitality industiy, and for 
business people dealing with Japan. 
Of the total of 355 examples categorised, 281 (79.1%) employed some form of 
authentic Japanese script (hiragana, katakana and kanji), while 185 (52.1%) used a 
form of romanisation. 112 examples [31.5%] used both authentic script and romaji. 
While it is clear that authentic script was more popular than romaji, it is more useful to 
see how the trend varies when the issue is viewed chronologically. 
As fewer books are available from the years prior to 1985, they have been 
arranged in groups between 1873 and 1985, and into separate year groups between 
1986 and 2000. A comparison of the use of Japanese script and romanised script is 
shown in Table 8: 
Table 8 Comparison of the use of Japanese script and romanised script 
Year(s) 
1873-1959 
1960-1964 
1965 1969 
1970-1974 
1975-1979 
1980-1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
Total no. 
texts 
15 
13 
14 
23 
18 
23 
7 
19 
6 
15 
27 
16 
26 
28 
14 
23 
17 
19 
15 
11 
8 
Japanese 
Script 
6 
7 
9 
19 
13 
20 
3 
11 
5 
14 
22 
15 
24 
23 
12 
16 
17 
16 
13 
8 
8 
J/Script as 
% of total 
40.0 
53.8 
64.3 
82.6 
72.2 
87.0 
42.9 
57.9 
83.3 
93.3 
81.5 
93.8 
92.3 
82.1 
85.7 
69.6 
100.0 
84.2 
86.7 
72.7 
100.0 
Total 
Romaji 
12 
11 
11 
15 
11 
16 
5 
13 
5 
5 
14 
5 
14 
9 
5 
8 
3 
10 
7 
5 
1 
Romaji as 
% of total 
80.0 
84.6 
78.6 
65.2 
61.1 
69.6 
71.4 
68.4 
83.3 
33.3 
51.9 
31.3 
53.8 
32.1 
35.7 
34.8 
17.6 
52.6 
46.7 
45.5 
12.5 
Both 
Japanese 
and Romaji 
6 
5 
6 
11 
6 
13 
1 
5 
4 
4 
9 
4 
10 
4 
3 
1 
3 
7 
5 
2 
1 
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It can be seen that over the 127 years the publications span, there has been a 
general trend from a majority of romanised material to a majority of Japanese script. 
Although there have always been texts in which both authentic script and romaji could 
be found, in the recent years of 1996 and 2000, all texts employed some authentic 
Japanese script, with or without the addition of some romanised script. 
180.0 
160.0 
140.0 
120.0 
^ 100.0 
80.0 
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Figure 2 Comparison of Japanese script and romanised script as percentage of total 
number of books published 
The figure above charts the shift from romaji to authentic script. The bars 
represent the proportion of the respective scripts used. Note that if a text presented 
everything in both romanised and authentic script, it would be at 200%. This did not 
occur. 
It is not clear why this shift has occurred. One answer may be that the greater 
proportion of romaji used in the 1980s was linked to the bubble economy and to 
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intemational perceptions that Japanese should be leamed quickly in order to reap 
economic rewards through employment. The study shows that tourist-oriented books 
published in romaji continued to appear in the 1990s, but perhaps the use of 
romanisation in business-related texts fell off because of the downtum in the Japanese 
economy. 
However, there are five examples of authors who once published in romaji, but 
have since changed to an authentic script format. For example. Daub et al. (1975) 
published Comprehending Technical Japanese using the relatively common Type J/Rl 
with romanisation accompanying the authentic text throughout. Fifteen years later, 
Basic Technical Japanese (Daub et al., 1990) had only a minimal amount of romaji at 
the beginning of the book, but moved quickly to the most authentic Jl type. 
Similarly, Makino and Tsutsui's (1986) Basic Japanese Grammar falls under 
the J/Rl type. When the following Intermediate Japanese Grammar appeared in 1995, 
they decided to replace the repetition of the authentic script provided with romaji to 
blanket use of furigana, or Type J2. Nissan Motor Co.'s (1987) Business Japanese 
similarly used Type Jl authentic script combined with Hepbum romaji with double 
letters for long vowels. In only one year, the subsequent Business Japanese II (Nissan 
Motor Co., 1988) changed to Type J2 using furigana and much less romaji. The 
romanised script was also altered from Type R2 to Type Rl. 
One of the bestsellers in the JSL market in recent years has been the 
Association for Japanese-Language Teaching's series Japanese for Busy People. First 
published in 1984, the republication as a Kana Version began a decade later. In the 
preface of this new version of Japanese for Busy People II in 1995, the authors stated 
the following: 
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In the decade since Japanese for Busy People's first publication,, 
educationalists have pointed out the problems of teaching and leaming accurate 
and natural pronunciation through romanization, as well as the inconvenience of 
not being able to read and write at an early stage. AJALT has received many 
requests to drop romanization and include more exercises in kana and kanji. In 
this, the Kana Version of Japanese for Busy People, all romanization has been 
omitted so that the leamer can now leam Japanese directly through native script 
from Book 1. 
The romanised version, though now dated, has been revised and is also still on 
sale. It would be interesting to compare sales figures of the two versions to see whether 
the market agrees with the educationalists about the stated advantages of authentic 
script particularly concerning pronunciation assistance. 
In 1993, Kodansha published their Romanized Japanese-English Dictionary 
(Vance, 1992). Only two years later similar pressure from educationalists caused the 
publication of Kodansha's Furigana Japanese-English Dictionary (Kodansha, 1995). 
According to the foreword of the Furigana Dictionary, its publication: 
[Rjeflects the latest rationale and methodology for teaching Japanese in the 
United States, Europe and Australia. Increasingly, influential curriculum in 
Japanese-as-a-second-language educators have emphasized the importance of 
students leaming the two kana scripts, (p. iii) 
3.5.4 TEXTS EMPLOYING FURIGANA 
In addition to the gradual change from a majority of romanised texts to greater 
use of authentic Japanese script has come an increase in the use of furigana to provide 
readings for kanji in texts for JSL leamers. Although some of the earlier texts used 
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handwritten furigana, technological advances in printing may have helped encourage 
this trend. 
Although it is relatively common for writers to make comments in the 
introductions to their books to justify their choice of script, authentic or romanised, 
very few comment on their reasons for using fiirigana. It seems that once the decision 
has been made to employ authentic text, it follows naturally that furigana are used to 
give readings for kanji considered more difficult by the writer. Recent years have seen 
a gradual increase in the use of furigana by writers of texts in authentic Japanese script. 
Data on the use of furigana within these texts is displayed in Table 9. It lists the number 
of texts studied for each year or year group, how many of them employed authentic 
Japanese script, and how many of these used a furigana treatment. In the case of texts 
with furigana, further columns show whether this was subscripted or superscripted. 
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Table 9 Usage of furigana within texts employing Japanese script 
Year(s) 
1873-1959 
1960-1964 
1965-1969 
1970-1974 
1975-1979 
1980-1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
Total no. 
of texts 
15 
13 
14 
23 
17 
23 
7 
19 
6 
15 
27 
16 
26 
28 
13 
23 
17 
19 
15 
11 
8 
Japanese 
Script 
6 
7 
9 
19 
12 
20 
3 
11 
5 
14 
22 
15 
24 
23 
11 
16 
17 
16 
13 
8 
8 
Superscript 
Furigana 
2 
1 
7 
7 
2 
5 
0 
4 
2 
6 
5 
3 
7 
14 
6 
10 
10 
6 
7 
4 
5 
Subscript 
Furigana 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
0 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Total 
Furigana 
2 
1 
7 
7 
2 
7 
1 
6 
2 
9 
7 
6 
9 
17 
6 
12 
11 
7 
9 
5 
6 
Texts using Furigana 
as % of texts using 
Authentic text 
33.3 
14.3 
77.8 
36.8 
16.6 
35.0 
33.3 
54.5 
40.0 
64.3 
31.8 
40.0 
37.5 
73.9 
54.5 
75.0 
64.7 
43.8 
69.2 
62.5 
75.0 
Although the earliest of the books analysed was published in 1873, it was not 
until 1955 that the first instance of furigana usage occurred. The lowest usage of 
furigana since this time was in the period 1960-1964 when it was used by only 14.3% 
of texts using authentic material, but if we ignore the exceptional popularity in 1965 -
1969, it can be said that there has been a general increasing trend to employ furigana. 
The highest annual usage of 75.0% occurred in 1995, and again in 2000. This 
increasing trend can be seen more clearly in the graph below which compares the 
number of books using furigana as a percentage of the number using Japanese script. 
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Figure 3 Texts using furigana as percentage of texts using Japanese script
As previously mentioned, one of the major proponents offurigana 11as been
the giant Kodansha publishing house. The publication of the Kodansha's Furigana
English-Japanese Dictionary was a milestone in 1995. Some authors are wary of the
leamer's use offurigana, however. Aoki and Yoneyama (1996) provide a
supplementary booklet of their reading passages from Reading Yoshio Sugimoto's 6000
Days in Australia, but warn readers that:
The reading passages are provided without furigana in the text. Those who have
(
good knowledge of kanji should try to read the passage using a Kanji-English
dictionary or a Kanwa dictionary. The reading passages withfurigana are also
provided as a supplementary booklet. (p. i)
If a decision is made to incorporate a furigana treatment in a text, a further
decision must be made whether to use the furigana as superscript or subscript. This
issue will be examined in the next section.
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3.5.4.1 Furigana above or below 
In traditional Japanese vertical tategaki writing, fiirigana is placed on the 
right-hand side of the kanji. When writing is in the horizontal yokogaki format, it 
normally appears above the kanji. This is the case from the first instance of 
furigana usage found in 1955 until 1985 when both Konishi et al. and the Shinjuku 
Japanese Language School began using furigana below the kanji. A further impetus to 
the use of furigana occurred in 1986 with the first issue of the very popular M'/zongo 
Journal which also placed the furigana below the kanji. It may be, of course, that 
furigana under the kanji was not practical before this time due to a lack of technology. 
In all, twenty-six cases of fiirigana below the kanji were found, although this 
amounted to only 18.7% of the total of 139 books employing fiirigana. The relative 
uses of furigana both above and below the kanji are shown in the graph below. The use 
of furigana below the kanji was most popular between 1989 and 1993, though its 
influence has been slightly less in subsequent years. 
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No. of 
examples 
D Furigana Above 
• Furigana Below 
r~ CD 
CO <o CO CD 
cjy I— 
1— O^ 
1/3 
r~ o 
03 oo 
oo 
a> oo oo -^ 
^ CD oo 0> ^ - _ 
^ 0 5 00 0 
,— 05 0> TT 
,— a> 05 - - -^ 
,— Ol CT) oo 
T— CJ> 0> ^ 
,— a> Ol LO 
T— O ) CT> 
>— CT> 0 > 
T— CT> 0 > 
.— o > Years 
oo 
Ol OT" 
a> Ol 
T- Ol 
Figure 4 Comparison of furigana above and below the kanji 
To sum up, there is a huge array of script types that have been used for the 
presentation of script to JSL leamers. Romanised texts have not disappeared, 
remaining popular for those leaming tourist Japanese, but their numbers have gradually 
lessened, being replaced by a greater use of authentic Japanese script, the hiragana, 
katakana and kanji. At first, the change to authentic script saw the appearance of a 
number of kana-only texts, but their numbers are now decreasing, being replaced by 
books employing furigana over the kanji instead. 
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In this chapter I have examined the presentation of Japanese scripts in JSL 
texts. The following chapter will examine issues concerned with how the script is 
taught to JSL leamers. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TEACHING AND LEARNING WRITTEN 
JAPANESE AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The complexity of the writing system, reflected in part by the different script 
formats available, has major implications for the teaching of the script system. In this 
chapter I will look first at psycholinguistic factors in leaming Japanese, and then 
discuss the teaching of the writing system to JSL leamers. This will be done through a 
comprehensive study of each of the major script types. Finally, issues and problems in 
teaching and leaming will be discussed, with particular emphasis on the possible role of 
furigana in helping to solve these problems. The latter serves as the motivation for the 
studies reported in the following chapters. 
4.2 PSYCHOLINGUISTIC FACTORS IN LEARNING 
JAPANESE SCRIPT 
Reading Japanese script is a multi-componential process. Some processes are 
automatic and some require attention. Yamada et al. (1990) found that there was 
greater latency in reading katakana nonwords than regular katakana words, as adult 
readers had developed automaticity for the regular words. To give another example, a 
reader faced with the three-character combination Higashi Ginza i^ISM [East Ginza] 
may not have come across this place name before, and not immediately recognise it. If 
the three characters together do not suggest anything initially, the reader may, say, look 
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at the first two only. This not being recognisable as a meaningful component, they may 
consequently consider the second and third characters together. Suddenly, the word 
Ginza ISM [Ginza] stands out as a meaningful item, and on reviewing the first 
character M [east], finally the meaning of the total combination. East Ginza, becomes 
clear. The entire process may only take a second or two, but requires attention. 
Contrastingly, consider another three-character combination Tdkyd-to MM.^ [Tokyo 
Metropolis]. This combination appears very frequently, particularly in addresses, and 
the reader may have become sufficiently familiar with it to have developed an 
orthographical knowledge of the word. Although these three characters are no simpler 
than those in the first example, and the first character is identical (though with different 
readings), with no more than a slight glance the reader has understood its meaning. It 
has been processed automatically without attention being required. 
Reading can be successfully performed if sufficient processes can be 
performed automatically, leaving the load to be processed with attention within 
tolerable limits. It is assumed that attention has a limited capacity and can be given to 
only one process at any given time. Therefore, processes are deemed to be automatic if 
they can be processed while attention is being directed elsewhere. For example, it 
seems that leamers can recognise letters with only a limited amount of exposure, 
though much energy is committed to attention in order to enable this. If, however, they 
wish to use these letters for much higher level processes such as reading for 
understanding, the processing of the letters must have become automatic to enable the 
attention to be directed to other processes (LaBerge and Samuels, 1974). 
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4.2.1 THE ROLE OF PHONOLOGICAL AND ORTHOGRAPHIC FACTORS 
IN READING JAPANESE 
Phonological processing is when readers use sound to access meaning, and 
orthographical processing is when readers acquire a memory for specific word pattems 
and access meaning directly. Although there is debate on whether a reader can go 
directly from print to meaning, bypassing any phonological input, it seems sure that 
high levels of orthographical skills are beneficial to the reading of connected text. 
Research with English speakers has shown that Year Three primary students have 
developed orthographical skills. A study by Olson et al. (1989, p. 46) of good and poor 
readers found "that the independent contribution of orthographic and phonological 
skills to word reading performance were 18% and 30% respectively for the poor 
readers, and 10% and 8% for the normal readers." While a study by Juel, Griffith and 
Gough in 1986 showed that orthographical knowledge assisted Year One readers by 
only 3%, this increased remarkably to 20% by Year Two (Barker et al., 1992). Rowe 
(1974) also maintains that printed words are treated as ideographs by native readers of 
English who do not examine the spelling. 
According to Harada (1988), first language readers have achieved 
automaticity in feature and word recognition, parsing and segmentation, whereas with 
second language readers, words and grammar may require so much cognitive attention 
that conceptualising and comprehension may be prevented. She reports that, in her 
eye-tracking studies, second language readers spend more time than their first language 
counterparts in sampling text information, attending to individual letters and words, 
and paying more attention to function words. 
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4.2.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF SCRIPT FAMILIARITY IN FLUENT 
READING 
We have seen that the development of an orthographical knowledge of kanji 
combinations, which will require less attention and an increase in automaticity, is 
essential for progressing beyond the beginner level in the reading of Japanese. 
Harada's work has suggested that this might be assisted by the use of furigana on kanji, 
rather than either kana only or non-superscripted kanji. It seems that script familiarity, 
acquired from a high frequency of exposure, is the most cmcial element in reading. 
Flaherty (1991, p. 183) claims that "it is not the nature of the kanji but rather the 
familiarity with the script that determines the cognitive strategies employed in reading a 
word." To illustrate how leamers do quickly become familiar with the kanji to which 
they are often exposed, Hatasa (1989) found that on kanji recall tests, students 
consistently recognised the kanji for nihongo B ^ M [Japanese language]. The reason, 
he suggests, is that students have become familiar with these characters through high 
exposure in many handouts and quizzes. 
Besner (1990, p. 395) asserts that "content words, when transcribed from 
Kanji into Kana, are orthographically, but not phonologically, unfamiliar. Such 
stimuli are therefore pseudohomophones in exactly the same sense that letter strings 
printed in English (e.g. BRANE) are pseudohomophones; they sound like real words, 
but are not spelled like real words known to the reader." So although the hiragana 
makes the words easier to read in the early stages of language leaming, the lack of 
exposure to the kanji prevents the leamer from gaining sufficient familiarity with them. 
Koda (1992) suggests that one way to increase exposure and improve script 
familiarity is to introduce the writing system early. She performed research on the 
lower-level processing required to extract visual information from print. Students were 
given tests including letter identification and word recognition, and the results showed 
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that efficiency in processing letter and word recognition plays a major role in early 
reading success and that early exposure was a factor in development of skills as it led to 
a greater amount of exposure. 
Still, however early script is introduced, the suggestion that fiirigana may be 
the answer to gaining familiarity with kanji, in a language where there are so many 
kanji to leam, deserves close attention. 
4.2.3 PSYCHOLINGUISTIC IMPORTANCE OF FURIGANA 
A landmark study was carried out by Harada (1988) using eye-tracking studies 
to determine scientifically how second language readers perform in Japanese. One of 
her major conclusions was that furigana should be utilised to a far greater extent to 
improve kanji leaming. This section contains a background to eye-tracking studies,'^^ 
and a review of Harada's and other studies. 
4.2.3.1 Using furigana in reading in Japan 
Harada (1988) mentions a study reported by Sakamoto and Makita (1973) 
consisting of a comparative analysis of reading a regular kanji/kana text and an all-kana 
text, although she reports that the details are unavailable. Another discussed by Taylor 
and Taylor (1983) compared eye movements reading a Japanese text with those reading 
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A valuable tool for studying reading is an eye-tracking study. A camera is focussed on a reader's eye, 
and continual photographs are taken to allow measurements of the reader's spatial and temporal 
decision-making processes. Although the retina covers a visual angle of 240°, the receptors on the retina 
are most closely packed on the fovea which subtends an angle of about 2°, and the parafovea, about 10° 
To read, material must be placed so it can be seen through the fovea, and it is from here that 
measurements are taken. Major parameters are: 
• fixation point - where the eye is fixated 
• fixation duration - how long the fixation occurs 
• fixation frequency - the number of fixations per line 
• saccade amplitude - the size of the jump made as the eye moves to the next fixation. Average for 
Japanese is approximately 3.5 characters 
• saccade direction (forward saccades are more common, but backward saccades are necessary when 
readers are unclear and need to fixate again on a previous section) (Harada, 1988; Taylor and 
Taylor, 1983; Altmann, 1997). 
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an English text. It was reported that smaller saccades were required for English. 
Harada's study is important as it is the first thorough research into reading JSL other 
than the hemispherical and aphasic studies. Harada presented a Japanese text in three 
script types (I) authentic kanji/kana, (II) kana-only with no spaces, and (III) kana-only 
with spaces to groups of native Japanese, beginner non-native, intermediate non-native 
and advanced non-native readers. The beginner group actually consisted of third year 
university students as "it is usually at the third-year level that second language leamers 
of Japanese tmly begin to acquire enough proficiency to process authentic Japanese 
texts" (p. 44). The intermediate group consisted of fourth year graduate students. 
Text (II) excluded the function of kanji as "meaning carriers" and text (III) 
was employed to exclude both the meaning carrier fiinction, and the "meaning 
boundary marker" function of kanji. By studying the movement of the eye, including 
fixation durations, frequency and reverse saccades, we can acquire valuable 
information on the type of processing which is taking place for certain script types. 
The best comprehension score for all groups was for text (I) showing that, 
even for beginning students, the semantic function of kanji is important. Most groups' 
second best comprehension score was for text (II), showing the importance of the 
marking of meaning boundaries. 
For the native-speakers, comprehension scores were roughly equal for each of 
the three script types, but interestingly, if time was taken into account, a marked 
difference was discernible, indicating "that Kanji have considerable effects both as 
semantic codes as well as meaning boundary markers for the native readers' 
comprehension per unit time." For the non-native intermediate group also, "the lack of 
Kanji in text II and III appeared as a significant impediment. The phonological 
representation of meaning with spacing in text II could not replace the Kami's function 
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as semantic codes for this group." Surprisingly, this group scored slightly better on the 
text with no spaces than the one with no spaces, due to more frequent fixations, and so it 
was concluded that "the fiinction of Kanji as meaning codes was more important for 
this group of second language readers of Japanese than their function as meaning 
boundary markers." 
The non-native beginner group's comprehension scores were so low that "this 
group's ability to process Japanese orthography was not yet at the stage where the 
functions of Kanji could have significant effect." However, this group's best 
comprehension score was for the authentic text (I), so its members were possibly 
developing the functions of kanji. 
The advanced non-native reader who required fewer regressive eye 
movements and less fixation than even the native group was more disturbed by the 
no-space kana text (III) than were members of any other group. It was found that the 
different texts did not have much effect on the native-speaker group, but the 
manipulations of the Japanese text did, in fact, affect the non-native groups. 
Results suggest that kanji's function as a semantic code are first developed, 
and as familiarity with kanji develops, kanji's function as a visual marker develops, 
until eventually more native-speaker-like processing occurs when both functions of 
kanji take place automatically and at the same time. 
The non-native advanced group (which consisted in this case of only one 
student) showed similar reading times to the native-speaker group with the authentic 
text, and the spaced kana text, but was forced closer to the times of the non-native 
beginner group when the kana with no spaces text was read. 
Harada noted from the data that the preparation time for reading for beginners 
in Japanese is long, but the evidence from the intermediate and advanced groups 
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encourages us to see that, in time, it is possible for second language readers to achieve a 
high level of reading in the Japanese script. She urges that leamers of Japanese be 
given ample exposure to authentic Japanese script to enable them to become so familiar 
with it that transfers of visual inputs to either their phonological or their semantic 
memory components become automatic. 
She suggests that the only way to do this is to use kana as the phonological 
codes for leamers in the early stages, and quickly introduce script combining both kanji 
and kana. This can be done, she advises, through the use of furigana which: 
... allows readers to familiarize themselves visually with the Kanji 
representation of words for which they already know the pronunciation and 
the meaning. Furigana is a unique way to provide a leaming opportunity 
simultaneously for phonological and semantic codes, nurturing a 
recognition ability for Kanji. (p. 48) 
Harada has provided us here with a strong psycholinguistic basis for the early 
treatment of kanji with furigana. 
4.3 THE USE OF FURIGANA IN JSL INSTRUCTION 
To master the reading and writing of many kanji takes a great amount of time. 
The value of furigana is that it is a device for reading unknown kanji. This allows 
students to gain more exposure to, and therefore move towards greater automaticity of, 
kanji which have not been officially taught. This section looks more closely at the 
question of whether furigana can enhance kanji leaming and reading ability. 
As we have seen, familiarity with script is one of the requirements for reaching 
high levels of reading comprehension. It has been shown that much greater numbers of 
kanji are required than are currently being taught in order to cope with authentic 
documents of the type it is desired leamers should read. Therefore, it would seem that 
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all the Joyo Kanji, at least, are required to read authentic documents. The only method 
offered in the literature to make this possible is the widespread use of furigana. The 
National Japanese Curriculum Project (1994b, p. 28) suggests that one of the strategies 
teachers might use to introduce kanji for recognition purposes would be to "use simple 
kanji when writing on the board, with or without furigana as appropriate." 
Harada's (1988) conclusion to her eye-tracking studies is that: 
The instmctional value of Furigana, this special use ofKana that provides a 
way to nurture the ability to recognise Kanji prior to production, should not 
be left untested any longer, neither for L2 leamers nor for native readers, 
(p. 150) 
Use of furigana even for native readers is suggested in the official preamble to 
the Joyo Kanji list, as cited by Seeley (1991): 
Since the JK List aims to provide ... a guide to character use in the general 
life of society, it is not a restrictive list which demands that texts be written 
using only characters which appear therein. [Rather,] there is scope for 
suitable reflection in its application, according to circumstances at the time. 
In cases where characters seem difficult to read, one method might be to 
consider usingywr/gaAia where necessary, (p. 167-168) 
There seems even more reason for non-native readers to make great use of 
furigana given that they have generally fewer opportunities for exposure to kanji than 
do native readers. 
Some scholars, however, are not convinced of the usefulness of furigana. 
Otake (1987) when reviewing Japanese textbooks states that "even some kanji with 
fiirigana ... are presented for passive leaming." He then warns, citing Ito (1986) that: 
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teachers should be aware of the fact that students do not pay attention to 
those kanji for passive leaming. Students usually read the furigana of the 
kanji and ignore the kanji themselves. For students to master kanji, 
teachers need to motivate them to write kanji as much as possible, since 
they cannot leam to write or even read kanji in any other way. (p. 55) 
Although Ito seems to denigrate the use of furigana here, when one reads Ito's 
article itself (1986, p. 44), it is found that he concludes: "I think there are still some 
doubts about the presenting of kanji with fiirigana attached, but what do others think?" 
Perhaps his evidence is completely anecdotal, not based on any research, and really, he 
is unsure whether furigana actually works or not. 
Ito suggests that students ignore the kanji below the furigana, but it may be 
tme that the kanji are in fact being subliminally processed to some extent. Taylor and 
Taylor (1983, p. 94) claim that, when reading, "[T]he parafovea covers at least one line 
above and one below the line of print being read so that information on the unattended 
lines may be partially processed." Although it is stated that there is no existing research 
on exactly how lines above and below what is being read are processed, several 
examples are given to support the hypothesis that they are, in fact, processed. An 
experiment by Willows and MacKinnon (1973) is described where subjects were 
required to read a passage with irrelevant words between the text lines. Although there 
was no recall of specific words, there was some influence discovered from the words in 
those lines when reading comprehension questions were given after the reading. The 
same authors provide further evidence when they describe the phenomenon where a 
reader may become aware that there is a misprint, without being aware of its actual 
position in the text. The misprint is often eventually found on a line other than the one 
being read at the time. 
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So it is not completely clear whether readers note the furigana or the kanji, but 
in any case, leamers can be shown strategies which will help them not to avoid the kanji 
altogether, and to make full use of the fiirigana. Pye (1984) gives an example: 
If a compound ... contains a kanji... which you have not yet met, as 
frequently happens, do not be perturbed. It is good to try and retain some 
sort of image of the as yet unwanted intmder, but it is probably best not to 
spend too much time on it. It will reappear in due course, and if you are 
revising properly,... the gaps will gradually be filled in.... As is tme of 
most ordinary material nowadays, schoolbooks do not have furigana ... 
except for special words. However, material which does have furigana is 
usefiil for increasing one's reading experience without having to look 
things up all the time.... After studying a passage, go back over it and try 
reading it fluently with the lips, without looking at the fiirigana. (pp. 7, 10) 
Lee et al. (1995) report that in Taiwan, instead of using the phonetic/?m;^m 
used in mainland China, a system of thirty-seven "National Phonetic Symbols" or 
zhuyinfuhao developed in Taiwan is used in teaching characters to young children. 
Similar to the furigana of Japan, these symbols are written on the right hand side of 
vertically written characters. Studies reported by Taylor and Taylor (1983) showed that 
a right hand side orientation was more effective than a left hand side one. However, the 
influence of both systems may affect the ability to manipulate phonological 
information (Chen and Chak-Kau Yuen, 1991). Children in Hong Kong do not leam by 
any phonetic system, and a study by the forenamed Chinese researchers compared 
children from each of the three places on the tasks of pseudohomophone naming, 
similarity judgement and lexical decision. The results were that the Hong Kong 
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children, without the phonetic aids, were less able to pronounce new words and to name 
the pseudohomophones. Perhaps furigana in Japanese has a similar effect. 
4.3.1.1 Should furigana be placed above or below the kanji? 
With vertical tategaki writing, as mentioned above, furigana is normally 
attached to the right hand side. Chen and Chak-kau Yuen (1991) found this right hand 
side orientation to be more effective, at least for the Taiwanese. When writing is in a 
horizontal yokogaki orientation, furigana is normally attached above the kanji to which 
it refers. 
A number of texts and publications for second language leamers of 
Japanese, however, take the unusual step of placing the fiirigana below the kanji (e.g. 
Nihongo Institute, 1986; Takamizawa, 1991; Murano et al., 1993; Toki et al., 1995). 
Although there has been no research to date to compare the advantages of the two 
positions, it may be thought that fiirigana below kanji may be less disfracting to readers 
who would prefer to try and read the kanji itself in the first instance, and look down at 
the furigana only when required. It is tme that a mler can be placed over the furigana 
when it is in this position, and moved progressively down as one reads, with the 
furigana never being visible until after a particular line has been read. This is 
impossible to do when the furigana is on top. Kinoshita (1999) states that the reason the 
respected Nihongo Journal places furigana under the kanji is so that readers will be able 
to read with the kanji hidden. 
4.4 ISSUES IN TEACHING KANA AND KANJI IN JSL 
For centuries in Japan, reading and writing have been seen as inseparable 
skills which should be leamed together (Harada, 1988). Furthermore, knowledge of 
kanji has assumed a mastery of kanji, that is the ability to give all of a character's 
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multiple readings, and to be able to write the character, stroke by stroke, correctly from 
memory. Until relatively recent times, this perceived requirement in Japan has been 
carried over unquestioned into JSL, creating at least two major problems. 
First, and most importantly, only a limited number of kanji are usually 
introduced in Japanese courses which involve reading and writing, as it is thought that 
each character must be mastered (in terms of writing as well as reading) before new 
ones are introduced. The mastery of writing of these characters takes so much time that 
few leamers ever progress to the point of knowing enough to be able to read and 
comprehend Japanese written with authentic script. Harada (1988) claims that: 
If leamers are freed from the demanding task of producing Kanji and 
allowed to develop recognition ability alone first, it is possible that they 
could increase their reading comprehension much faster than leamers of 
Japanese are now doing, (pp. 6-7) 
Second, only simple characters with few strokes are introduced into a large 
number of texts for second language readers.'^^ This decision is made on the basis that 
it will be easier to leam to write the simpler characters, but the lack of exposure to most 
of the remaining kanji may lead to the undesirable consequences mentioned above. 
Recently, however, due to the proliferation of dedicated Japanese word 
processors and word processing computer software, the Japanese themselves are 
writing by hand less and less (Gotfiieb, 1993; Seeley, 1994), and therefore perhaps 
writing is no longer necessarily of equal importance to reading. Gottlieb (1993) asserts 
that: 
I-50 
Examples include: Nihongo Shoho S ^ M^^ [Japanese From the Beginning] (Kokusai Koryu 
Kikin Nihongo Kokusai Senta. Il|^55i5i££^ B ^^f fS l^ i r ^^  ^  — (Kokusai Koryu Kikin 
Nihongo Kokusai Senta, 1981); Alfonso Japanese Book 2 (Alfonso, Gotoo and Hoaas, 1978); 
Alfonso Japanese Book 3 (Alfonso, Noguchi and Wells, 1982); Yoroshiku Niko Niko (National 
Japanese Curriculum Project, 1993a); Speak Japanese: A textbook for Young Students Book 2 
(Yoshiki and Saka, 1990); Ima! 1 (Bumham, 1998). 
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it is no longer important to be able to write as many characters as one can 
read, that in the word processor age it is doubtful how much value there is 
in spending time memorising how to write kanji when the machine can do it 
easily.... [Pjerhaps many more than the 1,945 Jdyd Kanji should be taught 
for recognition, with only those few necessary for daily life specifically 
designated for writing as well. (pp. 129-130) 
In fact the increasing use of word processors, and the ease with which even 
difficult kanji can be written, has caused a trend to write more words in kanji rather than 
hiragana. Readers will therefore need to be able to read even more characters than 
before. The downside of this, of course, is that the ability to handwrite kanji is 
decreasing among the Japanese. 
It is evident that rather than resfrict the number of kanji presented to second 
language leamers of Japanese to a relatively few, simple kanji, it is vital to provide 
frequent exposure to the more complex kanji previously considered too difficult for 
them. Further strength for this argument is provided by Sakamoto and Makita (1973), 
who discuss the readability of Japanese sentences. For explanatory sentences, such as 
those describing a statistical table, or giving information on a traffic accident, for 
example, the more kanji there were, the more readable the sentences became, and that 
readability is not affected by the complexity of sentences. 
Too often writers of textbooks for second language readers of Japanese have 
avoided complex kanji in their works. The result has been textbooks consisting mainly 
of hiragana with only a sprinkling of the simplest kanji. Perhaps this simplification has 
gone too far to allow sufficient development of familiarity of kanji. Although the 
experiments on pattem remembering and kanji remembering described previously dealt 
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with native-speaker subjects, many also have relevance for second language leamers of 
Japanese. 
However, before we discuss the needs of second language leamers of Japanese 
with regard to texts employing authentic Japanese script, it is first necessary to discuss 
romanisation of Japanese. As has been seen from the Typology, there are still a number 
of texts being written employing romaji predominantly for travelers and businessmen. 
4.5 ROMAJI 
4.5.1 VARIETIES OF ROMAJI 
There are three major styles, and many minor styles, of romaji used in 
textbooks for second language leamers of Japanese (see Appendix 5), and there is a 
good deal of argument about which is the best (Ono, 1973; Backhouse, 1993; The 
Society of Writers, Editors and Translators, Tokyo, 1998). In this section the value of 
the various styles will be discussed, and following this will be a discussion of whether 
romaji should be used at all, or whether more authentic script types based on kana 
should be employed instead. 
Neustupny (1984, p. 12) asserts that "[F]or textbooks any romanization will 
do, as long as it is consistent and does not omit any important feature of the Japanese 
language. There is nothing like 'the correct romanisation' " 
The Chicago Manual of Style (Chicago Manual of Style, 1993) indicates that 
the system employed in Kenkyusha's New English-Japanese Dictionary (Koine, 1980) 
is usually used for romanisation.'^^ This is very close to the Hepbum system, although 
'•" The English-Japanese version does not use romaji at all, but kanji and kana. However the 4' edition 
of Kenkyusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary (Masuda 1974, p. xiii) gives a chart of the romaji 
spelling used. 
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there are some differences conceming 'n' sounds and macrons to show long vowel 
sounds.''*° 
Backhouse (1993) and Ono (1973) also claim that the Hepbum system is best 
for romaji directed at the general English-speaking reader who is not necessarily a 
student of the language, as it is closer to a natural Japanese pronunciation, i.e., Mt Fuji 
instead of Mt Huzi. Backhouse (1993) notes, however, that even this system sometimes 
relies on the kana it is replacing rather than the sound, particularly the sounds written ei 
X.V '^  which are actually pronounced ee, and iu^^O which is pronounced JMM. 
Although the Hepbum system relates more closely to actual Japanese 
pronunciation. Backhouse (1993) notes that the penalty for this is that there appears to 
be some distortion to the regularity of the syllable table, particularly for beginners. For 
example, tatsu/tachimasu/tatanai in the more phonetically oriented Hepbum system 
looks less regular than tatu/tatimasu/tatanai in the more phonologically oriented 
Nihon-shiki system, due to the lack of a 't' in tachimasu. 
In addition to the three principal systems of Hepbum, Nihon-shiki and Kunrei, 
Backhouse (1993) describes two variations which are helpful to foreign leamers of 
Japanese. First, the distinction between long and short vowels. Whereas the three main 
systems employ macrons or carats to distinguish long vowels, there is greater visual 
impact when the long vowels are transcribed by writing the vowel twice (a -> aa). This 
is the system employed with Kunrei romanisation.''*' Second, there is the distinction 
This system places an apostrophe after n at the end of a syllable that is followed by a vowel or y: 
Gen 'e, San 'yo. A macron is used over a long vowel in all Japanese words except well-known 
place-names (Kyoto, Tokyo, Hokkaido) and words that have entered the English language and are thus 
not italicised (shogun, daimyo). 
The Society of Writers, Editors and Translators, Tokyo (1998) notes, however, that this may be 
clumsy when the same long vowels appear in succession, e.g. j66 ^ ^ [queen] would be presented as 
joooo. 
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between the consonant n and the syllable-final nasal n, needed to distinguish between 
words like kin 'en ^ M [no smoking], and kinen fSy'a"^  [commemorative]. 
There is also the issue about n in the Hepbum system when it comes before the 
consonants b, m ox p. Hepbum himself used an m instead of an n in this case to provide 
a closer approximation of the original Japanese pronunciation (The Society of Writers, 
Editors and Translators, Tokyo, 1998). For example, shinbun W\% [newspaper] can be 
presented as shimbun. Although many textbooks for second language readers use the 
latter, the authoritative Kenkyusha dictionary and academic joumals prefer the n 
(Masuda, 1974). 
According to Backhouse (1993), whether one prefers writing in Japanese 
script or romanisation, serious students of Japanese should make themselves 
conversant with all systems, in order to be able to avail themselves of the "fine 
resources"''*^ which currently exist in romaji. Students who have never leamed to read 
romanised Japanese sometimes have problems using romanised dictionaries, and 
dealing with romaji when it does appear in study materials. 
4.5.2 ROMAJI IN SCHOOLS 
Having looked at the various varieties of romaji, how it is used in schools will 
now be discussed. 
Hatasa (1989) surveyed US, Canadian, and Australian institutions teaching 
Japanese, and provides the following data on the number of weeks that romanisation is 
used before the introduction of kana: 
'''^  The Typology presented in Chapter 4 shows that there are still a large number of texts for second 
language leamers of Japanese being published in romaji for hospitality and business Japanese. 
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Table 10 Number of weeks when romanisation is used 
Number of Weeks 
30 
15 
10 
8 
7 
5 
4 
3 
2 
unspecified 
Number of Schools 
10 
4 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
It can be seen that many schools employ romaji for an extensive period of 
time. As the same survey revealed that half the schools used romaji and half did not, 
Hatasa concluded that the controversy remains unresolved. 
4.5.3 ROMAJI VERSUS KANA 
There has long been debate among educationalists as to the best way of 
presenting Japanese in textbooks for second language leamers. JSL teaching to large 
numbers of students commenced in Australia in the 1970s. At that time, there was 
sfrong debate on the various merits of using a romanised script confrasting with a more 
authentic Japanese script employing hiragana, katakana and kanji. Scholars on both 
sides of the debate have always written strongly of their convictions. In the following 
section this issue will be examined. 
Back in 1965, Crowley (1965) seemed convinced that romaji was 
indispensable for the teaching of Japanese as a foreign language. He claimed that: 
Romanization of Japanese is indispensable for scientific purposes. For 
centuries, until the infroduction of a segmental alphabet, an accurate 
analysis of Japanese grammar was impossible. But there are still scholars 
who insist upon describing Japanese morphology and syntax in terms of 
syllabic units.... Romanization is also necessary for teaching Japanese as a 
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foreign language. The student of the language should not be bothered with 
the conventional orthography until a breakthrough is made into an oral 
control of Japanese phonology and grammar, (p. 54) 
Crowley's sentiments were still being echoed in 1973, when Ono (1973) 
argued strongly that, due to the difficulty of the Japanese language, the writing system 
should not be taught in secondary schools at all, but be left to adult or tertiary education. 
He claimed (1973, p. 5) that because of its phonetic nature, romaji can be mastered in 
only one hour. "You just read as the sounds are spelled and write as they are 
pronounced," he says. The assumption made by Ono seems to be that the mastery of 
kana takes considerably longer than an hour. 
Alfonso's ground-breaking Alfonso Japanese course was first published in 
1976. Although Book 1, for first and second-year high school students, was presented 
predominantly in romaji, there was a section in the back of the book for reading and 
writing in Japanese script. Although students were still to use romanisation to assist 
their work on listening and speaking skills, at least there was recognition that reading 
and writing in real Japanese script was important. Still, the romaji section was much 
larger in the front of the book, while the Japanese script section was relegated to a few 
pages for each chapter at the back of the book. This format continued through Book 2, 
for students of middle high school, while Book 3 for students of the final two years of 
high school used Japanese script completely. Alfonso's textbook evidenced a major 
change in thinking by recognising the fact that intermediate students of Japanese, at 
least, were capable of dealing with authentic Japanese script. Although many courses 
written by Japanese nationals had used Japanese script, finally Alfonso, a foreign 
writer, had accepted that Japanese script is acceptable in texts for second language 
leamers, albeit with three years of preparation with romaji in Books 1 and 2. 
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During the 1980s, authentic Japanese script gained rapidly in popularity. By 
1983, Taylor and Taylor (1983) were advocating the use of authentic script, but were 
still rather guarded about it: 
The best teaching method should use the customary script, be it Kanji, 
Hiragana, or Katakana. But the age-old tradition persists: Kanji are treated 
as complex and difficult material to be introduced to young children 
gingerly, (p. 66) 
By the following year, not only did Pye (1984) also sfrongly support its use, 
but he wrote strongly against using romaji at all. He claimed that: 
Romanised script is best used as little as possible in the study of Japanese 
generally. It is useful in the early stages when one wants to get a general 
idea of Japanese sentence pattems as quickly as possible. But there is not 
the slightest reason why one should not begin leaming kanji immediately, 
along with hiragana and katakana.... Romanised script... is really quite 
irrelevant to the Japanese language, and it should therefore be dispensed 
with at the earliest possible moment.... It is not suggested that the student 
writes or reads complex sentences in kana alone, since this would be no 
more natural than doing it in Roman script, but kana can be used 
immediately for vocabulary notes and things of that sort. The effort 
required to get into the way of reading and writing in kana without thinking 
about them is the same whether one does it early or late, so one might as 
well do it early and benefit from the additional experience one will thus 
have. Kanji may be considered rather separately at first, but they should be 
begun immediately, (pp. 9-10) 
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Harries (1989) continued the campaign against romanising Japanese script. 
He claimed five years later that: 
[Rjomanisation ... is ... a matter of basic philosophy and one of profound 
importance in the teaching of Japanese.... [T]he continued use of 
romanisation ... is a practice that many teachers consider unnecessary and 
positively harmfiil. [Djespite all good intentions, romanisation is likely to 
become a cmtch, and one that some leamers will find difficult to throw 
away when the time comes. Experience shows that for many leamers, 
romanisation continues to be the primary mode of visualising Japanese 
sounds, with a virtually permanent, deleterious effect on their reading, and 
certainly their writing, fluency, (p. 115) 
In the next decade, even the previously esteemed Jorden method in the United 
States came under attack by Kawai (1991) when he made the following remarks: 
The use of Romanization is also controversial. Romanization has a 
tendency to cause Americanised pronunciation. Native Japanese speakers 
usually do not use the Romanization; therefore, it is of no use to leam 
Romanization to express Japanese when a leamer is going to communicate 
with native speakers, (p. 241) 
Backhouse (1993) continued the argument against romanisation when he 
asserted that: 
As the term [romanization] implies,... it remains an essentially alien 
transcription of the language, and leamers with wider interests in Japanese 
[than only the spoken language] must sooner or later come to grips with the 
native writing system, (p. 38) 
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Further support for avoiding romaji was provided by Everson (1994) who 
stated that: 
If [students] are leaming the syllabary systems used in Japanese, where 
sound maps onto the symbol at the syllable level, leamers quickly find that 
the system is consistent enough so that after the first few weeks of class, 
they can sound out and reproduce Japanese words in a systematic manner. 
(p. 5) 
Kaiser (1993, p. 25) discusses a Business Japanese course where it is stated 
that "as our syllabus aims to achieve a high level of reading ability within one year, we 
avoid romanised materials, using kana from the start." 
Okita (1998) reports that Jorden's romanised texts were still in use at the 
University of Hawaii in 1994. Her research showed that the "limited exposure [to 
Japanese scripts] possibly hindered students' abilities to cope with Japanese scripts and 
consequently acquiring written Japanese proficiency." By the following year, the 
University of Hawaii had abandoned the romanised texts and replaced them with one 
using Japanese script. 
As seen in the Typology of Japanese scripts in the previous chapter, the 
number of romanised texts has decreased in recent years. Although, as stated in 
Chapter 2, there are still a good number of romanised courses and textbooks for certain 
sections of the Japanese-leaming market, Harries (1989, p. 114) asserts that the reason 
for some authors employing romanisation in shorter courses is to keep production costs 
down, and that if Japanese script were used, "potential buyers would be put off." 
However, even the majority of proponents of romanisation see romaji only as 
a temporary script, and assume that learners will ultimately proceed to various versions 
of traditional Japanese script, be they authentic or not. Neustupny (1984), for example, 
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asserts that romaji is usually important only during the first stage of teaching Japanese 
until students can read kana. 
Crowley (1965, p. 59) asserts that speaking is best achieved by using a familiar 
script such as romaji, but that "Japanese reading lessons in the traditional orthography 
should be introduced as soon as possible." It is therefore a matter of deciding how long 
the transition period should be. 
Alfonso revolutionised the teaching of Japanese in Australia through his 
Alfonso Japanese secondary school text series that relies heavily on romaji. He states 
in his notes directed "To the Teacher" (Alfonso, 1977, p. 3) that despite several 
disadvantages of using romaji, the course writers found it more practical with a course 
where students leam to speak first, and read later. He maintains that it is his intention 
that the book should never even be opened in class, but would serve merely as a 
reference for the student to use at home. Only listening and speaking should take place 
at this stage. He states that "Many arguments against the romanized sections of 
Japanese textbooks do not seem to take into account that whatever is in romanization in 
the book is totally audio-lingual in class."''*^ (Alfonso, 1977, p. 4). 
Alfonso (1977) goes to great pains to persuade teachers that students will not 
pronounce Japanese 'TOO' (as in arigatoo ^'0 'f)^^ t 0 [thank you]) as English 'Two' 
as they will be very familiar with its sound before seeing its written form.''''' Perhaps 
Alfonso's method was bom of the perceived difficulty for foreigners leaming even the 
'^ '^  Although now superseded, the audio-lingual method was still in vogue at the time. 
^^ Experience has shown me that this is in fact so, however a great deal of time is nonetheless spent in 
class teaching students how to deal with romaji. Would the many hours spent gazing at romanised 
Japanese in class, developing a familiarity with it, be better spent absorbing true Japanese script? It is 
true that some things are actually more difficult to teach using romaji rather than kana. For example, it is 
much easier to explain the change hachi [i.'h [eight]+ hyaku t>-^ < [hundred] -> happyaku ( i o tJ^-^ 
< [eight hundred] through hiragana than through romaji. Even describing sokuon as a simple pause is 
much easier for students than leaming to double consonants. The problem is magnified when one 
attempts to teach the writing of the Japanese word for English match. Is it macchi or matchi? Much time 
can be spent on problems that would not even exist but for the forced use of romaji. 
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basic hiragana and katakana scripts. This changed in the late seventies with the 
appearance of mnemonic techniques for leaming katakana, most notably 
Quackenbush's Hiragana in 48 minutes (Quackenbush and Ohso, 1983), and 
Katakana in 48 minutes which was published by Quackenbush and Ikeda in 1989. 
Many other similar books introducing mnemonic aids followed, e.g. Reading Katakana 
(Shaad, 1987); Dekiru Kana (Evrat-Jones, 1990); Katakana Kit (Kirwan, 1990); 
Remembering the Katakana (Morsbach et al., 1990); Kana can be Easy (Ogawa, 1990); 
All About Katakana (Stewart, 1993) and Katakana Gambatte! (Batt, 1994). These 
greatly simplified the task of leaming kana. 
While the Alfonso Japanese course became used in almost all Australian 
schools teaching the language, another romanised text, the Jorden Method, was the 
widely accepted text in the United States. Jorden, like Alfonso, was aware how 
important authentic script was, but considered it too difficult for beginners, and that it 
was more important to make a start on the spoken language, with the assistance of 
romaji, and worry about script later. Jorden and Noda (1987, p. 1) stated that "the 
[romaji] letters are no more than arbitrary symbols which are meant to remind you of 
the actually occurring Japanese sounds." However, Harries (1989, p. 115) responded 
to this statement asserting that kana would be just as effective in carrying out this role. 
He describes Jorden's system of romaji as "idiosyncratic, garnished with a bewildering 
array of diacritical marks—three for accent and nine for intonation, in addition to the 
macron over certain consonants," and concludes that leaming the kana could not take 
any more time than coming to grips with such a complicated system of romaji, and 
A problem with both publications is that the vowel of the picture clue is sometimes different from that 
of the Japanese sound it is to trigger. For example, "sewing" is used to trigger hiragana so •?:. Also, the 
Japanese letter is not always the focal point of the picture clue. The author of this thesis, acknowledged 
as one of the "Brisbane Participants" at the Griffith University workshop mentioned above, published his 
Katakana Kit (Kirwan, 1990), in which these problems are addressed, the following year. 
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would prepare the student for the reading stage. 
Rather than commence with romaji, and then graduate to a more authentic 
script, Koda (1992) advocates using both romanised and authentic scripts side by side. 
She asserts that: 
[Cjontrary to the widespread belief that written language skills have little or 
no influence on speech development, recent research on emergent literacy 
suggests that written skills enhance spoken language skills. Ehri, for 
example, argues that "written language supplies a visual-spatial model for 
speech, and that when children leam to read and spell, this model and its 
symbols are internalised as a representational system in memory." It is this 
representational system which underlies the development of metalinguistic 
skills, and more importantly, enhances memory for speech. Logically, if 
the leamer is exposed relatively early to a non-authentic (typically 
Roman-Alphabetic) script transcribing the sound of the target language, the 
visual-spatial model will be constmcted with the non-authentic script, and 
the model has to be reconstmcted when the authentic writing system is 
introduced later. Although the intended purpose of the non-authentic 
system is to facilitate the leaming process, it may actually make the 
leaming task even more complex and cumbersome. Conversely, when the 
non-authentic script is omitted and the legitimate script introduced at the 
very outset, leaming should be far easier. In a script which requires a vast 
number of symbols, such as Chinese, it may not be very practical to conduct 
reading instmction using only the authentic system. If a non-authentic 
system has to be used, the authentic script should always be presented along 
with the non-authentic system. Increased exposure will facilitate FL 
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leamers to build a strong linkage between the sound and visual image of the 
words, (pp. 508-509) 
It must be noted, though, that Koda is not discussing Japanese in particular, but 
script-based languages in general. She notes that the lack of practicality of using 
authentic script in languages such as Chinese does not necessarily relate to Japanese as 
well. Of course, Japanese is not in the same position as Chinese, as furigana can be 
used to combat the problem of too many characters to teach. 
Ono (1973) describes other teachers who believe contrastingly that authentic 
script should be used right from the start because leamers are most motivated at the 
beginning of their language study and should therefore commence the study of kana 
immediately. His own reply (1973, p. 4) was that this initial enthusiasm is "exoticism" 
rather than "genuine interest" and will quickly wane. Instead, he goes so far as to 
suggest that script leaming should not be a part of language study at all, but rather "can 
be taught as part of cultural activities in conjunction with bmsh writing." Rowe (1974) 
however, strongly refutes this assertion: 
One's (1973) argument that students of Japanese should be helped to reach 
the same standard in the spoken language as that attempted in other foreign 
languages, at the expense of any contact with the Japanese script, cannot be 
supported. At no stage is "target language illiteracy" advocated for any 
other foreign language. It cannot be argued logically in the case of 
Japanese, (p. 10) 
A quarter of a century later, and into the new millenium, it seems that the 
proponents of authentic script over a romanised script have won the argument as 
very few JSL textbooks employing romaji are now being published. 
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4.6 HIRAGANA 
4.6.1 TIME REQUIRED TO LEARN HIRAGANA 
The move away from the use of romaji means of course that JSL teachers and 
leamers must devote time to leaming the kana and kanji scripts. The research literature 
varies as to the amount of time scholars consider that it takes to leam hiragana. The 
National Japanese Curriculum Project in Australia (1993b, p. 36) describes such 
"innovative approaches to leaming kana" employed in mnemonic methods such as 
Hiragana in 48 minutes as "a significant and exciting development." Of course, it must 
be remembered that in as little as forty-eight minutes students leam only to recognise 
the hiragana, but not to write them. Otake (1987) suggests that students can "master" 
hiragana in a month due to its high frequency of appearance in class. Ono (1973, p. 3), 
however, asserts that "Fifteen to twenty per cent of the Australian pupils who attempt 
Hiragana may fail to master its correct use even after one year's study." He then cites 
Ishii's (1970) work and suggests that kanji may be easier to teach than hiragana. 
However, few teachers of JFL would be convinced of this. The perception among 
teachers is that the teaching of kanji is much more troublesome, and takes longer than 
the teaching of hiragana, due mainly to the much lower frequency of appearance of 
kanji compared to hiragana. 
4.6.2 WHEN TO INTRODUCE HIRAGANA 
There are different views on the amount of time it takes to leam hiragana, and 
how it should be leamed, but there is consensus on when it should be introduced into a 
Japanese course. 
Hatasa (1989) surveyed US, Canadian and Australian Japanese-teaching 
institutions, and provides the following data which shows the teaching week when 
hiragana are first introduced in the fifty-eight instittitions who responded to the survey. 
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Figure 5 Week when hiragana are first introduced (Hatasa, 1989) 
It can be seen that the majority of schools introduce hiragana at the very 
beginning of their courses, but there is some variation. As many as five schools do not 
introduce it until more than four months into the course. 
Hatasa (1995) experimented on beginning college students in the U.S. to 
discover if delaying the introduction of kana had any effect on students' overall results 
in speaking, oral reading, listening, reading and grammar. In a sixteen-week course, the 
control group leamed hiragana from the beginning, but the experimental group used 
romaji until the tenth week. It was found that the early introduction of kana did not 
benefit the development of the reading skill, but neither did delayed instmction benefit 
the acquisition of listening and speaking skills, as believed by Alfonso and Jorden. 
However, although the experimental group did better on the regular mid-term 
test, the control group, who commenced with hiragana, overtook them by the end of 
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term test. It was suggested that there may be a significant difference in time if this 
tendency were to continue. 
4.7 KATAKANA 
4.7.1 ORDER OF KANA INTRODUCTION 
If the decision to use Japanese script is taken, a fiirther decision must be 
made on which kana syllabary to introduce first, hiragana or katakana. There is 
some debate on which is more effective to introduce first for JSL readers (Pye, 
1984; Kawai, 1991). Hiragana is taught before katakana to Japanese children, 
because they are "more usefiil" to them (Taylor and Taylor, 1983, p. 63), and 
most writers of courses in JSL follow suit, and teach hiragana as the first script 
(Backhouse, 1993). But is it the most usefiil script for beginning JSL readers? 
In Australia, the National Japanese Curriculum Project (1993b) guidelines 
suggest that hiragana be introduced first, followed by katakana and kanji, although it is 
recognised that some words written in katakana may be usefiil at an earlier stage. 
However, it is stated (p. 37) that "As a general mle, the introduction of one script (for 
'recognition') while leamers are simultaneously leaming another, also for 
'recognition', may be problematic." Steinberg and Oka (1978) experimented with 
teaching four and five year old Japanese children various forms of Japanese script, and 
found that there was no difference in the rates of leaming hiragana compared with 
katakana. 
However, there are some approaches that teach katakana first. The Jorden 
method is probably the most influential one in this regard. Students following this 
method leam to read foreign place names and loanwords first, thereby gaining an early 
sense of achievement and feeling of success by being able to obtain information from 
advertisements and billboards. Hiragana alone is regarded as inadequate as this script is 
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usually used in combination with kanji. The reader of hiragana only is able to read 
only the particles and verb inflections, but not the meaning carriers, and thus accesses 
litfle information (Kawai, 1991; Evrat-Jones, 1990). Ono (1973), however, points out 
that characters and romaji appear in even more signs, and therefore katakana alone 
would be of little assistance. 
Hinder (1988), in his book which teaches foreigners to read menus in 
Japanese, also introduces katakana before hiragana with the reasoning that these are 
used to a large extent in the menus to which foreigners are accustomed. Evrat-Jones 
(1990) in her textbook aimed principally at Australian primary school students teaches 
katakana first. As well as the justifications for this already delineated above, she adds 
that katakana is easier as most letters have one less stroke than their counterpart in 
hiragana, and that the angular katakana are easier to write for young children than the 
cursive hiragana. She argues that most leamers, at least in Australia, will go on to high 
school where hiragana is taught, and that motivation and interest will be maintained at a 
high level there if the hiragana script is new to them. '''^  Additionally, she reasons that if 
the students do not continue their study of Japanese beyond a basic level, then a 
knowledge of katakana would be more useful to them than hiragana on fiiture travels to 
Japan. With katakana, they could read menus and many signs in hotels which are based 
on borrowed English words, yet with their severely restricted language, and lack of 
knowledge of kanji which surround hiragana, a knowledge of hiragana would be less 
helpfiil. 
Many high school teachers have been disappointed to find that students who commence their study of 
Japanese earlier at primary school are sometimes less motivated than those who commence at high 
school because the novelty has worn off 
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4.7.2 WHEN TO INTRODUCE KATAKANA
Compared to hiragana, there is less consensus on the most appropriate time to
introduce katakana, according to a survey carried out by Hatasa (1989). The results can
be seen in the figure below:
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Figure 6 Week when katakana are first introduced (Hatasa, 1989)
There is much variation, but it can be seen that in the majority of schools,
students commence learning katakana in the fifth week, usually when teachers perceive
that the learning of hiragana is complete.
4.8 KANJI
4.8.1 WHEN SHOULD KANJI BE INTRODUCED?
Teachers of Japanese script have varying ideas on when kanji should be
introduced. Although there is no data available to indicate in which week kanji is
introduced, it is clear from the Typology in the previous chapter that there is great
variation in the timing for the introduction of kanji in textbooks at least. Some begin
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with romaji, and wait for some time before introducing even hiragana and katakana. 
Others commence right away with the kana, but may introduce kanji much later. The 
small number of obligatory kanji set by educational authorities (see next section) do not 
encourage teachers to introduce kanji at an early stage. 
Even Alfonso (1972), who strongly advocates initial romanisation in his 
introduction to The Japanese Writing System, states that: 
It would be adequate if reading is taught not later than one month after the 
sentences were drilled. And it should be always kept in mind that 
postponing reading for too late [sic] may disappoint many serious students, 
or create the impression that reading is somehow secondary in Japanese, 
(p. iii) 
One of his motivations for delaying the teaching of authentic Japanese script is 
that he prefers that students leam vocabulary items and have a knowledge of basic 
grammar before they are introduced to script. According to Alfonso (1972, p. iii), this 
"has been proved to be a very efficient and economical way to leam Japanese reading." 
The same motivation applies equally to Jorden and Chaplin (1976). They also suggest 
that the teaching of script be delayed. Their advice is for students to commence 
Reading Japanese only after having studied ten lessons of Beginning Japanese. Kawai 
(1991) claims that before reading, the Jorden method requires two to three months for 
instmction in speaking and listening using the romanised text before leamers 
commence the Japanese writing system. 
It has been suggested here that these views may now be outdated due to the 
availability of mnemonic methods for teaching hiragana, and the belief that the leaming 
of authentic script is an integral part of leaming Japanese, and must be attended to. 
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Another reason for the delay in teaching kanji is the belief that it is too 
difficult. But are kanji really that much more difficult to leam than kana? The 
pictographic nature of some basic kanji, at least, makes them much better suited to 
mnemonic methods than do kana though obviously the leamer must leam a far greater 
number of kanji. 
Taylor and Taylor (1983), when dealing with the leaming of characters by 
foreigners in China, report that although adults took at least two years to leam sufficient 
characters to read a newspaper, "most foreign kids took happily to characters. The 
younger the children, the more enjoyable it was for them to leam to write characters" 
(p. 42). They also report on US studies where children with severe problems in reading 
English could still manage to leam to read words written with characters if taught by the 
whole word method. 
Others recommend teaching script to second language readers from as early as 
possible for non-alphabetic languages. Hughes (1993) argues that by using the correct 
methodology, and she suggests that this should include mnemonics, it is possible to 
start teaching kanji to the youngest school child from the first class. 
So, if it is accepted that foreign students can indeed leam kanji, just how many 
should they be required to leam? The answer to this question will be discussed in the 
following section. 
4.8.2 HOW MANY KANJI ARE NEEDED TO READ JAPANESE? 
While the aforementioned points justify the inclusion of kanji in reading 
materials for JSL readers, particularly in intermediate and advanced stages, there is 
some deliberation among scholars on the number of kanji to teach. At one extreme 
some course writers believe that kanji need not be taught at all as they are "too 
troublesome" for leamers, and that spoken Japanese only is required (Otake, 1987, p. 
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43). At the other extreme is the claim that students can not "know" Japanese unless 
they can read and write. Most take a position between the two. They introduce some 
kanji, but not all the Joyo Kanji. Even influential bodies such as the National Japanese 
Curriculum Project (1994b) in Australia avoid the question altogether by stating that 
"Decisions about how many kanji should be introduced, and whether or how they 
should be assessed, are not addressed in these curriculum guidelines, as these matters 
are for schools, teachers and systems to determine" (p. 28). Perhaps they are discussing 
kanji for mastery leaming, that is knowing all readings of a kanji and being able to write 
it from memory, because there are lists of kanji only for recognition in other sections of 
the book despite the above statement. For Stages A and B (Early Childhood to Upper 
Primary), forty-three kanji are suggested in addition to hiragana and katakana. For 
Stage 1 (Lower Secondary) there are fifty-four and for Stage 2 (Middle Secondary) 
there are fifty-eight kanji. (There are many kanji common to all these lists, as they are 
not consecutive courses, but can each be commencing points for the study of Japanese. 
For Stages 3 and 4 (Senior Secondary) there are seventy-nine and ninety respectively 
suggested (National Japanese Curriculum Project 1993b; 1993d; 1994b). 
Pye (1984) asserts that the number of kanji required will depend on the 
individual's purpose for leaming to read Japanese. For some, even a sprinkling of 
characters could be usefiil, while others will need more than the 1,945 Joyo Kanji, as 
more than this number is used in literature such as books and magazines. He states that 
some sense can be made out of newspapers with a thousand kanji, but that a realistic 
aim would be that of leaming all the Joyo Kanji. 
Others also suggest a goal of the 1,945 Joyo characters, some rounding the 
figure to 2,000. Okutsu and Tanaka (1989, p. 12), for example, claim that the mastery 
of about 2,000 kanji would prepare for "an adequate reading knowledge." Otake 
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(1987) says that sttidents do not require the active macroskill of writing as much as the 
passive macroskill of reading, making it possible for teachers to present most of Joyo 
Kanji in two or three years. The Bachelor of Arts (Japanese) programme at the Gold 
Coast campus of Griffith University has much the same philosophy. It is accepted that 
employers of non-Japanese graduates holding this degree will require them to speak 
Japanese, and to be able to read letters, facsimiles, emails, etc. in Japanese. However it 
will, in almost all cases, be the job of native speakers, who will also be employed, to 
write important business letters etc. in Japanese. Therefore, time over the three years of 
the degree is concentrated on developing reading skills (aiming at the 1,945 Joyo 
Kanji), rather than mastering the writing of kanji. 
To understand more clearly how many kanji to aim for, research by the 
National Language Institute on the numbers of kanji in use in ninety magazines, 
reported by Hatasa (1989), is enlightening. It was found that the most frequent 100 
kanji accounted for 40% of all kanji used, the 200 most frequent for 50%, the most 
frequent 500 for 75%, the most frequent 1,000 for 90%, and the most frequent 2,000 for 
99%). A 1976 "large-scale" survey reported on by Taylor and Taylor (1983) showed 
similar results: 1,000 kanji account for 91.3% of all those used, 2,000 for 98.8%, and 
3,000 for 99.8%. Horodeck (1987) reports on a substantial survey by the National 
Language Institute in 1976 where over 990,000 occurrences of kanji in newspapers and 
magazines were examined. The results were similar to those reported in Hatasa (1989). 
The 500 most frequently used kanji accounted for 74.5% of occurrences in magazines, 
and 79.4% in newspapers. Knowing 1,000 kanji would give the reader access to 90.0% 
of kanji in magazines, and 93.9%) in newspapers.''*^ 1,500 kanji gave a range of 96%) to 
'''^  Of course having access to 90% of the kanji in a magazine article does not necessarily mean that the 
article is 90% understood. 
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98.4%). More recent sttidies by Nozaki, Yokoyama and Chikamatsu (1997) and 
Yokoyama, Sasahara, Nozaki and Long (1998), reported in Kess and Miyamoto (1999), 
show similar findings. In magazines, 500 kanji accounted for 75.0%), 1,000 kanji for 
90.0%), and 2,180 kanji for 99.0%o. In the case of newspapers, 1,000 kanji accounted for 
95.0%. These figures are summarised in Table 11: 
Table 11 Percentage of kanji in magazines and newspapers which can be read with the 
knowledge of various numbers of kanji 
Study 
100 kanji 
200 kanji 
500 kanji 
1000 kanji 
1500 kanji 
2000 kanji 
2180 kanji 
3000 kanji 
A 
40.0 
50.0 
75.0 
90.0 
~ 
99.0 
B 
~ 
91.3 
— 
98.8 
99.8 
C 
74.5 magazines/79.4 
newspapers 
90.0 magazines/93.9 
newspapers 
96.0 magazines/98.4 
newspapers 
D 
75.0 magazines 
90.0 magazines/95.0 
newspapers 
99.0 magazines 
A: Taylor and Taylor (1983) 
B: Horodeck (1987) 
C: Hatasa (1989) 
D: Kess and Miyamoto (1999) 
Horodeck (p. 74) concludes that "[The] [kjnowledge of 1500 kanji... is 
sufficient to enable a modem-day user of Japanese to read almost any text he is ever 
likely to encounter." 
The Nihongo Ndryoku Shiken 0 :^%^'^tiP^^ [Japanese Language 
Proficiency Test] (Kokusai Koryu Kikin/Nihon Kokusai Kyoiku Kyokai, 2000) is a 
prestigious test used intemationally to judge the proficiency of JSL leamers. It is 
administered annually at many test sites around the world by the Association of 
Intemational Education, Japan, and the Japan Foundation. It is therefore a useful guide 
to the number of kanji required for each of the four levels included in the test. Table 12 
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shows the expected requirements for each of the four levels. Examinees are not 
expected to write kanji in the test. 
Table 12 Requirements for the Japanese-language Proficiency Test 
Level 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Reading and Writing ability 
short, simple sentences 
simple sentences 
about matters of a general nature 
base for study at a Japanese university 
Hours of 
study 
150 
300 
600 
900 
Number of Kanji 
required 
100 
300 
1000 
2000 
Kaiser (1993) describes a Business Japanese course of 530 hours at the School 
of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, which focuses on both speaking 
and reading skills. One thousand kanji are "mastered" by the end of the course, but it is 
not clear whether this is reading or writing mastery. The number of hours required to 
leam 1,000 kanji is, however, consistent with the data from Table 12. 
Fujimori and Andreoni (1994) report that the best possible achievement of a 
group leaming Japanese as a foreign language was a group in Tokyo who mastered 
2,000 Joyo Kanji in a one-year course. This indicates that leaming so many kanji in a 
relatively short period of time is far from impossible. Anyone still doubting the 
possibility of leaming such a large number of kanji could be reminded of Horodeck's 
(1987) claim that students in China take six years to master 3,000 kanji, and that in 
Hong Kong, up to 600 kanji are leamed in each primary school year. Of course, this 
occurred in kanji-using social environments, which meant daily incidental 
reinforcement from the environment, different from the second language classroom. 
Rivers (1981) asserts that high school students who have completed their 
foreign language study should feel confident enough to read books, newspapers, 
magazines and even scientific and technical joumals in the target language. It seems 
clear that knowledge of the Joyo Kanji, at least, would be required to fulfill these aims. 
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Rowe (1974) adds that state education systems expect students of French, German,
Italian and Russian to be able to read texts in the foreign language without any editing,
but students of the Japanese language and their parents are disappointed when they fail
to meet this goal.
So it seems that a knowledge of somewhere around 2,000 kanji is highly
desirable for students to achieve their reasonable aims. Furthermore, the learning of
such a number is also achievable. But what is happening in actual practice? Hatasa's
study introduced earlier (Hatasa, 1989) produced the following data on the number of
kanji introduced during first year:
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Figure 7 Number of kanji introduced during first year (Hatasa, 1989)
This data shows the great variation in attitudes to the number of kanji to be
introduced. Although the numbers shown in Figure 7 relate only to the first year, it
seems that only a small number of the fifty-seven schools included in the survey will
approach mastery of the 1,945 characters of the J6y6 Kanji by the end of their courses.
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Table 13 following shows the number of kanji prescribed by various 
Australian education systems for matriculation purposes both in 1974, from a survey by 
Rowe (1974, p.9), and in 2000 from Board of Studies Victorian Certificate of Education 
(1999) and Senior Secondary Assessment Board of South Australia, Board of Studies 
New South Wales, Board of Studies Victoria, Curriculum Council of Westem 
Australia, Northem Territory Board of Studies, Tasmanian Secondary Assessment 
Board (1999). 
Table 13 Number of kanji prescribed for matriculation purposes in 1974 and 2000 
State 
New South Wales 
Queensland 
South Australia 
Tasmania 
Victoria 
Western Australia 
1974 
460 
350 
290 
290 
290 
250 
2000 
150 (write) + 50 (read) 
200 
150 (write)+ 50 (read) 
150 (write)+ 50 (read) 
150 (write) + 50 (read)^ "® 
150 (write) + 50 (read) 
It seems that the prescribed numbers fall well short of the number needed to 
read Japanese, and are moving in the wrong direction. Twenty years after Rowe's 
survey, all states have dropped the requirement to only 200 kanji. It is pleasing to note 
that mastery of all kanji is no longer required, but this should have resulted in a greater 
number of kanji being available to students for receptive use rather than a decline in 
numbers overall. Victoria will reverse this modem trend in 2003 when students will 
again be required to write the kanji which are now for "reading only." 
Queensland's latest Senior Syllabus in Japanese (Board of Senior Secondary 
'"'^  All the kanji listed for recognition only, and 29 of those for active use are marked by an asterisk in 
Board of Studies Victorian Certificate of Education (1999). A note on p. 14 states that "In 2001 and 
2002, furigana will be provided in the written examination for the Kanji indicated with an asterisk (*), 
and students will note be expected to be able to use them in their own writing. From 2003, students will 
be expected to understand all the Kanji listed, and to be able to use all the Kanji listed for active use." 
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School Studies, 1995) states that a minimum of only 200 kanji are required''*^ (although 
for both recognition and production). Script forms are not mentioned in the minimum 
standards for the reading skill, but interestingly, the minimum standards for S5, the 
term used for the highest level for the writing skill, require that "the student displays 
accuracy in kana scripts and an extensive and appropriate use of kanji studied." With 
knowledge of only one-tenth of the Joyo Kanji available to them, one wonders if it is 
possible to reach such a high standard. Moreover, the general objectives in the reading 
skill as stated by the syllabus include that: 
Leamers should be able to comprehend a wide variety of authentic 
Japanese texts on familiar topics including letters, items from newspapers 
and magazines and literary texts such as short stories and poems 
appropriate to their level of development, (p. 4) 
It is noted that the syllabus encourages that "Furigana should be used to 
overcome the handicap of restricted knowledge of characters, so that a variety of 
authentic materials can be accessed by the leamer" (p. 11). 
If students do not have access to sufficient kanji to make the reading of 
authentic documents possible, they may finish up like the students of the University of 
Texas at Austin who, according to Otake (1987), in two years study only 329, or 17% of 
the Joyo Kanji, and feel illiterate. Ono (1973) refers to the small number of kanji 
prescribed by the Australian education authorities, and complains in the sfrongest of 
terms that: 
What is ludicrous is that even if they can successfiiUy complete the 
syllabus, all they can acquire after three to five years' hard work has no 
'"" The syllabus includes a list of 100 mandatory kanji, and a further list from which to select another 100 
characters. 
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practical usefiilness at all, as you cannot read any substantial material in 
Japanese with a knowledge of three or four hundred characters. The 
situation is even worse when they fail to acquire even this small amount. 
This is educationally immoral and criminal, (p. 4) 
In Queensland, the 2000 syllabus for Years 4 to 10 Japanese 
(Queensland School Curriculum Council, 2000) stipulates numbers of kanji 
required for both reading and writing, in addition to hiragana and katakana. 
There are now a number of entry points to the study of Japanese, but in the normal 
course of events, if a student commences the study at Year 4 primary school, then 
the first level mentioned where kanji is required. Level 2, would be reached at 
Year 5. The requirement is for "up to 15 words in kanji" (p. 16). The term 
"word" itself is ambiguous in describing the Japanese language, but perhaps at 
this level the aim is for 15 single kanji. By Level 3 (Year 6) the requirement is for 
"up to 25 high-frequency words in kanji, including compounds" (p. 17). This is 
an even more ambiguous statement which is repeated for up to 35 kanji at Level 4 
(Year 7), up to 45 kanji at Level 5 (Year 8), up to 55 kanji at Level 6 (Year 9) and 
a total of 75 kanji beyond Level 6 (Year 10). Leaming only ten kanji per year is 
an extremely slow way to leam to read Japanese. 
It appears that, in order to read Japanese, more kanji should be taught in 
schools than the number recommended by the various boards of education. No 
matter what number of kanji are decided upon, however, many authors have 
given suggestions as to the order of kanji presentation, and which types of 
characters should be presented first. These points will be discussed in the next 
section. 
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4.8.3 WHICH KANJI SHOULD BE PRESENTED FIRST? 
Factors affecting the selection of kanji to be presented include a kanji's 
frequency of occurrence, whether or not to introduce pictographs first, whether 
kun or on-readings should be introduced first, as well as the complexity and 
conceptual difficulty of the character. Whether a list prescribed by educational 
authorities must be followed, or whether teachers are free to select their own 
materials is also, of course, relevant to this question. 
4.8.3.1 Frequency 
More than three and a half decades ago, Crowley (1965, p. 7) suggested 
that "a core of most frequently occurring morphographs and lexicon, with 
interrelationships between the two, be identified, and lessons built around that 
core for presentation to all beginning readers of Japanese." He then proposed that 
"the rank order of morphographs, and the important lexicon, as well as the 
frequency of occurrence of the lexicon which they are used to represent, be 
indicated to the student of Japanese orthography." 
Hatasa (1989) also argues that a student's first major goal should be 
leaming the 996 Kyoiku Kanji. Rowe (1974) in a survey using front pages of the 
Asahi Shimbun newspaper taken at random, found that the average density of 
kanji was 49.7%), and that the Kyoiku Kanji accounted for 90.7%) of the 
characters which appeared. Crowley (1965), however, notes that certain Kyoiku 
Kanji appear with quite low frequency, and are non-productive in reading, while 
research shows that a number of the general use characters not taught in schools 
should be taught in primary school. 
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4.8.3.2 Pictographic kanji 
More than twenty years later, a number of scholars advocated the early 
introduction of the shdkei moji, the simple pictographic kanji introduced in 2.3.1. 
Hatasa (1989), in an experiment with American university students who were not 
students of Japanese, found that pictographic kanji were leamed better than 
non-pictographic kanji. Otake (1987) promotes the early appearance of 
pictographic "basic kanji." 
4.8.3.3 Kun and on-readings 
Otake (1987) also asserts that the kanji must fiinction as a Japanese 
word, that is they must have a commonly used kun-reading. Yamada (1992) 
reports that on-readings of kanji appear more difficult to leam than kun-readings. 
This is substantiated by Frost and Katz (1992) who reports that kun-readings are 
more easily processed than on-readings. Yamada (1992), however, found that 
on-readings are used 4.6 times more often, mainly in more literary work. The 
knowledge of on-readings becomes more important as leamers progress beyond 
the beginning stages. 
4.8.3.4 Complexity and conceptual difficulty of kanji 
Ito (1986) states that the traditional textbooks did follow Crowley's 
suggestion of employing simple pictographic characters, but that recently there 
has been a move towards presenting kanji which represent concepts. More 
recently, scholars have been supporting the teaching of characters both as they 
appear in context, and in relation to their conceptual simplicity. Hatasa (1989), in 
arguing for the inclusion of these characters in JSL instmction, discusses reading 
tests on Japanese children, and concludes that: 
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a) children are able to read Kanji representing familiar words better than 
those representing unfamiliar words, 
b) they are better able to read Kanji which they encounter often in various 
textbooks, and 
c) more complex Kanji were not necessarily more difficult to read. (p. 7) 
It is reasonable to expect that the same would hold tme for second language leamers. 
This notion is reinforced by Taylor and Taylor who assert that, although 
Grade One kanji are very simple, averaging only 4.9 strokes to write, compared 
with the average 8.3 strokes of Grade Two kanji, "there is no evidence that 
complex Kanji are harder to leam than are simpler ones" (1983, p. 66). They also 
discuss experiments with teaching disabled preschool Japanese children both 
kanji, and words containing kanji with hiragana endings. In these experiments, it 
was the conceptual difficulty of the word itself, not the difficulty of the actual 
kanji, which dictated the ease of leaming. This is illustrated by the fact that the 
relatively difficult kanji ringo # M [apple] was leamed more easily than honya 
^ M [bookshop] which uses simpler kanji, but a concept foreign to these young 
children. Steinberg (1995) agrees, having found that children leamed the 
complicated kanji kandenchi ^fliffe [battery] and kusuri ^ [medicine] better 
than single kana forms such as i ^ because they are more meaningfiil and more 
interesting. She found that the kanji were leamed twice as fast as the kana after 
having being shown them only once or twice. 
Pye (1984) claims that, even in Japan, teachers should not define the 
kanji taught by various lists but base educational practice on students' previous 
experience. He suggests that it is worthwhile to extend this principle to JSL 
leamers. 
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4.8.3.5 Prescribed lists of characters or authentic materials 
Many schools, including those in Australia, are given set lists by 
educational authorities of kanji to be taught. Others are free to choose materials 
that students may want to read. If particular characters from a set list are to be 
taught, it is very unlikely that authentic texts can be used, as it is difficult to find 
material that contains certain specified characters, but if characters are to be 
taught in the context in which they appear, it is so much easier to use authentic 
texts, perhaps with fiirigana attached, depending on the level of the leamers. 
Okazaki and Okazaki (1990) recommend authentic materials, but warn that 
students who are used to a diet of specially-produced reading materials where 
vocabulary and stmctures are artificially simplified may be intimidated by seeing 
authentic Japanese script. If authentic materials are used right from the beginning 
when students have fewer preconceptions about the perceived difficulty of texts, 
these problems could be avoided altogether. This would be the case even with 
materials which contain large numbers of kanji. 
In any case, even authentic texts chosen for beginning level students will 
normally contain simple language, often in dialogue form, which employs 
predominantly single, often pictographic, kanji which require mainly 
kun-readings. 
4.8.4 LEARNING KANJI IN JSL 
Westerners, in particular, have long grappled with the problems of kanji 
leaming. Otake (1987, p. 43) made the sweeping statement that "There has been 
no systematic method with which leamers of Japanese as a foreign language 
master kanji effectively." The seriousness of this problem is restated by Fujimori 
and Andreoni (1994, p. 63) who claim that "unless we get the teaching of kanji 
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right, it is not possible for Japanese language teaching in Australia to achieve the 
financial and economic rewards currently being promised to those who would 
leam Japanese." The effectiveness of teaching and the degree of emphasis on 
teaching character-leaming skills were found by Takahashi (1993) to be the most 
important aspect of the leaming of Japanese script. McGinnis (1995) suggested 
that it was teachers' own notion that kanji are extremely difficult which must be 
first overcome so as not prejudice students' views on kanji. This confirms the 
views of Samimy and Tabuse (1992) and Samimy (1994) that it is important for 
teachers to create a positive environment for beginner students of Japanese as the 
language is perceived to be difficult. 
The main factors assisting kanji leaming which are found in research 
literature can be grouped under the headings ofi etymology and radical study; 
mnemonics; contextual use; SILK leaming strategies (Bourke, 1997). 
4.8.4.1 Etym ology and radical study 
Of course there are numerous strategies put forward to leam kanji, but 
one of the most popular has been the study of kanji etymology, including an 
understanding of kanji radicals. Sakamoto and Makita (1973) give methods for 
teaching kanji as the "derivation of kanji" method and the "radical analysis 
method." They point out, though, that these methods may be useful only in the 
eariy stages of kanji leaming, presumably as they are not helpfiil for the majority 
of kanji which are of the keisei type, those containing both a phonetic and a 
semantic element (refer back to Section 2.3.1). They suggest that frequent 
exposure to kanji is the only way to leam a great number of characters. 
In Hatasa's (1989) survey, only half of the institutions teaching kanji 
used explanations of radicals and etymological explanations. Hatasa suggests, in 
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contrast to Sakamoto and Makita (1973), however, that these teaching methods 
may become more important at the intermediate level when the number of kanji 
used increases. 
Aral (1991) explains that she had formerly taught kanji by providing 
students with lists of characters, guidelines for memorising sfroke order and how 
to constmct kanji, but had not discussed etymology and radicals from which the 
kanji were constmcted. Later on, she decided to use the "Heisig method" named 
after the author of the books Remembering The Kanji 1 and 2 (Heisig, 1986; 
1987). Aral claims that after discussing etymology and component radicals in 
class, test results improved from an average of 60% to one of 90%, and that 
reading speed increased. 
Flaherty and Noguchi (1998) compared two kanji teaching methods, in 
both a JSL setting in Japan, and a JFL setting in Ireland. They found that for both 
settings, the Component Analysis method (where the kanji are broken into 
components, a meaning is attached to each component of the kanji—not just the 
radical—and a story linking the components is memorised) promoted 
significantly higher retention than the Whole-kanji method (where the kanji are 
memorised as units). 
4.8.4.2 Mnemonics 
Hughes (1993, p. 2) describes the mnemonics used extensively in recent 
years to teach hiragana. For example, in Hiragana in 48 Minutes (Quackenbush 
and Ohso, 1983), the hiragana z V Ms likened to the shape of the final two letters in 
the word "Hawaii" which also has the same sound. She suggests that mnemonics 
should also be employed for the teaching of kanji, as they are "extremely 
user-friendly to our brains in the processing of information." 
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4.8.4.3 Contextual use 
Fujimori and Andreoni (1994, p. 63) suggest that "multiple examples of 
a new kanji should be provided so that students can leam various ways with 
which kanji are used in the stmcture." Tatematsu (1990) lists activities usefiil for 
kanji leaming. In the earlier stages of leaming these are listed as: Practice in 
writing kanji; Sentence building; Filling-in-the-blanks; and Completion of 
open-ended paragraphs. In later stages, the following are deemed to be usefiil: 
Writing summaries; Descriptions of personal opinions; Free composition. 
4.8.4.4 SILK kanji learning strategies 
A far more comprehensive list of strategies for kanji leaming, known as 
the SILK (Sfrategy Inventory for Leaming Kanji) Project, has been developed by 
Bourke (1997) in think-aloud interviews with university students in Ausfralia. 
This consists of fifty-five strategies which are designed to raise the awareness of 
students in kanji-leaming classes of the many strategies available to them. They 
are grouped under "Direct Strategies" (Association, Stories, Radicals, Frequency, 
Experience, Visualisation, Self-monitoring, Compensation, Sequence, 
Physical/Emotional Response, Sound, and Stroke Order), and "Indirect 
Strategies" (Planning your Leaming, Evaluating your Leaming and Co-operating 
with Others). The SILK instmments were used by Vanderdonk (1998) to test 
kanji leaming strategy awareness raising on students of Japanese at the Gold 
Coast campus of Griffith University. She found that, with regular discussions of 
kanji-leaming strategies, the majority of students became more aware of the 
various strategies they already used, as well as additional leamed strategies, to 
improve their kanji leaming. 
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This thesis will investigate the role of fiirigana in Japanese script for JSL 
students at various levels as a kanji-leaming strategy. 
4.8.4.5 Printed and handwritten forms of script 
Finally, it is important for beginners especially to realise that printed and 
handwritten scripts are quite different. The different types of handwritten script 
used in Japan were introduced in Section 2.3.1.2. These included kaisho ^ W# 
[block script], the basic handwriting style taught in Japanese schools, gydsho ff 
^ [mnning writing], a cursive style of handwriting often used in contemporary 
Japan, and sdsho ^ # [grass writing], which is common in styles of calligraphy 
which have become art forms. In this section, there will be a discussion 
conceming the types of script which are the most usefiil for JSL leamers. 
Flaherty (1991, p. 187) claims that the kaisho/gydsho WW t T # script "was 
found to be the most prototypical by both Japanese and Americans who know 
Japanese." Otake (1987) asserts that students often try to copy by hand the printed form 
of kanji, which is often their only model, but the form they come up with is not 
acceptable in handwriting. Kydkashotai i^ f4#f$ [textbook style] is used to print 
textbooks for the lower grades of primary school in Japan as it simulates handwritten 
characters to a large degree (Neustupny, 1984). This is employed by some text writers 
for JSL leamers, including Anderson and Kirwan (1991; 1993) and Kirwan (1993), to 
assist students who copy kanji from the textbook to obtain a more correct handwritten 
style than would occur if they copied from a more standard printed form such as 
Mincho. 
O'Neill (1984, p. 18) lists the standard gyosho and sosho forms of important 
characters and suggests that "a familiarity with them will go a long way towards 
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training the eye to recognize these ... characters when they are met." Neustupny (1984) 
recommends that, up to and including the intermediate stage, students should attempt to 
acquire kaisho, but that principles of gyosho should also be mastered. This is important 
as there is a very specific sfroke order, and, in gyosho style, it is important for students 
to be aware which strokes join to which. This is relevant not only to kanji, but also to 
hiragana and katakana. 
In Australia, the Queensland Syllabus in Japanese (Board of Senior Secondary 
School Studies, Queensland, 1995, p. 8) aims to acquaint leamers with both printed and 
handwritten forms by advising that "Leamers should be exposed to hand written, as 
well as typed texts." 
Highly relevant to the presentation of Japanese script for JSL leamers are the 
actual fonts to be employed. Some word processors have cassettes which can be 
purchased to provide for additional fonts such as kyokasho which has already been 
mentioned. While the Japanese version of Microsoft Word 97 defaults to the 
prototypical Minchd ^ ^ [Ming] style used by newspapers, and in the main text of this 
thesis, there are ten other different Japanese fonts which can be chosen including Seikai 
Shotai lEWWW- which approximates a handwritten style. (These characters here 
shown in Mincho style as lE^^W- are reproduced as iL^^i^ in the Seikai Shotai 
style). In the early stages, when students are less confident in, and less competent at, 
writing by hand, one of the fonts more closely resembling a handwritten style is 
important. Students should be exposed to various fonts, though it will be natural for 
writers of courses for advanced leamers to use the Ming style very commonly used by 
newspaper and magazine publishers. 
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4.8.5 THE IMPORTANCE OF KANJI IN JSL INSTRUCTION 
Although not often attained, it would seem that the ultimate goal of most 
students of Japanese reading and writing would be to eventually be able to read, and in 
some cases write, authentic Japanese script to the standard of daily newspapers (Rivers, 
1981). It is usual to start with a less complex script, and move gradually to more 
sophisticated forms. 
The Senior Syllabus in Japanese, Queensland (Board of Senior Secondary 
School Studies, 1995) states that the minimum standards for the Reading skill 
component for the highest achieving student level—S5—are that: 
The student demonstrates a comprehensive understanding of main ideas 
from a range of texts; can distinguish gist from detail, main points from 
subsidiary ones; understands all or most of the significant points and the 
relationships between them; recognises register and tone and can infer the 
purpose of the text and the writer's attitude; can draw appropriate 
conclusions; applies a knowledge of language to deduce meaning from 
context; understands socio-cultural references, (p. 40) 
It is most surprising that knowledge of Japanese script does not rate a mention. 
Even the minimum standards for the Writing skill component, in terms of script, 
includes only that: "The student displays accuracy in kana scripts and an extensive and 
appropriate use of kanji studied" (Board of Senior Secondary School Studies, 1995, p. 
41). 
The syllabus states that equal time is to be devoted to each of the four 
macroskills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. Observers of contemporary 
classrooms would agree that overall more time is spent in reading and writing activities 
than in speaking and listening, and yet students with a Very High Achievement (VHA) 
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in both listening and speaking can perform quite well in simple, everyday situations, 
but can read little. It is not uncommon these days for Australian high school students to 
take a school tour to Japan towards the end of their schooling. However, even students 
who achieve a VHA in reading and writing find that, apart from menus in westem 
restaurants written predominantly in katakana, they are disappointed because they can 
read almost nothing. 
The reason for the students' disappointment is twofold. First, they are taught 
too few kanji. As previously mentioned, the current Senior Japanese Syllabus in 
Queensland states that "By the end of Year Twelve, a minimum of 200 kanji for both 
recognition and reproduction should be included in the course" (Board of Senior 
Secondary School Studies, 1995, p. 9). These consist of one hundred mandatory kanji, 
and a list from which the remainder are to be selected. The syllabus for the Senior 
Extemal Examination in Queensland (Board of Senior Secondary School Studies, 
1998) requires that candidates have "control" of a mandatory 150 kanji for writing and 
reading, and a fiirther fifty for recognition. Even a Year Two Primary student in Japan 
has studied 221 characters by the end of the year, the number increasing by an extra 195 
by the completion of Year Three. 
Second, the format in which the written language appears (almost all kana 
with basic kanji included very gradually, one by one as they are taught) is not authentic. 
It is something created to simplify the teaching of difficult material, but the process of 
weaning students from this artificial form never really occurs. If the 1,945 kanji 
prescribed by the Japanese Ministry of Education are required to read Japanese (Seeley, 
1981), then at an average rate of 40 kanji per year, (the Queensland requirement for 200 
kanji over five years) 48.6 years would be required to complete the task. 
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The lack of kanji hinders the development of reading. Hughes (1993, p. 1) 
asserts that a "[l]ack of reading skills places a ceiling on the fiirther development of the 
language because it does not allow for autonomous leaming (best done by reading); 
more specifically, it does not allow for the development of a wider vocabulary and 
stmcture usage." Sayeg (1996, p. 150) agrees, asserting that "Despite the allergic 
reaction of many leamers of Japanese to kanji, kanji are vital and ... more kanji should 
be introduced much earlier ... if real proficiency in reading is to be fostered." Once 
again, it is clear that somehow, a method has to be found to increase the number of kanji 
that leamers acquire so that reading skills can progress. 
4.9 NO CONSENSUS ON THE BEST METHOD OF PRESENTING 
WRITTEN TEACHING IVIATERIALS IN JAPANESE 
There are many formats for presenting Japanese in written form for JSL 
students. In the Typology included in the preceding chapter I have identified 
ninety-two types, and there is no doubt that there may be further variations of these in 
use throughout the world. Although it is obvious that authors have put a great deal of 
thought into their own script format, apart from the continuing romaji versus Japanese 
script question (Hatasa 1989; Backhouse, 1993), there seems to be little debate 
occurring on how texts should be presented. In fact, very little has been published to 
help course writers decide how to present Japanese script in their texts. It seems instead 
that authors are so preoccupied with questions of seemingly higher importance (i.e. 
which state syllabus to follow for maximum sales; which methodology to 
use—fiinctional, communicative etc.; which topics would be most usefiil and/or 
appealing to potential students) that the very format for script presentation seems to be 
seldom discussed. Teacher/authors themselves, though they are often quite happy to 
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use modem teaching methodology, for the most part seem satisfied to present material 
in the same format as that from which they leamed themselves. 
4.10 LACK OF RESEARCH ON SCRIPT PRESENTATION IN JSL 
TEXTS 
Along with the lack of a consensus conceming methods of script presentation, 
there has been little research that has directly addressed the issue of script presentation. 
The teaching of Japanese to non-native speakers in any large numbers did not really 
occur until after World War II. Even then, most teaching was performed by native 
speakers. Generally speaking, native speakers do not share the concems of non-native 
speakers of Japanese regarding the presentation of Japanese writing. They leamed to 
read initially through rote-leaming of characters, and in many cases do not remember 
how they leamed. Even the most difficult passages are easy to read for them, making it 
hard to understand levels of difficulty in presentation for the non-native leamer. It is a 
common assumption in Japan that the complexities of the Japanese writing system 
make it almost impossible for westem people to comprehend (Brown, 1985). So native 
speakers tend to be happy to present material anywhere along a continuum from 
authentic style, often with the addition of furigana to help students read the kanji, to an 
entirely romanised form, depending on what they perceive that the leamer requires. 
The mode of presentation is not really an issue for many. This is evidenced by the great 
number of different styles found in the Typology in the previous chapter. 
4.10.1 THE AUSTRALIAN SITUATION 
In the 1970s, the beginning of a boom in the number of foreigners enrolling in 
Japanese language courses in universities occurred. At this time Japan was emerging as 
Australia's major trading partner. The boom in Japanese language study continued first 
to secondary schools, and then to primary education. On the Gold Coast in Queensland, 
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for example, there was only one school teaching Japanese in 1977. This increased to 
over fifty schools by the early 1990s. During the rapid surge in student numbers during 
the 1980s, Australian schools found themselves with a small but growing number of 
Australian university graduates trained to teach Japanese. These were supplemented by 
a large number of teachers, many with experience in teaching other foreign languages, 
who had very little proficiency in Japanese but were urged to teach Japanese in schools 
where community pressure was requiring that schools teach Japanese. Japanese was 
seen as more practical than French and German which were commonly taught at the 
time, because of growth of trade with Japan, and the growth of the Japanese tourism 
industry within Australia (Lee, 1993). 
Although the university-trained graduates were taught at university almost 
entirely by native speakers, with authentic Japanese texts, many of them found 
themselves adapting to the romanised Alfonso texts which first appeared in 1976. The 
teachers unfrained in Japanese were much more comfortable teaching courses in romaji 
rather than the more authentic scripts with which they had little proficiency. It would 
have been impossible for them to have taught from the authentic scripted textbooks in 
use prior to this (Lee, 1993). 
For the students, compared to the boring and difficult grammar/translation 
style texts previously in use in the few schools where Japanese was taught, the 
audio/lingual approach was, at the time, innovative, and the new textbooks stimulating. 
With the much lower expectations, (fewer grammar pattems, less vocabulary, and 
above all very few kanji) the average student gained more of a feeling of success. 
Although it had been the case in some of the schools where Japanese was taught that 
only the more gifted students were even given a chance to study the language (the 
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others often forced to take remedial English, or the like), Japanese as a school subject 
became more widely acceptable and available (Lee, 1993). 
It is these graduates of the seventies who gained experience while teaching 
through the eighties and nineties who are producing the majority of the texts available 
for use in Australian schools today (Lee, 1993). Examples of these texts which have 
now virtually replaced the Alfonso texts in schools include the Isshoni series (Lee, 
1989a; 1989b; 1991a; 1991b; Lee et al. 1994a), the Kimono series (McBride, 1990; 
Bumham, 1991; Bumham et al., 1992), the Yoroshiku series (National Japanese 
Language Project, 1993a; 1993c; 1994a), Obentoo 1 (Williams et al., 1997) and Ima 1 
(Bumham, 1998). It is only now that non-native teachers of Japanese are questioning 
themselves about many issues in the teaching of Japanese to foreigners, including script 
presentation. Although all of these books use a variety of Japanese script types, a 
pemsal of them will show how wary authors are in introducing authentic Japanese 
script. Still, the tide has turned from the predominantly romanised days of old. The 
mass teaching of Japanese to foreigners predominantly by non-native speakers in 
schools may prompt more research into the optimum script presentation for second 
language readers. 
4.10.2 INTERVIEW WITH ALC PRESS EDITOR 
As previously mentioned, although there has been a gradual increase in recent 
years in the use of fiirigana in reading texts for second language leamers of Japanese, 
very few authors comment on their reasons for employing furigana. Additionally, the 
literature provides very little research or insight into the question of whether fiirigana is 
a help or a hindrance for leamers of Japanese (Harada, 1988). It was thought that 
Nihongo Journal, a commercial undertaking with an obviously large budget devoted to 
a furigana-positive magazine sold in large numbers intemationally, may have carried 
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out their own research into the best ways to present Japanese script with fiirigana. It 
was therefore decided to interview the editor/s of this joumal, which makes heavy use 
of fiirigana, in an effort to determine their reasons for doing so, and to discover if these 
reasons are based on scientific research. 
Nihongo Jdnaru 0 ^ f § v^-^ —^J^ [Japanese Language Joumal], known 
commonly to westem leamers of Japanese as Nihongo Journal, is a monthly magazine 
with accompanying CD. for foreign students of the Japanese language. It and its 
publisher, ALC Press, are respected among the Japanese teaching community. The 
magazine includes Japanese lessons and information columns ranging from beginner 
through to intermediate levels. It is well-known for its heavy use of fiirigana. 
After an initial interview at ALC Press' Tokyo headquarters in November, 
1999, on the editors' suggestion, a list of questions was prepared and forwarded, and 
written answers were subsequently provided by Ms Kinoshita of the ALC Press Editing 
Department. Although the questions were given in English, at the editors' request, the 
answer statements were expressed in Japanese. The original Japanese answers, as 
provided by facsimile on 9 December, 1999, and the author's English translation, are 
included in Appendix 7. 
4.10.3 DISCUSSION OF INTERVIEW WITH ALC PRESS EDITOR 
Although, as can be seen from the Typology, there was a number of 
publications prior to 1986 which employed fiirigana in the teaching of Japanese 
reading, the wide availability of Nihongo Journal assisted in the promulgation of the 
value of furigana as a teaching tool. Nihongo Journal was five years old in 1991, and 
its widespread use of fiirigana had a strong influence on it being chosen as a medium to 
develop reading skills in the texts by Anderson and Kirwan (1991; 1993) and Kirwan 
(1993). It is reasonable to believe that other authors were similarly impressed, and that 
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they too considered fiirigana for their own texts. Nihongo Journal was a quality 
magazine with lots of colour and up-to-date, interesting articles, but above all, people 
were impressed by the way large numbers of kanji could be used in texts without 
making the passages incomprehensible and daunting. 
It has been stated earlier that no research literature could be found on the 
efficacy of furigana in leaming to read Japanese. The last hope in this search was that a 
large publisher in the furigana market may have done their own, perhaps unpublished, 
research into furigana. However, the editors of Nihongo Journal could not cite any 
research at all to consolidate their beliefs, but instead spoke of the attachment of 
fiirigana to kanji as simply a "natural thing to do" and a "matter of course." This 
reemphasises the ad hoc nature of textbook writing as discussed in Section 4.9 "No 
consensus on the best method of presenting written teaching materials in Japanese." 
As seen from the Typology, Nihongo Joumal is one of the few publications 
following Type J3/TypeJ3(a) where furigana is applied only on the first appearance of a 
kanji in a particular paragraph. It does not appear again. The editors justify this by 
saying that it is in "consideration for the leamer" (Kinoshita, 1999). It can only be 
assumed that this is to force them to eventually become familiar with the kanji, as the 
disadvantage previously stated is that comprehension is often blocked when the reader 
who has forgotten a kanji reading has to repeatedly search back through the paragraph 
to find the first appearance of the kanji. Comprehension is thereby jeopardised. 
Nihongo Journal uses a wide variety of point sizes, despite a recommendation 
from Nagashima (1986) for a point size of 10 for Japanese texts. Additionally, the 
fonts, writing styles and attention-seeking headlines come in a large range. It is surely 
advantageous to students to have such a large range of fonts and styles with which to 
become familiar as they will ultimately be required to recognise differing styles. 
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In terms of whether the fiirigana should be placed under or over the kanji when 
writing is in a horizontal format, it is stated that the reason Nihongo Journal has chosen 
an under-the-kanji format'^" is so that leamers can read with the fiirigana hidden. In the 
magazine itself, there is a suggestion that readers may use a mler to cover the fiirigana. 
This may well be usefiil. Without a mler, students sometimes complain that on-top 
fiirigana is too visible - it does not give them a chance to try to read the kanji 
themselves before the reading is presented to them. Some think that furigana provided 
below the kanji is less intmsive, but surely after time with this method, one would get 
used to looking below, and become as familiar with this style as with the other. 
The Hiragana Times' method of sometimes placing readings of kanji in 
regular-sized hiragana over in the margin, away from the kanji, was not commented on, 
perhaps for ethical reasons. However, this method may be even better than placing the 
fiirigana below the kanji as it is the least intmsive and allows readers who may already 
know the kanji to read in a normal way. The disadvantage is, though, that it is annoying 
for readers more dependent on the readings to have to constantly look outside the 
passage to find the reading. 
4.11 IS FURIGANA THE ANSWER? 
By the begiiming of the new millenium, the literature review shows that there 
is now a strong case for the use of authentic script. If all arguments are taken into 
account, it seems that romaji has a place only in short, special purpose courses such as 
those for tourists' survival Japanese, and survival courses for staff in the hospitality 
'^ ^ A perusal of back issues of Nihongo Joumal shows that the first issues used an over-the-kanji format. 
During the early 1990s furigana appeared sometimes above and sometimes below the kanji, even in the 
same issue. More recently, however, it always appears below the kanji. 
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industry.'^' Even influential scholars, typified by Jorden and Alfonso, who claim that 
romanisation is a necessity in the early stages of Japanese language leaming, concede 
that leamers should ultimately progress to traditional script presentations of kanji, 
hiragana, and katakana. However, their systems of romanisation are often dramatically 
simplified, and do not always warrant the term 'authentic' 
There are two major reasons for using Japanese script. First, since the 
development of the extremely successful mnemonic aids such as Hiragana in 48 
minutes (Quackenbush and Ohso, 1983), there no longer seems any reason why 
hiragana cannot replace romaji as the basic script in which to present the first lessons in 
a Japanese course. In fact, if a change is not made to avoid romaji, as pointed out by 
Pye (1984); Harries (1989); Kawai (1991) and Backhouse (1993), sttidents leam to 
visualise Japanese only through romanisation, and will be forever franscribing 
authentic text, at least in their heads, into romaji. 
Second, following accepted practice for native speakers, it was once taken for 
granted that writing characters was equally important as reading them, and that 
therefore mastery of characters was necessary. However, this is no longer the case. 
Even the Ministry of Education in Japan now recommends the use of fiirigana simply to 
build recognition ability (Harada, 1988). Perhaps more importantly, with Japanese 
word processors now widely accessible to both native and second language writers, it is 
accepted that writing by hand is now far less important than before (Ikeda, 1988; 
Gotfiieb, 1993; Seeley, 1994). 
'" If this course is to be followed, it is the Hepbum system which is used overwhelmingly in Japan 
(Nakano, 1989), and which is closest to the sounds of the Japanese language, that should be employed 
(Ono, 1973; Backhouse, 1993). Assistance with pronunciation will be vitally important to students of 
short language courses. Although it can be argued that the Nippon-shiki or BJ forms of romaji may be 
helpfiil for understanding the stmcture of the language, serious students of the language should use 
authentic Japanese script instead of romaji. 
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For a serious study of the Japanese language, if sttidents are ever to be able to 
read authentic documents in the language, then Japanese script must be used from the 
very beginning to enable sufficient exposure to kanji in order to become familiar 
enough with them to develop reading skills to cope with at least the majority of the Joyo 
Kanji. To prepare students for a wide range of reading possibilities, courses should be 
stmctured so that advanced students have a recognition repertoire of approximately 
2,000 kanji. Even if schools teaching beginner and intermediate students do not 
envisage catering to advanced students, they must still make a quantum leap regarding 
the number of kanji to which students are exposed so that these students have a chance 
to become familiar with sufficient characters by the time they reach an advanced level. 
4.12 THE STUDIES: INVESTIGATING THE USE OF FURIGANA 
IN JSL CLASSROOM IVIATERIALS 
A viable solution to the dilemma of providing sufficient exposure to the 
number of kanji required for fluent reading may be the more widespread application of 
furigana in JSL teaching materials. If fiirigana is presented as a matter of course with 
otherwise authentic materials, then even beginning leamers can be exposed to kanji at 
the earliest stages of instmction. The regular exposure to kanji with fiirigana could, it is 
suggested, be the source of significant incidental leaming of kanji that would otherwise 
not be available to the leamer. It is intended that this thesis will provide some of the 
first empirical evidence to show whether in fact fiirigana does assist second language 
leamers to leam kanji, and how leamers perceive fiirigana as a leaming tool. 
There are different ways to test this. For this thesis, a classroom context was 
chosen where the availability of fiirigana to students of Japanese at three different 
levels was looked at to discover whether it made a difference to their kanji leaming. 
Four experiments were performed and analysed to determine the efficacy of the 
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attachment of fiirigana to kanji at differing levels of Japanese second language leaming 
in a university context. It will be hypothesised that heavy use of fiirigana will enable 
familiarity with the kanji to be acquired. The following specific research questions will 
be addressed in the studies: 
4.12.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1 DOES THE PRESENTATION OF A TEXT 
CONTAINING KANJI WITH FURIGANA READINGS FACILITATE THE 
RECOGNITION OF THE MOST FREQUENTLY OCCURRING KANJI 
AFTER ONE SEMESTER? 
If it is tme that the parafovea covers more than one line while reading, and that 
the line below the fiirigana may be processed subliminally as Taylor and Taylor (1983) 
suggest, then even beginning students of Japanese who have had no instruction in kanji 
at all may leam some kanji from having access to a text with fiirigana attached to all 
kanji. As it is frequency of exposure which leads to the development of orthographical 
knowledge and eventually automaticity (LaBerge and Samuels, 1974), it should be the 
most frequently occurring kanji which students leam to recognise. The correlation 
between frequency of occurrence and recognition ability will be tested. 
4.12.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2 - DOES THE PRESENTATION OF A TEXT 
CONTAINING KANJI WITH FURIGANA READINGS FACILITATE THE 
RECOGNITION OF THE MOST FREQUENTLY OCCURRING KANJI 
AFTER TWO SEMESTERS? 
As exposure to the kanji with a furigana treatment increases over an additional 
semester, so should the number of kanji that are leamed, i.e. able to be recognised, in 
the process. If the kanji instmction includes strategies such as those espoused by Pye 
(1984), Bourke and Anderson (1998) and Vanderdonk (1998), then the rate of kanji 
leaming should increase. 
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4.12.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3 - DOES THE PRESENTATION OF 
FURIGANA FACILITATE THE LEARNING OF KANJI FOR 
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED STUDENTS OF JAPANESE? 
Unlike beginning students who have little or no kanji knowledge to start with, 
the value of furigana-treated text may be different for intermediate and advanced 
students who have a greater understanding of kanji. Harada (1988) noted that there 
were differences in the readability of script depending on the kanji density, and the 
level of the student. There will be a change in the usefiilness of the fiirigana-treated text 
as leamers move from the intermediate to the advanced stage. 
4.12.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 4 - FOR INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED 
STUDENTS OF JAPANESE, DOES THE PRESENTATION OF FURIGANA 
FACILITATE THE LEARNING OF KANJI BETTER WHEN THE CONCEPT 
BEHIND THE WORD IS KNOWN? 
Does fiirigana assist the leaming of any kanji, or does it work better at some 
times than others? It might be that if a vocabulary item is already familiar (only its 
sound and not its kanji shape), the addition of a phonetic context, provided through 
fiirigana, may assist in leaming the kanji. This will be tested with both intermediate and 
advanced students. 
4.12.5 RESEARCH QUESTION 5 - HOW DO STUDENTS FEEL ABOUT THE 
USE OF FURIGANA? 
Many subjective or anecdotal claims have been made by authors and textbook 
writers about the efficacy or otherwise of the use of fiirigana presentations. The current 
state of fiirigana use in texts has been seen clearly from the Typology, and certain 
results will come from the four fiirigana studies. But how do students themselves feel 
about the use of furigana? Do they see it as beneficial for kanji leaming? Are they 
unanimous in their views? These questions will be considered. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE FURIGANA STUDIES: DESCRIPTION AND 
METHODOLOGY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
JSL leamers need to leam far more kanji than is currenfiy the practice if they 
are to read authentic Japanese at an acceptable level. The question for JSL pedagogy, 
then, is how to achieve this end. One suggestion has been the increased exposure to 
kanji, at an earlier point, possibly through the use of fiirigana. However, although 
advocated by many, (e.g. Pye, 1884; Harada, 1988; Seeley, 1991; National Japanese 
Curriculum Project, 1994b), there has been no research to date to support the value of 
furigana in the leaming of kanji. 
Four studies were conducted to examine the efficacy of fiirigana in assisting 
the leaming of Japanese in a classroom setting. All the studies involved exposing 
students to kanji with fiirigana attached to determine whether incidental kanji leaming 
occurred in the absence of explicit instmction. The first two studies tested whether 
incidental exposure to a kanji-fiirigana combination would result in recognition 
knowledge of the kanji's reading and meaning. Study One assessed the effect of 
furigana presentation on beginner students of Japanese in their first semester of study in 
a university course. The research question considered was that after one semester 
students will become familiar with, and be able to recognise, the most frequently 
occurring kanji in a text containing kanji with fiirigana readings. The same cohort of 
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sttidents were again used as subjects for Study Two which, similariy to the first study, 
was to measure the number of kanji recognised at the end of a second semester of 
exposure to a text containing kanji with fiirigana readings. The main difference with 
this group, apart from their slightly more advanced level of language, was the fact that 
they were also receiving instmction in kanji leaming. 
In order to quantify the usefulness of fiirigana at intermediate and advanced 
levels of Japanese, two fiirther studies were designed. Study Three used subjects of 
second year university or intermediate level, and Study Four dealt with third year or 
advanced students. In both of these studies, the participants were divided into two 
groups. Both groups completed two reading comprehension exercises. Taken together, 
the four studies attempt to show the effect that the presence of fiirigana has on kanji 
leaming. 
5.2 STUDIES ONE AND TWO: THE EFFECT OF FURIGANA ON 
INCIDENTAL KANJI LEARNING BY BEGINNING JSL 
STUDENTS AND JSL STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND 
SECOND SEMESTERS 
5.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Studies One and Two were designed to test the research question that 
incidental exposure to kanji will result in students being able to recognise the most 
frequently occurring kanji in the text, after one and two semesters respectively. 
5.2.2 METHOD 
5.2.2.1 Subjects (Study One) 
Sixty-seven subjects who were first-year students of Japanese in the Bachelor 
of Arts (Japanese) at the Gold Coast campus of Griffith University in Queensland, 
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Australia, participated in the study. The subjects were students in the seven classes of 
the subject LAL 1530 Introductory Japanese. They were studying a three-year, 
six-semester Bachelor's degree in Japanese where fiiU time students generally study 
one unit of spoken Japanese, one of written Japanese, one of Japanese culture, and a one 
unit elective each semester. Beginning students commence at Year 1 Semester 1 level, 
but advanced students may commence at second or even third-year level depending on 
their proficiency in the language. Usually these students have completed five years of 
Japanese language study at secondary school and often a year of in-country experience 
as well. There are fourth and fifth-year level language subjects to cater for such 
students as they progress through the course. Beginning students take two units of 
spoken Japanese, and none of written Japanese, in order to develop their spoken 
Japanese more rapidly. In subsequent semesters they take one spoken and one written 
unit. Beginning students are, nevertheless, taught the hiragana and katakana scripts in 
the first two weeks, and expected to read the textbook and handout material employing 
the kana, and the furigana attached to the kanji. 
The subjects were divided into four groups: No Kanji Background, High 
School Background, Chinese Background and Korean Background. Despite the fact 
that students with a background in secondary school Japanese may commence their 
studies at advanced levels, there are still a considerable number of these students who 
elect to begin at first year, first semester level. Additionally, many students of Japanese 
on this campus are from countries that use kanji in their writing systems. Although not 
excluded from the study, students from these groups were identified and treated 
separately fr6m beginners with no kanji knowledge. 
Of the sixty-seven students who participated in Study One, twenty-eight were 
beginners of Japanese language study and had no previous kanji background. These 
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sttidents represented thirteen different countries and ten different native languages. A 
fiirther fourteen had a high school background in Japanese. The study focussed on 
these two groups as they had had little or no previous experience with kanji. Of the 
remaining students, twenty-two were of a Chinese, character-based background and 
two were from a Korean background. Of course the Chinese background students had a 
strong kanji background, and in Korea there are both syllabic {hangul) and ideographic 
(kanji) writing systems. Korean school children are originally taught the phonetic 
system, and later the ideographic one (Park and Arbuckle, 1977). The Chinese and 
Korean background groups were dealt with separately in the data analysis. 
5.2.2.2 Subjects (Study Two) 
In Study Two there were roughly half the number of students who participated 
in Study One. There was a total of thirty-one students, fourteen having no previous 
kanji background, nine with a high school background, five with a Chinese 
background, and three Korean background students. A large number of the students 
studying the first year subject Introductory Japanese are elective students majoring in 
Business and Hospitality Management. These students are not able to take an elective 
subject in the second semester, therefore the numbers in Basic Spoken Japanese 
targeted for Study Two are smaller than for the Semester One subject. 
5.2.2.3 Materials 
5.2.2.3.1 Teaching materials (Studies One and Two) 
The students targeted in Study One have seven hours of classes per week over 
a fourteen week semester. Specifically for the purposes of this study, the entire 
textbook (Kirwan, 1997a) and the two accompanying exercise books (Kirwan, 1997b; 
Kirwan 1997c) were reformatted from their previous all-kana format to one containing 
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kanji, all with the addition of fiirigana. See Appendix 8 for a sample unit. In an effort 
to adjust the number of kanji appearing in the textbook to a natural adult level, three 
native speakers were asked to review the draft copy of the text. A number of kanji, such 
as that for taitei X^ [usually], which the reviewers preferred in a kana form, were 
presented in kana in the text's final form. 
A point size of 10 has been suggested for readers of Japanese (Nagashima, 
1986). However, as this was to be the first time for many of the students to read 
Japanese script, a larger font size of 14 was chosen for the first ten units. This was 
particularly important, as furigana was to be attached. Furigana has half the font size of 
the kanji to which it is appended, which in this case was 7 This was the smallest font 
considered viable for beginners just leaming the kanji. The font size of the fiill size 
kanji was then reduced to 12 for the remaining thirty units of the Introductory Japanese 
text. The Microsoft Word (Japanese version) font closest to a handwritten form, HG 
Seikai Shotai PRO H G lE^^W- P R O, was chosen.'" 
5.2.2.3.2 The kanji test 
A kanji test was administered at the end of the semester to measure possible 
incidental kanji leaming that occurred over the course of the semester. First, a list was 
made of all words containing kanji that appeared in the three books in use throughout 
the semester. These words contained one or more kanji appearing as single characters 
or as a combination of two or three character compounds. The frequency of appearance 
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Nagashima (1986) suggests that rather than small sized type, 10 point size print with spaces cleariy 
visible is preferable. Sakamoto and Makita (1973) report on Makita's 1964 and 1965 tests to find the 
optimum type face for a new teletypewriter which were run on the basis of speed of reading. The factors 
compared were: 
1. type size, 8-point versus 9-point, 
2. line length, 7.0 cm. versus 4.5 cm., and 
3. space between lines, 4-point versus 5-point. (p. 449) 
The conclusion was that for mixed kanji/hiragana script in a horizontal format, the optimum was 
8-point size, 7.0 cm. line length, and 5-point spacing between lines. 
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of each word was then tallied. The exercise books which students used both at home 
and in class were also included in the calculation as these contributed to the amount of 
exposure to the kanji received. In the case of verbs and adjectives where the stem was 
constant but the ending changed, the counting was standardised to include the kanji and 
one following kana letter. This is because there is some evidence that the surrounding 
environment of the kanji may be important in gaining familiarity with the character 
(Steinberg and Oka, 1978; Taylor and Taylor, 1983; Barker, Torgeson and Wagner, 
1992). Thus, ikimasu t f ^ ^"t" and ikimashita t T # ^ bfc were counted as the same 
word. All the words based on a common character were then placed together for the 
frequency count. The list, called "Character Compounds," was first arranged in a 
Japanese alphabetical format (afc, fl/\w 0 ,e 7L,o^ etc.), in a Microsoft Excel 
worksheet, and then sorted to form a rank ordered list from the most frequently 
occurring to the least frequently occurring. This list is called "Character Compounds 
Sorted" (see Appendix 9 for a sample of the "Character Compounds" chart, and 
Appendix 10 for a sample of the "Character Compounds Sorted" chart). 
A separate list of the frequency of appearance of all kanji freated as single 
entities was then compiled. This is the "Single Characters" list. Once again, this list 
was sorted with the aid of Microsoft Excel to form the "Single Characters Sorted" list 
(see Appendix 10). 
The next task was to select the eighty words from the "Character Compounds 
Sorted" chart to test the students in the study. Frequency was expected to be a major 
factor in determining the characters with which students would feel familiar 
(Fukuzawa, 1982; Sakamoto and Makita, 1973). Therefore, the twenty most frequently 
occurring words were selected for page one, the twenty least frequently occurring for 
page four, and a random selection process carried out on the words in between to select 
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another forty for pages two and three. Test booklets were then produced taking care to 
randomise the first page appearing to reduce any possible effect of having the words 
placed in order of frequency. The pages of the first booklet were ordered 1, 2, 3, 4; the 
second one 2, 3, 4,1; and the following one 3,4,1,2 etc. No numbers appeared on any 
page. A cover sheet was then attached to the front of each booklet (see Appendix 11). 
Questions elicited information on in-country experience, previous Japanese language 
study, and script reading ability (hiragana, katakana and kanji) both before course 
commencement and at the testing time. 
For Study Two, the same cohort of students was followed through to the 
Semester Two subject LAL 1531 Basic Spoken Japanese. Unlike the Semester One 
subject previously described, this is a ten credit-point subject with only four hours of 
class contact per week compared to the seven hours per week in Semester One. The 
other major difference with regard to this subject is that the students also study a ten 
credit-point subject LAL 1532 Basic Written Japanese where approximately 210 kanji 
are taught during the semester. As was the case in Study One, the entire textbook 
(Kirwan, 1997d) and the two accompanying exercise books (Kirwan, 1997e; Kirwan 
1997f) were reformatted from their previous all-kana format to those containing kanji, 
all with the addition of fiirigana. See Appendix 14 for a sample unit. Once again, 
frequency counts of all character compounds and all single characters were made, as 
well as a sorted list to discover which were the vocabulary items of highest and lowest 
frequencies of occurrence. See Appendix 15 for a sample of the list of character 
compounds, and Appendix 16 for a sample of the sorted list. A similar test was then 
constmcted selecting the twenty top frequency words for page one, the twenty least 
frequently occurring for page four, and a random selection process to select another 
forty for pages two and three. See Appendix 17 for the questionnaire and test. 
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5.2.2.4 Design 
For both studies, the effect of incidental kanji exposure was assessed by 
comparing performance on a kanji test administered at the end of the semester with the 
results of a kanji knowledge self-report instmment completed by each subject. The 
independent variable was the frequency of occurrence of the kanji-fiirigana 
combination during the fourteen weeks of the semester. The dependent variable was 
the number of correct responses made by offering either or both a Japanese reading and 
an English meaning for the vocabulary items selected for the test. 
Thought was given to restricting one of the seven classes taking the subject for 
Study One to the old all-kana text format in order to provide a control group for 
comparison. This was decided against principally on ethical grounds. Apart from the 
fact that, if the hypothesis were proved correct, students using the new text would gain 
in kanji reading skills compared to the control group, the new text had a number of 
inherent advantages over the old one, as previously described. 
In order to avoid drawing attention to the kanji, a conventional pre-test was not 
given. At the time of the test, each subject completed a self-report questionnaire of 
kanji knowledge before the commencement of the semester. This was attached to the 
front of the four test sheets (see Appendix 11). It was assumed that students not from a 
kanji writing background such as Chinese or Korean, and who had taken no previous 
courses teaching kanji, had no knowledge of any of the kanji prior to using the specially 
prepared textbook. So that the researcher could be sure of this, smdents were asked to 
tick boxes in both the "readings" and the "meanings" sections beside each kanji if they 
could have given either prior to studying this course. This was essential, especially for 
the students with a high school background in Japanese, to determine which kanji were 
previously known, and which ones had become familiar through the fiirigana treatment. 
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Although the post-treatment self-report is not as reliable as a pre-test, it does provide a 
picture of prior knowledge. 
5.2.2.5 Procedure 
As the last week of the fourteen week semester was reserved for testing, a day 
during week thirteen in which all classes had a lesson was chosen. There were seven 
classes taking the Study One subject, and four classes taking that for Study Two. 
Although there were as many as four different teachers taking classes on the day, the 
researcher visited each group to personally mn the study in order to keep conditions as 
similar as possible across groups. 
Students were encouraged to take part in the test simply as part of research 
aiming to improve the teaching and leaming of Japanese. They were asked to do their 
best, but were assured that the results from the test would in no way reflect on their 
university results for the subject. Test booklets were then handed out, and subjects 
were asked to fill in the pre-test information on the attached sheet. On completion of 
this task, they were given exactly thirty minutes to give as many Japanese readings and 
as many English meanings as they could for the eighty words presented. After thirty 
minutes had elapsed, they were asked to go back over the four sheets, and tick the small 
box beside each Japanese Reading and each English Meaning if they could have 
provided that response prior to undertaking the subject Introductory Japanese at the 
Gold Coast campus of Griffith University. After a further ten minutes, papers were 
collected and participants thanked. 
The completed papers were collected from students after the testing session 
and the responses tabulated. As the students' classes concentrated predominantly on 
the macroskills of speaking and listening, with reading and writing as secondary skills, 
orthographical skills in hiragana were rather poor and script mistakes had to be 
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overlooked to a large degree. For example, some subjects failed to make the distinction 
between short and long vowels, but these responses were nevertheless accepted as 
correct. 
For each item there was a column on the mark sheet for "Japanese Reading 
Initial" and for "English Meaning Initial." This box was ticked if the item was already 
known prior to the semester, that is, if the student ticked the box indicating that they had 
knowledge of the item prior to the commencement of their course. There were also 
columns for "Japanese Reading Final" and "English Meaning Final." These boxes 
were ticked if the participants were able to give an acceptable response to the item. 
The difference between these two values was termed the "effect" and recorded 
in the Japanese Reading Effect and English Meaning Effect columns. For a sample of 
the chart see Appendix 12. For example, if the Japanese Reading was previously 
known, even if the participant could give a Japanese Reading, then the effect was 
deemed to be "0." If the item was unknown prior to the semester, but known at the test 
stage, then the effect was shown as " 1 " 
5.3 STUDIES THREE AND FOUR: THE EFFECT OF FURIGANA 
ON INCIDENTAL KANJI LEARNING WITH INTERMEDIATE 
AND ADVANCED JSL STUDENTS 
5.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Studies Three and Four continued to pursue the question of the efficacy of 
fiirigana presentation by testing Research Question 3: "Does the presentation of 
furigana facilitate the leaming of kanji for intermediate and advanced students of 
Japanese?" They also test a new research question. That is. Research Question 4: "For 
intermediate and advanced students of Japanese, does the presentation of fiirigana 
facilitate the leaming of kanji better when the concept behind the word is known?" If 
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this is tme, it may be because the furigana can provide a link with the known 
vocabulary building up a clearer picture for the student and providing a greater depth of 
encoding. 
In order to test for the effect of fiirigana on incidental kanji leaming, subjects 
completed reading comprehension exercises, and were then tested on kanji knowledge. 
Two tests were initially considered, but ultimately discarded. A set of two reading 
comprehension tests was used. Each was prepared in two different formats. In the first 
format, the No Furigana Format, the test consisted of a one-page passage in Japanese 
with a vocabulary list printed on the back. There was no fiirigana employed on the kanji 
that appeared in the passage, although the vocabulary list on the back provided three 
columns, showing the kanji, the readings in hiragana and an English translation. In the 
second format, the Furigana Format, the identical passage had blanket fiirigana, and the 
vocabulary list showed the kanji without any readings or furigana in one column, and 
an English equivalent in another. The purpose of the test was to discover whether 
students using the passage with the fiirigana treatment would leam kanji better than 
those without it. 
Initially, Group A worked on a passage with no fiirigana, but was provided 
with a vocabulary list with readings for the kanji in hiragana, the No Furigana Format. 
Group B's passage was identical except for the provision of fiirigana over all the kanji 
in the passage, and no fiirigana in the vocabulary list, the Furigana Format. To 
overcome the problem of the possibility of sttidents in each group having differing 
ability levels, in the second reading comprehension test. Group A's passage was in the 
Furigana Format, and Group B worked on the No Furigana Format. This is summarised 
in the Table 14: 
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Table 14 Test formats for Studies Three and Four 
Group A Group B 
No Furigana Format Furigana Format 
First Test Passage A - No Furigana Passage A - Furigana 
Vocabulary List - Readings in Vocabulary List - No 
hiragana Furigana 
Furigana Format No Furigana Format 
Second Test Passage A - Furigana Passage A - No Furigana 
Vocabulary List - No Vocabulary List - Readings in 
Furigana hiragana 
To test the second prediction that fiirigana will better facilitate the leaming of 
kanji when the word, but not the kanji, is known, passages were chosen where there was 
a number of each of the following types of vocabulary items: 
• Known Vocabulary, Unknown kanji 
• Unknown Vocabulary, Known kanji 
• Unknown Vocabulary, Unknown kanji 
The test results were then sorted to test the research question that fiirigana facilitated 
leaming better with the first type of vocabulary item. 
Finally, a survey of students was conducted to determine more subjective 
reasons for their preferences regarding fiirigana-treated texts. This group of students 
had worked for almost two years with both fiirigana-treated and non-fiirigana-treated 
texts. The questions posed on the survey were predominantly affective in nature, to 
determine whether students themselves thought fiirigana assisted their leaming, and 
why, and whether they preferred reading passages in Japanese with a fiirigana 
treatment. The survey will be reported on in Chapter 7. 
5.3.2 METHOD 
5.3.2.1 Subjects 
A total of forty-two subjects, thirty females and twelve males, took part in 
Study Three. They were all students enrolled in the second-year subject LAL 2533 
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Intermediate Written Japanese 2 at the Gold Coast campus of Griffith University in 
Queensland, Australia. The text studied in this class, Intermediate Written Japanese 2 
(Kirwan, 1993) uses fiirigana on all unknown kanji. The sttidents were randomly 
assigned to two groups of twenty-one for the purposes of the test. The test was 
performed during a regular class, and all students were encouraged to participate, but 
were given the option of leaving the class if they wished. All students who attended 
class on the day elected to participate. 
A total of fourteen subjects, nine females and five males, took part in Study 
Four. All were students enrolled in the third-year subject LAL 3536 Japanese Through 
Media 2 at the Gold Coast campus of Griffith University in Queensland, Ausfralia. 
They were divided evenly into two groups of seven for the purposes of the test. As for 
the previous study, the test was performed during a regular class, and all students were 
encouraged to participate, but were given the option of leaving the class if they wished. 
Once again, all students who attended on the day elected to participate in the study. 
5.3.2.2 Materials 
5.3.2.2.1 Passage selection 
It was necessary to provide texts for the reading comprehension tests which 
were on the one hand quite readable by the second-year Japanese language students 
participating in the study, and on the other hand sufficiently complex that there would 
be a number of examples of each type of vocabulary item - the "Known Vocabulary; 
Unknown Kanji" (KVUK), the "Unknown Vocabulary; Known Kanji" (UVKK) and 
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the "Unknown Vocabulary; Unknown Kanji" (UVUK) types.'" As the participants 
were only a few weeks from final examinations, it was also considered usefiil to employ 
material relating to the topics being studied for the test so that any vocabulary leamed 
by the students participating in the study would be helpfiil to them. This would also 
ensure maximum numbers of participants. A long passage titled Omiai Kekkon iJo^-n" 
V "'lo^f [Arranged Marriages] was eventually chosen for Study Three to satisfy all of 
the above criteria. It was divided into two parts forming the two reading 
comprehension passages. For the Reading Comprehension passages in both the 
Furigana Format and the No Furigana Format, see Appendix 19. 
For Study Four, two reading comprehension passages were again chosen to 
complement the themes being studied by the students in their xegulax Japanese Through 
Media 2 class. The first was Tsushin Eisei ii{i"^iM [Communication Satellites], and 
the second was Hokkaidd Nansei Okijishin ^tfSiSSW^^iliiM [Undersea Earthquake 
South-West of Hokkaido]. See Appendix 24 for both of these passages. 
5.3.2.3 Design 
The independent variables that were manipulated in the study were 
exposure/non-exposure to fiirigana and the three groups of vocabulary items, KVUK, 
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In considering ways of testing leaming where the vocabulary item was known, but the kanji novel, it 
was thought that the names of countries in kanji may be useful. The word for India, for example, is more 
commonly written in katakana, and students would be familiar with the Japanese Indo ^ ^^  K [India] 
when it is presented in katakana. This word can, however, also be rendered in Chinese characters as Indo 
PPS [India]. Students would not be familiar with this more unusual presentation, and it was thought that 
furigana might be useful in assisting students to leam these kanji. Similarly, there are many simple, short 
words in Japanese, mainly prepositions and pronouns, which would be very familiar to students in their 
hiragana presentations. In literary styles of writing, though, these words can also be rendered in kanji. 
Examples considered include itsu fpIBf [when], anata mJi [you], and made j ^ [as far as] (Spahn and 
Hadamitzky, 1996). It is unlikely that students would be familiar with these more unusual presentations. 
Both the country names and simple word tests were eventually discarded, however, as English meanings 
would have to be provided for the control group, and it is almost irrelevant if the readings are given with 
the provision of fiirigana as, in almost all cases, the words are so familiar that if an English reading is 
provided, the reading of the kanji becomes obvious. It would then be very difficult to determine whether 
it was the furigana or English meaning that had assisted in the leaming. 
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UVKK and UVUK that were specifically included in the passages. Both were 
within-subject independent variables allowing subjects to be matched across the 
treatment conditions. 
The first dependent variable was the number of vocabulary items correctly 
identified in the No Furigana Format compared to the number identified in the Furigana 
Format. Second, the number of novel vocabulary items contrasted to previously known 
vocabulary items identified constituted the second dependent variable. 
5.3.2.4 Procedure 
There were three groups undertaking the Intermediate Written Japanese 2 
subject for Study Three. All three groups were timetabled for a class on the day of the 
test, so the test was repeated three times during the day by the researcher with identical 
test conditions maintained. As there was only one group for the subject for Study Four, 
it was necessary to mn the test only once on the day. 
After having been given the option of participating in the study or not, students 
were handed a cover sheet requesting information on any other languages spoken, and 
previous written Japanese language study. Attached to this was a sheet thanking them 
for taking part in the study, and a set of instmctions (see Appendix 19 for the Cover 
sheet, test sheet and both formats of the reading comprehension for Study Three, and 
Appendix 24 for that for Study Four). Following this, the self-reporting was carried 
out. Subjects were given fifteen minutes to give as many Japanese Readings and 
English Meanings as possible for the forty-six vocabulary items appearing on the set of 
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two pages. 
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These pages were identical to those that the students were later given to test their kanji knowledge at 
the completion of each reading comprehension passage. 
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Following this, half of the sttidents were given the first reading comprehension 
passage in the No Furigana Format, and the remainder supplied with the same passage 
in the Furigana Format. They were all allowed exacfiy twenty minutes to study the 
passage and vocabulary list. The fact that the texts the students had worked on during 
the semester always contained passages complete with reading comprehension 
questions caused the students to assume that they were reading the passages for 
comprehension purposes. When this time had elapsed, two vocabulary sheets identical 
to those used in for the self-reporting instmment were handed to students, and they 
were allowed fifteen minutes in which to complete them. Finally, the second reading 
comprehension passage and following test were administered in exactly the same way 
as the first. Subjects were then thanked for their participation and dismissed. 
The grading of student work for Study Three was performed in the following 
way. First, the sheets to determine students' pre-knowledge were scored both by the 
researcher and a second scorer. Some leniency was given with long sounds and 
voiced/unvoiced sounds etc., as these may have been script errors. For example, in the 
case of dandori ^ S i "9 [steps], although the correct answer is dandori fz./\j }f '0 , 
danddri tcA^ }f 0 'O ox dantori tzA/1 "9 were accepted. It was deemed to be 
incorrect if only half the word was given, for one of a two-kanji combination. The 
"Japanese Reading" and "English Meaning" columns were graded separately. There 
were twenty-three items for each passage. Second, the test sheet, filled out after 
studying the reading comprehension passage, was marked. The same criteria for 
marking were employed. Similar to the method used in Studies One and Two, the 
number of vocabulary items identified in the self-report instmment was deducted from 
the number correct on the final sheet to give a number of possible items leamed during 
the test. This figure is called the "effect." For example, if a student gave Japanese 
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Readings for four of the items on the self-report instmment, (Japanese Reading Initial), 
and twelve in the final test (Japanese Reading Final), the "effecf of the fiirigana 
treatment (or non-furigana treatment) would be eight (Japanese Reading Effect). This 
data was used to determine which vocabulary items were handled best by the students 
in order to test Research Question 4: "For intermediate and advanced students of 
Japanese, does the presentation of fiirigana facilitate the leaming of kanji better when 
the concept behind the word is known?" See "Study Three Spreadsheet for Passage 
A"(Appendix 21), and "Study Three Spreadsheet for Passage B" (Appendix 22). 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE FURIGANA STUDIES: RESULTS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the results from each of the four kanji leaming studies will be 
presented. A discussion will follow to highlight the various effects of fiirigana on the 
leaming of kanji at different levels. 
In Study One, beginning students of Japanese were taught only the phonetic 
hiragana and katakana scripts, but were presented with a textbook and two exercise 
books containing authentic kanji-laden script, each kanji freated with fiirigana. The 
books were used in a class that primarily focussed on speaking and listening. At the end 
of one semester, they were tested to see if they had leamed to recognise any of the kanji. 
The study focused on students who had had no previous kanji background. Study Two 
was carried out on the same cohort of students in their second semester of Japanese 
language leaming. During this semester, they leamed a number of kanji in a separate 
subject. 
Study Three looked at intermediate students of Japanese. Two styles of the 
same reading comprehension passage were produced, one containing blanket fiirigana 
with a vocabulary sheet showing only kanji and English equivalents. The other had no 
fiirigana, but on the vocabulary sheet were readings in hiragana in addition to the kanji 
with English equivalents. Kanji leaming was compared across the two fiirigana 
presentation styles. Study Four was similar, except that the subjects were advanced 
students of Japanese. 
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6.2 STUDY ONE 
6.2.1 RESULTS 
The goal of this study was to find the number of kanji that were learned 
through the availability of kanji with fiirigana attached, and to see if those kanji leamed 
were the most frequentiy occurring kanji. As students, particularly in the High School 
Background, Chinese Background and Korean Background groups, could already 
recognise some of the kanji, it was important to know the percentage of kanji they had 
leamed out of those that they did not previously know. The "effect" was the number of 
Japanese Readings or English Meanings they could give at the test at the end of 
semester {final} less the number they already knew at the beginning {initial). The 
formula used for Japanese Readings was: 
Sum Japanese Readings Effect x 100 
Total no. of items - Japanese Readings Initial 
For students who had no previous kanji knowledge, such as those in the No Kanji 
Background group, the denominator in the above formula would be 80, the total 
number of items available. However, in the case of students who had previous 
knowledge of some of the kanji, as shown in the self-report instmment, the formula 
gives the percentage of items known, controlling for prior knowledge. 
Major findings of Study One are summarised in Table 15: 
Table 15 Results for Sttidy One 
Group 
No Kanji Baclcground 
High School Background 
Chinese Background 
Korean Background 
No. of 
students 
28 
14 
23 
2 
Japanese 
% 
7.4 
4.6 
64.6 
55.0 
Reading 
sd 
3.9 
11.2 
20.2 
5.3 
English 
% 
7.0 
4.7 
74.8 
35.5 
IVIeaning 
sd 
4.7 
11.9 
19.8 
25.4 
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A one way ANOVA was done comparing the responses for the No Kanji 
Background, High School Background and Chinese Background groups. The Korean 
group was omitted because there were only two in the group. For the Japanese Reading 
responses there was a significant overall effect/(2,62) = 214.24,/? < .001. A following 
Scheffe/test indicated that the difference between the No Kanji Background and the 
Chinese Background performance was significant (Scheffe/= 133.46,/? < .05) as was 
the difference between the High School Background and Chinese Background groups 
(Scheffe/= 179.57,/? < .05). There was no significant difference between the No Kanji 
Background and High School groups. The responses on the English Meaning task 
showed a similar pattem. The overall ANOVA was significant/(2,62) = 347.21,/? 
< .001. The pairwise comparisons were also similar. The Chinese Background group 
was different from both the No Kanji Background (Scheffe/= 287.99,/? < .05) and the 
High School Background group (Scheffe/= 212.79,/? < .05). There was no statistically 
significant difference between the No Kanji and High School Background groups. 
As can be seen from the table, the cmcial No Kanji Background students 
recognised, on average, approximately 7% of the kanji at the end of the semester. As 
they had no other means of kanji leaming, this shows that fiirigana does assist 
beginning students to leam at least some kanji. At first glance, the High School 
Background students appear to have done worse than the beginners with no kanji 
experience at around 4.6%. However, these students already knew a number of the 
simple kanji, so they leamed 4.6% of the more difficult kanji remaining in the test after 
their initial scores were discounted. 
As the majority of the kanji come originally from Chinese, and their meanings 
are mostly the same, it is not surprising that the Chinese Background students could 
give on average almost three-quarters of their meanings in English. The fact that the 
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score is not even higher may be explained by less-than-perfect English skills on the part 
of the Chinese students. Their Japanese Meaning score is also relatively high, but being 
their new language, not as high as that for English Meanings. Surprisingly, the Korean 
Background students managed to give more Japanese Readings than English Meanings. 
Perhaps this is because Japanese is much more popular as a foreign language in Korea 
than in China (see Table 1), but it would be dangerous to draw strong conclusions from 
the results of such a small group {n = 2). 
To see if students would be able to recognise the most frequently occurring 
kanji after one semester of exposure to fiirigana-treated kanji, the scores of the No 
Kanji Background and High School Background groups are most important. The 
Chinese background group were already familiar, of course, with the characters. Some 
Korean schools still value the teaching of kanji, while others do not. Therefore, the 
Korean students tested have a varying, but relatively high knowledge of kanji. The 
results of the Chinese background and Korean background groups are important but 
must be interpreted with care. The use of furigana for Chinese students will be 
discussed later. 
6.2.1.1 Effect of item frequency on learning - Study One 
To discover whether in fact it was the most frequently occurring kanji which 
were leamed by students, responses and frequency were compared. A chart listing all 
subjects on the A:-axis, and all eighty vocabulary items from the test on they-axis is 
given in Appendix 13. Results for the No Kanji Background group for the twenty most 
frequent items are given in Table 16 which follows. As the other three groups had 
already been exposed to differing levels of kanji, their results were not included. 
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Table 16 The 20 most frequently occurring kanji in the textbook with the total student 
"Effect" scores for No Kanji Background Group Study One 
High Frequency Vocabulary items 
1. rei M [example] 
2. ikimasu tT # S t " [go] 
3. tabemasu'k^'^^ [ea\] 
4. nani H [what] 
5. nihongo B :$:|S [Japanese 
language] 
6. watashi fA [me] 
7 nomimasu ^^'^'t [dfmk] 
8. mimasu M ^ " ^ [see] 
9. /(a/masu Ml /^^"^ [buy] 
10. Tanaka m^P [Tanaka] 
11. ben/cyo M?t [study] 
12. sukiiif^ [like, love] 
13. kakimasu S ^ ^ "^ [write] 
14. yom/masu I J C ^ ^ " ^ [read] 
15. daigaku :K^ [university] 
16. omoshiroi Di S t^ [interesting] 
17. gakko ^ ^ [school] 
18. kino 9^ B [yesterday] 
19. dare I t [who] 
20. istia |S# [doctor] 
Frequency 
of Item^^^ 
179 
163 
114 
101 
99 
93 
69 
68 
52 
47 
44 
40 
39 
38 
35 
31 
31 
31 
31 
30 
No Kanji 
n = 
Japanese 
Reading 
1 
17 
25 
1 
15 
2 
12 
7 
5 
0 
0 
2 
1 
7 
1 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Background 
28 
English 
Meaning 
0 
16 
25 
1 
15 
2 
9 
6 
4 
0 
0 
2 
1 
7 
1 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
A Pearson's Product Moment Correlation was calculated in order to assess the 
strength of relationship between recognition scores and word frequency. The reading 
by frequency correlation for all items was r = 0.46, p = 0.04. It was evident that the 
item rei M [example], was the most frequently occurring item. It was read by few 
students possibly because it did not appear in a sentence context. A Pearson correlation 
was calculated removing rei M [example], yielding a stronger correlation of r= 0.67,/? 
= 0.001. 
^^ ^ Number of times the base kanji appeared. For example, i(ku) tT [go] appeared 163 times in total, but 
eisikuff<. 13 times, iki tf # 127 times, i(tte) f r o 12 times, ika tT/5^ 8 times and ike ^ Tit 3 times. 
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Table 17 Japanese Reading x Frequency Correlation with and without rei Sttidy One 
Study One with rei r = 0.46 p = 0.0402 
Study One without re/ r=0.67 p = 0.0017 
These findings are consistent with the argument that it is the most frequently 
occurring kanji which students leamed to recognise through employing a text 
containing kanji with fiirigana. 
6.2.2 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The overall question for this study was whether there was incidental leaming 
occurring with the presentation of fiirigana-treated kanji. This question is addressed by 
discussing the results in terms of the kanji background of the individual subjects. 
6.2.2.1 The effect of kanji background on test 
6.2.2.1.1 No Kanji Background 
This group of twenty-eight students came from a variety of countries and ten 
different native language backgrounds, but none had a kanji-based language. A number 
of them had studied a small amount of Japanese before enrolling in the Introductory 
Japanese course at the university, but none of these courses had any kanji content. 
Their Japanese leaming backgrounds were varied. Students F and K studied 
Japanese at high school for six months, T studied at a private Gold Coast language 
school for three to four months, and N was enrolled at the same school for one year. W 
had undertaken a minimal amount of in-house Japanese staff fraining at a large hotel, 
AA studied at a private language school in Japan for one year, and AB at a TAPE 
college for six weeks. Five of the students had visited Japan - D for a day, N for two 
weeks, S for three days, X for one month, and AA for one year. The first mentioned 
four spent too little time for in-country kanji exposure to have had any effect, but one 
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year, despite no kanji-based formal instmction, could have provided significant 
exposure to kanji. 
Test scores for these subjects ranged from 0.0 (0% of the 80 characters 
presented) to 12.0 (15%) for the ability to give the Japanese reading of a character, and 
from 0.0 (0%) to 12.5 (15.6%) for the ability to give the English meaning of a character. 
It was noted that the only student of the group of twenty-eight to retum a zero score was 
a mature age student 23.5 years of age above the mean for the group. This student has 
since given up Japanese studies due to "leaming difficulties." Given that this is the first 
semester of the study of Japanese at the university, the percentages demonstrate that 
some students were indeed able to recognise at least a small number of characters via 
incidental exposure. The only exposure had been with fiirigana, and even when it was 
removed, up to 15% of the kanji could be recognised. 
6.2.2.1.2 Chinese Background 
The Chinese background students were advantaged by the change from an 
all-kana text to one with fiirigana-freated kanji. As many of the multiple-kanji words 
used in Japanese were borrowed directly from Chinese, these words, when written in 
kanji, became immediately recognisable to the Chinese background students. 
An interesting aspect, however, is the inclusion in the course of a number of 
kanji compounds which were not borrowed from Chinese. While the individual 
characters used in these combinations are borrowed from Chinese, these Japanese 
compounds do not make sense to Chinese readers. Sometimes they have completely 
different meanings in modem day Chinese and modem day Japanese. An example of 
the former is omoshiroi ® & V ^ [interesting] which is an ateji, formed by kanji used 
only for their phonetic value to write a word which already existed in native Japanese. 
The character omo ® means "face" or "surface" (as the face is the surface of the head), 
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and shiroi S ^ "^  means "white." A Chinese reader, then, would be rather perplexed by 
the word, and unable to decipher any meaning other than perhaps "white face." There 
is no chance a Chinese reader would expect the meaning "interesting" from these 
characters. 
Another example of a compound which has a completely different meaning in 
Chinese compared to Japanese is benkyd ^ ^ ^ whose individual characters mean 
respectively "exert" and "sfrong," but has come to mean "study" in Japanese, though 
"compel" or "constrain" in Chinese. A fiirther example is Kdbe # P [Kobe City], the 
name of a city situated in westem Japan. The two characters which make up the 
compound Kdbe mean "gods" and "door," meaning here something like "door to the 
gods," but this is rather meaningless in Chinese. 
Table 18 which follows compares the results of Chinese background students 
to non-kanji background students when presented with the types of characters 
described above. Benkyd and omoshiroi are compounds which appeared with high 
frequency (44 and 31 appearances respectively), and Kdbe appeared with low 
frequency (only once). 
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Table 18 Responses to high and low frequency characters by Chinese Background and 
No Kanji Background sttidents 
Chinese Background 
Total no. No. of students with correct Japanese 
students Readings 
No. of students with correct English 
Meanings 
High Frequency Characters 
benkyd 
[study] 
Omoshiroi 
[interesting] 
21 
21 
15* 
'plus one who wrote [ban k] 
*plus one who wrote [beku] 
"plus one who wrote ['^(be)] 
21 
21 
20 156 
Low Frequency Characters 
Kobe 21 4^"' 
[Kobe City] 
2lbB 
No Kanji Background 
Total no. No. of students with correct Japanese 
students Readings 
No. of students with correct English 
Meanings 
High Frequency Characters 
m^ 27 0 
m&l^ 27 2^ ^^  
0 
2I60 
Low Frequency Characters 
np 27 0 0 
With the high frequency characters, the Chinese background students 
achieved an almost perfect score. Even the student who cited "boring, (not 
interesting)" for the English meaning of omoshiroi knew that the meaning was 
associated with "interesting." 15 out of 21 students gave a reading for benkyd which 
was deemed to be correct, but an additional three (those who submitted "ban k," 
"beku" and "(hiragana) be" were at least on the right frack. As could be expected, the 
score was much lower for the low frequency characters. However, in the case of Kdbe, 
'^ * A further student wrote [boring (not interesting)]. 
' " A further student wrote [Nagoya], and another wrote [fc^A^ (Osaka)]. 
"* Thirteen students wrote that this was the "name of a place" or "a city in Japan." 
" ' A further student wrote "L5L^" shiroi [white], and another wrote "something L5L^" shiroi [white]. 
'^ ° A further student wrote "something white" and another wrote "pale white?" 
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62% of the students, although not being able to give the correct reading, were aware 
that this was a city in Japan two going so far as to quote the names of other Japanese 
cities. In contrast, the students with no kanji background performed very poorly. When 
it is noted that the example preceding the test included the item " S V* - shiroi - white," 
even the positive results for the two students who realised that omoshiroi included 
something about "white" (although off the track from the real meaning of the word) 
could be discounted. 
It is difficult to determine exactly how helpfiil the fiirigana employed in the 
textbook was in enabling the Chinese students to perform so well. However, it could be 
said that the Chinese background students have a huge head start on the non-kanji 
background students when the Chinese and Japanese characters are identical, and the 
meanings are the same. In the examples contrasted here, though, the meanings are quite 
different, perhaps making a more even playing field. Although the non-kanji 
background students who had studied no kanji at all may not have been expected to 
perform much better, it could just as easily be expected that the Chinese background 
students would have little idea of the new meaning of these special characters in a 
Japanese context. In fact, though, they have. Had benkyd and omoshiroi been 
presented in kana as was the practice in the past, then there is no reason to believe that 
the Chinese background students would have been able to attribute the correct readings 
to the kanji that are used in Japanese. Therefore the presentation of kanji with fiirigana 
attached has enabled the Chinese background students not only to give the new 
meaning for the characters in a Japanese context, as they already know the vocabulary 
item (e.g. omoshiroi/intexesting) and can quickly apply them to the characters, but in 
many cases to be able to give the Japanese reading as well. Of course, Chinese students 
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have a schema for dealing with characters. Even if the character is different, they are 
still the same kind of perceptual object. 
Lecturers who taught the subject in the past with the all-kana text remarked 
how much better the Chinese background students seemed to perform now that so much 
more of the textbook was meaningfiil to them with the addition of kanji. Teachers of 
Japanese Through Media 1 and Japanese Through Media 2, third-year subjects, 
commented that although Chinese background students could perform well in reading 
comprehension exercises, they performed poorly when asked to provide Japanese 
readings for kanji compounds. It seemed they had been reading the kanji to themselves 
with Chinese sounds rather than Japanese sounds. First-year Chinese background 
students therefore were asked to write in the exercise books in kanji and fiirigana. 
(Other students not having yet leamed kanji simply wrote in hiragana.) A greatly 
improved ability to read the characters with Japanese sounds was sensed by teachers. 
The vocabulary items in the first column are ranked in order of frequency of 
appearance in the text and exercise books. There is an assumption that frequency of 
appearance of kanji equates to amount of exposure to that kanji. Of course, this is not 
necessarily so. A particular unit may be more difficult than another, for example, 
encouraging a student to spend more time on it, and therefore providing more exposure 
to the characters which appear in it. This cannot be controlled for, so the assumption 
must be made in order to interpret the result. 
Each of the fifteen highest frequency items will be discussed. From this point 
on, when the frequency of occurrence was less than 35, students were not able to give 
any readings.' 
'*' The 16th item, omoshiroi S S V ^ [interesting] was used as an example in the instructions section, so 
the score of 4 for Japanese Readings and 3 for English Meanings may not be accurate. 
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As the findings for each item were quite independent of each other, each will 
be treated individually: 
rei M [example]. Despite this being the most frequently appearing item of all, 
there was an extremely low response rate to both the Japanese Reading (1) and the 
English Meaning (0). Perhaps this can be explained by the fact that it is a literary term, 
the spoken form tatoeba ^'llx.fi' [for example] being much more likely to have been 
heard by the students in classroom communication. More importantly, perhaps, in the 
textbooks, it is not used in a communicative context within a sentence. 
ikimasu t T # ^ i ~ [go]. This item had the second highest score in the list. It 
was decided that items would be displayed in the test complete with any okurigana as 
this would provide a natural context for the word. There is no doubt that the okurigana 
had a role to play, along with the kanji, in the recognition of an item. However, should 
it be simply the okurigana which elicited the reading of the kanji and not the fiirigana, 
this word would have been confiised with item 13, kakimasu S # ^"t" [write] as they 
both have the same okurigana. Had this been so, it could be expected that both would 
have the same chance to be recognised as ikimasu, or kakimasu for that matter. In fact, 
this was not the case, as 60.7% of students gave a correct Japanese Reading for the 
former, and only one of the twenty-eight participants gave a correct reading for the 
latter. The higher frequency of appearance of ikimasu (163 times) led to its high rate of 
leaming as compared to the comparatively lower frequency of appearance of kakimasu 
(39 times). This supports the frequency hypothesis. 
tabemasu ^ ^'^'f' [eat]. This is a high frequency item, and had the highest 
scores for both Japanese Readings and English Meanings for the group. There were no 
other items in the test containing the same okurigana. This may explain why tabemasu 
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scored more highly than did ikimasu which had an even higher frequency of 
occurrence. 
nani m [what]. It was unexpected that this character scored only one each for 
Japanese Readings and English Meanings. It is quite a simple character, but as Taylor 
and Taylor (1983) and Hatasa (1989) found, more complex characters are not 
necessarily more difficult to read. Also, this character appeared with two different 
basic readings and was immediately followed by different kana. It appeared variously 
as nani ffij fS:\Z. (27 times), nan {PI f.^k/ (4 times), nani-o {PJ^ (22 times), nanika f"! 
t)^ (2 times) and nani-ga mt^ (2 times). Perhaps the large number of combinations in 
which it appeared may explain students' low success rate with this character. 
Nihongo 0 ^fp- [Japanese language]. This was the only high-scoring 
vocabulary item with no okurigana attached as an exfra clue. Although only fifth in 
order of frequency, this combination of characters appeared on the front cover of all 
textbooks so it in fact may have had the greatest exposure of all characters. It is also, 
for obvious reasons, a basic word in the course. 
watashi ^k [I, me]. The poor scoring for this character too may be explained 
by the lack of okurigana. 
nomimasu l^^^^ ' t ' [drink]. As with ikimasu and kakimasu, students did 
relatively well on this item as well. Although its frequency of appearance was less than 
half that of ikimasu, twelve students were able to give a Japanese Reading compared to 
seventeen for ikimasu. There was another item on the same sheet with exactly the same 
okurigana yomimasu ^ ^ " ^ "f" [read]. A student with no familiarity at all with either 
character, but remembering leamed vocabulary items ending in -mimasu could but 
guess at which one was which. To discover whether choice was random or not, the 
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Japanese Readings given on the original test papers were reexamined. Of the 
twenty-eight students in the group, eleven were unable to give correct readings for 
either. Seven students gave correct readings for both. Another five were able to give 
correct readings for nomimasu but not fox yomimasu. (This may be explained by the 
fact that nomimasu had a frequency of 69, whereas that fox yomimasu was only 38.) 
Five students confiised the two. Two of these had interchanged the readings of both 
characters, one ^ut yomimasu for nomimasu (and nothing fox yomimasu), and one put 
nothing for nomimasu, but nomimasu fox yomimasu. A total of twelve of the 
twenty-eight students gave correct readings for both or at least one of the items, and 
only five confiised the two. For the most part, the exposure to kanji with fiirigana 
attached had provided sufficient exposure for the twelve students to leam the kanji. 
mimasu ^ ^"f" [see]. This character scored relatively highly despite the fact 
that there is no okurigana. (The -masu "S i~ verb ending is available as for many of the 
others, but there are no extra okurigana clues.) It is also a very simple pictographic 
character. It was leamed by a quarter of the students. Although its frequency was 
virtually the same as for nomimasu, (68 for mimasu; 69 for nomimasu), it appears that 
the assistance of the extra mi h- okurigana may account for the higher score of 
nomimasu. 
kaimasu M V ^:S"t" [buy]. This is also a relatively simple character, and its 
okurigana is unique in the list. It has a slightly lower frequency than the former 
mimasu, and a correspondingly lower success rate. 
Tanaka P9 ^ [Tanaka], benkyd M^^ [study]. The former Japanese sumame is 
composed of very simple kanji, while the characters for benkyd axe rather complex. 
Interestingly, however, no students at all were able to give any readings for either. It 
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seems that characters in isolation, with no okurigana are not successfiiUy leamed, even 
with fiirigana superscripts. 
suki 0^ [like, love]. This character had a slightiy lower frequency of 
appearance compared to the previous two, and was identified by two students. 
kakimasu # # "^f~ [wxite],yomimasu l5E^^'t" [read]. Both have 
already been discussed above. 
daigaku i^^ [university]. These kanji which could be described as simple 
characters were treated similarly as those for Tanaka. Only one student was 
able to give readings for them. 
In order to study the relationship of frequency of appearance of vocabulary 
items to the number leamed by students, a table was constmcted showing the rank order 
of the items for which students were able to give Japanese Readings and English 
Meanings. The top thirteen items are given. Beyond this point, the scores were two or 
less. 
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Table 19 Rank order of items which scored best with No Kanji Background students 
A = Score for all students combined 
B = Frequency count of Compound with this reading 
C = Frequency count of Single Character including other readings^^^ 
Japanese Readings English Meanings 
Item A B C Item A B 
tabemasu -k^l^t [eat] 
ikimasu ^yt'^'t [go] 
nihongo B ^ I S [Japanese 
language] 
hito A [person] 
nomimasu tX^'^'t [drink] 
Sashimi $i|L# [raw fish] 
mimasu M.'^'t [see] 
yomimasu ijc<?f S"^ [read] 
hon :^ [book] 
otosan fc5CcF^ [father] 
ichi — [one] 
6W^#L^[big] 
kaimasu ML^^"^ [buy] 
25 
17 
15 
14 
12 
12 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
114 
163 
53 
10 
69 
11 
68 
38 
20 
11 
24 
20 
52 
122 
172 
41 
69 
70 
37 
150 
19 
25 
87 
54 
tabemasu "^^"^"t [eat] 
ikimasu ^ i^'^'t [go] 
otosan fciCcF^ [father] 
nihongo B ^ I S [Japanese 
language] 
Sashimi $|JL^ [raw fish] 
nomimasu tX^'^'t [drink] 
hito A [person] 
yomimasu l^^^'t [read]] 
hon :^ [book] 
mimasu M.^"^ [see] 
ichi — [one] 
o/c/:;^^l^[big] 
kaimasu Wl'^^'t [buy] 
25 
16 
15 
15 
12 
9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
4 
114 
163 
11 
53 
11 
69 
10 
38 
20 
68 
24 
20 
52 
122 
172 
19 
-
69 
14 
37 
150 
70 
25 
87 
54 
If Sashimi and omoshiroi axe discounted as they inadvertently appeared as 
examples in the instmctions page of the test booklet, the only changes compared to the 
items in Table 19 are the addition of hito, hon, ichi and ima. These are characters of the 
simplest form, and despite their lower frequency, scored relatively highly. It is 
noticeable that all four are single kanji, perhaps the only distinguishing feature 
compared to the multiple-character Tanaka which, although composed of the simplest 
characters, scored zero. 
Why were these sttidents able to identify any kanji at all? They had had no 
knowledge of kanji before commencing their course at university, and yet they were 
able to identify some of the characters. The frequency of appearance of the kanji, that 
is, the amount of exposure to the kanji, is definitely linked to the number of correct 
hon ^  [book], for example, appears 20 times as hon with the meaning of "book" but may appear 
additionally in other words such as Nihon 0 ^ [Japan], d^ z :^ # V ^ [big] appears 20 times as part of the 
word meaning "big" but also in compounds such as daigaku A ^ [university] up to a total of 150 times. 
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readings students are able to give. However, it seems that the vocabulary items with 
okurigana included were leamed better than those without. It was not that participants 
were able to simply guess at the reading of the character, as shown above, but having 
some context for the kanji seemed to have been of assistance. 
6.3 STUDY TWO 
6.3.1 RESULTS 
One purpose of Study Two was to follow the cohort of students which took 
part in the previous study in their speaking/listening Japanese classes to see if the rate of 
kanji leaming from fiirigana-freated kanji differed with the introduction of 
kanji-leaming classes in a separate subject. It was also planned to see whether it was 
still the high-frequency kanji which were leamed better. 
Once again, the subjects were divided into four groups, those with No Kanji 
Background, High School Background, Chinese Background and Korean Background. 
Test papers were marked in an identical manner to those in the first study. 
The number of students in the Chinese and Korean Background groups were 
very small, and many of the characters were already known by the students which 
might explain the high scores. However, the No Kanji Background and High School 
Background students after a fiirther semester's study of Japanese showed a large 
increase in the score compared to the previous semester. For a sample of the results 
sheet for Study Two, see Appendix 18. A summary of the results appear in Table 20: 
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Table 20 Results for Sttidy Two 
Group 
No Kanji Background 
High School Background 
Chinese Background 
Korean Background 
No. of 
students 
14 
9 
5 
3 
Japanese 
% 
19.2 
19.4 
68.9 
47.9 
Reading 
sd 
6.3 
16.1 
23.8 
14.7 
English 
% 
18.9 
18.9 
51.1 
49.9 
Meaning 
sd 
6.8 
15.5 
36.8 
15.7 
Given the smaller number of subjects in each group, an ANOVA comparing 
group performance was not done. A comparison of the average percentage of kanji 
leamed in both Studies One and Two are summarised in Table 21: 
Table 21 Results for Studies One and Two for all four groups 
Group 
No Kanji Background 
High School Background 
Chinese Background 
Korean Background 
A7=28 
n=14 
A7=23 
n=2 
Study 
After 1 
Japanese 
Reading 
7.4 
4.6 
64.6 
55.0 
One 
Semester 
English 
Meaning 
7.0 
4.7 
74.8 
35.5 
n=14 
n=9 
n=5 
n=3 
Study 
After 2 
Japanese 
Reading 
19.2 
19.4 
68.9 
47.9 
Two 
Semesters 
English 
Meaning 
18.9 
18.9 
51.1 
49.9 
6.3.1.1 Effects of kanji learned in Basic Written Japanese 
As stated previously, the majority of the students who participated in Study 
Two were concurrently studying kanji in the subject LAL 1532 Basic Written 
Japanese. Of the 206 kanji taught in this subject, nine were also included in the eighty 
test items of Study Two. The knowledge of these nine kanji may have inflated the 
scores for Study Two in Table 20. Table 22 shows a comparison between the results of 
Studies One and Two for the important No Kanji Background and High School 
Background groups with the revised statistics for Study Two when these nine items are 
deleted. 
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Table 22 Results for Sttidies One and Two over No Kanji and High School 
Background Groups without LAL 1532 kanji in Study Two 
Group 
No Kanji Background 
High School Background 
Study One 
After 1 Semester 
Japanese English 
Reading Meaning 
7.4 7.0 
4.6 4.7 
Study Two 
After 2 Semesters 
Japanese English 
Reading Meaning 
10.7 9.1 
17.8 17.3 
With the nine text kanji deleted, there was still an increase with the No Kanji 
Background group, and a larger increase for the High School Background group. It 
seems that if students are given strategies to leam kanji (Pye, 1984; Bourke and 
Anderson, 1998), such as those students in Study Two who had kanji-leaming 
strategies included in their Basic Written Japanese course, then they do better than 
those who did not such as those in Study One. In addition, the longer they have been 
leaming kanji, the more effective the fiirigana becomes. 
6.3.1.2 Effect of item frequency on learning - Study Two 
A study of the effect of item frequency on leaming was made in the same 
manner as for Study One. The purpose was to discover if indeed the kanji leamed were 
the most frequently appearing. Results are shown in Table 23: 
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Table 23 The 20 most frequently occurring kanji in the textbook with the total student 
"Effect" scores for No Kanji Background Group Study Two 
High Frequency Vocabulary Items 
1. hon :^ [book] 
2. rei M [example] 
3. / / f / m a s t / f t t ^ f [go] 
4. gakusei ^± [student] 
5. ima -^ [now] 
6. sensei 5 t 4 [teacher] 
7 benkyd M5S [study] 
8. ana hito fc(D A [that person] 
9. omoshiroi ® S L ^  [interesting] 
10. /^osh/g!?LL^[want] 
11. Tokyo ^ ^ [Tokyo] 
12. kino^B [yesterday] 
13. s/7/zu/ca ^ A^ [quiet] 
14. renshu shimasu ^ ^ L ^ " ^ 
[practise] 
15. kaerimasu 'Ji y S t " [return] 
16. muzukashi H L L ^  [difficult] 
17. yomimasu 1%^^ir [read] 
18. hayai desu ne •P-L^t?"t'fe [it's 
early, isn't it?] 
19. shitte imasu ^  o T L "* ^  "f 
[know] 
20. shukudai ? i l i [homework] 
Frequency 
of Item 
288 
222 
210 
56 
55 
54 
44 
42 
40 
37 
35 
35 
32 
30 
29 
27 
25 
24 
22 
22 
No Kanji 
n = 
Japanese 
Reading 
14 
3 
14 
12 
13 
13 
12 
13 
11 
1 
13 
8 
3 
0 
1 
0 
6 
4 
0 
0 
Background 
28 
English 
Meaning 
14 
3 
14 
12 
13 
13 
12 
13 
11 
1 
13 
8 
3 
0 
1 
0 
6 
4 
0 
0 
A Pearson's Product Moment Correlation was calculated for Japanese 
Readings and English Meanings. Unlike Study One, there was no significant 
relationship between frequency and performance. 
Table 24 Japanese Reading x Frequency Correlation with and without rei Study Two 
Study Two with rei 
Study Two without rei 
r=0.38 
r=0.26 
p = 0.09 
p = 0.36 
These figures indicate that frequency played a lesser role as leamers had more 
exposure to kanji. 
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6.3.2 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Why is there an improvement in Semester Two over Semester One? As 
previously noted, the major change in Semester Two is that most of the cohort of 
students studying Basic Spoken Japanese, the source of participants for this study, are 
also studying kanji in a separate course, Basic Written Japanese. 
There were nine of the kanji in the Study Two list of eighty which also appear 
in the list studied in Basic Written Japanese. There is no guarantee that every student 
would have leamed all Japanese readings and English meanings for all nine kanji in 
their written Japanese course. It could well be that they had been leamed, and at least 
well supported through the furigana freatment in the Basic Spoken Japanese text. 
However, even when these nine characters are removed from the results for this study, 
there is still a much improved result over the previous semester. 
This suggests that encouraging students to take an interest in kanji, linked with 
the special uses of furigana in making readings immediate, is a key to kanji leaming. 
This is in agreement with statements made by Pye (1984). 
From this point of their Japanese study, students use texts where fiirigana is 
attached to all kanji which have not been officially infroduced for leaming, no matter 
how many times a particular kanji may appear on a page. When a kanji has been 
officially taught, however, it is no longer treated with furigana. For this reason, it was 
not possible to continue this type of study further. 
6.4 STUDY THREE 
6.4.1 RESULTS 
In Study Three, intermediate students of Japanese were asked to perform a 
reading comprehension task with two passages, one with fiirigana (with a vocabulary 
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sheet on the back showing only the kanji and English), and one without fiirigana (with a 
vocabulary sheet on the back including furigana on the kanji, and English). The 
purpose was to find whether kanji was leamed better with or without the fiirigana on the 
reading passage. In addition, it was hoped to discover whether the fiirigana would 
facilitate kanji-leaming only when the concept behind the word is known. 
In confrast to the first two studies, the difference between No Kanji 
Background and Kanji Background students was not marked. This is probably due to 
the fact that this study deals with more advanced leamers of Japanese. Therefore, the 
group was not divided for the purposes of this study. 
In order to test Research Question 3: "Does the presentation of fiirigana 
facilitate the leaming of kanji for intermediate and advanced students of Japanese?" the 
score of the actual number of items leamed did not adequately reflect the leaming of the 
few students who had very high scores for kanji in the self-report instmment thus 
showing a very low effect score for the extra items leamed during the test. 
Therefore, to give a more fine-grained picture of the effect of fiirigana, a 
percentage of the number of leamed items from the number of possible items was 
calculated. The possible items were those vocabulary items, of all types, which the 
student was not able to correctly answer in the kanji self-report instmment. These 
results appear in Table 25: 
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Table 25 Study Three results: percentages of correct responses from the number of 
possible items 
Student 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A10 
A11 
A12 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A16 
Age 
19 
21 
30 
22 
19 
18 
19 
19 
20 
17 
18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
24 
Sex 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
Mean Students A1 
A16 
81 
B2 
B3 
B4 
85 
86 
87 
88 
B9 
BIO 
811 
812 
813 
814 
B15 
816 
18 
21 
22 
18 
19 
36 
24 
20 
31 
19 
18 
18 
19 
20 
29 
26 
F 
F 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
M 
F 
Afean Students B1 
B16 
Mean Al f 
Students 
Native 
Country of Birth Language 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Australia 
Taiwan 
England 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
New Zealand 
New Zealand 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Papua New 
Guinea 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
Mandarin 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
Passage A 
furigana 
Japanese 
Reading 
4.3% 
9.1% 
0.0% 
4.5% 
18.2% 
23.8% 
4.5% 
34.8% 
0.0% 
7.1% 
4.3% 
26.1% 
31.6% 
77.8% 
60.0% 
5.0% 
19.4% 
Passage B 
furigana 
8.7% 
30.0% 
43.5% 
10.0% 
68.8% 
0.0% 
13.6% 
0.0% 
4.8% 
90.0% 
76.2% 
26.3% 
19.0% 
17.4% 
40.0% 
20.0% 
29.2% 
24.3% 
with 
English 
Meaning 
30.4% 
34.8% 
4.3% 
9.1% 
36.4% 
52.4% 
18.2% 
56.5% 
25.0% 
71.4% 
30.4% 
13.0% 
59.1% 
100.0% 
47.4% 
34.8% 
39.0% 
with 
30.4% 
86.4% 
52.2% 
40.9% 
71.4% 
60.9% 
27.3% 
9.1% 
47.8% 
66.7% 
59.1% 
31.8% 
27.3% 
36.4% 
50.0% 
22.7% 
45.0% 
42.0% 
Passage B without 
furigana 
Japanese 
Reading 
21.7% 
4.5% 
0.0% 
9.5% 
27.8% 
57.9% 
31.6% 
33.3% 
13.6% 
80.0% 
23.8% 
36.4% 
66.7% 
57.1% 
58.8% 
6.3% 
33.1% 
Passage A 
furigana 
0.0% 
9.5% 
17.4% 
4.5% 
83.3% 
8.7% 
9.1% 
9.5% 
4.5% 
40.9% 
52.4% 
38.1% 
9.1% 
22.7% 
75.0% 
13.6% 
24.9% 
29.0% 
English 
Meaning 
39.1% 
65.2% 
17.4% 
54.5% 
68.2% 
57.1% 
36.4% 
34.8% 
54.5% 
85.7% 
28.6% 
36.4% 
63.6% 
85.7% 
28.6% 
42.1% 
49.9% 
without 
22.7% 
39.1% 
60.9% 
27.3% 
88.9% 
52.2% 
31.8% 
13.6% 
17.4% 
77.3% 
76.2% 
40.9% 
47.8% 
52.4% 
80.0% 
18.2% 
46.7% 
48.3% 
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The total results for both passages with the fiirigana treatment (including 
Japanese Readings JR and English Meanings EM), compared to both passages without 
the fiirigana treatment, are summarised in Table 26: 
Table 26 Comparison of results With Furigana and Without Furigana Study Three 
Passage A 
Passage B 
With Furigana 
JR 19.4% (SD 22.6) 
EM 39.0% (SD 24.9) 
JR 29.2% (SD 27.6) 
EM 45.0%(SD 20.5) 
Without Furigana 
JR 24.9% (SD25.8) 
EM 46.7% (SD 24.5) 
JR 33.1% (SD 24.5) 
EM 49.9% (SD 20.3) 
Separate two-way repeated measure ANOVAs were carried out for the 
Japanese Reading (JR) and English Meaning (EM) measures. Order of presentation (A 
first /B second versus B first/A second) was the between subject factor and Passage 
type (Passage A versus Passage B) was the within-subject factor. It is important to 
analyse Order and Passage type as possible sources of variation in the responses, but the 
two factors are not the main focus of the analysis. Rather, of direct interest is the 
possible effect that the presence or absence of fiirigana has on leamer responses. Any 
effect for the furigana condition will be evident in the statistical interaction of Order 
and Passage type, i.e. the contrast between the four cell means for the JR and EM 
responses, respectively, given in Table 26. For the JR response data, there was a slight 
difference in overall performance for Order (AB: mean = 25.3, SD = 23.6; BA: mean = 
27.1, SD == 26.7). This difference was not significant. There was a larger difference in 
overall performance across Passage Type (Passage A: mean = 21.7, SD = 24.2; Passage 
B: mean = 31.2, SD = 26.4). This difference was significant at F(l,30) = 6.05, p <.02. 
Subjects found Passage B easier regardless of whether it was presented with or without 
fiirigana. Mean performance across both passages without furigana was better than 
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performance with fiirigana (Without fiirigana: mean = 28.9; SD = 25.1 With fiirigana: 
mean = 24.4; SD = 25.1). See Table 26 for the differences by Passage type. However, 
these mean differences were not significant, as there was no Order X Passage 
interaction evident. The mean EM responses followed the same pattem as the JR 
results. There was a difference in mean overall performance for Order (AB: mean = 
44.9, SD = 22.7; BA: mean = 48.3, SD = 22.1). There was also a difference in overall 
performance across Passage Type (Passage A: mean = 42.8, SD = 24.6; Passage B: 
mean = 47.4, SD = 20.1). Mean performance across both passages without furigana 
was better than performance with (Without fiirigana: mean = 48.3; SD = 22.2 With 
fiirigana: mean = 41.9; SD = 22.7). However, none of these differences were 
statistically significant. 
6.4.2 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
As can be seen from Table 26, mean performance was better in the reading 
comprehension passages without the furigana freatment on the kanji in the passage, but 
with the furigana (readings in hiragana beside the kanji) in the vocabulary list. 
Although these differences were not statistically significant, the direction of the means 
was contrary to expectations. The group that worked on Passage A with fiirigana 
scored 19.4% and 39.0% for Japanese Readings and English Meanings respectively. 
When the other group worked on this passage without furigana, they performed better 
with scores of 24.9% and 46.7% respectively. It appears that this trend is not due to the 
second group being superior students, because when they worked on Passage B with 
fiirigana with scores of 29.2% and 45.0% respectively, they were in ttim outperformed 
by the first group. Their scores for this passage without fiirigana were 33.1% and 
49.9% respectively. 
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Perhaps it is that vocabulary are easier to leam with the kanji, reading and 
English meaning presented together, as they are in the vocabulary list with Passage B. 
However the students were not aware while studying the passages that the researcher 
was to give them a test for Japanese readings and English meanings. Instead, they 
would have expected to be asked to give English answers to comprehension questions, 
as this was the format used in their textbook. Passages in their textbook were 
commonly followed by reading comprehension questions. 
So, although the number of subjects are too small to be definitive, it is an 
important finding that fiirigana on kanji in texts support the leaming of kanji for 
beginners, but that it becomes a hindrance for intermediate and advanced leamers. 
6.4.2.1 Effect of prior vocabulary knowledge on kanji learning 
Research Question 4 states that "For intermediate and advanced students of 
Japanese, does the presentation of fiirigana facilitate the leaming of kanji better when 
the concept behind the word is known?" That is, if students are already familiar with a 
particular vocabulary item (know its sound/hiragana reading and English meaning), but 
do not know the kanji with which it is written, they will leam the kanji better than a case 
where neither the vocabulary item nor the kanji is known. 
Horodeck (1987) and Sayeg (1996) agree that kanji are sound carriers as well 
as the more readily accepted idea of meaning carriers. In the case of fiirigana, it is 
usually accepted that, at least for native speakers, it is the kanji which are read with the 
furigana providing sounds for difficult or unknown characters. Horodeck suggests, 
though, that for some native readers even, it may be the fiirigana which are read with 
the kanji providing a gloss to disambiguate similar sounding words. For many second 
language leamers who do not know the kanji so well, it seems that the latter may occur 
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to a large degree. Perhaps it is more effective in leaming the kanji if the vocabulary 
item is already known. 
In order to explore this possibility a post hoc analysis comparing the 
participants' scores for three types of vocabulary and kanji knowledge in Study Three 
was carried out. The list of items was examined to determine which vocabulary items 
fell into each of the following three categories:'^'' 
• Known Vocabulary; Unknown Kanji (KVUK) 
• Unknown Vocabulary; Known Kanj i (UVKK)' ^ 
• Unknown Vocabulary; Unknown Kanji (UVUK) 
There were twenty-six instances of UVUK and fifteen cases of UVKK 
naturally occurring in both passages, but at this fairly advanced stage of Japanese 
language leaming, it is difficult to find cases of KVUK occurring naturally. However, 
in Japanese there are a number of common words which, although kanji exists for them 
and is used in very formal writing, are normally written in hiragana. For the purposes 
of testing the research question, then, two items which would be familiar to students in 
their more normal hiragana script were presented to the students in kanji. These 
became the KVUK items for the study. 
The Full Spreadsheets showing student responses to each item in both Passage 
A and B were analysed to find the total effect for each item. Half of the students 
worked on the passage with furigana with the remainder dealing with the non-fiirigana 
version. In order to come up with a single figure to demonstrate how well a particular 
'*•' A systematic search of vocabulary lists from prerequisite courses was undertaken to allocate items 
into these categories. 
' " In this classification, the kanji which make up a new, unknown vocabulary item were previously 
leamed in other vocabulary items. For example, although konyaku %W^ [engagement] is new, the first 
character is known as the "A:on" in kekkon |p if [marriage], and the second character is known as the 
yaku" in yakusoku ^ 'M [promise]. 
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KVUK item was leamed, the number of Japanese Readings and English Meanings for 
both groups were added together. This data is presented in Table 27: 
Table 27 Student responses to KVUK items for Study Three 
KVUK 
(Known Vocabulary; Unknown 
Kanji) 
mazu ^ - f [at first] 
hotondo % H [almost all] 
With 
Japanese 
Reading 
10 
6 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
10 
4 
Without 
Japanese 
Reading 
15 
3 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
16 
4 
n = Z2 
Total 
51 
17 
Average of totals for KVUK = 34.0 
As there were only two KVUK items, it is difficult to draw fiirther conclusions 
from this type. The same method was used to produce data for the UVKK and UVUK 
items. The results are shown in Tables 28 and 29 which follow: 
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Table 28 Sttident responses to UVKK items for Study Three 
UVKK With Furigana Without Furigana 
(Unknown Vocabulary; Known Japanese English Japanese English Total 
Kanji) Reading Meaning Reading Meaning 
s/ju/j^ IS [surrounding] 1 
konyaku P-f^ [engagement] 3 
mijika # ] £ [familiar, close to one] 1 
dokyo Wl^ [living in the same 2 
house] 
bekkyo g i j ^ [living separately] 3 
tsukisoinin H'W^A [escort] 2 
kosai ^ 1 ^ [keep company with] 3 
korai '^M [from old times] 5 
goriteki - Q - S ^ [logical, 5 
reasonable] 
gesshu M i|X [monthly income] 6 
himmoku BP @ [items] 8 
/jong/mar/^i^:^ 19 [to completely 5 
decide] 
hidori B^^ [thefixed date] 6 
shinkonryoko 1^t^§1^^i 3 
[honeymoon travel] 
goka R U [splendid, sumptuous] 2 
4 
10 
11 
4 
4 
5 
6 
10 
5 
12 
11 
10 
6 
5 
3 
5 
1 
4 
4 
5 
3 
3 
2 
1 
7 
7 
8 
3 
7 
9 
4 
13 
11 
7 
5 
10 
6 
11 
12 
10 
8 
4 
15 
27 
17 
23 
22 
19 
17 
28 
18 
30 
38 
32 
28 
15 
17 
mean 
standard deviation 
3.6 
2.1 
7.3 
2.9 
3.9 
2.1 
8.1 
2.9 
23.1 
Paired t tests were mn on the Japanese Readings and English Meanings but there were 
no significant results. 
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Table 29 Student responses to UVUK items for Study Three 
UVUK 
(Unknown Vocabulary; Unknown 
Kanji) 
renai ^ M [love] 
hyoka |?ffi [assess, value] 
kyoryoku W:J3 [cooperation] 
eikyo B^ [influence] 
shincho tX f i [cautious] 
ageru ^ f f - 6 [to name, to give] 
itaru^^ [to lead to] 
endan WM. [marriage offer] 
yuino 1I^M\ [engagement present] 
kyoshiki ^ ^ [ceremony] 
irai ^ f l [request] 
chukai #:f^ [intermediation] 
mendo BliJ [trouble] 
nakodo i^A [a go-between] 
fusai ^ S [husband and wife] 
handan ^Wr [judgement] 
otagaiio:S.^^ [each other] 
kotowaru i f-5 [to back out] 
dentoteki in^^ [traditional] 
gishiki M^ [ceremony] 
kotonaru MT '^S [to differ] 
keiko M[B] [tendency, trend] 
engi & ^ [lucky, auspicious] 
totonou M 0 [to be ready] 
fucho MM [a drift, a trend] 
seppan tff^^ [halving] 
mean 
standard deviation 
With 
Japanese 
Reading 
4 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
0 
3 
2 
3 
6 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
7 
9 
0 
1 
2 
4 
4 
3 
2.8 
2.0 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
5 
7 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
7 
8 
11 
2 
4 
5 
4 
10 
1 
5 
5 
9 
12 
3 
2 
4 
2 
6 
10 
5.2 
3.2 
Without 
Japanese 
Reading 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
8 
4 
2 
0 
3 
2 
0 
5 
0 
5 
2 
7 
2 
5 
9 
6 
0 
4 
1 
4 
4 
3.2 
2.5 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
6 
5 
3 
3 
4 
9 
5 
8 
10 
12 
1 
2 
8 
2 
8 
1 
5 
3 
9 
11 
7 
3 
5 
1 
7 
10 
5.7 
3.3 
Total 
18 
15 
9 
9 
11 
21 
13 
20 
18 
29 
7 
9 
24 
9 
26 
6 
19 
12 
30 
41 
16 
6 
15 
8 
21 
27 
16.9 
Paired t tests showed no significant results. Results for all three tests are shown in 
Table 30: 
Table 30 Summary of student responses to three item types for Study Three 
Item Type KVUK UVKK UVUK n = 32 
No. of Items 
Average Score 
2 
34.0 
15 
23.1 
26 
16.9 
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Unfortunately, there were only two KVUK items appearing. For advanced 
students it becomes more and more difficult to find vocabulary items which are known 
but for which the kanji is unknown. An additional restriction was that the passage had 
to be both authentic, and conform to the theme being studied at the end of the course. 
Both of the KVUK items had okurigana included, and it is unknown whether this had 
any effect on the relatively high score for these items. In some cases the addition of 
okurigana gave a higher score on the items in the Study One test. From the limited data 
available, however, it appears that KVUK items are leamed the best, supporting the 
research question that a knowledge of the concept behind a word facilitates leaming 
when furigana is applied. Not surprisingly, familiarity with the kanji in the UVKK 
items facilitated better leaming than with the UVUK items when neither the vocabulary 
or the kanji was known. These results will be compared later to the results from a 
similar examination of the Study Four items. 
6.5 STUDY FOUR 
6.5.1 RESULTS 
Students' test sheets were graded in a similar manner to that for Study Three. 
Once again, the data was used to test Research Questions 3 and 4. "Does the 
presentation of fiirigana facilitate the leaming of kanji for intermediate and advanced 
students of Japanese?" and "For intermediate and advanced students of Japanese, does 
the presentation of fiirigana facilitate the leaming of kanji better when the concept 
behind the word is known?" A sample of the data is shown in "Study Four Spreadsheet 
for Passage A" (Appendix 25), and "Study Four Spreadsheet for Passage B" (Appendix 
26). 
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Table 31 Sttidy Four results: percentages of correct responses from the number of 
possible items 
Student 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
Age 
19 
20 
24 
20 
23 
20 
20 
Sex 
F 
F 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
Mean Students Al -
A7 
B1 
B2 
B3 
34 
B5 
B6 
B7 
31 
21 
21 
20 
21 
21 
39 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
F 
M 
Mean Students B1 -
87 
Mean All 
Students 
Country of Birth 
Australia 
Australia 
Korea 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Australia 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Australia 
Australia 
Native 
Language 
English 
English 
Korean 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
English 
Passage A with 
furigana 
Japanese 
Reading 
36.8% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
21.1% 
57.9% 
14.3% 
4.5% 
24.0% 
English 
Meaning 
76.2% 
76.2% 
38.9% 
47.6% 
77.3% 
81.8% 
22.7% 
60.1% 
Passage B with 
furigana 
30.0% 
90.0% 
44.4% 
90.0% 
83.3% 
20.0% 
0.0% 
51.1% 
37.6% 
66.7% 
90.0% 
60.0.% 
88.9% 
71.4% 
70.0% 
50.0% 
71.0% 
65.5% 
Passage 1 
furig 
Japanese 
Reading 
50.0% 
55.6% 
44.4% 
60.0% 
88.9% 
30.0% 
50.0% 
54.1% 
Passage A 
furigana 
37.5% 
14.3% 
33.3% 
19.0% 
80.0% 
4.5% 
15.0% 
29.1% 
41.6% 
3 without 
ana 
English 
Meaning 
90.0% 
100.0% 
60.0% 
90.0% 
100.0% 
70.0% 
80.0% 
84.3% 
without 
47.4% 
50.0% 
90.5% 
52.4% 
83.3% 
22.7% 
26.1% 
53.2% 
68.7% 
The total results for both passages with the fiirigana treatment (including 
Japanese Readings JR and English Meanings EM), compared to both passages without 
the furigana treatment are summarised in Table 32: 
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Table 32 Comparison of results With Furigana and Without Furigana Sttidy Four 
Passage A 
Passage B 
With Furigana 
JR 24.0% (SD 20.2) 
EM 60.1% (SD 23.4) 
JR 51.1% (SD 36.8) 
EM71.0%(SD14.5) 
Without Furigana 
JR29.1%(SD25.2) 
EM 53.2% (SD 25.8) 
JR 54.1% (SD 18.1) 
EM 84.3% (SD 15.1) 
It can be seen that in all but one case (English Meanings for Passage A 
Without Furigana), as in Study Three, subjects leamed more kanji without the furigana 
treatment. The small sample size meant that it was not possible to compare condition 
means statistically. 
6.5.2 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Once again, students generally leamed kanji better in the reading 
comprehension passages without the fiirigana treatment. The group that worked on 
Passage A with fiirigana scored 24.0% and 61.0% for Japanese Readings and English 
Meanings respectively. When the other group worked on this passage without fiirigana, 
they performed better for Japanese Readings with a score of 29.1%, but not as well for 
English Meanings which were recorded at 53.2%. The decrease in the ability to give 
English Meanings for the non-fiirigana-treated passage was the only instance in all four 
passages (including those for both Study Three and Study Four) where a decrease 
occurred. There was never a decrease for Japanese Readings when the passage had no 
furigana treatment. 
As in Study Three, it is not that the second group of third year students are 
superior to the first, because when they worked on Passage B with furigana with scores 
of 51.1% and 71.1% for Japanese Readings and English Meanings respectively, they 
were in tum outperformed by the first group whose scores for this passage without 
fiirigana were 54.1% and 84.3% respectively. Although the student sample was small 
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with fourteen sttidents taking part in the study, these results reinforce the findings from 
Sttidy Three that advanced students leam kanji better without the fiirigana treatment. 
Of course, due to the small number of subjects and the small differences in effects, 
these comments can be suggestive only. 
The comparison of results from both Studies Three and Four are shown in 
Table 33. 
Table 33 Comparison of results With Furigana and Without Furigana Studies Three 
and Four 
Passage A JR 
EM 
Passage B JR 
EM 
With 
Study Three 
19.4% SD 22.6 
39.0% SD 24.9 
29.2% SD 27.6 
45.0% SD 20.5 
Furigana 
Study Four 
24.0% SD 20.2 
60.1% SD 23.4 
51.1% SD 36.8 
71.0% SD 14.5 
Without 
Study Three 
24.9% SD25.8 
46.7% SD 24.5 
33.1% SD 24.5 
49.9% SD 20.3 
Furigana 
Study Four 
29.1%SD25.2 
53.2% SD 25.8 
54.1% SD18.1 
84.3% SD 15.1 
It can be seen that there was better leaming in Study Four on Passage A with fiirigana 
(60.1%) compared to the same passage without the furigana treatment (53.2%). 
However, in every other case, students leamed kanji better without the fiirigana 
treatment. 
6.5.2.1 Effect of prior vocabulary knowledge on kanji learning 
To fiirther test Research Question 4, that "For intermediate and advanced 
students, furigana will facilitate the leaming of kanji better when the concept behind the 
word is known," a similar examination of vocabulary and kanji knowledge conditions, 
as undertaken for Study Three, was made of the Study Four items. This time there were 
more options for KVUK items with ten being represented. There were six UVKK items 
chosen along with twelve UVUK items. The data is tabulated below: 
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Table 34 Student responses to KVUK items for Study Four 
KVUK 
(Known Vocabulary; Unknown 
Kanji) 
soreni S t i l c [in addition to that] 
oyoso PL^ [approximately] 
sarani'^lc [further] 
shikashi ^ L [however] 
sugirui^€^ [to go over, exceed] 
mata X [again] 
tame ^ [as] 
matomeru ^ * ^ 5 [to collect 
together] 
yoruM^ [from] 
gakekuzure M ^ t b [landslide] 
mean 
standard deviation 
With 
Japanese 
Reading 
3 
3 
4 
4 
1 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3.3 
1.2 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
6 
2 
3 
7 
4.3 
1.4 
Without 
Japanese 
Reading 
0 
4 
5 
2 
3 
5 
3 
5 
2 
1 
3.0 
1.8 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
3 
4 
6 
2 
5 
4 
6 
7 
2 
6 
4.5 
1.8 
n = 14 
Total 
10 
15 
20 
12 
13 
16 
21 
17 
10 
17 
15.1 
Paired t tests showed no significant difference for the responses. 
Table 35 Student responses to UVKK items for Study Four 
UVKK 
(Unknown Vocabulary; Known 
Kanji) 
tosho ^ IH [initial, first] 
yobiko ^ i i K [preparatory 
school] 
shukyo ^iJc [religion] 
hojin & A [corporation] 
ikkiatari-m'^fc'O [per 
(satellite)] 
dosha ± # [earth] 
mean 
standard deviation 
With 
Japanese 
Reading 
0 
1 
0 
2 
2 
3 
1.3 
1.2 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
4 
6 
4 
3 
7 
6 
5.0 
1.5 
Without 
Japanese 
Reading 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
3 
1.0 
1.1 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
3 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4.0 
0.63 
Total 
8 
12 
10 
9 
13 
16 
11.3 
Given the small number of items, it was not possible to do a / test. 
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Table 36 Student responses to UVKK items for Study Four 
UVUK 
(Unknown Vocabulary; Unknown 
Kanji) 
eisei '0B. [satellite] 
hokai^M [collapse, breakdown] 
aoriMKi [influence] 
juyo W^ [demand, call for] 
hiyd S'ffl [expense] 
shippai ^^ [failure] 
kyohi gS" [enormous cost] 
uchu "T"^ [space] 
keiyaku ^^ [contract] 
oki Pf [under sea] 
giseisha # t t # [victims] 
jieitai § ^iP^ [self-defence forces] 
mean 
standard deviation 
With 
Japanese 
Reading 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1.5 
1.2 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
7 
4 
4 
4 
3 
1 
5 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
3.8 
1.8 
Without 
Japanese 
Reading 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
6 
5 
3 
1.8 
1.9 
Furigana 
English 
Meaning 
5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
3 
4 
7 
7 
7 
3.8 
2.2 
Total 
15 
8 
8 
9 
7 
2 
9 
5 
10 
18 
20 
20 
10.9 
Paired t tests were mn on the Japanese Readings and English Meanings, but there were 
no significant results. 
Table 37 compares the results from both the Study Three and Study Four 
examinations into the three vocabulary and kanji knowledge conditions. 
Table 37 Comparison of student responses to three item types for Study Three and 
Study Four 
Study Three 
Study Four 
Item Type 
No. of Items 
Average Score 
No. of Items 
Average Score 
KVUK 
2 
34.0 
10 
15.1 
UVKK 
15 
23.1 
6 
11.3 
UVUK 
26 
16.9 
12 
10.9 
n = 32 
n=14 
In the Study Three test there were only two KVUK items making it difficult to 
make any strong statements conceming the research question. In Study Four, there 
were five times as many KVUK items compared to the former test. All but two again 
had okurigana attached, but interestingly, one of the two which did not, tame ^ [as], 
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was leamed better than any other item in the group. Once again, students leamed best 
with the KVUK items and the UVKK items again scored slightly better than the UVUK 
category lending support to the research question. 
The results for the comparison of Student Responses to the Three Item Types 
for Study Three and Study Four, which were given in Table 46 can be shown 
graphically, thus: 
DStudy Three 
• Study Four 
UVKK 
Study Four 
Itudy Three 
UVUK 
Figure 8 Comparison of KVUK, UVKK and UVUK scores Sttidies Three and Four 
It can be seen that, although the columns in front, which represent the Study 
Three results, are higher than those behind, which represent Study Four, as there were 
more participants in the study, the Known Vocabulary Unknown Kanji are consistently 
higher than the Unknown Vocabulary Known Kanji. These in tum are consistently 
higher than those for the Unknown Vocabulary Unknown Kanji. 
In Study Three which had only two KVUK items, it was thought that the 
addition of okurigana on both of them, shown to assist the leaming of kanji in the first 
study, might have affected the results, but when Study Four is also taken into account, it 
was discovered that of the ten items, it was one of the two items without okurigana 
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{tame ^ [as]) that scored best. The other item without fiirigana {mata X [again]) also 
scored well. As these are very well known vocabulary items for intermediate and 
advanced students, though the kanji are not known, the research question holds tme. 
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CHAPTER 7 
FURIGANA SURVEY: JSL LEARNERS' 
PERCEPTION OF FURIGANA 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
When considering the use of fiirigana in JSL instmction, it is also important to 
understand how leamers perceive the use of fiirigana. Two surveys were administered 
to gauge the perceptions of the leamers in the intermediate and advanced groups as to 
the value of furigana as a tool for leaming. These two groups, having worked 
extensively with fiirigana, provided usefiil information in the surveys which 
accompanied Studies Three and Four. Beginning students had little or no contact with 
fiirigana before the semester in which Studies One and Two were undertaken, so no 
surveys were carried out with these groups. 
In the constmction of the Furigana Survey, care was taken to develop 
statements which suggested both positive and negative atfributes of fiirigana use so as 
not to pre-empt answers to conform with possibly perceived biases of the test 
constmctor. For example, Statement 2 "I get annoyed when simple kanji are presented 
with fiirigana." suggests negativity towards fiirigana while Statement 7 "A page with a 
high density of kanji and no fiirigana does not daunt me." suggests a positive attitude. 
For this reason, even if students were completely for or completely against the 
widespread use of furigana in texts, it was not possible to simply tick all the "Sfrongly 
Agree" or "Strongly Disagree" boxes. Instead, participants in the study were forced to 
read each statement carefully before selecting their responses. Space was provided for 
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possible extra comments for each question, and the final three questions required a 
longer written response. 
The survey sheets for Study Three appear as Appendix 20, and those for Study 
Four appear as Appendix 23. 
7.2 SURVEY OF INTERMEDIATE LEVEL STUDENTS 
Thirty-two participants completed the Furigana Survey after the Study Three 
testing was carried out. The survey consisted of seven statements conceming the use of 
furigana. The participants were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed with 
the statements. The seven statements and results are tabulated below: 
Table 38 Compilation of responses from Study Three Furigana Survey 
1 - Strongly Disagree; 2 - Disagree; 3 - Neutral; 4 - Agree; 5 - Strongly Agree 
Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
1. When I am reading a passage with furigana 3 6 8 11 4 
over the kanji, I make an effort to take a note of 9.4% 18.8% 25.0% 34.4% 12.5% 
the kanji as well. 
2. I get annoyed when simple kanji are presented 2 3 11 11 5 
with furigana. 6.3% 9.4% 34.4% 34.4% 15.6% 
3. Furigana should not appear over the same 2 2 4 15 9 
kanji more than once on a page. 6.3% 6.3% 12.5% 46.9% 28.1% 
4. I think furigana makes me lazy. I take no note 4 7 7 8 6 
of the kanji underneath. 12.5% 21.9% 21.9% 25.0% 18.8% 
5. In a word with multiple kanji, I prefer the 0 0 2 11 19 
furigana to be directly over the kanji they 0.0% 0.0% 6.3% 34.3% 59.4% 
represent. 
6. The page looks too cluttered and difficult to 3 6 7 15 1 
read when there are furigana over every single 9.4% 18.8% 21.9% 46.9% 3.1% 
kanji. 
7 A page with a high density of kanji and no 10 11 6 2 3 
furigana does not daunt me. 31.3% 34.4% 18.8% 6.3% 9.4% 
n = 32 
The responses to the statements, including selected comments by respondents 
will now be discussed. 
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1. When I am reading a passage with furigana over the kanji, I make an effort to 
take a note of the kanji as well. 
Pye (1984) advises students of Japanese when reading fiirigana-treated kanji 
to take note of the kanji when reading, and then read the passage for a second time 
without looking at the fiirigana. However, the fear of many teachers of Japanese is 
perhaps typified by Ito's (1986) statement that it is only the furigana to which students 
pay attention, and not the kanji undemeath. Interestingly then, although 25% of 
respondents were neutral in their response to the above statement, only 28.1% said that 
they make no effort to take a note of the kanji as well while nearly half reported that 
they did pay attention to the kanji undemeath. The students who make no effort to note 
the kanji are typified by students who commented that: 
B12 My eyes drift to the fiirigana and overlook the kanji. 
B16 My eyes always look to the furigana, it's a hard habit to break. 
Students who like fiirigana, however, commented that: 
Al 5 The furigana makes it a lot easier to study. I find a lot of time is 
wasted when looking kanji up. 
B15 Although fiirigana is helpful, it is a good discipline to recognise 
the kanji as well. 
2. I get annoyed when simple kanji are presented with furigana. 
Although 34.4% of participants were ambivalent on this issue, almost half of 
them agreed or strongly agreed that simple kanji should not be presented with fiirigana. 
Only 15.7% of them disagreed with the statement. This shows a strong sentiment 
against blanket attachment of fiirigana to kanji in a document. Apart from making the 
page appear too cluttered (see results from Statement 6 below), more advanced second 
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language readers may feel more self esteem if they can read the simple characters 
themselves, and not feel as if they are being treated like beginners. These characters 
could be Crowley's (1965) "most frequently occurring morphographs," or better still, 
kanji which have appeared in context in course materials (Hatasa, 1989; Taylor and 
Taylor, 1983). Writers of complete texts for JSL leamers can be quite systematic about 
which characters receive a furigana treatment and which do not. The kanji to be freated 
could be controlled in terms of time or frequency of occurrence. Once a kanji has been 
officially introduced as a character to be leamed, the furigana could be dropped from 
that point or after the following unit or chapter, allowing some time for the reinforcing 
of the reading. Altematively, once a character has appeared with fiirigana a set number 
of times, the fiirigana reading could be dropped. Teachers preparing materials for their 
own classes usually have an excellent idea of which kanji their students can read 
independently, and which ones need to be supported with furigana. 
It is evident how divergent students' views are about furigana treatment of 
kanji. One student wrote that: 
A16 Yes, [I get annoyed when simple kanji are presented with 
fiirigana] because the idea is to know as much kanji as is 
possible. 
It seems that this student feels that it is not possible to get to "know" kanji while 
fiirigana are present. This contrasts with the following view: 
Al5 I think as you get to know the kanji, you begin not to notice the 
fiirigana even if it is there. 
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3. Furigana should not appear over the same kanji more than once on a page. 
Students felt quite strongly about this issue. While 12.5% disagreed with the 
statement, and another 12.5% were unsure, an overwhelming 75.0% of respondents 
agreed that furigana should not appear over the same kanji more than once on a page. 
This strong response is all the more surprising when one realises that these students are 
hereby rebelling against the way furigana was applied to the texts they had worked on 
all year, and reverting to the style they had worked on in Semester 2 of the previous 
year.'" It seems that students really do want to pay attention to the kanji and not just the 
furigana and feel that they will not have an opportunity to do so unless the kanji is 
shown without the fiirigana in subsequent appearances. This view is supported by the 
student who commented that: 
B15 This helps to eliminate the tendency to read the furigana only 
without taking note of the kanji. 
Two fiirther students commented that the fiirigana treatment only once on a page 
supported kanji leaming: 
B14 This makes me remember more. 
B16 It will make us remember it quicker I think. 
Another student agreed, providing the interesting comment: 
Al 1 It's good to help leaming, but I hate it! 
Perhaps one of the reasons for hating it is the necessity to break concentration and skim 
over earlier read sections to relocate the reading of the kanji if it has been forgotten. 
'^ ^ Tliis cohort of students used the textbooks specially formatted for Study One (Kirwan, 1997a; 1997b; 
1997c) and Study Two (Kirwan, 1997d; 1997e; 1997c) in their first year of university study. Furigana 
were applied to every single kanji in the texts for Study One, but only to the first appearance of each kanji 
on a page in those for Study Two. For the texts used for Study Three (Anderson and Kirwan, 1993; 
Kirwan, 1993), the following system was employed. Furigana was attached to all kanji which had not 
been officially introduced for leaming no matter how many times a particular kanji may have appeared 
on a page. In the unit where a kanji was introduced, and from that unit on, no furigana was attached to 
that kanji in the text, though it was attached to the appearance of that kanji in the vocabulary page. 
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This was the principal reason for the furigana freatment of all appearances on a page in 
the texts for Studies One and Three. 
4. I think furigana makes me lazy. I take no note of the kanji underneath. 
Considering the results for Statement 1, which is similar to this statement, it 
was expected that students would tend to disagree with the statement. They were fairiy 
evenly divided, however. 43.7% agreed that they took no note of the kanji. 21.9% were 
non-committal, and 34.4% disagreed with the statement. It was not always seen as a 
clear-cut issue. Two students commented "sometimes," while one stated: 
B15 Depends greatly on the way one uses it. 
5. In a word with multiple kanji, I prefer the furigana to be directly over the kanji 
they represent. 
Of all the survey statements, students felt most sfrongly about this one. No 
students disagreed at all, and only 6.3% felt neufral on the subject. As many as 93.8% 
of responses supported fiirigana being attached directly over the kanji represented. It 
can take from one to three kana to transcribe the reading of a single kanji. Therefore, if 
there are, say, two kanji in a combination with five kana shown evenly above, it is often 
unclear which of the kana refer to the kanji in question. In Japan, furigana are 
sometimes shown directly over the kanji they represent, but other times are stretched 
evenly across the multiple-kanji word perhaps in an attempt to make the whole look 
neater or more uniform. The subjects for this study were presented with the former in 
their spoken courses, and the latter in their written courses. However, they obviously 
much prefer the fiirigana to be positioned in such a way that it is clear exactly to which 
kanji they refer. 
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The reason for text writers choosing not to put the furigana directly over the 
kanji to which it refers may relate to the time it takes to key in the furigana on a 
computer. When fiirigana are attached to kanji, the extra time required for word 
processing is quite substantial. First, the kanji must appear on the screen, it must then 
be selected, the furigana fiinction selected, the kana keyed in and the enter key pressed. 
A multiple-kanji word may be treated as one item, but if it is desired to position the 
furigana directly above the kanji to which they relate, each kanji must be dealt with 
separately, making the process quite time consuming. It is clear, though, that this extra 
time is worthwhile from the students' point of view. 
6. The page looks too cluttered and difficult to read when there are furigana over 
every single kanji. 
This statement was in some ways similar to Statement 3, and students 
indicated much the same result. Half of the participants agreed that furigana should not 
be over every kanji while 21.9% were undecided and only 28.1% disagreed. The issue 
of "clutter" was an additional one, a disadvantage of furigana being that the extra 
amount of information on the page may be daunting for students. One comment dealt 
with the issue of "clutter," suggesting that the page looked: 
Al 6 Too busy - just like reading Hiragana the whole way. 
Others suggested that blanket fiirigana was not necessary: 
Al Appearing once is fine. 
B13 Maybe not every kanji but over the more difficult ie kanji new 
for this year. 
One, however, seemed quite happy with blanket fiirigana, revealing that, for second 
language leamers, meaning is much clearer with furigana as the sound of the word 
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seems to convey more meaning than its kanji representation when the kanji are 
unknovm. 
A2 Helps me to remember and I try harder to get the meaning of the 
sentence. 
7. A page with a high density of kanji and no furigana does not daunt me. 
Although they do not like the clutter of furigana over all kanji, 65.6% of 
respondents reported that, if there was no furigana to assist in reading, then a page with 
a high density of kanji only was in fact daunting. 18.8% were neutral and 15.6% did not 
agree that a high density of kanji-only text was daunting. One student commented 
positively that: 
AlO Pages with high density is [sic] challenging to read. 
Another, however, replied succinctly that: 
All more kanji = more daunting. 
High density kanji passages caused one student to think of newspapers, and 
the following comment was supplied: 
B9 I sometimes try to read Japanese newspapers but will always be 
drawn to passages with a predominance of fiirigana. 
Following this section, students were asked to give their preferred style of the 
two variations employed in the test (Style A with furigana above the kanji in the text, 
but none on the vocabulary sheet, and Style B with no furigana above the kanji in the 
text, but readings given in hiragana on the vocabulary sheet). Thirty of the original 
thirty-two students completed this section. The results are shown in Table 39: 
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Table 39 Students' test style preference from Study Three Furigana Survey 
Style A Style B Other 
One of the texts you worked on today (Style A) had furigana above the 
kanji, though there was no furigana on the vocabulary sheet. The 14 11 5 
other text (Style B) had no furigana on the text, but readings were 
given in hiragana on the vocabulary sheet. Which style did you 46.7% 36.7% 16.7% 
prefer? Please give reasons for your choice. 
n = 30 
The striking thing about these responses was just how evenly divided students 
were on the question of which style they preferred. Of the thirty respondents, almost 
half (46.7%) preferred Style A, the Furigana Format, while 36.7% elected Style B, the 
No Furigana Format. Of the others, one was completely perplexed, stating that "I 
preferred Style B but when looking at the vocab list I was only looking at the English 
and not taking too much notice of the readings. So I think Style A is probably better." 
This reflects the ambivalent feelings of the group. Another student preferred Style A 
when reading a passage for the first time, but would prefer Style B for study purposes. 
The remaining three opted for a variation to the two styles presented. All would have 
liked furigana, and not hiragana, on the attached vocabulary sheets. This variation 
would be closer to Style B, making it a very even match indeed for Styles A and B. 
Many students agreed with Ito (1986) commenting that they took little note of 
the kanji below the fiirigana. Examples of students' comments included the following. 
Underlining has been added by the author. 
Al Style A was better as the reading is right above the kanji, 
although once for each reading would be OK. Easier to read 
through although I get lazy and often take no note of the kanji. 
A12 Style B with furigana above kanji! I don't look at kanji so with 
furigana and vocab on separate page I have to look at kanji and 
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match with vocab word and then read furigana and maybe then 
add above kanji if I feel necessary so more study looking at 
actual kanji and relation to meaning is involved in Style B. 
A13 Style B - furigana above the kanji in the text distracts me and I 
don't take much notice of the kanii, although it's helpful if you 
really don't know the kanji. However with a vocab list furigana 
in the text is not really needed as long as it's over the vocab in 
the list. By having furigana over kanji in the text it doesn't help 
you to leam it, even if I know the kanji I still read the furigana. 
Al6 I preferred without I guess - for leaming purposes. I found that 
I took in the furigana. and onlv had that in mv head when I 
looked back at the vocab list, whereas without may be better for 
recognition and leaming. 
B11 Furigana on the vocab sheet. That way when you read thm a 
passage, if you don't understand something you can refer to the 
vocab for the reading. Otherwise I tend to read the fiirigana and 
not the kanji. 
There was one student, however, who experienced the opposite effect: 
A5 Style A because it really made you take notice and sttidy the 
kanji. 
In the section where students gave comments conceming the two styles, a 
number of advantages for both styles were given: 
Advantages for Stvle A (with furigana) 
• Easier to read 
Al easier to read 
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A10 helpful in reading passage 
A13 helpful if you really don't know the kanji 
B16 initially easier to read 
• More natural 
Al 1 it 'feels' like I'm reading it without cheating 
B9 [with furigana] you can hear the pronunciation 
• Meaning clearer 
B8 helped me understand meaning 
• Less stressful 
A2 I can read it as I go and don't feel so lost 
A3 when I see a lot of kanji [without fiirigana] I freak 
Al 1 gives me more confidence 
Al 5 didn't get caught up on the kanji 
• Less dismption to the reading process not having to tum pages to find the readings 
of characters 
B9 prevents a very dismpted initial reading 
BIO saved me looking at the vocab sheet unnecessarily 
B14 otherwise [without furigana] you keep on tuming over [the 
pages] 
Advantages for Style B (without furigana) 
• Better concentration on the kanji 
B7 like to see if I know the kanji first 
B14 took better note of the kanj i 
B15 make a greater conscious effort to recognise and read the kanji 
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• Leaming time increased 
B4 made leaming time greater 
• Improved recognition and leaming 
A16 Better for recognition and leaming 
The students' comments suggest that, although they were all taking a subject 
designed for intermediate level students, individual differences meant that they were at 
different stages of Japanese language leaming. It was felt that there may be a 
correlation between students' choice of style, with or without furigana, and their 
success at leaming kanji in the study. This hypothesis was tested, but it was found that, 
in fact, no correlation existed. These findings are reported in the next chapter. 
Finally, respondents were asked to choose between a text with furigana-treated 
kanji (e.g. 0 ^ ) and one with no furigana treatment in text passages, but with readings 
given in vocabulary lists (e.g. 0 '^ (^tSA/). Their choices are shown in Table 40: 
Table 40 Students' text style preference from Study Three Furigana Survey 
No 
Furigana Furigana 
Treatment Treatment Other^ ®^ 
The textbooks for Intermediate Written Japanese 1 and 
Intermediate Written Japanese 2 employed on this 
campus have furigana above untaught kanji in both the 
text and the vocabulary lists. Some textbooks employ 19 
IC I i / , / 
no furigana on the text, for example 0 ^ but give 63 3% 23 3°/ 13 3% 
readings in hiragana after the words in the vocabulary 
lists, e.g. 0 ^ tClfSA/ 
Which format would you prefer? Why? 
n = 30 
Four respondents gave alternatives. One student suggested two vocabulary pages, one with no 
readings and an extra one with readings given beside in hiragana. Another student preferred a furigana 
treatment but no furigana treatment for a "massive kanji" passage. Another suggested furigana over the 
text, but readings in hiragana beside the kanji in the vocabulary sheets. The preference of the final 
student was unclear. 
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Ultimately, almost two-thirds of students preferred the use of a fiirigana 
freatment. There were a number of advantages given for each. These are listed below: 
Advantages for Furigana Treatment 
• clarity 
Al simpler and clearer to understand 
• no constant tuming pages from passage to vocabulary list 
A2 Above the kanji!! Because it's right there in front and don't 
have to break your concentration and look on another page. 
AlO don't need to be constantly flipping back to the vocabulary list 
B13 Above the kanji. Sometimes I get fmstrated at having to look 
through 2 or 3 pages of vocabulary and also some kanji look 
very similar. 
• frequent exposure with furigana assists vocabulary leaming 
AlO the more frequent the furigana appear on unfamiliar kanji, the 
easier it is to remember new vocabulary 
• kanji remembered when the reading is instantly available 
A5 The first with furigana. Because the readings are above the 
kanji it relates to which helps leaming process. 
Al 1 Furigana over kanji. Associate sound with picture. 
• meaning available through sound provided by fiirigana 
IC I i / , / 
Bl 0 7^ So I am able to read over the text out loud and even if I 
don't know the kanji I may recognize the word by the fiirigana. 
B12 I prefer fiirigana above untaught kanji. When it is new work, to 
gather the meaning from the story the untaught kanji needs 
furigana. 
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B9 The former. As explained above, "HEARING THE VOICE IN 
YOUR HEAD, WITHOUT ENCOUNTERING A 
BRICKWALL." [sic] 
Advantages for No-fiirigana treatment 
• can attempt to give readings before seeing them in the vocabulary list 
A4 After [the kanji]. I try before I see the kanji. 
• forces one to concentrate on kanji 
A9 0 ^ (CI {5 Ay Because when furigana are present above all 
kanji I usually take no notice of the kanji. Although at certain 
times furigana is necessary. 
A16 No fiirigana, just explanation > 0 ^ \^\^A^. So you actually 
have to recognize the kanji itself and get a feel for it. 
• vocabulary lists with hiragana are more suitable for revision as reading can be 
covered 
B11 giving the reading after the word is better. When testing 
yourself it would be easier if the readings were beside the 
words. That way you could cover up the reading and test 
yourself or vice versa. Having furigana over the kanji makes it 
almost impossible to test yourself. 
Although it is clear that it would be an impossible task to satisfy each student's 
preference for script presentation, the majority of respondents in Sttidy Three would be 
content with fiirigana on the reading passages, and readings given with furigana over 
the kanji in vocabulary sheets. Furigana on the passage should only appear once on 
each page, and not appear at all over kanji which could be regarded as "simple" or 
already known by the majority of students. 
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7.3 SURVEY OF ADVANCED LEVEL STUDENTS 
Following the Study Four testing, twelve of the fourteen participants 
completed a Furigana Survey similar to that employed in the previous study. The 
results of the seven statements are tabulated below: 
Table 41 Compilation of responses from Study Four Furigana Survey 
1 - Strongly Disagree; 2 - Disagree; 3 - Neutral; 4 - Agree; 5 - Strongly Agree 
Statement 1 2 3 4 
1. When I am reading a passage with 
furigana over the kanji, I make an effort to 
take a note of the kanji as well. 
2. I get annoyed when simple kanji are 
presented with furigana. 
3. Furigana should not appear over the 
same kanji more than once on a page. 
4. I think furigana makes me lazy. I take no 
note of the kanji underneath. 
5. In a word with multiple kanji, I prefer the 
furigana to be directly over the kanji they 
represent. 
6. The page looks too cluttered and difficult 
to read when there are furigana over 
every single kanji. 
7. A page with a high density of kanji and no 
furigana does not daunt me. 
n=12 
It is understood that the size of the remaining group standing alone is too small to draw 
any strong conclusions, but considered alongside the results of Study Three with 
thirty-two subjects, similar trends from the total group of forty-four could be quite 
enlightening. 
0 
0.0% 
1 
8.3% 
2 
16.7% 
3 
25.0% 
0 
0.0% 
3 
25.0% 
2 
16.7% 
1 
8.3% 
1 
8.3% 
1 
8.3% 
4 
33.3% 
0 
0.0% 
5 
41.7% 
3 
25.0% 
3 
25.0% 
5 
41.7% 
4 
33.3% 
3 
25.0% 
3 
25.0% 
2 
16.7% 
4 
33.3% 
4 
33.3% 
2 
16.7% 
2 
16.7% 
2 
16.7% 
5 
41.7% 
2 
16.7% 
3 
25.0% 
4 
33.3% 
3 
25.0% 
3 
25.0% 
0 
0.0% 
4 
33.3% 
0 
0.0% 
0 
0.0% 
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1. When I am reading a passage with furigana over the kanji, I make an effort to 
take a note of the kanji as well. 
Once again, 25.0% of respondents were non-committal to this statement, while 
only 8.3% disagreed and 66.7% reported that they did, in fact, make an effort to take a 
note of the kanji as well. This is again counter to Ito's (1986) statement that it is only 
the furigana to which second language readers pay attention. 
The second-year students taking part in Study Three who disagreed with this 
statement used definite statements and words such as "always" to describe how they 
were compelled to look only at the fiirigana. These third-year students, however, are 
not so definite. Of four comments received, three of them used the word "sometimes" 
and most put conditions on the times when they feel they read the fiirigana only. 
Al Sometimes I do but I also get lazy sometimes and just read the 
furigana. 
A5 Sometimes even with kanji I know, I still read fiirigana to confirm 
the reading I think it is. 
A7 In a test it is easier to scan over the fiirigana, than trying to 
decipher kanji. 
B4 Sometimes have a tendency to read the furigana and skip the 
kanji:- unless looking for clues in the kanji for meaning. 
2. I get annoyed when simple kanji are presented with furigana. 
The results for this statement were similar to those for Sttidy Three. Although 
again a relatively high proportion (41.7%) of the sttidents were ambivalent on this 
issue, 41.7% agreed or strongly agreed that simple kanji should not be presented with 
fiirigana, and only 16.6% of them disagreed with the statement. It seems clear that 
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there are not many students who appreciate furigana when it is supplied with simple 
kanji.. 
However, students' views are still divergent. One student wrote that: 
Al Only if I've been lazy and read the fiirigana even if I know it 
really well. 
It seems from the responses to Statement 1 that some students have trained 
themselves not to look at the fiirigana, but make an effort to read only the kanji. They 
become annoyed at themselves for being "lazy" and looking at the furigana, rather than 
being annoyed that the furigana is there per se. Other students like having the furigana 
as indicated by the following comment: 
A5 Sometimes even with kanji I know, I still read furigana to confirm 
the reading I think it is. 
3. Furigana should not appear over the same kanji more than once on a page. 
This group of students also agreed with the students in Study Three, though not 
quite so strongly, with the statement given. 25.0% disagreed, while 33.3% were 
undecided and 41.7% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. Students' 
supporting statements were again varied: 
Al Too much furigana allows laziness to take note of kanji, for 
students like me. 
A4 I think it is a good idea with fiirigana above kanji because it helps 
me remember. 
A5 Once is enough. 
B1 Put furigana under the kanji or no furigana and English under 
Japanese. 
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The final comment is interesting. It is unclear what "English under Japanese" 
means, perhaps a reference to an altemative vocabulary presentation, however the 
suggestion to put the fiirigana under the kanji, rather than the usual format on top could 
be the subject of a future study. Perhaps, at first, leamers accustomed to a "furigana on 
top" treatment might not find furigana below the kanji as distracting. With time they 
would probably get used to the new method of presentation and eventually revert to the 
same kanji/furigana reading modes. 
4. I think furigana makes me lazy. I take no note of the kanji underneath. 
The response to this statement from this group of students was similar to that for 
the first statement. One quarter was again unsure, and the majority (58.3%) disagreed 
or strongly disagreed. No students strongly agreed, with only 16.7% selecting the 
agree box. It appears that they really do, or at least have the desire to, take note of the 
kanji undemeath. 
Comments given were both for and against the use of fiirigana: 
Al I try to take note of the kanji but once your [sic] on a roll with a 
sentence, often the fiirigana is quicker. 
A6 I leam by looking at kanji, not furigana. I make up stories. 
A7 When reading - fiirigana will be read and kanji won't - thus I forget 
kanji sounds when furigana disappears. 
The first and last comments demonstrate that for some students, at least, the 
sound component provided by the furigana acts as a better trigger for meaning than 
does the kanji. 
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5. In a word with multiple kanji, I prefer the furigana to be directly over the kanji 
they represent. 
As in Study Three, students felt more strongly about this statement than any 
other. Once again, no students disagreed at all. 25.0% felt neutral on the subject and 
75.0% of responses supported the furigana treatment. One student stated simply that: 
Al Otherwise I get confused! 
6. The page looks too cluttered and difficult to read when there are furigana over 
every single kanji. 
Surprisingly, the response to this statement by this group differed from that 
given by the Study Three group, and was also in opposition to the response given for 
Statement 3. 66.7% disagreed that blanket furigana make the page difficult to read. 
16.7% were unsure, and another 16.7% agreed with the statement. Perhaps, as 
previously stated, the small numbers for this group may explain some unexpected 
results. 
7. A page with a high density of kanji and no furigana does not daunt me. 
For this statement, the same trend followed through from Study Three. 41.7% 
thought that a high density of kanji-only text was daunting. 33.3% were neutral and 
25.0% agreed that it was not daunting. 
The results of students' preferences for the two styles used in the study are 
shown in Table 42: 
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Table 42 Students' style preference from Study Four Furigana Survey 
A. B Other 
One of the texts you worked on today (Style A) had furigana above the 
kanji, though there was no furigana on the vocabulary sheet. The 2 5 5 
other text (Style B) had no furigana on the text, but readings were 
given in hiragana on the vocabulary sheet. Which style did you 16.7% 41.7% 41.7% 
prefer? Please give reasons for your choice. 
n=12 
Unlike the response to this statement in the previous study, 41.7% of students 
preferred Style B, with only 16.7% electing Style A and another 41.7% unsure or 
unclear in their response.'^^ One student commented that: 
A2 I found both styles fine because I think furigana is usefiil. But 
perhaps style B was easier onlv because that is the style of our text 
books! Both furigana on new kanji and hiragana in vocab lists is the 
best way for me I think! 
A student in Study Three also selected a script style for the simple reason: 
A3 It is what we have been use [sic] to. 
It is understandable that students in Study Three who had worked all year on a 
fiirigana-treated text thought that that was the optimum while students in Study Four 
who had worked for a year on the non-furigana-treated text were in favour of such a 
text. Nevertheless, further advantages of each style were provided: 
Advantages for Stvle A (with furigana) 
• Smoother to read 
A5 Style A. Easier to remember the reading when it is in text and 
flows with the sentence. Better than stopping in an unfinished 
sentence to find the reading and meaning. 
Four students could see advantages in both styles, while it was not clear from one student's response 
which style was preferred. 
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• No need to write own fiirigana 
A6 Style A. Usually I tend to go and write my own furigana above 
the kanji, so if it's already there I don't have to do it. 
Advantages for Style B (without furigana) 
• No distracting fiirigana 
B5 I prefer to read without fiirigana as it is often disfracting. 
However, in cases where there is material with a high density of 
kanji unknown to me furigana is definitely beneficial provided 
I know the vocabulary already. 
7.3.1 COMBINED RESULTS OF FURIGANA SURVEYS FOR STUDIES 
THREE AND FOUR 
The five-point responses in the original survey are grouped into three response 
categories. "Disagree" reflects responses " 1 " and "2," "Neutral" is response "3" and 
"Agree" consists of responses "4" and "5." The relatively small number of subjects in 
Study Four makes direct comparisons between the two groups difficult, but when the 
results for both Study Three and Study Four are compiled, the results for the total 
number of forty-four students are as shown in Table 43: 
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Table 43 Compilation of responses from Study Three Furigana Survey and Study Four 
Furigana Survey 
% of students 
22.7 
15.9 
15.9 
40.9 
0.0 
38.6 
59.1 
25.0 
36.3 
18.2 
22.7 
11.4 
20.5 
22.7 
52.3 
47.8 
65.9 
36.4 
88.6 
40.9 
18.2 
statement Disagree Neutral Agree 
1. When I am reading a passage with furigana over the 
kanji, I make an effort to take a note of the kanji as well. 
2. I get annoyed when simple kanji are presented with 
furigana. 
3. Furigana should not appear over the same kanji more 
than once on a page. 
4. I think furigana makes me lazy. I take no note of the 
kanji underneath. 
5. In a word with multiple kanji, I prefer the furigana to be 
directly over the kanji they represent. 
6. The page looks too cluttered and difficult to read when 
there are furigana over every single kanji. 
7. A page with a high density of kanji and no furigana does 
not daunt me. 
n = 44 
The following statements can be safely made about furigana conceming 
intermediate and advanced leamers of Japanese: 
• When reading a passage with furigana over the kanji, students make an effort to 
take a note of the kanji as well. 
• Students get annoyed when simple kanji are presented with furigana. 
• Furigana should not appear over the same kanji more than once on a page. 
• In a word with multiple-kanji, furigana should be directiy over the kanji they 
represent. 
• Pages with a high density of kanji and no fiirigana are daunting to students. 
Students' comments in answering the survey suggested that there may be a 
correlation between the choice of a "with furigana' or 'without furigana' format for the 
reading comprehension tests in Studies Three and Four, and their success at kanji 
leaming in the study. 
To explore this possible connection, the students' performance on the kanji 
test was compared with the students' preferred style. The individual subject's 
performance on the kanji test was compared with the group mean (= 36.6) to determine 
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whether the student was above or below average for the group. The student's relative 
performance was then related to the preferred style (A or B) using a Point Biserial 
Correlation. 
Table 44 Comparisonof style choice and success at leaming kanji Study Three 
Student 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
AlO 
All 
A12 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A16 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
B4 
B5 
B6 
B7 
B8 
B9 
BIO 
B11 
B12 
B13 
B14 
B15 
B16 
% Rating'"" 
25.0 
28.4 
07.2 
20.6 
34.5 
48.4 
24.2 
39.9 
23.3 
57.4 
24.3 
29.1 
56.6 
80.2 
48.7 
20.7 
20.6 
41.3 
44.6 
20.7 
79.5 
40.6 
20.5 
08.1 
20.9 
68.7 
66.0 
33.1 
25.7 
32.2 
61.3 
18.6 
Preferred Style A/B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
No systematic relationship between style and leaming was evident (r = 0.13, no 
significance). It can therefore be said that there is no correlation between kanji leaming 
ability and choice of fiirigana-freated and non-fiirigana-treated texts. 
168 Total of Japanese Readings and English Meanings correctly given. 
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The test was repeated for Study Four. Table 45 compares the rating above or 
below the mean with the student's choice of style. A question mark indicates that the 
student saw advantages in both styles. 
63.3 
66.3 
35.8 
54.7 
81.0 
49.0 
39.3 
45.4 
61.1 
57.1 
62.6 
79.5 
29.3 
22.8 
B 
? 
B 
? 
A 
A 
B 
choice unclear 
not submitted 
B 
B 
? 
not submitted 
9 
Table 45 Comparison of style choice and success at leaming kanji - Study Four 
Student % Rating Preferred Style A/B 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
Bl 
B2 
B3 
B4 
B5 
B6 
B7 
Once again, a correlation was not found between students' kanji leaming ability and 
their choice of script types, although this largely reflects the small number of 
observations. 
7.4 SUMMARY 
The fiirigana surveys show that there is a high level of divergent thinking 
among students of Japanese conceming the efficacy of leaming kanji with the help of 
fiirigana. Also, it was shown that there is no correlation between kanji leaming ability 
and student's choice of furigana-treated or non-furigana-treated styles of kanji 
presentation. 
However, it is clear that despite the fears of some authors, students believe that 
they do take notice of the kanji in cases where fiirigana is provided. Students also 
agreed that they preferred simple kanji not to be treated with furigana, and that fiirigana 
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should not appear over the same kanji more than once per page. Additionally, they felt 
strongly that, if fiirigana is used, care should be taken to place it directly over the kanji 
to which it relates. 
Having seen the results of the fiirigana surveys, the results of the kanji leaming 
studies will be presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 8 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This thesis investigates the use of fiirigana in JSL instmctional materials as a 
means to develop knowledge of kanji. It began with a historical survey of the Japanese 
writing system. This was followed by a review of the way in which script has been 
presented to JSL leamers. Four studies were then undertaken to discover whether 
fiirigana does facilitate the leaming of kanji. Finally, there was a survey of students to 
find the users view on the use of furigana. 
8.1.1 TRENDS IN SCRIPT PRESENTATION 
The Japanese language has been described as the "invention of the Devil" 
(Seeley, 1991) using "the most complicated and involved system of script employed 
today by any nation on earth" (Miller, 1986, p. 1). It was once believed that the 
language was simply too difficult for foreigners to leam to read and write, romanised 
Japanese being their only recourse (Crowley, 1965; Ono, 1973). Currently, however, 
more and more people all over the world are studying the Japanese language (Kakazu, 
2000), and, apart from romanised books designed predominantly for travellers and 
those wanting to do business in Japan, they are finding success with authentic Japanese 
script. 
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There has been a documented increase in the number of texts which employ 
fiirigana, and the studies undertaken in this thesis are a first attempt to assess the 
efficacy of the systematic use of fiirigana in the presentation of authentic Japanese 
script in an authentic teaching context. It was found that incidental kanji leaming took 
place after one semester with students who had no previous knowledge of kanji. 
Students leamed on average about 7% of the kanji presented with a furigana treatment. 
Based on the information obtained through the self-report instmment, this leaming took 
place purely through the availability of the fiirigana. After two semesters, the rate of 
kanji leaming with a fiirigana freatment increased to about 10% of the available 
furigana. Results indicated, perhaps not surprisingly, that it was the most frequently 
occurring kanji which students leamed to recognise. 
For intermediate and advanced leamers, the fiirigana was found to hinder 
leaming. Students consistently leamed better when a non-fiirigana-treated passage was 
provided with a vocabulary sheet including kanji and their readings, rather than one 
which included a fiirigana treatment of the passage. However, in the case of words 
where the kanji was not previously known but the vocabulary item was known, it was 
found that furigana did assist these students in leaming kanji. 
A useful analogy for furigana treatment might be that of the training wheels 
children use when leaming to ride a bicycle. Just as the training wheels help a beginner 
advance much more quickly, but become a hindrance and an annoyance for more 
advanced bicycle riders, fiirigana is a wonderful aid for beginners, enabling them to 
read material including kanji, but becomes a handicap for more advanced leamers. 
When students themselves were surveyed, however, there were very divergent 
views on whether they thought fiirigana aided or hindered their leaming of kanji. It 
became clear from the surveys that intermediate and advanced students get annoyed 
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when simple kanji are superscripted with fiirigana, that furigana should not appear over 
the same kanji more than once on a page, and that, in multiple-kanji words, fiirigana 
should be placed directly over the kanji to which it relates. However, there was 
disagreement over whether they actually liked the application of furigana or not. 
The following section includes a brief summary of the major forms of script 
presentations and their roles in JSL instmction. This is followed by a summary of the 
conclusions to the five research questions. Finally, implications of the findings for both 
those concemed with the development of teaching materials and for teachers of 
Japanese are discussed. 
8.1.1.1 Romaji 
The 1880s saw the birth of both the Nihon-shiki and Hepbum romanisation 
systems. In 1936 the Kunrei-shiki system, very similar to the Nihon-shiki system, came 
into existence. The Hepbum system is shown in the Typology to be the most popular 
by far, probably because of its ability to better refiect Japanese pronunciation. 
Adherents of the Nihon-shiki/Kunrei-shiki systems prefer the way it can show grammar 
manipulations, but only two books published since 1985 continue to use it. 
Once thought essential for second language leamers of Japanese (Crowley, 
1965), more recent thinking is that beginning with romaji can actually be harmfiil to 
leamers (Kodansha, 1995; Association for Japanese-Language Teaching, 1995). 
Although most texts for serious leamers of Japanese are shown in the Typology to now 
employ authentic Japanese script, there seems still to be a place for romanised works 
for travellers and for those wanting to do business with Japan. 
8.1.1.2 Hiragana and katakana 
Since Quackenbush and Ohso published Hiragana in 48 minutes in 1983, and 
Katakana in 48 Minutes in 1989, there have been a plethora of mnemonic aids which 
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allow sttidents to rapidly become familiar with the two kana scripts. The Typology 
showed that there are also a number of all-kana texts available. 
Hiragana is taught before katakana to Japanese children, but some see 
advantages for teaching katakana first to second language leamers. Even if they leam 
to read hiragana, beginners' vocabulary in Japanese is usually so small that they can 
recognise very few of the words they see. As many katakana words are based on 
English, students who know English receive positive reinforcement through being able 
to understand most of the katakana words they read. On fiiture travels to Japan, 
students who can read katakana can at least read menus in westem restaurants and 
coffee shops. There is almost nothing written in hiragana alone. Additionally, most 
katakana letters have one less stroke than their counterpart in hiragana, and the angular 
letters are easier to write for young children than the cursive hiragana. If only katakana 
are taught at primary school, interest might be maintained more at high school if the 
hiragana syllabary is new. 
Still, as 51% of Japanese script is, on average, written in hiragana, and only 
5.5% in katakana (Hatasa, 1989), most teachers will follow the reasoning of Japanese 
native speaking teachers and infroduce hiragana first. 
8.1.1.2.1 Okurigana 
It was found in Study One that the vocabulary items with okurigana attached 
were leamed better than those with no okurigana. It was shown that it was not that the 
character could be guessed from the okurigana. For example, with kakimasu # # ^ "t" 
[write] and ikimasu tT# ^"t" [go], which both have the same okurigana - kimasu # 
^•f", it was not random chance that dictated the student's guess. In this case, students 
were faced with only two choices, kakimasu # i ^ ^ i " [write] and ikimasu t f^ ^ i ~ 
[go]. However, the possibility is numerous for words without okurigana such as 
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watashi % [I]. Thus, okurigana should help students to limit the number of possible 
altematives in a lexical entry and allow them to make an intelligent guess, which may 
be based on familiarity, frequency, and the like. 
8.1.1.3 Kanji 
Although it is possible to write Japanese in all-kana, Japanese themselves find 
it difficult to read (Koda, 1992; Gotfiieb, 1993). Even beginning Japanese students 
were found by Koda (1992) to do better on meaning retrieval tests with kanji rather than 
all-kana. This is because kanji distinguishes between homophones, provides word 
boundaries to punctuate sentences and make reading easier, and provides exfra nuances 
of meaning not available with hiragana. 
While it is common to initially teach simple pictographic kanji (Hatasa, 1989), 
graphically complex characters are not necessarily more difficult to leam to read, 
although sometimes more difficult to write (Taylor and Taylor, 1983; Yamada, 1992). 
The number of kanji available for use in govemment documents in Japan has 
progressively decreased. The current 1981 guide, the Joyo Kanji list, includes 1,945 
characters, although there are about 3,000 in use in newspapers and magazines who 
have followed suit to some extent. 
For second language leamers of Japanese, it is considered necessary to be able 
to read from 1,500 to an optimum 2,000 characters (Pye, 1984; Otake, 1987). 
Importantly, though, it is now considered that being able to recognise and read 
characters is of far greater importance than mastering their writing (Harada, 1988; 
Gottlieb, 1993). Unfortunately, it is often the case that far too few kanji are mandated 
by educational authorities, leaving students in the situation where there is very little 
material they are able to read. An additional problem is that students who are used to 
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artificially simplified materials are later daunted by kanji-laden authentic script 
(Okazaki and Okazaki, 1990). 
8.1.2 FURIGANA 
It is vital to provide frequent exposure to kanji (Sakamoto and Makita, 1973; 
Harada, 1988). This is so readers can develop an orthographical knowledge of groups 
of kanji leading to automaticity in reading. Less attention is then required for 
individual characters and letters, and comprehension is enhanced. Harada (1988) 
suggested that fiirigana might be usefiil in achieving this. This suggestion was 
investigated in the subsequent studies. Furigana allows as yet untaught kanji to be used 
in teaching materials. 
Taylor and Taylor (1983) suggest that, because the parafovea covers at least 
one line above and one line below that being read, there is some subliminal processing 
occurring of even the lines above or below those actually being read. Perhaps, when 
reading a furigana-treated line of kanji, even if the fiirigana are being attended to, rather 
than the kanji below, there will be some subliminal processing of the kanji themselves. 
The conclusion to the Literature Review was that more kanji needs to be 
taught, and that furigana appeared to be one means of providing sufficient exposure to 
kanji. This exposure would enable students of Japanese to gain the familiarity required 
to make fluent reading possible. To investigate the tenability of this, four studies were 
conducted to investigate the efficacy of the attachment of fiirigana to kanji in reading 
material for second language leamers of Japanese. These were designed to test the five 
research questions which are discussed in the following section. 
In the studies, the research questions were addressed in a natural leaming 
setting using converging sources of information. These consisted of kanji leaming 
outcome measures in which both leamers at different levels and those from different 
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kanji knowledge backgrounds were examined. The perceptions that leamers have 
about the use of furigana and how they perceive its usefulness in their study of the 
Japanese language were also examined. These will be summarised in terms of the five 
research questions: 
8.2 SUMMARY OF THE FIVE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
8.2.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1 
Does the presentation of a text containing kanji with furigana readings facilitate the 
recognition of the most frequently occurring kanji after one semester? 
This research question was concemed with evidence of incidental leaming, 
and the effects of frequency of appearance of kanji in a classroom context. It was 
supported by the findings from Study One. There was, in fact, evidence of incidental 
leaming of kanji. Although students had studied Japanese for only thirteen weeks prior 
to testing, there was, in fact, an effect for all groups included in this study. The No 
Kanji Background sttidents were the key test case, as they had had no previous 
exposure to kanji. The fact that they had not leamed the kanji in question outside the 
classroom was shown by the self-report instrument. They leamed an average of 5.8 
(7.4%) of the Japanese Readings of the eighty examples given from their textbooks. 
They were also able to give an average of 5.1 (7.0%) of the English Readings. Simply 
being exposed to kanji does not enable them to be leamed. Many foreigners walk daily 
through the streets of cities with kanji-based languages such as China and Japan being 
exposed constantly to kanji, but it is meaningless and any amount of meaningless 
exposure will not facilitate leaming. The attachment of furigana to the characters in the 
textbooks discussed here, though, gave the kanji meaning and a context. 
Study One was also designed to show evidence of a frequency effect, that is, to 
discover whether the characters leamed were the most frequently occurring. In general, 
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it was found that this is indeed the case. However, the most frequently occurring 
character, rei 0!j [example], was in fact not leamed by the majority of students. It seems 
that it was not leamed as it did not appear in a sentence context. Correlations with the 
character included, and with the character removed, were undertaken and these 
strengthen the argument that it is the most frequently occurring kanji which students 
leam to recognise through employing a text containing kanji with furigana. It also 
seems that in addition to the frequency element, words which include okurigana, giving 
a context for the kanji, are leamed better than those without. In Study One it was shown 
that the reading or meaning of the character was not necessarily given away by the 
okurigana, but it was definitely of some assistance. 
Is 7% a large enough proportion of the kanji to make the work of providing the 
furigana worthwhile? Is it possible that perhaps some of the kanji assumed to be 
leamed incidentally were in fact leamed outside the classroom? Although some may 
consider this a low percentage, others would think that any increase in kanji recognition 
is a positive outcome for what is essentially only one of a range of kanji-leaming 
strategies. It must be remembered that the subjects for Study One were deliberately not 
given any kanji-leaming instmction or kanji-leaming strategies. Once this did occur 
with the subjects for Study Two, there was a 44.6% increase (from 7.4% to 10.7%) in 
the proportion of kanji recognised even taking the nine kanji taught in class out of the 
equation. Students who are given kanji-leaming strategies, and taught kanji earlier than 
the subjects of these studies can be expected to do better than 7%. 
8.2.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2 
Does the presentation of a text containing kanji with furigana readings facilitate the 
recognition of the most frequently occurring kanji after two semesters? 
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This research question was also supported, this time by the findings from 
Study Two. The No Kanji Background students leamed nearly three times the number 
of kanji during the semester of Study Three compared to that of Study One. 
Most of these students were concurrently studying kanji in the Basic Written 
Japanese subject. Nine of the approximate two hundred kanji taught in this subject 
coincided with the eighty in the Sttidy Two test. Even when these nine kanji were 
eliminated from the results, the number of Japanese Readings given was still well above 
the number leamed in the previous study. 
8.2.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3 
Does the presentation of furigana facilitate the learning of kanji for intermediate 
and advanced students of Japanese? 
Does furigana enhance incidental leaming by more advanced students? The 
findings from Studies Three and Four did not support this research question. Although 
students were able to leam kanji from a fiirigana-treated passage with a vocabulary 
sheet containing kanji (without furigana or readings) and English meanings, they 
leamed better in seven out of eight cases when the passage was not treated with 
furigana. Perhaps the students who believed that the furigana prevented them from 
concentrating on the kanji below were right. 
8.2.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 4 
For intermediate and advanced students of Japanese, does the presentation of 
furigana facilitate the learning of kanji better when the concept behind the word is 
known? 
To assess this question, examples of three types of vocabulary items were 
identified: Known Vocabulary Unknown Kanji (KVUK), Unknown Vocabulary 
Known Kanji (UVKK), and Unknown Vocabulary Unknown Kanji (UVUK). The sum 
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of all scores for both Japanese Readings and English Meanings for all students was 
made in order to compare each vocabulary item. Although in some cases the number of 
items was low, it seems that it is tme that fiirigana facilitates the leaming of kanji when 
the vocabulary item is already known. 
8.2.5 RESEARCH QUESTION 5 
How do students feel about the use of furigana? 
The overriding feature of the responses from intermediate and advanced 
students in the two furigana surveys was the large amount of disagreement between 
those students who preferred fiirigana and those who did not. For almost every 
question there were students for and students against a fiirigana treatment. It seems it is 
very much a case of personal choice. It was shown that there is no correlation between 
the kanji leaming ability of students and their choice of fiirigana-freated or 
non-furigana-treated script styles. It is not the case that poorer students preferred 
furigana as a cmtch. 
The results of both Study Three and Study Four were combined on a simple 
disagree/neutral/agree basis as shown in Table 43. Despite the fact that Studies Three 
and Four showed that intermediate and advanced students leamed better without the 
furigana treatment, the students believed that they did take notice of the kanji under the 
fiirigana. They also felt fairly strongly that at their advanced level of leaming that 
simple kanji should not be presented with furigana. 
There was also a strong feeling that furigana should not appear more than once 
on a page on the same character. However the strongest vote was for the fiirigana to be 
directly over the kanji to which they refer in a particular kanji combination. For 
example, the kanji coxn^ound jutakuchi fi^ilfi [residential area] is formed of three 
kanji, requiring fiirigana of three letters, two letters and one letter respectively. If 
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C*9fc< *> 
furigana is added to each kanji separately, it will appear as " f i ^M." However if the 
word is treated as a whole, the furigana will be evenly spaced " j i^ t fe" making it 
impossible to tell whether is should he C^ '9 +ti<. +h (correct) or C i^  + 9 /c + 
< h (incorrect) or other incorrect combinations. 
8.3 CHINESE BACKGROUND STUDENTS 
In Australian tertiary institutions, at least, Chinese background students are a 
significant proportion of those studying Japanese.'^^ Although this study did not set out 
to investigate the implications of the inclusion of kanji and furigana in Japanese courses 
for these students, two important discoveries were made. 
First, that knowledge of kanji is an aid to teaching Japanese vocabulary. Of 
course kanji allows Chinese background students to make sense of previously 
meaningless strings of hiragana in vocabulary lists in cases where the word is rendered 
in characters in a similar way in both Chinese and Japanese. But significantly, even in 
the cases such as benkyd M^'k [study] and omoshiroi H & V "> [interesting], it was found 
that the presentation of furigana-treated kanji enables these students not only to give the 
meaning for the characters in the Japanese context, but their Japanese reading as well. 
Second, lecturers who had previously taught Chinese background students 
with the all-kana textbook remarked how much better the Chinese students did when it 
was replaced with the furigana-treated kanji text as the book was now much more 
meaningful to them. This area deserves further research, particularly in light of the 
large numbers of Chinese background students now studying Japanese. 
'*'' At Griffith University, 39% of all students studying Introductory Japanese in Semester One, 2000 
were from a Chinese language background. 
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8.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
There was a number of limitations to this study. The Gold Coast campus of 
Griffith University was a particularly good place to undertake these studies as it has a 
relatively high number of students studying Japanese. However, it would have been 
better statistically to have had greater numbers of students participating in the studies, 
particularly in Study Four. Although the number of items were in most cases sufficient, 
having more KVUK items in Study Three would have made the results more 
sustainable. 
The studies were undertaken in an actual leaming context rather than a 
laboratory. Through this, addressing the issues from a number of different directions, 
and including students from different backgrounds, year levels and proficiency levels 
was attempted. Despite these advantages, there was the inherent lack of controls that 
this type of research provides. 
8.5 A GREATER ROLE FOR FURIGANA 
If the above discussions are taken into account, then, apart from quick courses 
for businesspeople and travellers to Japan, authentic Japanese script should be used for 
any serious study of the Japanese language by second language leamers. There is no 
single best method for the presentation of Japanese script to second language leamers 
of Japanese. There are almost as many types and sub-types of script as there are books 
for second language leamers of Japanese. However, the following guidelines may 
assist leamers and JSL teaching material designers with the leaming of kanji through 
fiirigana. 
With mnemonic methods, hiragana and katakana can be taught rapidly. It is 
no longer necessary to expect mastery in writing of all characters, but to read widely in 
Japanese requires familiarity with approximately 2,000 kanji. Frequent exposure to 
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character compounds is vital to ensure the development of automatic recognition of the 
compounds so that too much attention will not be required for each single character 
contained within. This is necessary for the comprehension of sentences to occur. 
Furigana, used by the Japanese themselves when the correct way of reading 
characters may be in doubt, is an excellent way to present authentic kanji-laden text to 
beginning second language leamers even before they have leamed many of the kanji. 
This thesis has shown that beginners will leam approximately 7% of kanji in their 
leaming materials even with no formal instmction in kanji leaming. When kanji 
leaming strategies are also in place, this leaming can be increased markedly. Students 
will leam fiirigana-treated kanji even better when the vocabulary item is already 
known. 
Once students are beyond the beginner level, they may feel that they are not 
being challenged if the furigana continues to be attached to the simplest characters. 
Many students will feel that they do not want to see fiirigana repeated on the same kanji 
on the same page. The first time only may be sufficient. 
Some students love furigana and do not want to part with it, and some wish it 
would no long appear in their reading materials. There is no correlation between a 
student's kanji leaming ability and their preference for furigana. 
Like the training wheels on children's bicycles, fiirigana are very beneficial 
for leamers at beginning levels, however at higher levels it may impede kanji leaming 
and need to be dispensed with. Students may leam better with passages in authentic 
non-fiirigana-treated Japanese script as long as they are provided with the readings for 
new vocabulary items elsewhere. 
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8.6 IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING 
MATERIAL 
It was shown in the Typology that almost every author has their own style of 
script presentation. It has also been stated that script presentation seems not to be an 
important issue with Japanese native speaker authors. As also evidenced by the 
Typology, there have been a number of changing trends in script presentation to the 
extent that a number of authors and publishers have completely changed their thinking 
in recent years. In general, there is much less romaji, and a greater emphasis on 
authentic script, often employing furigana. A number of them, including Daub et al. 
(1975; 1990); Makino and Tsutsui (1986; 1995); Nissan Motor Co. (1987; 1988) and 
the Association for Japanese-Language Teaching (1990; 1995) have reissued their 
books, or written further books in their series, incorporating this new thinking. 
Although it may not be possible to provide a definitive set of criteria for script 
presentation, suggestions can now be made for those involved in the preparation of 
texts for JSL students to consider. 
8.6.1 ROMAJI 
There are many drawbacks to romanisation, including the difficulty of 
leaming the correct Japanese pronunciation, the extra burden of leaming the particular 
romanisation system itself, the difficulty of weaning oneself off romaji and on to 
authentic script at a later date, and the fact that, beyond textbooks, a leamer depending 
solely on romaji can find nothing they are able to read in Japanese. 
Even some authors who published in romaji apologise to leamers for it. Lane 
(1941) used romaji because it was not technically possible to have her book printed in 
Japanese script in Brisbane during World War II. Guest (1989) advises his readers that 
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many of the difficulties of Japanese perceived by leamers would disappear if they 
leamed to read authentic script. 
There seems still to be a place, though, for romanisation in books for the likes 
of travellers and business people who do not wish to make a serious study of the 
Japanese language, but who want to rapidly leam a series of phrases to assist them in 
communicating with native speakers. If romaji is to be used at all, it should be Hepburn 
romanisation. This approximates Japanese pronunciation better than the Nihon-shiki 
style and its derivatives, and the fact that over 90% of romanised courses use this form, 
as evidenced by the Typology, mean that leamers can access many other texts and 
dictionaries without coming across unusual forms which they have not previously 
encountered. 
8.6.2 HIRAGANA/KATAKANA 
If authentic script is chosen, then the choice needs to be made with which one 
to commence. Although some authors prefer to commence with katakana, hiragana is 
eight times more widely used in Japanese than katakana, and should therefore be taught 
first. In any case, they can both be taught rapidly through mnemonic methods. Until 
kanji is introduced to make word boundaries obvious, spaces will be required between 
words with kana-only script. 
Hiragana, and later katakana, should be taught in the order of seion (voiceless 
sounds), dakuon (voiced sounds), han-dakuon (semi-voiced sounds),705/11 
(postpositionals), sokuon (double consonants), chdon (long vowel sounds), ydon 
(contracted sounds) and ydchdon (long contracted sounds) (Sakamoto, 1980). 
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8.6.3 KANJI 
There is no need to wait for a long period of time before kanji are infroduced. 
If fiirigana are used over the kanji, then the material will be no more difficult to read 
than if it was presented entirely in kana, and, as Study One showed, even if kanji are not 
taught in the textbook, students will leam some of the kanji, so this will advantage 
students. 
Because the fiirigana are normally half the font size of the kanji to which they 
are to be attached, however, a large font size of at least 14 for beginner leamers will 
ensure that the furigana will be large enough to be easily read. There is no need to 
specifically choose simple kanji to start with. The simple nature of the language used in 
beginner texts will mean that a majority of single kanji, in their native Japanese 
kun-reading, will be used. In any case, it has been shown that more complex kanji are 
not necessarily more difficult to leam than simple kanji (Taylor and Taylor, 1983). 
8.6.4 FURIGANA 
When using fiirigana, apart from the font size mentioned above, a decision will 
need to be made between an above-the-kanji format or a below-the-kanji one. While 
the normal position in Japan is above the kanji, and most word processing programs are 
not even equipped to put the fiirigana below the kanji, the advantage of the latter is that, 
if a reader desires not to see the furigana, a mler can be placed over the line of fiirigana 
and progressively moved down the page to reveal each new line of script. This cannot 
be done with the normal position. An altemative, as used in the Mirai series of texts by 
Evans et al. (1995; 1996a; 1996b; 1997; 1999a; 1999b), is to print the fiirigana in red 
ink over kanji printed in black ink. If a red plastic sheet is placed over the page, the 
furigana becomes invisible. 
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Other decisions to be made conceming furigana are whether to attach them to 
all kanji, or only kanji that has not yet been taught in the textbook. Most authors do not 
use furigana once a particular kanji has been taught. Once this question has been 
decided, a more difficult decision to make is whether to attach furigana to all untaught 
kanji, or whether to attach them only on the first appearance of a kanji. 
When the furigana is attached only the first time, students need to concenfrate 
more on the kanji, but the disadvantage of this is that they may lose the gist of the 
material they are reading while having to go back to search for the first appearance of 
the kanji. Some texts solve this problem to some degree by ensuring that the fiirigana 
appears once on each page, or even each paragraph, so that students do not have to 
search so far for the appearance of the kanji where its reading is given by the fiirigana. 
Whether or not fiirigana is placed over every kanji depends on the level of the 
students. While it may be preferable for beginners, three-quarters of the intermediate 
and advanced students surveyed in this project agreed that furigana should not appear 
over the same kanji more than once on a page. 
It is also important that the fiirigana are placed directly over (or under) the 
kanji to which they refer. To attain this, the furigana must be added to each kanji of a 
multiple-kanji combination one at a time so that they will be placed exactly over the 
kanji and not stretched evenly along the line. For example, Ms tt'L^l^lb'T^:^ is 
preferable to mi'bmm^±. 
In vocabulary lists, it is better to employ fiirigana directly above the kanji 
rather than give the readings in hiragana beside. For example, -% t ^ ' L ^ ^ t b ^ : ^ 
"sudden heart attack" is preferable to M^'l^'LM'^^^ # ^ ^ 9 ^ ^ V ^ L ^ # ( D 9 ^ ^ 
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h "sudden heart attack." The reason for this is that the readings of each individual 
kanji become clear. 
8.7 IMPLICATIONS FOR JSL TEACHING AND CURRICULUM 
The suggestions made in the preceding conclusion section should be heeded 
by teachers of Japanese and writers of textbooks. However, one of the greatest 
problems facing the teaching of Japanese script today is the tiny number of kanji being 
taught. It may be accepted by some that the macroskills of speaking and listening are 
more important than those of writing and reading, but surely writing, and particularly 
reading, are not of such little value that it is not worth preparing students to read 
authentic Japanese at all. The current numbers of kanji taught in Australian schools are 
insufficient to allow reading of anything but Japanese textbooks for foreigners. 
In Queensland, regarded in Australia as the leading state for the teaching of 
Languages Other Than English, it is commendable that many students are studying a 
LOTE, and particularly Japanese, at primary school. However the number of kanji 
taught at the primary level—ten per year—is nothing more than a token. 
High school students of Japanese in Australia do little better. In a country with 
the highest number of students studying Japanese outside Asia (Kakazu, 2000), only 
200 kanji are required to be taught over five or six years. This number of kanji is clearly 
insufficient. 
I believe the extremely rapid growth of Japanese teaching in this country, 
reflected in many other countries of the world, has provided us with a large proportion 
of teachers with very low kanji skills themselves that is the cause of the problem. These 
teachers regard kanji as difficult and daunting, and this fear is passed on to many of the 
students they teach. Students raised on a diet of heavily kana-based courses reject 
authentic script when later presented as daunting, whereas those who use it from the 
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beginning find it natural, and not a problem at all. But in many schools there is 
evidence of the self-fulfilling prophecy that teachers teach only the few kanji required 
by boards of education, which leads to the teachers advising boards of education on 
such matters as required numbers of kanji, to maintain low requirements and even the 
large reduction in requirements that has been seen between 1974 and 2000. 
Despite the fact that Ausfralia now has the second-highest number of students 
of Japanese in the world (Kakazu, 2000), the rapid increase in the number of people 
wanting to study the language has meant that the supply of adequately trained teachers 
has not been able to keep pace with this growth. According to the interim results of the 
1998 Japanese-Language Education Organisation Survey conducted by the Japan 
Foundation, there were 1,729 institutions in Australia teaching Japanese (an increase of 
574 since the previous survey in 1993). This was the largest number of institutions of 
any country in the world. Even Korea, which had the highest number of students, had 
nearly 150 fewer Japanese-teaching institutions. There are two problems. One is that 
there simply are not enough teachers, and many that are available are not adequately 
trained in both the language itself and in Japanese language teaching methodology. 
Kakazu (2000) pointed out that although Australia has the highest number of 
Japanese-teaching institutions, and the second-highest number of students, it falls to 
third place in relation to teacher numbers. 
The problem is particularly bad in primary schools. Although numbers have 
increased in the primary and secondary areas, the numbers are not being carried through 
to the tertiary sector. The New South Wales Board of Smdies reported that the number 
of HSC students enrolled for the Higher School Certificate peaked in the mid 1990s, but 
dropped by 354 students between 1995 and 1999. Despite this, Japanese is the foreign 
language with the highest candidature with 1,624 students (Kakazu, 2000). 
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A start on improving reading levels in Japanese needs to be made urgently at 
the primary school level. Too many classrooms still have romanised Japanese stickers 
naming classroom objects, and too many worksheets are still based on romaji and kana. 
If, in the early stages of leaming, more kanji was available in classrooms and textbooks, 
albeit with fiirigana attached, it would be easier to raise the numbers of kanji to be 
taught at higher levels. We could then see students who started the study of Japanese in 
primary school graduating from university courses with a knowledge of the 2,000 kanji 
required to adequately read in Japanese. They might then reach the required 
proficiency levels to achieve the dreams they set out with when they commenced on the 
road to Japanese leaming. Perhaps it can then happen that many foreigners will be able 
to challenge and combat the most complicated and involved system of script on earth. 
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Appendix 1 List of the current kana and the original kanji from which they were formed 
362 
The kanji used to derive katakana and hiragana (Lunde, 1993, pp. 22-23) 
Romaji Katakana Kanji Hiragana 
to 
na 
ni 
nu 
ne 
a 
i 
u 
e 
o 
ka 
ki ^ 
ku 
ke 
ko ^ 
r M ^ ^ 
4 i^ ^y^ ^' 
-c rx ^ ^ 
:t ^ ^ 
sa 
shi y 
7. 
^ ^ ff 't 
f- m ^ ^ 
I^ ^ -^  
ir m -^  
y t ^ 
^ # i: fc 
^ =p ^ "^  
5/ ill ^ 
h ± i 
-^ ^ ^^  
::. - 'fu (^  
% U ^ 
t - | i ^ t3L 
no / 75 <^  
ha ^^ A iS t'i 
hi k tb t> 
fu 7 ^ ^ 
su 
se 
so 
ta 
chi 
tsu 
te -r 
he ^ fP "^ 
ho 'T^ f^  ^5 
ma "^ ^ ^ ^ 
A ^ ^ tf 
-V til ^ 
:x S t^ 
U f i j ^ 
mi 
mu 
me 
mo 
ya 
yu 
yo 
ra -7 
ri 
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m 
re 
ro 
wa 
wi 
we 
(w)o 
n 
/ ^ 
V 
p 
V 
^ 
:x-
7 
y 
\% 
IL 
^ 
^ 
S 
fo 
•K 
m 
'If 
i^ 
3S 
^ 
5 
t i 
6 
:b 
& 
^ 
^ 
^ 
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Appendix 2 Complete list of the basic hiragana and katakana 
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Complete list of the basic hiragana 
a 
ka 
sa 
ta 
na 
ha 
ma 
ya 
ra 
wa 
i 
ki 
shi 
t 
chi 
ni 
hi 
mi 
ri 
•9 
u 
9 
ku 
< 
su 
1-
tsu 
o 
nu 
fu 
mu 
yu 
ni 
5 
0 
e 
ke 
se 
te 
T 
ne 
t3. 
he 
me 
re 
0 
jo 
ko 
so 
to 
no 
(7) 
ho 
(5 
mo 
yo 
ro 
5 
n 
A. 
Complete list of the basic katakana 
a 
r 
ka 
sa 
ta 
na 
ha 
ma 
ya 
ra 
wa 
!7 
i 
4 
ki 
shi 
chi 
ni 
hi 
mi 
ri 
y 
u 
ku 
su 
tsu 
nu 
fu 
y 
mu 
yu 
:3-
ru 
o 
e 
ke 
se 
ir 
te 
ne 
he 
me 
re 
0 
ko 
so 
y 
to 
no 
y 
ho 
7}s 
mo 
yo 
H 
ro 
n 
y 
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Appendix 3 Complete list of the kana including dakuon, handakuon and yoon 
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Hiragana using nigori, handaku and yoon 
ga 
;5^  
za 
da 
fz. 
ba 
pa 
gi 
J' 
ji 
bi 
pi 
gu 
c 
zu 
-f 
zu 
- 5 
bu 
pu 
ge 
if 
ze 
if 
de 
be 
pe 
0 
go 
ZO 
do 
bo 
po 
kya 
sha 
cha 
nya 
hya 
mya 
rya 
• 9 ^ 
gya 
ja 
bya 
pya 
kyu 
shu 
chu 
nyu 
hyu 
myu 
ryu 
(9 t ^ 
gyu 
ju 
byu 
pyu 
kyo 
sho 
Li 
cho 
nyo 
hyo 
myo 
tyo 
gyo 
jo 
byo 
pyo 
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Katakana using nigori, handaku and yoon 
ga 
za 
da 
ba 
pa 
gi 
ji 
ji 
bi 
pi 
gu 
zu 
X 
zu 
:y^  
bu 
pu 
ge 
ze 
if 
de 
T 
be 
pe 
go 
zo 
do 
K 
bo 
po 
kya 
sha 
cha 
nya 
hya 
mya 
rya 
gya 
ja 
bya 
pya 
kyu 
shu 
chu 
nyu 
hyu 
myu 
ryu 
y ^ 
gyu 
ju 
byu 
pyu 
kyo 
^ 3 
sho 
V 3 
cho 
^ 3 
nyo 
:=^  3 
hyo 
M 3 
myo 
^ 3 
ryo 
y 3 
gyo 
^¥3 
jo 
yB 
byo 
pyo 
t:°3 
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Appendix 4 List of the katakana "Expanded Syllabary" (Masuda, 1974; Neustupny, 1984; 
Ashworth & Hitotsugi, 1993; Stewart, 1993; Batt, 1994; Lee, 2002) 
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Romaji 
ye 
wi 
we 
wo 
va 
vi 
vu 
ve 
vo 
Katakana 
(^:r:) 
^ ^ 
^ ^ 
^ir 
^W 
T / | , N 
^" 
^^:^ 
^ > 
Note: Sounds shown with brackets are given by Neustupny (1984) with the note that they "appear 
with lesser frequency" (p. 32). Many examples are provided from languages other than English. 
Example 
^ 4 )VT J^ y{ 3L^V Wiruamu Yetsu [William 
Yeats] 
"^ ^—y Win [WienA^ienna] 
y'^— "^:^y sukiwea [skiwear] 
^ :i— ^"^y wdkuman [Walkman] 
'y*'T ^ ^ y y vaiorin [violin] 
^P^—•^ Evita [Evita] 
7 'y*' ravu [love] 
y ^ yyT t^:^=-^— fifusu avenyU [Fifth Avenue] 
•^ ;^ "— ;^ /l^ vdkaru [vocal] 
kwa (^ T) 1^ yyi^^ Kwanju [Kwagju City, 
Korea] 
^' 7' y < iy=L— y gwabajusu [guava juice] 
-^7 ^ —yyy > K Kwinzurando [Queensland] 
^ az.yy'y{ y Kwentin [Quentin] 
^ :^— ^— kwdtd [quarter] 
^)V^ y a:.yi ^ mirukusheiku [milkshake] 
V':^y^^ — jesuchd [gesture] 
'f'^y chesu [chess] 
si {y^) i/ =L 7^ jusi [je suis/I am] 
tsa y r f -y y 7 pittsa [pizza] 
tsi ( y ^ ) y^:tJ^^i^y^— Tslorukokusuki [{Konstantixi) 
Tsiolkouskii] 
tse y^n y:r.y^Vl^ tsepperin [Zeppelin 
(airship)] 
tso y ^ y^yti^< r^ow^apa [Tsong Khapa] 
y -^ ^y^^i^-^— tinejd [teenager] 
y^i>^ /^ dijitaru [digital] 
gwa 
kwi 
kwe 
kwo 
she 
je 
che 
(^V) 
^4 
^ ^ 
^ ^ 
yzr. 
\y^ 
^ ^ 
tl 
di 
tyu 
dyu 
-r^ 
y^ 
• r : ^ 
y =^ 
•TzL—/< 0'M6a[ttiba] 
'f='-—y-^—'7 V — dyutifuri [duty free] 
tti V 7 V 7 yy ^ tutti [tutti] 
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du ^7 X !>"~ y dun [dune] 
fa 
fi 
fe 
fo 
fya 
fyu 
fyo 
yr 
y A 
y ^ i 
yir 
(y-t) 
y =1. 
( y a ) 
yr^yy-
y ^^ry^—Y 
ya:./vV 
y^^/7uT 
y =i.~-i/B y 
y 3 K n y 
faindd [(view)finder] 
figiasuketo [figureskate] 
feruto [felt] 
fdkuroa [folklore] 
^t(/o«[fiision] 
Fyodorofu [(Nikolai) 
Fedorov] 
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Appendix 5 Table showing the differences between the three major romaji systems, and BJ/JSL 
romanisation 
373 
Note: Rows where there are differences between the systems are shown in bold italics. 
Hiragana 
fc 
V^  
0 
y 
*5 
t^ 
# 
y \ 
tt 
"»-
^ 
t 
-r 
-t-
^ 
fc 
• ^ 
o 
T 
^ 
^c^ 
{:i 
&i 
fe 
(D 
\-t 
X> 
^ 
^ \ 
(5 
^ 
^ 
tf 
fe 
i, 
^ 
^ 
J: 
Hepburn 
a 
i 
u 
e 
0 
ka 
ki 
ku 
ke 
ko 
sa 
shi 
su 
se 
so 
ta 
chi 
tsu 
te 
to 
na 
ni 
nu 
ne 
no 
ha 
hi 
fu 
he 
ho 
ma 
mi 
mu 
me 
mo 
ya 
yu 
yo 
Nihon-shiki 
a 
i 
u 
e 
0 
ka 
ki 
ku 
ke 
ko 
sa 
si 
su 
se 
so 
ta 
ti 
tu 
te 
to 
na 
ni 
nu 
ne 
no 
ha 
hi 
hu 
he 
ho 
ma 
mi 
mu 
me 
mo 
ya 
yu 
yo 
Kunrei 
a 
i 
u 
e 
o 
ka 
ki 
ku 
ke 
ko 
sa 
si 
su 
se 
so 
ta 
ti 
tu 
te 
to 
na 
ni 
nu 
ne 
no 
ha 
hi 
hu 
he 
ho 
ma 
mi 
mu 
me 
mo 
ya 
yu 
yo 
BJ/JSL 
a 
i 
u 
e 
0 
ka 
ki 
ku 
ke 
ko 
sa 
si 
su 
se 
so 
ta 
ci 
cu 
te 
to 
na 
ni 
nu 
ne 
no 
ha 
hi 
hu 
he 
ho 
ma 
mi 
mu 
me 
mo 
ya 
yu 
yo 
374 
^ 
^ 
h 
i)"^ 
€ 
C 
tf 
>-•» 
^^  
c 
-f 
i f 
^' 
/c 
^ 
^ 
-e 
^^  
( f 
1/ 
^ 
y < 
t^ ^ 
tt° 
tj« 
^ 
o 
}^ 
# - ^ 
# ^ 
# j ; 
L ^ 
L i ^ 
U i 
h^ 
h^ 
hx 
{z^ 
\z^ 
\zx 
x>^ 
X><4> 
t>J; 
wa 
0 
n 
ga 
gi 
gu 
ge 
go 
za 
ji 
zu 
ze 
zo 
da 
ji 
zu 
ze 
zo 
ba 
bi 
bu 
be 
bo 
pa 
pi 
pu 
pe 
po 
kya 
kyu 
kyo 
sha 
shu 
sho 
cha 
chu 
cho 
nya 
nyu 
nyo 
hya 
hyu 
hyo 
wa 
wo 
n 
ga 
gi 
gu 
ge 
go 
za 
zi 
zu 
ze 
zo 
da 
di 
du 
ze 
zo 
ba 
bi 
bu 
be 
bo 
pa 
pi 
pu 
pe 
po 
kya 
kyu 
kyo 
sya 
syu 
syo 
tya 
tyu 
tyo 
nya 
nyu 
nyo 
hya 
hyu 
hyo 
wa 
0 
n 
ga 
gi 
gu 
ge 
go 
za 
zi 
zu 
ze 
zo 
da 
zi 
zu 
ze 
zo 
ba 
bi 
bu 
be 
bo 
pa 
pi 
pu 
pe 
po 
kya 
kyu 
kyo 
sya 
syu 
syo 
tya 
tyu 
tyo 
nya 
nyu 
nyo 
hya 
hyu 
hyo 
wa 
o 
n 
ga 
gi 
gu 
ge 
go 
za 
zi 
zu 
ze 
zo 
da 
zi 
zu 
ze 
zo 
ba 
bi 
bu 
be 
bo 
pa 
pi 
pu 
pe 
po 
kya 
kyu 
kyo 
sya 
syu 
syo 
cya 
cyu 
cyo 
nya 
nyu 
nyo 
hya 
hyu 
hyo 
375 
H^ 
Ji-^ 
h-x 
\)^ 
V) i ^ 
"0 X 
f> 
# > 
^X 
Z^ 
Z^ 
C j ; 
• ^ > 
^\^ 
^X 
t» 
r» 
t>^J; 
t/^ 
1J^ 
nx 
mya 
myu 
myo 
rya 
ryu 
ryo 
gya 
gyu 
gyo 
ja 
ju 
jo 
ja 
ju 
jo 
bya 
byu 
byo 
pya 
pyu 
pyo 
mya 
myu 
myo 
rya 
ryu 
ryo 
gya 
gyu 
gyo 
zya 
zyu 
zyo 
dya 
dyu 
dyo 
bya 
byu 
byo 
pya 
pyu 
pyo 
mya 
myu 
myo 
rya 
ryu 
ryo 
gya 
gyu 
gyo 
zya 
zyu 
zyo 
zya 
zyu 
zyo 
bya 
byu 
byo 
pya 
pyu 
pyo 
mya 
myu 
myo 
rya 
ryu 
ryo 
gya 
gyu 
gyo 
zya 
zyu 
zyo 
zya 
zyu 
zyo 
bya 
byu 
byo 
pya 
pyu 
pyo 
376 
Appendix 6 Complete annotated list of titles used in the Typology 
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Autlior 
Aitchison 
Aitchison 
Akiyama & Akiyama 
Akiyama & Akiyama 
Akiyama & Akiyama 
Akutsu 
Alfonso 
Alfonso & Niimi 
Alfonso & Takeda 
Alfonso et al. 
Alfonso et al. 
Alfonso et al. 
Alfonso et al. 
Anderson 
Anderson & Kirwan 
Anderson & Kirwan 
Aoki & Yoneyama 
Aoki et al. 
Arai 
Ash-Rose 
Assoc, for Japanese-Lang. 
Teach. 
Assoc, for Japanese-Lang. 
Teach. 
Assoc, for Japanese-Lang. 
Teach. 
Assoc, for Japanese-Lang. 
Teach. 
Assoc, for Japanese-Lang. 
Teach. 
Assoc, for Japanese-Lang. 
Teach. 
Backhouse 
Bleiler 
Bowring & Laurie 
Bowring & Laurie 
Bunka Gaikokugo Senmon 
Gakko Biiinesu Nihongoka 
Bunka Gaikokugo Senmon 
Gakko 
Bunka Gaikokugo Senmon 
Gakko 
Bumham 
Year 
1995 
1996 
1994 
1996 
1999 
1998 
1972 
1976 
1974 
1976 
1978 
1982 
1984 
1981 
1991 
1993 
1996 
1984 
1996 
1997 
1990 
1991 
1994 
1995 
1997 
1998 
1993 
1963 
1992 a 
1992 b 
1989 
1994 
1997 
1991 
Japanese 
Script 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Furigana 
Above 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Furigana 
Below 
X 
X 
Kana 
Only 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Hepburn 
Romaji 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
other 
Romaji 
X 
Business 
Japanese 
X 
X 
X 
Tourist 
Japanese 
X 
378 
Bumham et al. 
Butler 
Carey 
Chamberlain 
Chaplin & Martin 
Chaplin & Martin 
Chino 
Chino et al. 
Clarke & Hamamura 
Corder et al. 
Corder et al. 
Corwin 
Coveney et al. 
Coveney et al. 
Coveney et al. 
Crowley 
Daub et al. 
Daub et al. 
Davidson et al. 
De Mente 
De Mente 
Department of Education and 
Children's Services, SA 
Department of Education, Qld 
Department of Education, Qld 
Department of Education, Qld 
Department of Education, Qld 
Dillon 
Doi et al. 
Dunn & Yanada 
Dykstra 
Dykstra 
Elisseeff etal. 
Elisseeff etal. 
Evans 
Evans et al 
Evans et al. 
Evans et al. 
Evans et al. 
Evans et al. 
Evrat-Jones 
Fisher et al. 
Fox et al. 
Fujikake 
Gaily 
Gardner & Martin 
1992 
1987 
1991 
1992 
1967 a 
1967 b 
2000 
1992 
1981 
1993 
1998 
1968 
1993 a 
1993 b 
1998 
1972 
1975 
1990 
1988 
1987 
1995 
1995 
1992 a 
1992 b 
1993 a 
1993 b 
1995 
1991 
1958 
1977 
1987 
1963 
1967 
1990 
1995 
1996 a 
1996 b 
1999 a 
1999 b 
1990 
1999 
1992 
1995 
1995 
1952 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Gavin & Matsumoto 
Gilhooley 
Green 
Guest 
Guezennec 
Gunji 
Habein & Mathias 
Hadamitzky & Spahn 
Hamna 
Hashimoto et al. 
Hashimoto et al. 
Heisig 
Heisig 
Henshall 
Heshiki 
Hibbet & Itasaka 
Hibbet & Itasaka 
Higashinakagawa & Machida 
Higurashi 
Higurashi 
Higurashi 
Hijirida & Yoshikawa 
Hinder 
Hongo 
Hooser 
Hori et al. 
Horii 
Human Academy 
Huter 
Hyojun Romaji Kai 
Inamoto 
Insearch Language Centre 
Intemational Christian 
University Japanese Department 
Intemational Christian 
University 
Inter-Uni. Center for JL Studies 
Inter-Uni. Center for JL Studies 
Inter-Uni. Center for JL Studies 
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy 
Industries 
Itasaka et al. 
Itasaka et al. 
Ito et al. 
Japan Council of Int. Schools 
Japanese Department ICU 
1998 
1999 
1989 
1989 
1907 
1987 
1991 
1991 
1983 
1997 a 
1997 b 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1990 
1967 a 
1967 b 
1993 
1987 
1990 
1998 
1987 
1992 
1998 
1975 
1986 
1989 
2000 
1997 
1974 
1972 
1996 
1966 
1996 
1975 
1991 
1992 
1985 
1974 a 
1974 b 
1992 
1997 
1965 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
380 
Japanese Lang. Promotion 
Center 
Japanese Lang. Promotion 
Center 
Japanese Lang. Promotion 
Center 
Japanese Lang. Promotion 
Center 
Japanese Language Teachers 
Association 
Japanese Ministry of Education 
Jelinek & Heron 
Jenkins & Stmgnell 
Jitsuyo Nihongo 
Jorden & Chaplin 
Jorden & Noda 
Jorden & Noda 
Jorden & Noda 
Jorden & Noda 
Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu 
Kyokai 
Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu 
Kyokai 
Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu 
Kyokai 
Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu 
Kyokai 
Kaigai Gijutsusha Kenshu 
Kyokai 
Kakutani 
Kamada et al. 
Kamiya 
Kamiya 
Kaneda & Hosaka 
Kanji Text Research Group, 
University of Tokyo 
Kano et al. 
Kato 
Kato 
Kato 
Kato 
Kato 
Kato et al. 
Kemp-Davies 
Kenobi Cybemetics 
Kirwan 
KIT Kyozai Kaihatsu Gurupu 
1970 a 
1970 b 
1970 c 
1971 
1993 
1992 
1975 
1992 
1989 
1976 
1987 
1988 
1990 
1995 
1974 
1990 a 
1990 b 
1993 a 
1993 b 
1992 
2000 
1989 
1998 
1992 
1993 
1990 
1995 c 
1999 a 
1999 b 
1999 c 
2000 
1995 
1996 
1994 
1993 
1989 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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KIT Kyozai Kaihatsu Guriipu 
Kodansha 
Kokusai Gakuyukai NG 
Kokusai Gakuyukai NG 
Kokusai Gakuyukai NG 
Kokusai Gakuyukai NG 
Kokusai Gakuyukai NG 
Kokusai Koryii Kikin 
Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo 
Kokusai Senta 
Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo 
Kokusai Senta 
Kokusai Koryu Kikin Nihongo 
Kokusai Senta 
Kokusai Nihongo Kenkyujo 
Konishi et al. 
Kuratani 
Lane 
Larsen & Rowell 
Lee et al. 
Machida & Pinda 
Machida & Pinda 
Maeda 
Makino 
Makino & Tsutsui 
Makino & Tsutsui 
Makino et al. 
Martin 
Martin 
Mamyama 
Masuda 
Matsumoto & Wood 
Maynard 
Maynard 
McBride 
McGloin 
Millen 
Miller 
Miller 
Mitamura & Mitamura 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
1990 
1995 
1955 a 
1955 b 
1979 a 
1979 b 
1979 c 
1982 
1981 
1994 
1999 
1992 
1985 
1987 
1941 
1997 
1994 a 
1993 
1994 
1965 
1997 
1986 
1995 
1998 
1962 a 
1962 b 
1927 
1974 
1998 
1990 
1997 
1990 
1989 
1993 
1962 a 
1962 b 
1997 
1979 
1980 
1981 a 
1981 b 
1983 
1984 a 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
382 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Mizutani & Mizutani 
Monane 
Morino 
Morsbach et al. 
Motohashi 
Motohashi 
Murano 
Murano et al. 
Murray 
Naganuma 
Naganuma 
Naganuma 
Naganuma & Mori 
Nagasaki 
Nagatomo 
Nagazawa & Iwawaki 
Nakagawa 
Nakao 
National Japanese Curric. Proj. 
National Japanese Curric. Proj. 
National Japanese Curric. Proj. 
Nelson 
Nesbitt et al. 
Neustupny et al. 
Neustupny et al. 
NHK 
NHK 
Nichibei Kaiwa Gakuin NK 
Nihongo Institute 
Nihongo Joumal Henshubu 
Nihongo Joumal Henshubu 
Nihongo Kyoiku Gakkai 
Nihongo Kyoiku, Kyoshi 
Kyokai 
Nihongo Kyoiku, Kyoshi 
Kyokai 
Nippon Steel Human Resources 
Development Co. Ltd. & Japan 
College of Foreign Languages 
Nishi 
Nishide 
1984 b 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1996 
1979 
1993 
1990 
1989 
1990 
1998 
1993 
1997 
1959 
1964 a 
1964 b 
1962 
1986 
1995 
1926 
1990 
1995 
1993 a 
1993 c 
1994 a 
1974 
1993 
1994 
1996 
1986 
1987 
1987 
1989 
1991 
1995 
1981 
1991 
1992 
1997 
2000 
1972 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 
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Nishiyama 
Nissan Motor Co. 
Nissan Motor Co. 
Niwa 
Niwa 
Niwa 
Niyekawa 
NSW Department of Education 
and Training Curriculum 
Support Directorate 
O'Neill 
O'Neill & Yanada 
Ogawa 
Ogi 
Ohno & Harwood 
Ohso & Koyama 
Okazaki et al. 
Osaka University of Foreign 
Studies 
Oyama 
Pegasus Language Services 
Pinkerton et al. 
Reekie 
Reekie 
Reekie 
Reekie & Mogi 
Reekie 8c Mogi 
Reekie & Mogi 
Reekie & Mogi 
Rose-Innes 
Rowell & Hall 
Rowell & Larsen 
Rubin 
Saka & Yoshiki 
Sakamoto 
Sakata 
Sakurai 
Sasaki 
Sasaki 
Satow 
Satow 
Schwarz & Ezawa 
Sei 
Shichida 
Shinjuku JL School 
Spahn & Hadamitzky 
1993 
1987 
1988 
1971 a 
1971 b 
1971 c 
1991 
2000 
1966 
1963 
1970 
1987 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1973 
1993 
1987 
1995 
1992 
1995 
2000 
1997 a 
1997 b 
1997 c 
1997 d 
1961 
1999 
1993 
1992 
1988 
1996 
1995 
1984 
1989 
1997 
1873 a 
1873 b 
1974 
1990 
1990 
1985 
1989 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Spahn & Hadamitzky 
Storm 
Sugita et al. 
Suleski & Masada 
Suski 
Suzuki 
Takahashi 
Takahashi & Takahashi 
Takamizawa 
Takamizawa 
Takamizawa 
Takamizawa 
Takamizawa 
Takamizawa 
Takamizawa 
Takano 
Takayanagi 
Takebe 
Takeuchi 
Takita 
Tanahashi & Oshima 
Taniguchi et al. 
Tatewaki 
Terauchi et al. 
Terauchi et al. 
The Califomia Assoc, of JLT 
The Japanese Lang. School of 
the Intemational Students 
Institute Japan 
The Nihongo Joumal 
Tohsaku 
Toki et al. 
Tokyo Gaikokugo Fuzoku NG 
Tokyo Gaikokugo Fuzoku NG 
Tokyo YMCA Japanese Dept. 
Tomoda & May 
Toyoda 
Tsukuba Language Group 
Tsukuba Language Group 
Tsukuba Language Group 
Uehara & Kiyose 
Ujie 
University of Nagoya, Center 
for Linguistic and Cultural 
Research 
University of Califomia Press 
1996 
1996 
1990 
1982 
1942 
1978 
1937 
1993 
1986 a 
1986 b 
1987 
1991 
1995 a 
1995 b 
1999 
1989 
1993 
1993 
1982 
1993 
1998 
1992 
1938 
1996 a 
1996 b 
1992 
1992 
2000 
1995 
1995 
1979 
1990 
1987 
1994 
1990 
1991 
1992 a 
1992 b 
1974 
1990 
1983 
1944 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Vaccari & Vaccari 
Vaccari & Vaccari 
Vance 
Vance 
Watt 8c Rubinger 
Williams 
Williams 
Williams 
Williams 
Williams 
Williams 
Wood & Howie 
Wood & Howie 
Yamada 
Yamamoto et al. 
Yoshida & Evans 
Yoshida et al. 
Yoshiki & Saka 
Yoshimura 
Young 
Young & Nakajima 
Young & Nakajima 
Young & Nakajima 
Young & Nakajima 
Young & Nakajima 
Young & Nakajima-Okana 
Young & Rollins 
1964 
1973 
1987 
1993 
1998 
1990 a 
1990 b 
1991 a 
1991 b 
1992 a 
1992 b 
1994 
1996 
1990 
1987 
1989 
1976 
1990 
1998 
1998 
1964 
1967 
1968 a 
1968 b 
1968 c 
1984 
1994 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Appendix 7 Response from ALC Press Editor in original Japanese version, and with English 
translation 
387 
r:Krp1^v:ov^T 
Kirwanlll 
ioTgmm<^^'o. i^^Mi^^fcL^Lfzo i^ Tr'®Pp {^cov>-rfc^^x.$L±tf^ -ro 
® (r(7)#-^(CoV^Tft;Sfm(Z)iil9) fB^mi^^-i-/^I ttl 9 8 6 ^ 5 ^-^;6^|lJfiJ-^ 
(3)07^fgv>^—:h/^fll 9 8 6¥5^{ciiJfiJ^tl^bfCo m^U^mj]^f}^h-^l<~f htlX 
©m^'tmmt Lf£\^'B^m(D^^^^'^-^-rmmzs-D:^^^mmmM^-<:i-o m^nMM 
to -^ <7)yc:J6 0^M^3fef ig-r^±T\ tI^;65i^fc§J:9f-7^ce6r<^;6^fi^-t?-ro tl^^T)^ 
—f)V^f^\^X^X<tz.^\\ nz^-'y\znZ\%'^i)'^^X^X^. )^\fi)^-^\^X\^^^g 
^h. ^lXfi:\^m^i>^-h^(Dn.Z.(Dl-z.}bX'f. ^l^^SBEtXrcDff^tc/^oTV^^-f-o 
%^M^<D'y-^-y)V(D'^^n.)^\f(Di^^^\zmwii'm^\\t^^^^t^o T^ 'ifVymj^ f^ 'i 
mhh6ox\ -mizitny-^^A^o ttom-^co^^^^^^x. ^#-t-#T. /h^-r#' 
tcibXi-, ^Ji^XBM^iy^—r/i^^m\^^fzt^. ^^\:ftm^(DHhh-^'^'BIZA^XLX 
T^i6§J;5(-^ 0;^l^v^-t—:^/^-e{t. /^t:^'^Tt-ott5r^{cUfc(7)-e-ro 
® ®X^^^fcZtX^y{zfj:7,t^^\^^-^-ro 
mm(Dm:^^fj:mBiz-Di^xn^[^mm±n m^^^y Ky':y ^ j (^ fE 15 o o R) {-2lmL-cv^ -^ro i^faM^tmo^^^ i>h:^'^fj:i<z-r^-/j^(Dnmn. mm^^Mm^mu^ 
tTv^6JiAi±fij ^B^mmfin^ihmmmi (^fffi2oooR) izm-^^^xis^^ wm 
B:^mi^-r—f-MtB^m\zm^^^-h. 0;^f&«t^•^6^. mf-^ (7)0*. jcit'^^^m 
Ttt, ;^tlii^^M^c^V^;i^t^LtL^^i:^;5S. ^o^<X>ht>fj:7!)m^^^o\zfi^fzm^\z 
t<iXit^j:<xn^j:h^^^^h(Df£(DX-t, ^^^(D^t^h(DM^(Df^-^^z^ mW^^^^lt'^^ 
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:d'^-^<(Dh[^\:.m^xi'o 
n^j:nni-i^j:h^j:^^(Dlt. Zti~^Xh:iti-^^hh(D^m<Dm:mxh6tm^\^X\^^~k1ro 
l^y.±X^fcLXKirvianm(Dmf^U^y^ht:^'^X%'^LfcX\^X^:^\ :Ltl^X\ /V\f 
l-X'^Bh^h(Dfzt^-^^XZ(Dm^^^i'f-:>X\^^^Lfz-^K /l^\f(D^mz^\^^Xhhtcl^X 
m^^^^ti. mztoXhmizmmzf^^^Lfc, fe'9;^5^5r^%^^L/c:o ^ t i i t ) C 
1 9 9 9 ^ 1 2n 
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Re: Your questions 
Mr. Kirwan, 
I am sorry to be late with my reply. I have responded to your questions below. 
1. When did ALC start using furigana in publications for L2 learners of Japanese? 
(As mentioned about this issue separately), the first issue of "Nihongo Journal" was the May 
1986 issue. Prior to that, the Japanese Operations Division had not yet opened, and therefore 
Issue No. 1 of "Nihongo Journal" was the first publication by this company to use furigana. 
2. Which publications use furigana? 
Basically, furigana (or rubi), are attached to kanji in books and magazines for foreigners. 
However, they are not used in such things as test questions for the Japanese Language 
Proficiency Test where reading practice without furigana is necessary. 
3. Who decided to use furigana for Nihongo Journal? 
Nihongo Journal was first published in May, 1986. Furigana was employed from the 
beginning. The person who first decided to use it was Mr Nishioka, Chief Editor at the time, 
and presently General Chief of the Japanese Operations Division. 
4. Was the decision based on any previous research, or on practical experience? 
Kanji is the very first problem confronted by learners of Japanese whose native languages do 
not have kanji. Simply by remembering the meaning of a kanji, you will be able to grasp the 
meanings of kanji compounds, but their readings are not so simple. There are many kanji in the 
Japanese language that have more than two readings, and this makes it very difficult. So to be 
able to conquer the Japanese language, being able to read kanji is most important. Indicating 
the readings of kanji in hiragana is quite natural. There is no particular basis for attaching 
furigana. 
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5. Do you have a particular reason for putting furigana on a kanji only the first time it 
appears on a page, and not on every appearance of that kanji on the page? 
Nihongo Journal's current rules are that furigana is applied on the first appearance [of a 
kanji] in a paragraph. Please open Nihongo Journal and have a look. This is why if the same 
kanji comes up on the same page, there are cases where furigana are applied and cases where 
it is not. This is in consideration of the leamers. 
6. Do you use a particular font/font size for Nihongo Journal? Why was it chosen? 
In the case of Nihongo Journal, there is no special rule about the size of the furigana. Because 
there are design problems to be considered, it is not possible to say unconditionally. We look at 
the size of the original kanji, and make an effort to get a perfect balance between the furigana 
being not too big or not too small. 
7. I have noticed in another publication "Hiragana Times" that sometimes the readings for 
the kanji are given on the side of the page rather than above the kanji. What do you think 
of this presentation? 
There are different ways of thinking among various companies, and I don't think it would do to 
give an immediate judgement on the various methods. But, as for the question as to why we, 
Nihongo Journal, attach furigana under the kanji - our ultimate objective is that [learners] 
may become able to read kanji without furigana. When you first open Nihongo Journal, which 
catches your eye first? Is it the kanji or the furigana? The furigana is supplied to assist you at 
the times when you just cannot read the kanji, no matter how hard you try. Nihongo Journal 
decided to put furigana under the kanji so that you will be able to read with the furigana 
hidden. 
8. Do you think there is any difference putting the furigana below the kanji compared to the 
usual on-top format? 
/ think that this has been answered in the statement given for No. 7. 
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9. You mentioned a set of "rules" you use for furigana. Could you tell me what they are? 
This is based on the "Editor's Handbook"published by Kyddd News Corporation and 
available for ¥1500. Furthermore, decisions on whether kanji or hiragana should be used are 
based on the Bonjinsha publication, edited by the Japan Foundation, "Standards for Questions 
Appearing in the Japanese Language Proficiency Test, " available for ¥2000. The pages [of 
Nihongo Journal] designed for beginners use the kanji for Levels 3 and 4 [of the Japanese 
Language Proficiency Test], and the pages for intermediate leamers use the kanji for Levels 1 
and 2. 
Nihongo Journal is produced for people who have an interest in the Japanese language, of 
course, and modern Japan and its culture and customs. In accordance with this, leamers who 
can read kanji perhaps do not need furigana, but for readers who have only just mastered 
hiragana, they can't do without it. From comments we have received from students, there have 
been those that say that the simple furigana are not a necessity, but please understand that it is 
unavoidable [to use furigana] for the reason that we want Nihongo Journal to be read by as 
many people as possible. For this same reason, we put furigana on the same kanji over and 
over again. 
Through reading these comments, we strongly feel that our work has always been, and will 
always continue to be, to use the three elements, furigana, kanji and English, to make it easier 
to read Japanese. 
Have I been able to answer all your questions in the above, Mr Kirwan? Up until now, I 
have always thought of furigana as just a matter of course in producing our magazine, but I 
have been reassured about the existence of furigana in Nihongo Journal, and in answering 
these questions, I have really learnt a lot myself. Thank you very much. I would be very happy 
to receive any more of these types of comments or questions in the future. 
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December, 1999 
ALC Pty. Ltd. Nihongo Journal Editing Department 
Kohana Kinoshita 
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Appendix 8 Sample unit of the Kirwan (1997a) textbook 
394 
UNIT 14 
fz fj:t^ nb 
Describing People and Objects 
1 
In the previous unit you learned to describe people and objects. In this unit we introduce a 
different way of description, using the descriptive words you have already learned. 
:L:L\±tXh3t^fyjim'<:-to 
This is a very quiet park. 
-rtLtttTt*DV^LV^:=i —t—^ i^^ o 
This is very delicious coffee. 
" r : : " means "here" and corresponds to " r tL" and " r O" It refers to a place, " f e ^ r" 
and " ^ r." are the words in the same category corresponding to " f e i ^ " and "fccD" 
respectively. They mean roughly "over there" and "there." 
The pattern is: 
1 A « B-1 f^C T t ~ 
2. A}^ B-2 + C -V^ 
Descriptive" words for B-1: 
L-r 
tt^v^ 
- - A . 
If A. # 
fffc 
^These words are sometimes 
Descriptive" words for B-2: 
^ V "* 
quiet 
pretty 
strange/funny 
healthy 
no good 
called /c^-adjectives. 
cold 
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fco #v^ 
j o V ^ L V ^ 
ffi6V^ 
*These words are sometimes called V 
Note: 
";»ctv^"and"/h^vv' are 
hot 
delicious 
interesting, funny 
big 
''-adjectives. 
used both as -adjectives and -adjectives 
tiv 
7^  y ;^-<>'«^#/^HTT-to 
BT town 
5 ] ^ ' ^ • ^ ^ baby 
2 
If you want someone to describe a 
(^ti«) 
person or a thing. 
t ^ ^ / ce^ ' -
ask in the following way: 
"^'Q^ti\ 
What kind of cake is it? 
The pattern is: 
Ail }£AjfiQ xyt-^ 
study the sample sentences and find what should be in A and B. 
= y - / v K J - : ^ y\t}£/^Jf£mxy•t)\ 
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:=i^/]y K^^^ h 
t C 6 
m 
mm 
place 
newspaper 
3 
Ask your partner to describe a given object or a person. 
A r^-y7^;^^^{i i f 'A/ /^ :^^-e l - ;a \ j 
B itxh^^'^y^xi-o J 
A ^^ox-t-i\ A^^\^y$x-tt\ J 
jo jo 
2. B ^ S ( H ^ = words) 
4- 7J^V^7^^ ( * : ) 
5. h^^tc(D ^ 
6. hf^fc(Dim 
8. ^ : / x - < ^ / ^ V ; ^ • 7 " V - (^H) 
397 
|4 
Start a conversation with "I am going to do something." Your partner will ask you questions 
about what you have said. 
t i l ' 
B \^o'^^t\ EhUv>^Vyiy^'tt\ J 
(ask a question) 
(make a comment) 
B \^bX-fii\ }£hfi:h-X-tii\ J 
(ask a question) 
A f/K/i-Tif-e^, J 
B ^v^v^'Ci-fco J 
(make a comment) 
1'^ * :i9x.A/ v^  
ARfe^  1/ tr^ g^® ^ rE^i^c 
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# o $ X/u 
^M^fS = coffee shop 
5 Situational conversation practice 
Situation 1: 
You are at a department store with your friend. You are choosing a birthday gift for you 
friend. Your friend gives you some advice. 
n\ 
A ^f5T§rlv^*-r;0\ J 
(DM ^ 0 X-to J 
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< L 
UP 
hf\.\t}f:oX'^t^ 
hx^t 
^ti\z 
^ ^ 
ga, 
birthday 
card 
friend 
present, gift 
thing 
perhaps 
comb 
plastic 
How about that? 
a little 
besides 
strange 
colour 
pink 
price 
Situation 2: 
You are at a restaurant with your friend. You discuss what to order with them. You also 
make comments on the food served and describe it. 
A y(D!S(D:^'r—^ni5\^y\/^XirXo J 
B f^oXiy\ C^. ;^x-^Sr'W^L4 
i"o (tothewaiter)'^  J ;o i •1"?^'S^±^o ^ ' X — ^ 
:^ hyVT(DUy^ hyy(Dy^'r-'^\^h-D 
t ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ f etc J 
A r^^^ei-tao ;$:St;i /h^v^;^x-^T:^feo r.(Z);^ 
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7.y—^ 
^mz 
steak 
to order 
indeed, truly 
much 
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Appendix 9 Sample of "Character Compounds" chart and "Single Characters" chart (Study One) 
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fe 
l^ 
Form 1 
#L^ 
* L N 
^"^^AJ 
fk=F^Aj 
m^ 
m\f 
m 
mrs 
BlTb^l^ 
;SA^t^ 
ifLL^ 
Si 
I I l ^ 
laL^ 
# t ^ 
r^* 
51 
ftii 
ma* 
m^  
M 
j^ feo 
# < 
1"^ 
tT< 
^T 
ttu^ 
mm 
mi^ 
— 
—PS 
- IS 
—AHU 
- m 
£ - 3 
;»t 
-I 
mm 
No. 
8 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
5 
1 
1 
1 
7 
8 
1 
1 
6 
2 
2 
2 
5 
11 
7 
1 
2 
2 
13 
3 
1 
30 
11 
24 
2 
1 
2 
13 
1 
5 
24 
2 
Form 2 
^^15 
3l^-e 
BI7b^< 
ii<-c 
#7!)^ofc 
• & < 
? 3 f e l ^ 
^ t 
WL^ 
^T^ 
^A^of r 
^ A ^ b 
No. 
6 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
127 
1 
4 
Form 3 
mB$m 
nti^-ofz 
/ ^o r 
^L^r 
Wo 
tTO 
<^[ i 
No. 
2 
1 
1 
2 
7 
12 
1 
Form 4 
tTA^ 
No. 
8 
Form 5 
ff(t 
No. 
3 
-orm 6 No. Total 
8 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
13 
2 
2 
1 
7 
8 
1 
2 
8 
2 
2 
2 
5 
13 
7 
4 
7 
0 
12 
163 
3 
1 
30 
12 
24 
2 
1 
2 
13 
1 
5 
29 
2 
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h 
L^  
— 
Form 1 
m fci^fi 
^fc(a) 
#fc(9) 
Wfefcd^) 
^ fc^'^ 
Ulifct 
BJfc^b 
Pjf l fc( l t^) 
^ f c ^ 
JSfc (^.S*0 
t^) 
t^) 
aifcfc* 
STS)/--b(L 
JlfcO(l^) 
llafcO(L^) 
S $ . 0 ( L ^ ) 
^ & < ! : 
Efcic 
Wifcte 
;§fc(U*^) 
^fc*(L^) 
ill fcS) 
^fcb(5) 
^ & ^ « ) 
EL^ 
t L ^ ( 9 ) 
ei^ 
1^ L^  
El^ 
f T L ^ « ) 
1tl^^7!) '^(L 
L^ ) 
m L^ /•-(L^ ) 
-L^* , 
No. 
2 
8 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
21 
2 
2 
1 
8 
7 
1 
3 
8 
2 
2 
2 
5 
13 
7 
4 
7 
31 
12 
2 
3 
11 
160 
1 
2 
24 
Form 2 
A^^ 
A^L^ 
<%|| 
<!:3 
L ^ 
feo 
—* 
(fc)a 
( ^^ ) 
z.r> 
Uti-D) 
No. 
45 
13 
7 
1 
15 
3 
6 
3 
4 
12 
1 
Form 3 
* 
No. 
1 
Form 4 No. Form 5 No. Form 6 No. Total 
46 
2 
21 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
28 
2 
2 
1 
9 
22 
1 
6 
8 
8 
5 
6 
5 
13 
7 
4 
7 
31 
12 
2 
3 
11 
172 
1 
2 
25 
404 
Appendix 10 Sample of "Character Compounds Sorted" chart and "Single Characters 
Sorted" chart (Study One) 
405 
Form 1 
<5ii 
n< 
t< 
s * 
lA 
t):tr 
Il> 
j5l/j:lc 
%o 
m^^A> 
m^ 
m 
» < 
i^t" 
: * ; ^ 
®SL^ 
!?:|3C 
B^B 
m-att^ 
m 
I t 
i^Jiii 
^ 1 
-7 
S 
iifftg 
Iti 
— 
ifA^ 
lli-5 
3|5St 
5t4 
# i ^ 
^ 1 ^ 
l l § ^ 
:*:tt^ 
^ 4 
n*rn 
* 
t 
m j t 
HT'•r;!)^ 
m^ 
No. 
177 
13 
112 
42 
93 
6 
4 
27 
2 
44 
44 
40 
3 
1 
27 
24 
31 
31 
31 
31 
30 
28 
30 
24 
29 
28 
26 
24 
24 
4 
18 
22 
21 
10 
21 
20 
20 
1 
16 
19 
15 
11 
18 
Form 2 
011:5: 
fT# 
-k-<m 
S ^ l n 
tk^ 
M*-r 
H^J:^ 
HL^ 
ffl*5fe^ 
• ^ 
i 3 C ^ 
: * ; ^ ^ 
SSA^ofr 
ftfeMtl 
^ A ^ b 
'Jiy 
*r 
^ ^ 
H ^ 
;*^lz:r 
^^or 
Hi:: 
No. 
2 
127 
2 
53 
43 
43 
4 
38 
3 
22 
25 
3 
3 
2 
4 
15 
3 
11 
3 
1 
4 
1 
Form 3 
^TO 
B:^X 
l ^ ^ 
Mr 
H ^ 
H o T 
S l ^ r 
I^ -^e 
:*^ f :^ i^ 
®a< 
^ l i 
'Ji^r 
^tz 
nm 
^m 
ns 
No 
12 
1 
16 
11 
22 
10 
14 
11 
5 
4 
1 
2 
1 
13 
3 
4 
Form 4 
ffA^ 
B;*^;i 
n^ 
^ 4 " 
i5IA^ 
H ^ 
WiSb 
'J§n 
HBtfel 
HBFBI 
No. 
8 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Form 5 
fTit 
t);i6 
Mb 
nt^ 
i t^ i f^ 
MjirBi 
H ^ 
No. 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Form 6 
Mfc 
No. 
7 
Total 
179 
163 
114 
99 
93 
69 
68 
57 
52 
47 
44 
40 
39 
38 
35 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
30 
30 
30 
29 
29 
28 
26 
24 
24 
22 
22 
22 
21 
21 
21 
20 
20 
20 
20 
19 
19 
19 
18 
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Form 1 
B A^  
^|;t^L^ 
^ T L ^ « ) 
:$;I5^ 
'kL^< 
AJ 
?A t>tzL 
^ * K 
7^ JSTo 
# L ^ * 
ffl/t 
# A ^ « ) 
M^C-S) 
tXOit:) 
<p tjtp^ 
1-z 
^ 5 ( * n 
pa «— 
B#i: 
1 7f)^ (5) 
^ A^o 
* ^ ( * 
•T) 
5T-r(^) 
Bij -tf ^ 
m fci^fc 
5it<fe9 
^ < t L 
M ' < ^ 
m<^^ 
lix c:3 
A l c ^ 
# L ^ 
i i LifPo 
5fe-a•^  
s * l ^ 
I^ <fe(^) 
^ L«)5 
t i f i t i 
a L5 
(L^) 
No. 
24 
179 
160 
147 
8 
111 
109 
95 
24 
24 
49 
40 
70 
69 
8 
61 
9 
60 
44 
54 
30 
31 
51 
18 
44 
5 
44 
29 
42 
29 
40 
40 
39 
39 
37 
30 
36 
31 
Form 2 
ff^B 
U 
Zz> 
IS^ 
fzi-<h) 
fcLN 
^ B 
tz 
L^ 
taf}^ 
m'f 
^l\ 
t^ 
I f o 
bL\ 
^ K . 
A^^ 
:te^ 
L^ 
ut 
' 'J:b(l^) 
L b 
No. 
31 
33 
12 
2 
114 
63 
15 
26 
34 
58 
3 
52 
8 
23 
13 
30 
45 
39 
13 
12 
6 
2 
Form 3 
l::*. 
IN 
tt 
^m 
mi 
o ^ 
* ( - ! ) ) 
* 
No. 
45 
2 
3 
7 
3 
1 
5 
1 
Form 4 
IC 
ZAJ 
^ ' t f l ^ 
No. 
110 
35 
3 
Form 5 
#a 
^ ^ 
No. 
15 
5 
Form 6 
CO 
No. 
1 
Total 
265 
179 
172 
152 
122 
111 
109 
95 
87 
86 
75 
74 
70 
69 
66 
64 
61 
60 
55 
54 
54 
52 
51 
48 
46 
44 
44 
44 
42 
42 
41 
40 
40 
39 
39 
37 
36 
36 
33 
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Appendix 11 Student Questionnaire and Test (Study One) 
408 
As part of ongoing research to improve the quality of the Japanese courses offered on this 
campus, there have been some changes made to the Introductory Japanese textbook this 
year. 
In traditional Japanese courses, beginning texts are usually written only in kana 
(hiragana/katakana), but this year the text has been written in authentic Japanese script, 
including kanji, with the addition of small hiragana above the characters (furigana) to 
indicate their Japanese reading. Although no teaching of the kanji took place in class, it is 
thought that you may have unconsciously learned some of them simply through being 
exposed to them during the semester. 
Your input is eagerly sought to test the efficacy of these changes. 
This experiment has no connection whatsoever with the score you will receive for the subject 
this semester. The results will, however, be analysed whether the addition of the kanji has 
helped you to become familiar with it. Please work consistently to the best of your ability. 
Although you may have filled in some of the information on the next page before, it is 
important that you carefully provide the information again. 
Thank you for your time. 
Leigh Kirwan 
Convenor, Introductory Japanese. 
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Family Name: 
Student No.: 
Home Telephone: 
Country of Birth:. 
Given Name(s):.... 
Age: 
Mobile: 
Native Language: 
Any other languages spoken: A Q B I J C L I D L ) 
AD BD on DD 
AD BC] CD on 
A: Fluent spoken and written 
C: Spoken only 
B: Some spoken and written 
D: Can read but not speak 
Have you ever been to Japan? YesLJ NoLJ. If yes, for how long? 
Previous Japanese Language Study: (school, TAPE, private language school, hotel staff 
training etc.) 
Where? Por how long? 
Where? Por how long? 
Comment on your ability to read Japanese script: (Please circle one for each script type) 
BEFORE commencing this course, I could read (or at least understand some 
meaning from): 
HIRAGANA 
KATAKANA 
KANJI 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
MOST SOME NONE 
MOST SOME NONE 
MOST SOME NONE 
"All Kanji" refers to all the kanji in the Introductory Japanese textbook. 
NOW. I can read: 
HIRAGANA 
KATAKANA 
KANJI 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
MOST SOME NONE 
MOST SOME NONE 
MOST SOME NONE 
"All Kanji" refers to all the kanji in the Introductory Japanese textbook. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
On the following four pages, you will see 80 words written in Japanese including kanji. Try to 
give both the Japanese reading (in hiragana, or romanised Japanese), and the meaning in 
English. It may be that you know what it means, (or that it's something to do with such and 
such), but cannot give the Japanese reading. 
You may go back over your work at the end to answer as many questions as possible, but 
hand in your paper when the instructor asks you to do so. 
Here is an example: 
r-^A 
fiJL# 
ev^ 
Japanese Reading 
: i "L i^ CA/ 
English Meaning 
(somebody else's) 
husband • 
Sashimi - a raw fish dish 
white 
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m 
t f t ^ - r 
^-<^'t 
fpj 
0;^B§ 
% 
l^^^-t 
I . t1 -
lv^^-r 
fflf^ 
mm 
m^ 
m^t.'t 
m^t.-t 
±^ 
ffifiv^ 
^ f t 
0^0 
ni 
g ^ 
Japanese Reading 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
n 
a 
n 
English Meaning 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n 
• 
• 
a 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
n 
n 
• 
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B^M 
^ # ^ w e 
1 
E3. 
5<#tt 
' 
m^ 
m^^-r 
^-^-r 
5t^ 
mMi 
^tv^ 
^ ^ 
^ 
^ 
f-^<9^1-
t^V^  
ft^i" 
±¥ 
Japanese Reading 
• 
• 
n 
a 
n 
• 
• 
n 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
a 
n 
English Meaning 
n 
n 
• 
a 
• 
n 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n 
n 
n 
n 
• 
a 
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Japanese Reading English Meaning 
*5^^Ay 
$IJL# n 
• • 
• 
• • 
n • 
*5t^  n • 
^ 1 • • 
r^ti^ • 
R i 7 ^ n n 
?gM n n 
M^^t^ n 
=f n • 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
• • 
A • 
fee n • 
feSfe • 
# ^ * ^ 
lUffl • 
a n 
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Japanese Reading English Meaning 
?&t>^^1- • 
xn '^ • n 
A D 
V^ 
MM^ D • 
^ 
• 
A z : ^ ^ ^ • 
^ : 
n • 
^ % h • • 
D • 
•ih 
5C 
• • 
i^cr m • 
^t^^t^ 
^ V ^ 
/^ 
>*^ 
Bjt /^^V^ • • 
t.-rfrfe 
P=J 
• • 
^ ^ 
a D 
^ M 
#p 
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Appendix 12 Sample of "Full Results Sheet" (Study One) 
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Appendix 13 Sample of chart listing all subjects on the x-axis, and all eighty 
vocabulary items from the test on the;/-axis (Study One) 
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Appendix 14 Sample unit of the Kirwan (1997d) textbook 
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UNIT 48 
Giving Advice 
IL 
Tiiere are many ways of giving advice; some are subtle and others more direct. In this 
unit you will study a more direct way of giving advice. Since it is direct, it can be used 
among friends, but not in situations where formality is required. Study the example: 
You had better take some medicine. 
The pattern is: 
A^verb-/c ;^ ;55v^ v^  
Notes: 
1. A is the object of the verb and used only if necessary. 
2. The verb form is usually the plain past form, although the dictionary form is 
sometimes used. 
The pattern for negative advice is: 
A ^ verb-Zc^V^ :^ti^\^\^ 
m2 
1-0 J 
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titzL fete ;!»$ t (5 5 
t) (Z)'f~ H < very hard (rain in this case) 
^ umbrella 
mwB 
(5 A/ fc' -ti:^-^ir^^ 
ry r-^^-^-TJ:, ^ffl^fe^-c-fo i f 9 t T ? j 
L ^ t^ 
^ , ^ exam 
'L^ lEi" § to worry 
l ^ o L i 9ltA/*i/^ 
— ^ ^ J ^ J ^ diligently 
Tell your partner your problem. Your partner will give you some advice. Use the given 
problems first, then continue with your own. 
mi 
A ^hx-^tMtlt.LfZo J 
ta 15 9 -^-r 15 5 
B r<|i/c;^^5v>v^-ei-J:o J or ^^^fc:;^^^^V^-e-rJ;o j 
m2 
tit- -r 
B f^^ /5 -^<fc:'^ ;6^V^V -^et-cto J 
t£t> -t 
^ I M / i ^ ^ # ^ b / c I'm hungry (lit. my stomach has emptied!) 
It fiti 
1. ^ ; 6 ^ : i : <f^'Oi^Lfz^ (My hair has become long) 
3. Wv^Jb^M;i^'^F}fj-V^o(fV^fe'9^-ro (:fc^ M: plate) 
425 
4. l^o{f ^V^^t^^Co r.tl/5>b^^:^-C'j|«9^1-o (i^o(fP)9 toget 
drunk) 
5. yl^\ftmti^LfZo 
6. H / i^^V \ (I have a headache) 
Don't forget to continue with your own problems. 
4 Situational conversation Practice 
Situation 1: 
You do not feel well and go to visit the doctor. The doctor gives you advice. 
in 
A ^'iKLfzztn^^\^^'(:-rXo i-m(Dmmzf)^h. 4-'0{* 
( i -^ U 15 9 
B r2 . 3 0-ef^i9^-r;^\ J 
i^VfzZ. tl'i.^j:^^ not very serious 
^ i i ( 7 ) j a ^ common cold 
'/•p -5 to be cured 
t^'^^^ to take time 
L ("^  b "N for a while 
v^ o < D i " 6 to take it easy 
Situation 2: 
You want to go to Japan to live for 12 months. You seek advice from you friend on 
accommodation, jobs, etc. 
426 
Appendix 15 Sample of "Character Compounds" chart (Study Two) 
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Form 1 
fe 
ffifct^ 
gfcL^ 
fi[ fcl^fc 
^fc(3) 
^fc(a) 
# fc*^ 
? ; j f c t 
0.3fc^b 
±fe(if^) 
^ fe^ 
i * f c i : 
jSfc-t('SN) 
si fcfc* 
i f f c f cbCL 
) l f c -3 ( l ^ ) 
i f t fcO(L^) 
tfc'^(l^) 
^ f c c t 
Ifilfcic 
Wfcte 
; § f c ( i ; ^ ) 
ti•fc*(l^) 
M fcdift 
^ f c b ( 9 ) 
^ fc^«) 
A fcA' 
11 L^  
t L ^ ( 3 ) 
W l K 
EL^ 
fTL>«) 
e L ^ L 
No. 
2 
1 
17 
7 
16 
19 
1 
1 
19 
16 
2 
3 
9 
19 
15 
4 
1 
15 
3 
12 
6 
2 
2 
5 
20 
0 
2 
2 
20 
59 
2 
8 
190 
1 
4 
Form 2 
t 
A^^ 
:^3 
A^t^ 
(L^) 
3:^ 
^M 
H 
L ^ 
^ 
- t+^ 
IS 
^f'-r(t^) 
ch 
C.-5 
No. 
1 
3 
2 
28 
10 
4 
2 
26 
14 
1 
3 
2 
1 
8 
10 
1 
17 
Form 3 
* 
i 6 l ^ 
Ccfcd 
P^t 
No. 
4 
1 
32 
3 
Form 4 No. Form 5 No. Form 6 No. Total 
3 
1 
24 
9 
44 
19 
1 
12 
55 
18 
28 
3 
9 
19 
29 
4 
1 
15 
4 
15 
8 
2 
2 
5 
20 
1 
10 
12 
0 
20 
60 
2 
8 
210 
1 
4 
428 
Appendix 16 Sample of "Character Compounds Sorted" chart (Study Two) 
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Form 1 
a t-^ 
:^{3:AJ 
^ I M ^ 
ftt^CO 
mtz 
IE r* 
an <— 
B#i: 
A oOob 
t ) 
fA ^ f c L 
4 9 ( * n 
h) 
t L J : < 
l i j^Ay 
m<^* 
- L ^ * , 
5fe•^•^ 
ACAy 
t;!)^«) 
WIH3) 
43 *,(^9 
IS ii^^j: 
( t ) 
^AK 
±fc( l f 
^ l ^ t 
l)j(7)(t?) 
¥L«) 
(L^) 
3itJ:5 
^ 
t l i % 
1 ^ ( § ) 
^fc(3) 
^ t<fc9 
M'<^ 
i i c:3 
* f l L ( ^ ) 
i?t(t) 
No. 
24 
276 
222 
190 
78 
122 
29 
37 
44 
98 
7 
5 
24 
62 
60 
68 
21 
34 
59 
7 
24 
58 
19 
25 
54 
4 
49 
44 
46 
46 
46 
16 
44 
44 
22 
22 
42 
Form 2 
BtB 
U 
^t 
Z.=) 
tz 
c t t 
f£L^ 
b l ^ 
-l+LN 
tz(-<^) 
^ * 
L^ 
V^ti-O) 
Ut 
LJ; 
Zt 
m^ 
t> 
OTu 
^ a 
X 
-^cfc(l^) 
A^ LN 
tzt^ 
% 
No. 
35 
1 
12 
17 
47 
89 
45 
28 
67 
81 
59 
14 
2 
42 
29 
1 
51 
34 
4 
16 
12 
4 
28 
21 
21 
Form 3 
\z.% 
^% 
m\ 
f c l ^ 
* ( ^ ) 
L<fc9 
A^•r 
y 
"^ >-5 
l i 4 X 
CJ:^ 
^ ^ 
tz 
No. 
9 
3 
3 
17 
16 
7 
6 
2 
2 
1 
32 
2 
4 
Form 4 
(Z 
* 'JfL^ 
I:J:5 
( C ^ 
l iVj iL 
c:^ 
1* 
No. 
227 
11 
12 
1 
1 
10 
31 
Form 5 
^ M 
^ ^ 
No. 
16 
2 
Form 6 
XS 
No. 
15 
Total 
327 
288 
222 
210 
125 
122 
121 
99 
99 
98 
93 
86 
83 
76 
68 
68 
66 
63 
60 
60 
60 
58 
55 
55 
54 
51 
49 
48 
46 
46 
46 
44 
44 
44 
43 
43 
42 
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Appendix 17 Student Questionnaire and Test (Study Two) 
431 
As part of ongoing research to improve the quality of the Japanese courses offered on 
this campus, there have been some changes made to the Basic Spoken Japanese 
textbook this year. 
In traditional Japanese courses, beginning texts are usually written only in kana 
(hiragana/katakana), but this year the text has been written in authentic Japanese 
script, including kanji, with the addition of small hiragana above the characters 
(furigana) to indicate their Japanese reading. 
Your input is eagerly sought to test the efficacy of these changes. 
This experiment has no connection whatsoever with the score you will receive for the 
subject this semester. The results will, however, be analysed whether the addition of 
the kanji has helped you to become familiar with it. Please work consistently to the 
best of your ability. 
It is important that you carefully provide the information requested on the following 
page. 
Thank you for your time. 
Leigh Kirwan 
Convenor, Introductory Japanese. 
432 
Family Name: Given Name(s):.... 
Student No.: Age: 
Home Telephone: Mobile: 
Country of Birth: Native Language: 
Any other languages spoken: A L J B L J C L J 
DO 
AO BO CD 
DO 
AB BO CO 
DB 
A: Fluent spoken and written B: Some spoken and written 
C: Spoken only D: Can read but not speak 
Have you ever been to Japan? YesLJ NoLJ. If yes, for how 
long? 
Previous Japanese Language Study: (school, TAPE, private language school, 
hotel staff training etc.) 
Where? For how 
long? 
Where? For how 
long? 
Are you enrolled In LAL 1532 Basic Written Japanese this semester (or 
previously)? 
Yesd Non 
433 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On the following five pages, you will see 90 words written in Japanese including kanji. 
Try to give both the Japanese reading (in hiragana, or romanised Japanese), and the 
meaning in English. It may be that you know what it means, (or that it's something to 
do with such and such), but cannot give the Japanese reading. 
You may go back over your work at the end to answer as many questions as possible, 
but hand in your paper when the instructor asks you to do so. 
Here is an example: 
r'iA 
W.M 
ev^ 
Japanese Reading 
L5V^ 
English Meaning 
(somebody else's) 
husband 
n 
electric train 
white 
434 
Japanese Reading English Meaning 
* 
• 
• 
n^t^i^ 
D 
h(DX • • 
^ • 
• 
n 
P. y . • n 
^ ^ 
n 
^M • • 
n 
f?J • • 
5 f e ^ • n 
^ P o T V ^ ^ ^ 
®fiV^ 
• 
^ L V ^ • • 
B^B 
fl/^ • 
f t l L ^ ^ • n 
^ ^ ^ 
435 
• 
M * • • 
436 
Japanese Reading English Meaning 
0*® • • 
LV^ 
f i JL# 
f^^^^ 
^ V ^ T ^ ^ ; j 3 i 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
D 
m§ • n 
ai <Sgi • • 
ti^A. 
^v^-e-r • 
* ^ 
/ n 
n 
n 
^ V ^ T ^ • 
; ^ 
n 
• 
fi^^1-;6 
^ . >^N n 
t5C n • 
>a. 
1=1 
ea ±^ ^ 
{ ^ ^ ^ 1 - • n 
437 
V ^ ^ _ L _ ^ • 
• 
438 
fcv^^-f" 
mf^^t.1r 
3j«4a 
m^^^ 
m 
^m 
7k 
m 
^ ( 9 ^ 1 -
^m 
i±^ 
^ ^ 
m.3 
^^L^ - r 
^^t^i-
m(DA 
B5v^-e1-
-±fm 
il^ LV^ 
Japanese Reading 
• 
n 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n 
• 
• 
n 
• 
• 
• 
• 
English Meaning 
• 
• 
• 
n 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
• 
• 
• 
n 
n 
n 
• 
n 
• 
• 
439 
i^'om n • 
440 
MB 
WL 
#l i . 
^tk 
i fH 
mm 
mn 
# ^ 
W-^\lh\^ 
- ^ V ^ 
^h L^f 
±^ 
Bt v^-el-
ms.^  L^-r 
^ic^^^-r 
^ t t ^ - r 
f i ^ ^ 1 -
#0f 
Japanese Reading 
• 
n 
• 
n 
a 
n 
n 
a 
n 
n 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n 
n 
• 
n 
n 
English Meaning 
• 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
• 
n 
n 
• 
a 
n 
• 
a 
a 
• 
n 
• 
• 
441 
m^^ n n 
442 
Appendix 18 Sample of "Full Spreadsheet of Results for Study Two" 
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Appendix 19 Cover sheet, test sheets and both formats of reading comprehension passages 
Omiai KekkoniS^^\/ ^lo^f [Arranged Marriages], and Omiai Kekkon (Tsuzuki) io 
l i n^  V Sli^^t ( ^ # ) [Arranged Marriages (Continued)] 
452 
As part of ongoing research to improve the quality of the Japanese courses offered on 
this campus, your assistance is sought in participating in a couple of short tests 
This experiment has no connection whatsoever with the score you will receive for the 
subject this semester. However, it would be appreciated if you worked consistently 
and to the best of your ability. 
It is important that you carefully provide the information requested on the following 
page. 
Thank you for your time. 
Leigh Kirwan 
Lecturer, Japanese 
453 
Fannily Name: Given Name(s): 
Student No.: Age: 
Home Telephone: Mobile: 
Country of Birth: Native Language: 
Any other languages spoken: A L J B L J C L J 
AC\ BC\ CO 
DO 
A D BD cd 
DO 
A: Fluent spoken and written B: Some spoken and written 
C: Spoken only D: Can read but not speak 
Have you ever been to Japan? YesLJ NoLJ. If yes, for how 
long? 
Previous Written Japanese Language Study: (school, TAPE, private language 
school,previous university subjects etc.) 
Are you enrolled in LAL2533 Intermediate Written Japanese 2 this semester? 
YesCl Nod 
454 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On the two attached sheets, you will find lists of words in Japanese. Please try to give 
as much information as you can on any Japanese readings or English meanings that 
you know. Don't worry if there are many you don't know. 
When everyone has finished, you will be given a passage in Japanese to read. There 
will be a vocabulary list on the back. Please study it for 20 minutes. There will be a 
short test to complete after that. This will be followed by another passage. 
455 
Test Paper for both formats of Omiai Kelikon :}o^^V ' ^ ^ ^ [Arranged 
Marriages] 
Japanese Reading English Meaning 
u^t\ 2^ / [ l l^ n n 
f?ffi • • 
as • 
n 
* 
• • 
• n 
n 
^^f5 n • 
2) n • 
SS^^ n n 
mm n a 
lif*^ n 
• n 
^ ^ 
n • 
^ T a n 
m} 
#3fi a 
{^^ yfN • • 
ffiJH • n 
WX n a 
a n 
Jh}£ n n 
S'J n 
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Test Paper for both formats of Omiai Keklcon (Tsuzuici) :Jo 1^ -^ V ^ ^ ^ ( j ^ # ) [Arranged 
Marriages (Continued)] 
Japanese Reading English Meaning 
^ 
HmA 
3<: 
• 
n 
a 
• 
n 
• 
:Jo5:v n • 
n n 
* * 
• 
'^ --:^ ^m a • 
f i^ • 
•f^^ a • 
D 
ffifR] a n 
^ i R n • 
Ite n 
?p@ 
9 
* ^ * ^ n 
B^^ 
$mmn D • 
• 
n 
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OmiaiKeklion io^-^l/^^^ [Arranged Marriages] - No Furigana Format 
0. i^x:^m^(Dm\^A^xmm^^ti^xn<o wxi^^X(DmMmt^±m^'^ 
458 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
t l A y f c v ^ t o : l ^ love marriage 
^1$: ^ f^ fcV^ the whole 
Wffi t>J:5 75^  assess, value 
S ^ ^ ftpo reason 
:^X\p\± ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ I ^ i f 9 bthe couple in question 
J i H L<4>0^^ surrounding 
Wjtl t J; 9 f^  J; < cooperation 
^W x . v ^ # j : 9 influence 
'I^S LA^hxo cautious 
^ i f 6 hif6 to name, to give 
^ 6 V^fcS to lead to 
© ^ "9 fdX i f '9 arrangements, plan 
^t|{^ 7i.hfthj marriage offer 
|jf 7^ r A / ^ < engagement 
Ip^ft t^ 1/^ (7)9 engagement present 
^ ^ # J; L i^ ceremony 
%-f ^ - r at first 
^ ^ V ^ t> V ^ request 
<2^e /^c^ r ^ T t ^ c ^ official, public 
#?£ ^ o C/5^ familiar, close to one 
#:f^ "^ i^ i 5 /i^v ^ intermediation 
5 l ^ ^ t t 6 I > # 9 t t 6 to take on 
H i^J J 6 ^ i f 9 trouble 
f't'A ^c^Cl^if a go-between 
# ± # L ^ C J ; 9 L i a report card on one's family 
[RI© ^' 9 # ct living in the same house 
^b}f. f ^ i r^ i f^ almost all 
SU© ^ o # j ; living separately 
459 
Omiai Kekkon "io^-^^^^i^^ [Arranged Marriages] -Furigana Format 
* t) lit: (toz^ *)j)! Lh 
^^nhi^^. ir-:^ Vy')T(D'^mth^om^t^m^X^fz. 
IC liA/ n ^ f o ^ s t o w ^ ^ fc l t o - ^ h- fc I + O ^ A / ^f^fc^> •^< t iA/ fc i " 
I t -^ iA/ <h i"< l>*) .SC t> t fcA> t>J:9 !4> ») l * ^ 
t-C*5E'a'V^(7)#'^. * A [ P I ± I ^ ^ { : I MI fflcDAiicD ^ti t^m-h^X^<mm L . 
L-A/*>J:9 fcl/' "C x.?> TA / fc f t o C A / L S l.>fc f ^ t ' 
fc.y'^^ i^ tth a TLhfth h- fc i A / ^ < i* l ,>m7 # J : L # 
l9/5 i^:-CtA'^ fc:,^ v^9::i:'b^^^^ofCo ^SiOfi^l^. E'^ v .^ $t^, |^|rt. ^ ^ 
i;* A/If A/ 
* S I - ^ L J : ^ A / f c ' ^ !,> 6V> I i i : C i T § l t o : : ^ U J : 9? l> l> i : j : 1) t o 
H fc tan I i 9 l i 9 l - ' o l i A / T J * i ; ;) ' O t fc« * i *s J; ^ 
i.htih *ji*-3A'l<> t> -j l t oCA / f c l r> T SAi t i U t Ihhiio 3+ 0 - t ttZ^H 
mk(DW^^^\^^nx/i^m^^^m\^.^^t.x\^h\^^f^^m^^^x^wx 
^i-oi: 'Oi.on h^^ti liV> i A / f c A / V^ < c ; - 3 ^ l i A / I C ^ •> H S L J : L A , 1 : J : 7 
<t V ^  9 o f+A;^ ^ f^  "^(D Wi \z.x-^xmm^t. t ibxn < o i^x^^^xommmt^ ± 
L i t>tz L A / i : j : 7 L ± l iA/ICA/ l t ^ C ^ l : J : ^ f c ^ > L ^ * > J ; 9 fcV>Ui*9 fc'^•^•^> l i fcl,> 
fc-^ i ' ^ i ^ i S IC i *5 L t J i r 6 l i t A/ * i - ^ 
ntm^ir6:^^t'o^^hBX-r^t^oX. m^'fCo:t-:^hyVTX-lt. ^h ^M 
'<r>^i fcl> IC l iA / 
460 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
^^W^m love marriage 
^{2^ the whole 
assess, value 
S ^ reason 
; ^ A [ R ] ± the couple in question 
surrounding ; p . 
t) cooperation 
influence 
'I^M cautious 
^ i f 6 to name, to give 
S § to lead to 
^ ^ ^ arrangements, plan 
mWi marriage offer 
mm engagement 
'i^^ engagement present 
^ ^ ceremony 
^ T at first 
^ ^ request 
^^f^ official, public 
# j £ familiar, close to one 
#:f^ intermediation 
^ I # ^ t t 6 to take on 
HilJ trouble 
{tf A a go-between 
# ± # a report card on one's family 
|P1© living in the same house 
?^ i f almost all 
BUS living separately 
461 
Omiai Kekkon (Tsuzuki) ^S^-g-V > ) ^ ^ iM^) [Arranged Marriages (Continued)] - No 
Furigana Format 
^tK hL^oxnfj:\^^mm^x^mcx^m^m6(Di~i~^m^j:x.ofc 
462 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
^m 
Hmx 
^m 
^ $ : b U V ^ 
nm 
j o S V ^ 
^3!z: 
m^ 
^m 
i^^^ 
m^ 
m c^^ s 
-a-s^ 
Mf^ 
MU 
m^ 
p"pg 
Mo 
: ^ ^ * § 
v^ctv^ i 
0^19 
^ # 
mmmn 
m^ 
mm 
fgt'a^v^ 
tff^ 
^ ^ v ^ 
0 # ^ V ^ ^ C ^ 
:io ^v^ 
^ ^ t ? b v > 
f i ^ f c ^ 
jBfcji^V^ 
i ^ v^Do 
ztiD^ 
r ^v^ 
-CXi: 5 T # 
f X # 
Ztf£^ 
r^ '9-ct 
ttv^r 5 
( f o L<4>0 
x.^#" 
t>^t^< 
ir <^(D9 
}5Ay#^^6 
V^j;v^j : 
t>^^'9 
L # { f 
L ^ r ^ l 9 i . 
r 5 :^ ^ 
-S-5 "^ J; 9 
(iJ'c^Lfcv^ 
- t i :o { i% 
husband and wife 
escort 
keep company with 
suitable, appropriate 
judgement 
each other 
conclude 
to back out 
from old times 
traditional 
ceremonial function 
to differ 
logical, reasonable 
tendency, trend 
monthly income 
lucky, auspicious 
items 
to be ready 
to completely decide 
at long last 
the fixed date 
venue 
:: 9 honeymoon travel 
splendid, sumptuous 
a drift, a trend 
talking together 
halving 
463 
Omiai Kekkon (Tsuzuki) SoE-n-V ^ ^ ^ (M^) [Arranged Marriages (Continued)] -
Furigana Format 
* fc M^ iiA/icA/t9 L J i i ^ i f .s> sv> li^lc^fc*, .s-*l>lc^ i^ 9-a:# 
E-^v^tDj^-Cfi. ;2^A[5]±fc:tt-e^ce<. '(4'A^*. -^  tT^Aji(Z)#?^Atl^iffi1-6 
"-A/ s Ji- ih ht A> ifo<-bi<>::9 5i> l ^ • o : l ^ f c ^ ' T 
liA/fcA/ * o o 
^ 1 ^ ^ \^XioK\Hcm^^ t/cv^ir v^  9 Mit-^;6SfctLfi\ $f^^^AZi^ii:^ r ir \z.fi 
i t J i z i i ^ o 9 :i9Si/> i t * 3 i<>liA/r# 
6/5^. t) b ^ 9 -C1i/^v^B#«{4'X^ii C T ^ I ^ ^ iff 6(D{1-1^6^/^ J: 9 tio 
lto;^•t*:^>'3'^ t s i*v>(09 J: ic l i ^ i e>i> -c•^t9'cs f L# fc-ijfc nA/fct>itocA/ if fci.^ 
1*1^ (09 i-ti<<Lj *) ii9 fc \.i.TZt * l > t ^ *>«• O'tfc*) r? *) r s 119119 x.?> 
ltv>C9 T - A / t 9 T # ¥ * fc'A/-a:i<'7)5*3 i*l,>K>9 l f o L i * 9 a> I f o 
A> lfo.5;A^TV> f ^*^^m90•^ x . ^ * ' J; t ) « t>A/ t< i:±-e:t>*ib tiZoH 0 9 *> t 
3>^^^^aS) -^. .^ ^p"p (^^(Z)^V^i^^9fp@) ^MitJ^Cfcj^A^iiCTlgi-o 
i*VM09 * i -A/-^< t t < 0 I toCA/ l i ^ #• t i U S O- t LS |^ ll^ ;6 l^^ :b 19. f^l^ ;5^ g oTlS^f ;^^7^^^ "9 (::/c^o/c ^ . v^  j;VN J:^j^(7) 0 © 19. j ^ 
If J: •^< U ^ Z A / l 3 J ; i 9 I f l ' / t K fc IC liA/ l t o ; ^ L t r 9 A> t^A• '< l->*)»)i*9 
l t o c ^ L S I f 9 i-o +9t>•c=<s^xL^ fc^^t^ i t o c A / T -
J ^9 *3J :9 S i U S 0> J;9 ' 5 j : 9 l t I f / j : fc J 
464 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
^ ^ husband and wife 
f ^ ' ^ A escort 
^ ^ keep company with 
^ ^ t5 LV ^ suitable, appropriate 
^Jiff judgement 
:feSv^ each other 
f^iL conclude 
Wf^ to back out 
'^^ from old times 
{5^6^ traditional 
M^ ceremonial function 
^fj:^ to differ 
n ' S ^ logical, reasonable 
Mfp] tendency, trend 
M i|X monthly income 
m^ lucky, auspicious 
p" @ items 
S 9 to be ready 
^ ^ ^ 6 to completely decide 
V ^ J: V ^ J: at long last 
0 Si "9 the fixed date 
^ # venue 
^m^^f honeymoon travel 
splendid, sumptuous ^ 
M.M a drift, a trend 
fg L-n^ V ^  talking together 
i f f ^ halving 
465 
Appendix 20 Furigana Survey Sheet (Study Three) 
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Co
m
m
en
t 
St
ro
ng
ly
 
A
gr
ee
 
A
gr
ee
 
N
eu
tra
l 
D
isa
gr
ee
 
St
ro
ng
ly
 
D
isa
gr
ee
 
1. 
W
he
n
 
I a
m
 
re
ad
in
g 
a 
pa
ss
ag
e 
w
ith
 
fu
rig
an
a 
o
v
er
 
th
e 
ka
nji
, 
I m
ak
e 
an
 
ef
fo
rt 
to
 
ta
ke
 
a 
n
o
te
 
of
 
th
e 
ka
nji
 
as
 
w
el
l. 
2.
 
I g
et
 
an
n
o
ye
d 
w
he
n
 
sim
pl
e 
ka
nji
 
ar
e 
pr
es
en
te
d 
w
ith
 
fu
rig
an
a. 
3. 
Fu
rig
an
a 
sh
ou
ld
 
n
o
t a
pp
ea
r 
o
v
er
 
th
e 
sa
m
e  
ka
nji
 
m
o
re
 
th
an
 
o
n
ce
 
o
n
 
a 
pa
ge
.
 
4.
 
I t
hi
nk
 
fu
rig
an
a 
m
ak
es
 
m
e 
laz
y.
 
I t
ak
e 
n
o
 
n
o
te
 
of
 
th
e 
ka
nji
 
u
n
de
rn
ea
th
.
 
5. 
In
 
a 
w
o
rd
 
w
ith
 
m
u
lti
pl
e  
ka
nji
, 
I p
re
fe
r 
th
e  
fii
rig
an
a 
to
 
be
 
di
re
ctl
y 
o
v
er
 
th
e 
ka
nji
 
th
ey
 
re
pr
es
en
t. 
6. 
Th
e 
pa
ge
 
lo
ok
s 
to
o
 
cl
ut
te
re
d 
an
d 
di
ffi
cu
lt 
to
 
re
ad
 
w
he
n
 
th
er
e 
ar
e 
fii
rig
an
a 
o
v
er
 
ev
er
y 
sin
gl
e 
ka
nji
.
 
7.
 
A
pa
ge
 
w
ith
 
a 
hi
gh
 
de
ns
ity
 
of
 
ka
nji
 
an
d 
n
o
 
fu
rig
an
a 
do
es
 
n
o
t d
au
nt
 
m
e.
 
1^ 
One of the texts you worked on today (Style A) had furigana above the kanji, though there was no 
furigana on the vocabulary sheet. The other text (Style B) had no furigana on the text, but readings 
were given in hiragana on the vocabulary sheet. 
Which style did you prefer? Please give reasons for your choice. 
The textbooks for Intermediate Written Japanese 1 and Intermediate Written Japanese 2 employed 
on this campus have furigana above untaught kanji in both the text and the vocabulary lists. Some 
\z I5^ 
textbooks employ no fiirigana on the text, for example 0 ^ , but give readings in hiragana after the 
words in the vocabulary lists, e.g. 0 ^ (Cl{5Ay 
Which format would you prefer? 
Why? 
Please comment on any additional points conceming furigana. 
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Appendix 21 Sample of Study Three spreadsheet for Passage A including responses to five items 
469 
En
gl
ish
 
M
ea
ni
ng
 
% 
Ja
pa
ne
se
 
R
ea
di
ng
 
% 
^ •R 
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ad
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I m
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 m
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I t
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I p
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e f
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a
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.
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A
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w
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n
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ig
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a
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n
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t d
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m
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One of the texts you worked on today (Style A) had fiirigana above the kanji, though there was 
no fiirigana on the vocabulary sheet. The other text (Style B) had no fiirigana on the text, but 
readings were given in hiragana on the vocabulary sheet. 
Which style did you prefer? Please give reasons for your choice. 
The textbooks for Intermediate Written Japanese I and Intermediate Written Japanese 2 
employed on this campus have fiirigana above untaught kanji in both the text and the 
vocabulary lists. The Japanese Tiirougfi Media 1 and Japanese Tlirougii Media 2 textbooks 
employ no fiirigana, but give readings in hiragana after the words in the vocabulary lists. 
Which format do you prefer? 
Why*/ 
Please comment on any additional points conceming fiirigana. 
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Appendix 24 Cover sheet, test sheet and both formats of reading comprehension passages 
TsUshin Eisei i l i S ^ M [Communication Satellites], and Hokkaidd Nansei Okijishin AYM^ 
^ M ^ i f e S [Undersea Earthquake South-West of Hokkaido] 
479 
As part of ongoing research to improve the quality of the Japanese courses offered on 
this campus, your assistance is sought in participating in a couple of short tests 
This experiment has no connection whatsoever with the score you will receive for the 
subject this semester. However, it would be appreciated if you worked consistently 
and to the best of your ability. 
It is important that you carefully provide the information requested on the following 
page. 
Thank you for your time. 
Leigh Kirwan 
Lecturer, Japanese 
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Family Name: Given Name(s):.... 
Student No.: Age: 
Home Telephone: Mobile: 
Country of Birth: Native Language: 
Any other languages spoken: A L J B L J C L J 
on 
AO BD CD 
AO BD cd 
A: Fluent spoken and written B: Some spoken and written 
0: Spoken only D: Can read but not speak 
Have you ever been to Japan? YesLJ NoLJ. If yes, for how 
long? 
Previous Written Japanese Language Study: (school, TAPE, private language 
school,previous university subjects etc.) 
Are you enrolled in LAL3536 Japanese Through Media 2 this semester? 
Yesr i N o d 
481 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On the two attached sheets, you will find lists of words in Japanese. Please try to give 
as much information as you can on any Japanese readings or English meanings that 
you know. Don't worry if there are many you don't know. 
When everyone has finished, you will be given a passage in Japanese to read. There 
will be a vocabulary list on the back. Please study it for 20 minutes. There will be a 
short test to complete after that. This will be followed by another passage. 
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Test Paper for both formats of Tsushin Eisei i l f t ^ M [Communication Satellites] 
Japanese Reading English Meaning 
n a 
m- • • 
M^ • n 
Tfn: • 
mj] D 
fW^^ D 
D • 
^tl(; • n 
• 
mx • 
^itr • 
fl^^±if n 
•ffl • a 
- I t ^^c^ n n 
J l ^ • 
^I^ a n 
n 
-^4 • 
c s 
f<^L n 
ill #'5 "n" 
483 
Test Paper for both formats oi Hokkaidd Nansei Okijishin AtW^M'B^WM [Undersea 
Earthqualce South-West of Hokkaido] 
Japanese Reading English Meaning 
f u 
X 
^^v 
Mi^^ 
6 
mti 
±# 
^n^-
484 
Tsushin Eisei i l f e ^ M [Communication Satellites] - No Furigana Format 
Mis 
485 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
mm. 
mm 
mm 
mmtti 
^ ^ 
* ^ 
mm 
mx 
^ ^ 
^ L 
mm 
L J ; 9 L ^ 
- ^ # J; 0 
Li0 5 # J; 9 
(5 9 DA. 
L;6^L 
commercial firm 
satellite 
collapse, breakdown 
influence 
demand, call for 
initial, first 
serious, grave 
depression, slump 
prospective winner 
preparatory school 
all together 
in addition to that 
religion 
corporation 
to put all together 
to launch, send up 
expense 
per (satellite) 
approximately 
failure 
enormous cost 
space 
to throw away, abandon 
further 
however 
contract 
to go over, exceed 
486 
Tsiishin Eisei i l i s ^ M [Communication Satellites] - Furigana Format 
- _,_^^-^rH#f-t(7)ff Lv^t^'v?^^;^^ L1:;^^^^'^^|±;55^@^v^-C# A b ^ L 
tiMiiftr^«::^:x-7<xVT(D;2^^/c:<b LT. 1 9 8 omVlk^t'h X^B^^ 
L ^ i: f i 5 A> ro fc-
UWj:tlz.mi^tiX^^^i-o 
0;^tDiiJftfM« m&^-ti:T. 4lttT-^±tf f^nTV^^i-o 
7 fo 0- J; 5 v»o § fc tJJ: *i<xA/ 0 fc Loiii,> .SA/ 
|=T^±tf»ffl« -1t^fci9FL^3 OOfiR. rtL^Ti-tT-^±(ft-^l^bfc^jV^^^ 
fol:) fo*3 *i<X.A/ t J : t > 7 C i i * 9 t 7 
^^-1i-tl.(f. -a^-t-T 2 0 0 Of tR tD^* ; ^^^ ffi ( - ^ C P ^ t l ^ LfCo 
ltv^/!i>< *aA/ r $e> ^ -5 fc 
f+®Tt t2^#{- t t Ml-. 2^i^T•^±^f^tL6^<^^C/^oTV^^-r„ 
LA> if/v^i<< t fct) IS/'./ A>^^•&^ i-fi<>-^ < tt-t iihs-hx^^ a 
^ L . m^Am. -a-frTl l 0;^fc5[HlJ^(^9-^. § |^^ ;5 ;^fg{t*tLTV ;^5(7)fi^ 5>fM 
487 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
^ l ± commercial firm 
WB. satellite 
mM collapse, breakdown 
'M "9 influence 
mm demand, call for 
'^^ initial, first 
^M^l serious, grave 
^H depression, slump 
^ ^ prospective winner 
"f^^ preparatory school 
— ^ all together 
^ t i t - in addition to that 
mm religion 
? iA corporation 
-a"^^ to put all together 
Hh-tfif^ to launch, send up 
9'ffl expense 
-m^^tc^ per (satellite) 
/L-f: approximately 
^^ failure 
^ S " enormous cost 
^ f f i space 
S! C § to throw away, abandon 
M( - further 
^ L however 
mm contract 
i l ^' S to go over, exceed 
488 
Hokkaidd Nansei Okijishin A\M^^^^^^ [Undersea Earthquake South-West of 
Hokkaido] - No Furigana Format 
fl. m'^^i't ^h\^mx.x. 102Af-^c^'9^bfco 
^'^fi}£(Dmmhm^^xi6'o-^'fo 
5^#fl^m5H#m^i. W^mcT^-A^r-afe. ^^X I 0 2X\^f^^X\^^-r. 
X. mimtixwL^^^tifcyi-^T'/u ^^oxomi (Dm.mx\t X&(D±^P^^^ 
m<i'fmtmnhtix\^^t.-r^K {^l|{iilMLTv^^-ro 
t^^x\ ^KB^(D\uf^\^^(D-^(Dmmxit. mmxmfitci^^m(Dm\h(Dmm^^^ 
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Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
r^  
m^^ 
X 
^ 
^mm 
a^5 
M^ 
Mmti 
±# 
mm 
is^ 
^'•tirV^L-^ 
^fc 
fcfe 
b;tv^fcv^ 
•^t^^ 
X^ 
^m<-rti 
t'L^ 
X>flh 
under sea 
victims 
again 
as 
self-defence force 
to collect together 
from 
landslide 
earth 
evacuation 
490 
Hokkaidd Nansei Okijishin : lb^jtlf W#iSM [Undersea Earthquake South-West of 
Hokkaido] - Furigana Format 
^\M'M.'^wp?mm(DW^mx\~t ^Bhmi^m\^f::-^x\^^xti-h(D^mtm^h 
#• •tt'l(>L-p - i- liA/ 
tL. ili44#{i ^P^l-i^^T. 1 0 2Af-/c '^9^L/Co 
Sfc I f A/ *) .S .o t i *7 S #'J:7 - t - f Acft * 9 S < ' - l ^ r o C xl^fcl-* V>A/»)J:5 
Si^S^^c^ .^ "^(7)411 t>Sv^T*D^ «9 ^-To 
l io7l>l,^i^9ltV^SoliA/ .S; *><*.J: O-tA/ 0 9 S t J; C LA, 
NHK;6Mt:^ i I«^^ t l3^#BT^t^ i i i :T t t J6fc i i r .6 ( -M'9^- r^ . ^(7)it!lM(-
L L ^ r ^ C I1'^ S•V^ fcfctOltA/ t>t*) * < fc*:> (•lA/ 
J:5^#tt^t^5B#^li. W^m^^-A^-ai^. -g^-^Tl 0 2A c^;^ o^TV^^ -t-o 
t t mi<-f a -t-j I f^ If fci^oji^ f L « t ro-e 
X. jlH^;rtT^Lo^^tLfc:/i^^/^ \X.o^O^\ (D^mxit A ft (7)±#^^'91^ 
<j^ll;5s^^tf?i^Tv^^-f-;6v 'f^l|{iiiMLTV^^-r. 
* i < L * ) t 9 -^S ^- V^*, .S *>!<># i: LA/ <-r i:«l>9fc< *> 9 i b ^ * Ii9?>< 1-^* 
tz^x\^K^(D[hf^\^^(D-U(Dmi^xitMmxmtitii-^^m(Dm\h(Dmm'^^ 
rt'i fc» L t t L i *7^A / <b7l> LJ:7;0!or-3 i; L i * T # O- /iA/ 
•to 
491 
Note: In the actual test, the Vocabulary List was printed on the reverse side of the Reading 
Comprehension passage. 
VOCABULARY LIST 
^ under sea 
1ft14# victims 
X again 
^ as 
S mW self-defence forces 
^ fe 6 to collect together 
^ 5 from 
S ^ t L landslide 
± # earth 
j ^ H evacuation 
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Appendix 25 Sample of "Study Four Spreadsheet for Passage A" including responses to four 
items 
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Appendix 26 Sample of "Study Four Spreadsheet for Passage B" including responses to four 
items 
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